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5Summary
The estimation of site effects is an important task in seismic hazard assessment. In
order to understand and estimate these site effects, the local soil structure as well as the
composition (body/surface waves, Love/Rayleigh waves) and properties of the wave
field have to be investigated. Instead of using expensive methods such as borehole mea-
surements or reflection or refraction seismics, these properties can be investigated using
surface waves. The two most important types of seismic surface waves are Love and
Rayleigh waves. These waves exhibit dispersion curves which are directly linked to the
soil structure. Furthermore, the ellipticity, a parameter describing the elliptical motion of
Rayleigh waves as a function of frequency, is also linked to the soil structure. In order to
identify and extract different wave types, their respective polarization parameters have
to be characterized.
In a first part of this work, new methods allowing the determination of the polarization
parameters of seismic surface waves are developed. Two methods, DELFI and RayDec,
estimate the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves using the three-dimensional record of a single
seismic station. The first method tries to directly fit ellipses to parts of the signal, whereas
the second one uses statistical properties to effectively suppress other wave types than
Rayleigh waves. A third newly developed method, MUSIQUE, is the combination of
the established MUSIC algorithm with a version using quaternions, an example of hy-
percomplex numbers. MUSIQUE uses seismic array recordings to discriminate between
Love and Rayleigh waves, estimate the related dispersion curves and the Rayleigh wave
ellipticity.
In the second part of the work, the new methods are applied to real data measurements.
A theoretical investigation of the inversion of ellipticity curves shows that the right flank
of the ellipticity peak and the peak frequency carry the important information on the
soil structure. However, as the ellipticity curve is not unique, additional information,
e.g. small-scale SPAC or MASW measurements, have to be added to the inversion. In
a second step, ellipticity curves estimated by RayDec on real data measurements are
inverted jointly with SPAC measurements. For the 14 investigated sites, the inversion
results are in good agreement with direct dispersion curve measurements. Furthermore,
the ellipticity inversion could help in identifying the correct Rayleigh wave modes. In
the last chapter, the seismological wave field generated by 22 earthquakes and recorded
with a dense seismic array in the Santa Clara Valley, California, is investigated using
MUSIQUE. Large amounts of scattered Love waves arriving from southern directions are
found. Furthermore, the estimated energy repartition between Love and Rayleigh waves
for the different events is rather heterogeneous. Finally, combining the information of
all earthquakes, the dispersion curves for both the fundamental and the first harmonic
Love wave modes are retrieved. For the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode, neither the
dispersion nor the ellipticity curve can be found, but for the first harmonic Rayleigh
wave mode both properties are identified.

7Résumé
L’analyse des effets de site joue un rôle décisif pour l’estimation de l’aléa sismique. Afin de
comprendre et de quantifier ces effets de site, il faut étudier la structure locale du sol ainsi que
la composition (ondes de volume/surface, ondes de Love/Rayleigh) et les propriétés du champ
d’ondes. Au lieu de techniques coûteuses comme des mesures par forage ou la sismique par
réflexion ou réfraction, ces propriétés peuvent être analysées en utilisant les ondes de surface.
Les deux types d’ondes de surface de loin les plus importants en sismologie sont les ondes de
Love et de Rayleigh. Ces ondes sont caractérisées par des courbes de dispersion directement liées
à la structure du sol. En outre, l’ellipticité, un paramètre décrivant le mouvement elliptique des
ondes de Rayleigh en fonction de la fréquence, est aussi liée à la structure du sol. Afin d’identifier
et d’extraire les différents types d’ondes, leurs paramètres de polarisation doivent être caractérisés.
Dans la première partie de ce manuscrit, de nouvelles méthodes permettant la détermination
des paramètres de polarisation des différents types d’ondes de surface sont développées. Deux
de ces méthodes, DELFI et RayDec, évaluent l’ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh à partir de
l’enregistrement à trois composantes d’un seul capteur sismique. La première de ces méth-
odes essaie d’ajuster directement des ellipses à des parties du signal, tandis que la deuxième
réprime tout type d’onde sauf les ondes de Rayleigh en exploitant des propriétés statistiques.
Une troisième nouvelle méthode, MUSIQUE, représente la combinaison de l’algorithme MU-
SIC avec une version utilisant les quaternions, des nombres hypercomplexes de dimension 4.
Cette méthode utilise les enregistrements de réseaux sismiques pour distinguer ondes de Love et
ondes de Rayleigh, estimer les courbes de dispersion associées et l’ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh.
La deuxième partie du manuscrit est dédiée à l’application des nouvelles méthodes sur des
données réelles. Une ’etude théorique des inversions de courbes d’ellipticité montre que le flanc
droit du pic d’ellipticité et la fréquence du pic comportent toutes les informations nécessaires
pour caractériser la structure du sol. Cependant, la courbe d’ellipticité n’étant pas unique, des
informations supplémentaires sur la vitesse des ondes de cisaillement de la proche surface doivent
être inclues dans le processus d’inversion. Une seconde étude s’intéresse à l’inversion conjointe
de courbes d’ellipticité mesurés par RayDec avec des mesures d’autocorrélation spatiale sur
des données réelles acquises dans différents sites en Europe. Sur les 14 sites ainsi analysés, les
résultats de l’inversion sont en bon accord avec les mesures directes de courbes de dispersion.
Par ailleurs, la méthode montre son potentiel à discriminer les différents modes de Rayleigh
observés. Dans le dernier chapitre, le champ d’ondes issu de l’enregistrement de séismes par
un réseau de capteurs sismiques dans la vallée de Santa Clara en Californie est analysé par
MUSIQUE. De grandes quantités d’ondes de Love diffusées arrivant de directions méridionales
sont identifiées. En outre, la répartition entre ondes de Love et ondes de Rayleigh varie fortement
pour les différents évènements. Finalement, en combinant les informations de tous les séismes,
les courbes de dispersion pour le mode fondamental et le premier mode harmonique des ondes
de Love sont identifiées. Pour le mode fondamental des ondes de Rayleigh, ni la courbe de
dispersion ni la courbe d’ellipticité ne sont trouvées, tandis que pour le premier mode harmonique,
les deux propriétés sont identifiées.
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Introduction
During all times of history, earthquakes have influenced the development of mankind by
destroying towns, rising the sea level and reshaping the landscape. Longtime considered
as the revenge of gods, modern science proved that earthquakes are linked to processes
in the Earth’s interior. Due to the motion of tectonic plates, stress builds up in the crust
and discharges in earthquakes.
Nevertheless, it is not only the brute force of an earthquake, measured as its magnitude,
which determines the possible damages. Indeed, the seismic waves released during an
earthquake interact with the structure of the medium through which they are travel-
ing. For example, in sedimentary basins representing a strong velocity contrast to the
surrounding rock formations, seismic waves can reflect many times and, to a certain
degree, be trapped inside the basin structure. In this way, the sedimentary basin built
by the deposits of a river can act as a wave guide. Inside the basin, the seismic motion
is thus not only amplified, but also extended to longer durations. Many towns are
located in sedimentary basins and the seimic risk for these towns can be several orders
higher compared to locations in the vicinity. Therefore, even earthquakes of moderate
magnitude can present a serious risk.
The effects modifying the seismic motion at a given site are called site effects. They have
to be taken into account in order to assess the seismic hazard at a given site. In sediment-
filled basins, the site effects range from one-dimensional to three-dimensional effects,
depending mainly on the valley geometry and the properties of the involved rocks. The
most important geometry parameter is the ratio between the horizontal dimensions
of the valley and the sediment thickness. If this ratio is large, one-dimensional site
effects predominate. These effects consist in standing waves in the vertical direction. For
more complex structures, two-dimensional and three-dimensional site effects occur. The
evaluation of site effects can be performed using earthquake recordings or by methods
allowing the imaging of the soil structure. Especially in areas of moderate seismicity,
such methods turn out to be rather useful.
Methods allowing the imaging of the soil structure include borehole measurements or
classical geophysical prospection methods, such as reflection or refraction seismics or
gravimetry. All these methods are quite expensive and are furthermore troublesome to
carry out in densely populated areas. Methods using surface waves are therefore widely
used in urban areas.
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The seismic wave field is composed of four principal wave types. Shear and pressure
waves are the two types of body waves, whereas Love and Rayleigh waves are surface
waves. The motion of surface waves is confined to the Earth’s surface, i.e. the interface
between the soil and the air. Surface waves are rather adapted to investigate the soil
structure. They are dispersive, i.e. their velocity is a function of frequency which is di-
rectly linked to the soil structure. Furthermore, the motion of Rayleigh waves is elliptical
and the ellipticity, i.e. the ratio between the horizontal and the vertical axes, is also a
function of frequency linked to the soil structure. Therefore, by analyzing surface waves
the structure of the sedimentary layers can be investigated without penetrating the soil.
Body waves, in contrast, are not dispersive. Besides, their apparent velocity at the surface
depends on the angle of incidence. Hence, they are not adapted to an investigation of
the soil structure. If the dispersion (or the Rayleigh wave ellipticity) of seismic surface
waves can be measured with precision, the properties of the soil structure, above all the
shear wave velocity profile, can be found by inverting these data.
Surely, surface waves could be generated actively, but these methods are not always
feasible in urban areas and furthermore commonly restricted to the investigation of the
very surficial layers only. Therefore, the use of ambient seismic vibrations (the so called
"seismic noise") is tempting. These seismic motions, composed both of body and surface
waves, are present at all times, but their amplitude can change in time. In different
frequency ranges, they are generated by different sources. At low frequencies (below
about 1 Hz), natural sources dominate. For example, ocean waves generate ambient
seismic vibrations with frequencies around 17 Hz, but the action of wind on trees or
buildings can also induce waves in the soil. At higher frequencies, anthropogenic sources
like traffic and industrial sources dominate.
Seismic noise recordings by means of arrays of seismic sensors and adapted process-
ing techniques (SPAC [Aki, 1957], frequency-wavenumber analysis [Lacoss et al., 1969,
Capon, 1969], noise correlation [Shapiro et al., 2005]) are nowadays largely used in urban
areas in order to retrieve the shear-wave velocity profile. Another appealing approach
allowing the use of recordings of a single seismic station only would be the inversion
of the ellipticity curve in order to find the soil structure. Nevertheless, this approach
requires the thorough investigation and extraction of Rayleigh waves in the seismic noise
wave field.
Classical site effect estimation methods compare the ground motions recorded on the
sediments with those recorded on a rocksite reference. This yields both site amplification
and resonance frequency. Another widely used method, the H/V technique [Nogoshi
and Igarashi, 1971, Nakamura, 1989], compares the ground motion recordings of the
horizontal components with those of the vertical component at a given site in order to
retrieve the resonance frequency. The site response can also be estimated using more
sophisticated methods like generalized inversion. Nevertheless, none of these methods
provides insights on the actual wave field composition. In the case of two- or three-
dimensional site effects, however, there is a special interest in characterizing the wave
field.
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Several studies have shown that surface waves diffracted at the basin edges significantly
modify the seismic wave field by contributing to amplification and duration lengthening
of seismic motions [Kawase and Aki, 1989, Kawase, 1996, Field, 1996, Gaffet et al., 1998,
Rovelli et al., 2001, Cornou et al., 2003a,b].
Studies investigating the properties of wave fields usually apply classical array process-
ing methods (high-resolution frequency-wavenumber analysis [Capon, 1969], MUSIC
[Schmidt, 1986]) to earthquake recordings of dense seismic arrays. These methods pro-
vide the azimuth and velocity of wave trains crossing the array. Waves coming directly
from the source region can then be distinguished from surface waves diffracted at the
valley edges. However, these techniques usually analyze the three components of seismic
motion independently. Therefore, using these methods, it is difficult to clearly identify
the surface wave types and their respective contributions to the wave field. The key
parameter to identify the different wave types is their polarization. Considering all
three components of a seismic record together would allow the estimation of the wave
polarization and thus the correct identification of the wave types.
The first part of this PhD thesis will focus on the problem of determining the polarization
properties of surface waves. Notably, three new methods will be presented which have
been developed during this work. DELFI and RayDec have both been designed to
estimate the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves using the three-component record of a single
seismic station. The third method, MUSIQUE, is an advanced version of the MUSIC
algorithm and uses seismic array recordings. It allows the identification of the wave
type and the determination of the dispersion curves of surface waves and the Rayleigh
wave ellipticity curve. The second part of the thesis shows the application of these
methods to real data measurements. The inversion of ellipticity curves estimated using
RayDec is shown. Furthermore, the seismological wave field generated by earthquakes
is investigated using MUSIQUE.
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Depuis le début de l’histoire humaine sur Terre, les séismes influent sur le développement de
l’humanité en détruisant des villes, changeant le niveau de la mer ou transformant le paysage.
Longtemps considérés comme la vengeance des dieux, la science moderne a découvert que les
séismes sont liés à des processus à l’intérieur de la Terre. Suite aux mouvements de plaques
tectoniques, le stress dans la croûte terrestre augmente et se décharge pendant des séismes.
Quoi qu’il en soit, ce n’est pas seulement la force brute d’un séisme, indiquée par sa magnitude,
qui détermine les dégâts potentiels. En fait, les ondes sismiques dégagées lors d’un séisme
interagissent avec la structure du médium à travers lequel ils voyagent. Par exemple, dans des
bassins sédimentaires à fort contraste de vitesse aux rochers avoisinants, les ondes sismiques
peuvent se réfléchir plusieurs fois et être, à un certain degré, piégées à l’intérieur de la structure
du bassin. De cette façon, le bassin sédimentaire formé par les dépôts d’une rivière peut agir
comme un guide d’ondes. Dans le bassin, le mouvement sismique n’est donc pas seulement
amplifié, mais aussi prolongé. Un grand nombre de villes étant localisées dans des bassins
sédimentaires, l’aléa sismique de celles-ci peut être plusieurs fois plus important que pour des
endroits proches hors du bassin. C’est pourquoi même des séismes de moyenne magnitude
peuvent présenter un aléa important.
Les effets modifiant le mouvement sismique à un site donné s’appellent effets de site. Ils doivent
être pris en compte pour évaluer l’aléa sismique. Dans des bassins remplis de sédiments, les effets
de site vont d’effets unidimensionnels jusqu’aux effets tridimensionnels, dépendant principalement
de la géométrie de la vallée et des propriétés des roches impliquées, le paramètre géométrique le
plus important étant le rapport entre les dimensions horizontales de la vallée et l’épaisseur des
sédiments. Pour de fortes valeurs de ce rapport, les effets de site unidimensionnels prédominent.
Ces effets consistent en ondes stationnaires dans la direction verticale. Pour des structures plus
complexes, des effets de site bi- et tridimensionnels apparaissent. Les effets de site peuvent
être évalués à l’aide de mesures de séismes ou par méthodes permettant l’imagerie de la struc-
ture du sol. Notamment dans des régions à sismicité modérée, ces dernières s’avèrent assez utiles.
Les méthodes permettant l’imagerie de la structure du sol incluent les mesures par forage ou les
méthodes classiques de prospection géophysique comme les sismiques de réflexion ou refraction
ou la gravimétrie. Toutes ces méthodes sont plutôt coûteuses et posent problème dans des
régions très peuplées. C’est pourquoi les méthodes utilisant des ondes de surface sont très
répandues dans les régions urbaines.
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Le champ d’ondes sismiques est composé de quatre types d’ondes principaux. Les ondes de
compression et les ondes de cisaillement forment les deux types d’ondes de volume, tandis
que les ondes de Love et les ondes de Rayleigh sont des ondes de surface. Le mouvement
de ces dernières se borne à la surface de la Terre, soit l’interface entre le sol et l’air. Etant
dispersives, c’est-à-dire leurs vitesses étant des fonctions de la fréquence directement liées à
la structure du sol, les ondes de surface sont plutôt appropriées pour étudier la structure du
sol. En outre, le mouvement des ondes de Rayleigh suivant une ellipse, le rapport entre les axes
horizontal et vertical de ce mouvement, l’ellipticité, est aussi une fonction de la fréquence liée à
la structure du sol. En conséquence, la structure des couches sédimentaires peut être explorée
sans pénétration du sol en analysant les ondes de surface. Les ondes de volume, quant à elles,
ne sont pas dispersives, d’autant plus que leur vitesse apparente à la surface dépend de l’angle
d’incidence. C’est pourquoi ces ondes ne sont pas adaptées à l’investigation de structures sédi-
mentaires. Si les courbes de dispersion des ondes de surface (ou la courbe d’ellipticité des ondes
de Rayleigh) peuvent être mesurées précisément, une inversion de ces données permet de retrou-
ver les propriétés de la structure du sol, en particulier le profil de vitesse des ondes de cisaillement.
Evidemment, des ondes de surface pourraient être générées activement, mais ceci n’est pas
toujours facilement faisable à l’intérieur d’agglomérations et en plus limité à l’investigation
des couches les plus superficielles. C’est pourquoi l’utilisation du bruit sismique ambiant est
alléchante. Ce bruit sismique, composé d’ondes de volume et d’ondes de surface, est toujours
présent, son amplitude variant au cours du temps. Dans différentes gammes de fréquence, il est
généré par des sources différentes. A basse fréquence (en-dessous de 1Hz), les sources naturelles
dominent. Par exemple, les ondes de la mer génèrent des vibrations sismiques ambientes avec
des fréquences autour de 17 Hz, mais l’action du vent sur les arbres ou les bâtiments peut aussi
induire des ondes dans le sol. A plus haute fréquence, les sources anthropogéniques comme le
trafic automobile ou les sources industrielles dominent.
Aujourd’hui, l’analyse des enregistrements de bruit sismique à l’aide de réseaux de capteurs
sismiques par des techniques de traitement du signal adaptées (SPAC [Aki, 1957], analyse
fréquence-nombre d’onde [Lacoss et al., 1969, Capon, 1969], corrélation de bruit [Shapiro et al.,
2005]) est largement utilisé pour retrouver le profil de vitesse des ondes de cisaillement dans
les agglomérations urbaines. Une autre approche alléchante tirant profit des enregistrements
d’une seule station sismique serait donnée par l’inversion de courbes d’ellipticité en vue d’une
détermination de la structure du sol, cette approche nécessitant cependant l’investigation et
l’extraction soigneuses des ondes de Rayleigh du champ d’ondes ambiant.
Les méthodes classiques d’estimation des effets de site comparaissent les mouvements du sol
enregistrés sur les sédiments avec ceux enregistrés sur un site de référence au rocher. Ceci
donne l’amplification au site ainsi que la fréquence de résonance. Une autre technique largement
utilisée, la méthode du rapport spectral H/V [Nogoshi and Igarashi, 1971, Nakamura, 1989],
compare les enregistrements des mouvements du sol sur les composantes horizontales avec ceux
de la composante verticale pour déterminer la fréquence de résonance d’un site donné. La
réponse du site peut aussi être estimée en utilisant des méthodes plus sophistiquées comme
l’inversion généralisée. Quoi qu’il en soit, aucune de ces méthodes ne permet d’évaluer la
composition réelle du champ d’ondes.
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Dans le cas d’effets de site bi- ou tridimensionnelles, il existe toutefois un intérêt spécial dans
la caractérisation du champ d’ondes. Plusieurs études ont montrées que des ondes de surface
diffractées aux bords d’un bassin modifient le champ d’ondes de manière significative en con-
tribuant à l’amplification et à la prolongation temporelle des mouvements sismiques [Kawase
and Aki, 1989, Kawase, 1996, Field, 1996, Gaffet et al., 1998, Rovelli et al., 2001, Cornou et al.,
2003a,b].
Les études des propriétés de champs d’ondes appliquent normalement des méthodes de traite-
ment de réseaux classiques (analyse fréquence-nombre d’onde à haute résolution [Capon, 1969],
MUSIC [Schmidt, 1986]) à des enregistrements de séismes obtenus à l’aide de réseaux denses de
capteurs sismiques. Ces méthodes donnent l’azimut et la vitesse des trains d’ondes traversant le
réseau. Des ondes venant directement de la région de source peuvent ainsi être discernées des
ondes de surface diffractées aux bords de la vallée. Cependant, ces techniques étudient les trois
composantes du mouvement sismique indépendamment. Par conséquent, l’identification claire
des types d’ondes de surface et leurs contributions au champ d’ondes sont difficiles à effectuer
avec ces méthodes. Le paramètre clé de l’identification des différents types d’ondes est leur
polarisation. La considération simultanée des trois composantes d’un enregistrement sismique
permettrait d’estimer la polarisation des ondes et par conséquent l’identification correcte du
type d’onde.
La première partie de ce manuscrit de thèse sera centrée sur la détermination des propriétés de
polarisation des ondes de surface. Notamment, trois nouvelles méthodes développées dans le
cadre de ce travail seront présentées. DELFI et RayDec ont tous les deux été désignés pour
estimer l’ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh à partir d’enregistrements d’un seul capteur sismique.
La troisième méthode, MUSIQUE, est une version avancée de l’algorithme MUSIC et utilise des
données de réseaux sismiques. Outre l’identification d’azimut et de vitesse d’ondes incidentes,
cette méthode permet l’identification du type d’onde, la détermination des courbes de dispersion
associées aux ondes de surface ainsi que de la courbe d’ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh.
La deuxième partie du manuscrit est consacrée à l’application de ces méthodes à des données
réelles. L’inversion de courbes d’ellipticité obtenues avec RayDec est montrée et le champ
d’ondes sismiques générées par des séismes est analysé par MUSIQUE.
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Thesis outline
The present document is organized in two parts. The first part is dedicated to the
theoretical aspects of the estimation of seismic wave properties:
• Chapter 1 briefly recalls the properties of seismic waves which are necessary for
the understanding of the work presented in the subsequent chapters.
• Chapter 2 deals with the use of single-sensor methods to estimate the polarization
of seismic waves. Some existing methods are presented, before introducing DELFI
and RayDec, two methods developed during this thesis work.
• Chapter 3 presents already existing methods using arrays of seismic sensors to
retrieve the dispersion curves of seismic waves. These methods include beam-
forming, frequency-wavenumber analysis, MUSIC and SPAC. The SPAC method
is presented in detail and 2s-SPAC, a method using only two seismic sensors, is
tested on seismic measurements.
• Chapter 4 introduces quaternions and biquaternions, two types of hypercomplex
numbers. Using these numbers, MUSIC can not only estimate the dispersion curve
but also the polarization of seismic waves. The possibilities and limits of this
approach are shown before presenting MUSIQUE, a method developed during
this thesis work. This method is a combination of the established classical and
quaternion-MUSIC algorithms.
• In chapter 5, the previously introduced methods are applied to simulations of
seismic signals to investigate their respective performances and limitations.
The second part of the work is focused on the application of the new methods to real
seismic data:
• Chapter 6 investigates the theoretical aspects of the inversion of ellipticity data
for the retrieval of the soil structure. It is determined which parts of the ellipticity
curve actually carry the important information and which additional data can be
used to constrain the structure in an unambiguous way. Furthermore, the effects of
misestimated ellipticity curves are shown.
• In chapter 7, the lessons learned in chapter 6 are applied to real data measurements
of 14 sites. These sites have been extensively investigated during the European
NERIES project. For each site, a broad-band dispersion curve is available which
allows the comparison of our inversion results with other measurements.
• In chapter 8, MUSIQUE is used to investigate the seismological wave field with
an array of seismic sensors located on a sedimentary basin in California. For 22
different earthquakes, the azimuthal energy distribution and the energy repartition
between Love and Rayleigh waves are measured and dispersion and ellipticity
curves of the basin are retrieved combining the data of all earthquakes.

Part I
Theory

Chapter 1
Properties of seismic waves
This work deals with seismic waves, their identification and the determination of their
respective properties. Therefore, this chapter will briefly present the properties of seismic
waves. Starting with the wave equation, the difference between body and surface waves
will be explained. Furthermore, the properties of surface waves, namely Love and Ray-
leigh waves, will be highlighted and the terms dispersion curve and ellipticity defined.
For further details on the theory of seismic waves, we refer to standard literature as Aki
and Richards [2002] or Lay and Wallace [1995].
Cet œuvre s’occupant d’ondes sismiques, de leur identification et de la détermination de leurs
propriétés respectives, ce chapitre présentera brièvement les différents types d’ondes sismiques
et leurs propriétés. Commençant par l’équation d’onde, les différences entre les ondes de volume
et les ondes de surface seront expliquées avant d’élucider les propriétés des ondes de surface,
notamment les ondes de Love et de Rayleigh et d’expliquer les termes courbe de dispersion et
ellipticité. Pour des informations plus détaillées sur la théorie des ondes sismiques, nous nous
référons à la littérature standard, par exemple Aki and Richards [2002] ou Lay and Wallace
[1995].
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1.1 Wave equation
The propagation of a three-dimensional plane wave ~u(~r, t) in a homogeneous elastic
medium is a solution of the wave equation
1
v2
· ∂
2~u(~r, t)
∂t2
− ∆~u(~r, t) = 0, (1.1)
where~r =
( x
y
z
)
indicates the coordinates of a point in three-dimensional space, t is time,
v the wave velocity and ∆ = ∂
2
∂x2 +
∂2
∂y2 +
∂2
∂z2 the Laplace operator.
1.2 Body waves
In elastic media, two types of seismic body waves exist which differ in their respective
wave polarization [Aki and Richards, 2002]:
• Pressure waves, or P-waves, exhibit an associated wave motion which is longitudi-
nal to the direction of propagation.
• Shear waves, or S-waves, display a motion which is transverse to the direction of
propagation.
The wave velocities of both wave types are directly linked to the elastical properties of
the medium, notably
vP =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
, (1.2)
vS =
√
λ
ρ
, (1.3)
where λ and µ are the Lamé parameters and ρ the mass density of the medium. Both
Lamé parameters parameterize the elastic moduli of homogeneous, perfectly elastic
isotropic media and are linked by Poisson’s ratio ν = λ2(λ+µ) [Lay and Wallace, 1995].
As both Lamé parameters are positive, the pressure wave velocitiy vP is always larger
than the shear wave velocity vS. In a homogeneous medium, both P- and S-waves travel
at their respective velocities at all frequencies and are therefore non-dispersive. As the
polarization of S-waves is always perpendicular to the direction of propagation, two
different types of S-waves can be defined related to their plane of polarization: The
polarization of SV-waves lies in a vertical plane, whereas the polarization of SH-waves is
horizontal.
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1.3 Surface waves
The Earth’s surface represents a fundamental border for seismic waves. At this interface,
surface waves form. In contrast to body waves, the amplitude of surface waves decays
exponentially with increasing distance from the interface. Consequently, the energy of
surface waves decreases as 1r with distance r from the wave’s origin, but the energy of
body waves decreases as 1r2
I. Thus, in case of an earthquake, surface waves can cause
damage at greater distances from the epicenter than body waves. Although other surface
wave types exist (e.g. Stoneley waves), we will focus on Love and Rayleigh waves in the
following, which are by far the most important surface waves in seismology.
1.3.1 Love waves
The existence of Love waves requires that the surface layer has a lower S-wave velocity
than the underlying structure. Therefore, the simplest soil structure for which Love
waves can occur consists of a single layer overlying a homogeneous half-space with
higher S-wave velocity. In this case, SH-waves are reflected both at the surface and at the
interface between layers. The waves which are trapped in this way, are called Love waves.
As Love waves consist of SH-waves, the motion of a surface particle under the influence
of a Love wave is parallel to the surface. Consequently, Love waves can only be recorded
on the horizontal components of a seismic sensor. In contrast to body waves, Love waves
travel with different velocities at different frequencies. Furthermore, harmonic modes
of motion are possible. A very simple soil structure model is given in table 1.1. The P-
and S-wave velocity profiles for this model are shown in figure 1.1 (a). Figure 1.1 (b)
shows the Love wave dispersion curves for this model for the fundamental and the first
four higher modes. This figure illustrates that the fundamental mode is present over the
whole frequency range, while the harmonic modes occur at higher frequencies one after
another. The Love waves’ phase velocity is always comprised between the minimum
and maximum S-wave velocities of the soil structure.
Table 1.1: Parameters of a very simple soil structure model: Thickness range d, pressure wave
velocity VP, shear wave velocity VS and density ρ of the layers.
d[m] VP[m/s] VS[m/s] ρ[kg/m3]
0−20 1 500 400 2 000
20−∞ 5 600 3 200 2 000
IAssuming an undamped wave propagation, the total energy of a seismic wave will remain constant as
it travels away from the source. For surface waves, at a distance r from the origin, this energy is dispersed
on a ring of circumference 2pir. For body waves, the energy is dispersed on the surface of a half-sphere
2pir2. As the energy of a wave is proportional to its amplitude squared, the amplitudes of surface and
body waves decrease as 1√r and
1
r , respectively.
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Figure 1.1: (a) S- and P-wave velocity profile for the model given in table 1.1. (b) Love wave
dispersion curves for this model. The fundamental mode is plotted as a solid line, the dashed lines
indicate the first four harmonic modes of this model.
1.3.2 Rayleigh waves
At the surface of the Earth, a coupled propagation of P- and SV-waves is possible. These
waves are called Rayleigh waves. In contrast to Love waves, Rayleigh waves can form
not only at layered soil structures, but also at the surface of a homogeneous half-space.
The coupling of the SV-wave on the vertical component and the P-wave on the horizontal
component is only possible if, disregarding the damping of waves, both components are
phase-shifted by ±90◦ [Aki and Richards, 2002]. However, due to anelasticity, the phase
shift can differ from ±90◦, but even for very anelastic material, this shift is in the order
of 2◦ only [Boore and Toksöz, 1969].
The motion of a particle under the influence of a Rayleigh wave follows an ellipse. Ac-
cording to the actual sign of the phase shift, this motion is either retrograde or prograde
(see figure 1.2), which describes the sense of rotation in relation to the propagation
direction. Another property of Rayleigh waves is the ellipticity, which is defined as the
ratio between the horizontal and the vertical amplitudes of the signal.
For the fundamental mode of a Rayleigh wave at the surface of a homogeneous half-
space, the motion is always retrograde. In this case, the Rayleigh waves travel with the
same velocity at all frequencies and are not dispersive. In this case, the Rayleigh wave
velocity is a function of Poisson’s ratio ν, but is always smaller than the S-wave velocity
vS. For example, for ν = 0.25, the Rayleigh wave velocity of a homogeneous half-space
is vRayleigh = 0.92vS. Furthermore, in this case the ellipticity is constant with frequency
and also depends on ν [Malischewsky and Scherbaum, 2004].
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of retro- and prograde Rayleigh wave motion.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Rayleigh wave dispersion curve for the fundamental and the first four harmonic
modes for the model given in table 1.1. The fundamental mode is plotted as combination of a solid
and a dotted line, where the solid line indicates retrograde particle motion and the dashed line
prograde motion. The dispersion curves for the higher modes are given by dash-dotted lines. (b)
Ellipticity curves for the same modes. At the right flank of the fundamental mode, the particle
motion is prograde, whereas it is retrograde at the left flank and above the trough frequency. The
harmonic modes are indicated by colored dash-dotted lines.
For a layered structure, however, Rayleigh waves are dispersive, the ellipticity varies with
frequency and the wave motion can be prograde or retrograde, depending on frequency.
The ellipticity as a function of frequency can show different behaviors, depending on
the soil model. In case of a layer overlying a half-space, the ellipticity curve exhibits
both a singularity peak and a trough if the impedance contrast between the uppermost
layer and the half-space is strong (i.e. vS2 > vS2). In this case, the particle motion for the
fundamental Rayleigh wave mode is prograde in the frequency range between the peak
and the trough, i.e. for the right flank of the peak. For the other parts of the ellipticity
curve, the motion is retrograde. If the velocity profile does not exhibit a strong contrast,
the ellipticity curve can still exhibit a peak, but neither a singular peak nor a trough. Then,
the motion of the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode is retrograde for all frequencies.
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In figure 1.3 (a), the dispersion curves for the fundamental and the first four harmonic
modes of Rayleigh waves are shown for the model given in table 1.1. The fundamental
mode is present at all frequencies, whereas each harmonic mode is present above a
specific frequency only. At this frequency, the velocity of each mode equals the S-wave
velocity at the second layer. At high frequencies, the fundamental mode does not reach
deep enough to be influenced by the half-space. Therefore, its behavior is the same as
on a half-space which has the properties of the surficial layer. Notably, for the model
curves shown in figure 1.3 (a), the Rayleigh wave velocity is smaller than the respective
S-wave velocity at frequencies above 15 Hz. In the opposite case, at very low frequencies,
the Rayleigh wavelength is so large that the influence of the surficial layer becomes
negligible and the wave behaves as on the top of a half-space. The ellipticity curves of
the model are shown in figure 1.3 (b). For the fundamental mode, the curve exhibits a
singularity peak and a trough and becomes flat at higher frequencies. Between the peak
and trough frequencies, the Rayleigh wave motion is prograde and retrograde at the
other frequencies. The ellipticity curves for the other modes show a more complicated
behavior with multiple peaks and troughs.
1.4 Conclusion
The seismic wave field is dominated by four types of waves: P-, S-, Love and Rayleigh
waves. Among them, Love and Rayleigh waves appear to be very interesting for retriev-
ing information on the soil structure due to their dispersion properties. The dispersion of
Love and Rayleigh waves can be depicted in a simple way. With increasing frequency, the
wavelength decreasesII. Surface waves are confined to the surface and their amplitudes
decrease exponentially with depth. This decay depends on the wavelength. Conse-
quently, a wave with a larger wavelength samples the soil structure to larger depths than
a wave of smaller wavelength. Therefore, the low frequency part of the dispersion curve
depends on a thicker part of the soil structure than the high frequency part. In general,
the velocities of seismic waves increase with depth and low frequency surface waves
travel faster than at higher frequencies.
Another important property carrying information on the soil structure is the ellipticity of
Rayleigh waves. In contrast to the measurement of Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion
curves, which can only be measured by using an array of seismic sensors, the ellipticity
can be measured using a single seismic station. Nevertheless, the retrograde or prograde
sense of rotation cannot be retrieved using a single seismic station because these nota-
tions only make sense in combination with the direction of propagation which cannot be
measured by a single sensor.
IIFrequency f and wavelength λ are linked via the wave velocity v (or the slowness s = 1v ) in a simple
way:
v = λ · f .
Chapter 2
Single-sensor methods to estimate the
polarization of seismic waves
This chapter presents methods which can be used to characterize the polarization of
seismic waves using single sensors. First, some examples of established methods will
be shown, including rectilinearity and planarity filters as well as a method using the
analytic signal. Then, the widespread H/V technique is explained, before introducing
DELFI and RayDec, two new methods which have been developed in the framework of
this thesis work.
Ce chapitre présentera des méthodes pour caractériser la polarisation d’ondes sismiques en
n’utilisant qu’un seul capteur. D’abord, quelques exemples de méthodes établies seront montrés,
dont des filtres de réctilinéarité et de planarité et une méthode utilisant le signal analytique.
Après, la technique très répandu du rapport H/V sera expliqué avant d’introduire DELFI et
RayDec, deux méthodes nouvelles développées dans le cadre de ce travail de thèse.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the estimation of polarization parameters of seismic waves
using single seismic sensors. The estimation of polarization is an important problem as it
allows the discrimination between different wave types, e.g. body and surface waves,
Love and Rayleigh waves. The knowledge of the wave properties and the composition
of the wave field are important issues for various problems. These range from char-
acterizing the wave source (i.e. estimating the azimuth and the incident angle) or the
propagation medium (wave velocities of the different wave types, damping parameters)
to the estimation of site effects (Rayleigh wave ellipticity). Some of these characteristics,
for example the wave velocity, can only be estimated using simultaneous recordings
of the wave field by multiple seismic sensors, but some others, like the Rayleigh wave
ellipticity, can be determined using single seismic sensors. Seismic array methods will be
treated in chapters 3 and 4, the focus of the present chapter lies on single-sensor methods.
The motion of a Rayleigh wave is confined in the plane formed by the vertical and the
radial component. The motion of a Love wave, however, is linear, i.e. confined to a
single horizontal direction. The basic idea of the methods which are presented in sections
2.2.1[Flinn, 1965, Montalbetti and Kanasewich, 1970, Jurkevics, 1988] is to develop filters
which estimate the rectilinearity (i.e. the confinement of the signal in its dominant polar-
ization direction) and planarity (i.e. the confinement in a plane). Using these filters, time
windows with predominant rectilinear movement, i.e. P-, S- or Love waves, or planar
movement, i.e. Rayleigh waves, can be extracted from the signal recordings. All these
methods are based on eigenvalue decompositions of real signal covariance matrices.
The method presented in section 2.2.2 [Vidale, 1986], uses the analytic signal instead of
covariance matrices, but the objective of the method is the same. The use of the analytic
signal allows in principle a more precise temporal signal characterization, as it is not
necessary to average over multiple time samples as in the other methods.
The other presented methods aim to estimate the Rayleigh wave ellipticity. The first
method, H/V [Nogoshi and Igarashi, 1971, Nakamura, 1989], presented in section 2.2.3,
simply calculates the spectral ratio between the horizontal and the vertical components.
This ratio is indeed linked to the resonance of the structure [Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2006]
and corresponds to the Rayleigh wave ellipticity if the wave field consists exclusively of
Rayleigh waves. However, in the presence of Love waves, the H/V curve misestimates
ellipticity.
During this thesis work, two new methods have been developed which are specially
designed to estimate ellipticity. The first method, DELFI, is based on the direct fitting of
ellipses to time windows of the signal. The second method, RayDec, suppresses other
wave types than Rayleigh waves by statistical means in order to estimate the ellipticity
using ambient seismic vibrations. Both methods are presented in detail in sections 2.3
and 2.4, respectively.
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2.2 Overview of existing methods
2.2.1 Rectilinear and planar polarization filters
2.2.1.1 Rectilinear polarization filter
The filter presented in the following was originally developed by Flinn [1965]. The filter
detects the instantaneous linearity of a seismic signal and efficiently suppresses noise
contributions. It is primarily designed to enhance the recordings of transient signals
generated by earthquakes.
In a first step, the signals are rotated in the azimuth direction, which separates radial
and transverse contributionsI. For a time window of N data samples centered at t, the
covariance matrix is calculated. Let
X(t) =
R(t1) R(t2) · · · R(t) · · · R(tN)T(t1) T(t2) · · · T(t) · · · T(tN)
Z(t1) Z(t2) · · · Z(t) · · · Z(tN)
 (2.1)
be a 3× N data matrix describing the seismic records around the time t, where R, T and
Z indicate the recordings of the radial, transverse and vertical components, respectively.
Then the associated covariance matrix is given by
C(t) =
1
N
XT(t)X(t). (2.2)
The eigenvalues of C(t) are λ1, λ2 and λ3 (with λ1 > λ2 > λ3). Now, a function describing
the rectilinearity of the signal is defined by
G(λ1,λ2) = 1− λ2
λ1
. (2.3)
If the signal has a principal polarization direction, λ1 will be large compared to λ2 and
G(λ1,λ2) close to unity. In the opposite case, λ1 and λ2 will be comparable and G(λ1,λ2)
small.
This filter technique was improved by Montalbetti and Kanasewich [1970] by adding an
arbitrary parameter n in equation (2.3), which transforms to
F(λ1,λ2) = 1−
(
λ2
λ1
)n
. (2.4)
The rectilinearity of the signal at time t is then given by
RL(t) = (F(λ1,λ2))
J , (2.5)
where J is an additional arbitrary parameter. ~e1 =
( eR
eT
eZ
)
, the eigenvector associated to λ1,
indicates the direction of maximum polarization, i.e. the repartition of the wave energy
IThe azimuth is either given if the earthquake epicenter is known or has to be detected by an array
method.
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on the different components. In this way, time-dependent direction functions can be
defined by raising the different components of the eigenvector to an arbitrary power K,
which yields
DR(t) = (eR)
K , (2.6)
DT(t) = (eT)
K , (2.7)
DZ(t) = (eZ)
K . (2.8)
By changing the arbitrary constants n, J and K in equations (2.4) - (2.8) of the method, the
results can be tunedII. By averaging over some neighbouring values, the rectilinearity
RL(t) and direction functions can be smoothed. The final signals are then obtained by
R f (t) = R(t) · RL(t) · DR(t), (2.9)
Tf (t) = T(t) · RL(t) · DT(t), (2.10)
Z f (t) = Z(t) · RL(t) · DZ(t). (2.11)
2.2.1.2 Planar polarization filter
Jurkevics [1988] expanded the use of the rectilinear filter described above to planar waves.
The calculation of the covariance matrix is the same as given in equation (2.2). A slightly
modified version of equation (2.4) is used to describe the rectilinearity:
R(λ1,λ2,λ3) = 1−
(
λ2 + λ3
2λ1
)
. (2.12)
Still, this function is close to one if the signal is linearly polarized, i.e. if λ1 is large
compared to the other eigenvalues. Additionally, the degree of planarity of the signal is
measured by the property
P(λ1,λ2,λ3) = 1−
(
2λ3
λ1 + λ2
)
. (2.13)
As the motion of Rayleigh waves is confined to a plane, a combination of both functions
can be used to discriminate against other wave types. Furthermore, to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, Jurkevics [1988] proposed to use an array of seismic sensors and to
average the covariance matrices of the different sensors, which yields
C(t) =
1
NS
NS
∑
k=1
Ck, (2.14)
where NS is the number of sensors and Ck the covariance matrix of the kth sensor.
IIMontalbetti and Kanasewich [1970] indicate that good results are obtained by setting n = 0.5 or 1,
J = 1 and K = 2.
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2.2.2 Polarization analysis using the analytic signal
The following method has been proposed by Vidale [1986]. If the real-valued three-
component measurements for a single seismic sensor are given by xk,r(t) (where k ∈
{1,2,3} indicates the direction; 1 stands for eastern, 2 for northern and 3 for vertical
component), the analytic signal is built by
xk(t) = xk,r(t) + iH(xk,r(t)), (2.15)
where H represents the Hilbert transform, defined by H( f (x)) = 1pi
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x)
y−x dx. In
this way, the real-valued signals become complex (without increasing the information
content). In fact, the analytic signal corresponds to a real signal where all negative
frequency contributions have disappeared without changing the signal’s energy, i.e. in
the Fourier transform the positive frequency contributions have doubled. By using the
analytic signal, it is possible to calculate an instantaneous covariance function
C(t) =
x1(t)x∗1(t) x1(t)x∗2(t) x1(t)x∗3(t)x2(t)x∗1(t) x2(t)x∗2(t) x2(t)x∗3(t)
x3(t)x∗1(t) x3(t)x
∗
2(t) x3(t)x
∗
3(t)
 . (2.16)
As the covariance matrix is by construction Hermitian, its eigenvalues λn (n ∈ {1, 2, 3},
λ1 > λ2 > λ3) are real, whereas the normed eigenvectors ~un =
(
un,1
un,2
un,3
)
are, in general,
complex. The eigenvector associated to the largest eigenvalue λ1 indicates the direction
of maximum polarization. In fact, ~u1 represents a set of eigenvectors which are associated
to λ1. The product of ~u1 and eiα (with an arbitrary α) is still an eigenvector, because
C~u1eiα = λ1eiα. From this set of eigenvectors, the vector whose real component is
maximum is chosen. This is done by searching the α maximizing the length X of the real
component of ~u1eiα given by
X =
∣∣∣<(~u1eiα)∣∣∣ . (2.17)
The elliptical polarization component is estimated by
PE =
√
1− X2
X
. (2.18)
Due to the normalization of ~u1, the length of the complex part of ~u1 is given by
√
1− X2
and PE represents the ratio between imaginary and real part of the eigenvector. For linear
polarization, PE = 0, and for circular polarization, PE = 1. By using the components of
~u1, the azimuth ϑ and angle of incidence δ of the wave can be estimated by
ϑ = arctan
(<(u1,2)
<(u1,1)
)
, (2.19)
δ = arctan
(
<(u1,3)√
(<(u1,1))2 + (<(u1,2))2
)
, (2.20)
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where u1,k indicates the component of ~u1 in direction k. Further polarization parameters
can be defined in a way similar to the rectilinearity and planarity filters of Jurkevics
[1988]. The strength of polarization is defined in a way slightly different from equation
(2.12) by
PS = 1−
(
λ2 + λ3
λ1
)
(2.21)
and the degree of planarity is estimated by
PP = 1−
(
λ3
λ2
)
. (2.22)
If the signal is polarized with a single dominant component, PS is close to 1. If the signal
in both other components is comparable to the dominant one, PS is low. In the same way,
PP is close to 1 if the intermediate component is much larger than the smallest one and
close to 0 if both components are comparable.
The advantage of using the analytic signal is that the analysis can be performed for each
time sample independently, i.e. without having to average over a time window in the
seismogram as would be necessary when using real-valued signals, but it is necessary
to use the time-series of the signal to calculate the Hilbert transform. Nevertheless, the
method can only work if a single seismic signal is present. If two waves arrive at the
same time, calculating the analytical signal gives wrong results.
2.2.3 H/V
The horizontal-to-vertical (H/V) method was introduced by the publication (in Japanese
language) of Nogoshi and Igarashi [1971] and popularized among the English-speaking
science community by Nakamura [1989]. Since then, it is a widespread technique which
helps to characterize the soil by simple means. The method consists in the calculation
of the ratio between the horizontal and vertical Fourier spectra of the seismic noise
recordings of a single three-component seismic sensor. If the Fourier transforms of the
recordings of the three components are Xeast( f ), Xnorth( f ) and Xvert( f ), respectively,
then the H/V ratio is calculated byIII
H/V =
√
|Xeast( f )|2 + |Xnorth( f )|2
|Xvert( f )| . (2.23)
Although the theory behind the H/V ratio is not yet completely understood, empirical
evidence shows that a peak in the H/V curve is correlated with the resonance frequency
of the structure [Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2006, Haghshenas et al., 2008]. Furthermore, for
a single Rayleigh wave crossing the structure, the H/V ratio corresponds to the definition
of the ellipticity curve. However, in the general case Love waves are also present [Köhler
et al., 2006, Endrun, 2010] and the H/V ratio will not provide the ellipticity.
IIISometimes, this ratio is defined with an additional
√
2 in the denominator.
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2.3 DELFI
The following method has been developed during this work. DELFI (Direct ELlipse
FItting for Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation) is a method which estimates the ellipticity
of Rayleigh waves by directly fitting an ellipse to the filtered data [Hobiger et al., 2009b].
There are two processing steps, the first one determines the vertical plane where the
signal is confined and projects the signal in this plane, the second fits an ellipse to the
obtained two-dimensional signal. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the principles of the
method. The algorithm is explained in the following.
2.3.1 Plane detection
Consider the three-dimensional signal recorded by a single seismic sensor. This signal
can be represented as a time series S(t) = [E(t) N(t) Z(t)], where E(t), N(t) and Z(t)
are the signals of the eastern, northern and vertical component, respectively. In this
way the signal S(t) takes values in R3. In a first step, the signal S(t) is filtered around a
central frequency f with a filter bandwidth d f which yields the filtered signal Sf(t) =[
E f (t) N f (t) Z f (t)
]
.
Then, for each frequency of interest, the following processing is performed independently.
First, the filtered signal is cut into blocks of time length T = nP/ f , which corresponds
to signals of nP periods at the given frequency. If we denote the sample rate of the
original signal by dt, each cut block of signal includes N = T/dt data points. The three-
component signal of one of these blocks Sb = [Eb Nb Zb] forms a matrix of dimension
N × 3. The starting and ending times of a block are given by tb,s and tb,e, respectively.
As the polarization of Rayleigh waves is confined to a plane formed by a horizontal and
a vertical axis, the first step is to identify the vertical plane where the signal is confined
the most. This is done by using the signal of both horizontal components. The plane
can be defined by its normal vector~a = (aE, aN)T. For each data point ~pi = (Ei, Ni), the
distance to the plane is given by di = ~pi ·~a. We fit the plane in a least-squares sense by
minimizing the functional
D =
N
∑
i=1
d2i , (2.24)
which can be written in matrix form as
D = (p ·~a)T(p ·~a)
=~aT · pT · p ·~a
=~aT · S ·~a, (2.25)
where p = [Eb Nb] is the matrix of all data points and S = pT · p the position covariance
matrix. The normalized eigenvectors ~ui (with associated eigenvalues λi, for i ∈ {1, 2},
with λ1 < λ2) of S form a basis of the two-dimensional space.
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Figure 2.1: Graphic outline of the DELFI method: (a) A single three-component seismic sensor
records a time series of data points in 3D space. (b) The signal is filtered around f , the frequency
of interest. (c) The filtered signal is cut into blocks of equal length (typically one period). (d) Each
of these blocks is extracted and the plane, where the signal is confined, is searched for. (e) The
signal block is projected into this plane. (f) An ellipse is fitted. Repeated processing of steps (d)-(f)
for every signal block cut in (c) yields the ellipticity estimation at frequency f .
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Therefore,~a can be expressed as a linear combination of ~u1 and ~u2 by
~a =
2
∑
i=1
ki~ui. (2.26)
Thus, exploiting the properties S~ui = λi~ui and ~uTj ~ui = δij, the functional can be written
as
D =
2
∑
i=1
2
∑
j=1
kik j~uTi S~uj
=
2
∑
i=1
2
∑
j=1
kik j~uTi ~ujλj
=
2
∑
i=1
2
∑
j=1
kik jδijλj
= k21λ1 + k
2
2λ2 (2.27)
As the vector~a is normalized, k21 + k
2
2 = 1. As λ1 < λ2, D is minimized by k1 = 1 and
k2 = 0. It follows that~a = ~u1. As~a is the normal vector of the plane, the other eigenvector
~u2 and the vertical unit vector span the plane. The horizontal components Eb and Nb can
now be projected onto the vector ~u2 to form the horizontal signal
Hb = [Eb Nb] · ~u2. (2.28)
In this way, the original three-dimensional signal is transformed into the two-dimensional
signal
S′b = [Hb Zb]. (2.29)
2.3.2 Ellipse fitting
The next step consists in fitting an ellipse to the data matrix S′b. Fitzgibbon et al. [1999]
proposed an algorithm which fits an ellipse to any two-dimensional cloud of data
points. In general, six parameters are necessary to define a two-dimensional ellipse: two
coordinates defining the center point and two two-dimensional vectors defining the semi-
major and semi-minor axes, respectivelyIV. Of course, the ellipse can be parameterized
in a different way without changing the number of necessary parameters. For the
case where we search for Rayleigh waves, the number of parameters can be reduced
considerably. Firstly, we know that the center point of the ellipse must lie on the origin
of the sensor’s coordinate systemV.
IVIn the three-dimensional case, nine parameters are necessary: each of the three vectors is defined by
three parameters. In the three-dimensional case, the plane of the ellipse can be easily found by using a
three-dimensional covariance matrix. By projecting the signal on this plane, the problem reduces to the
two-dimensional case.
VThe presence of different signals, especially of frequency content different from the analyzed Rayleigh
wave, could shift the ellipse including the center point. This effect is inhibited by the narrow-band filtering
in the first step of the processing.
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In addition, both axes of the ellipse of the Rayleigh wave motion lie in the horizontal
and vertical direction if the soil is perfectly elastic. Boore and Toksöz [1969] showed that
anelasticity leads to a shift of the phase angle between the vertical and the horizontal
motion. However, they showed that even for very anelastic material (Qα = 10, Qβ = 4,
β = 0.55α) this shift does not exceed 2◦. As such a shift is hardly ever measurable, we
impose that both axes lie in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. In this way,
the Rayleigh wave motion can be parameterized by only two parameters, namely the
horizontal and the vertical axes. Both are necessary to calculate ellipticity.
The following function describes an ellipse with a horizontal and a vertical axis:
ax2 + by2 − 1 = 0, (2.30)
where a and b are parameters related to the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. If
we denote the lengths of the horizontal and the vertical axes by h and v, respectively, the
following relations hold:
a =
1
h2
, b =
1
v2
. (2.31)
The distance of an arbitrary point (x, y) from the ellipse is given by
F(x, y) = ax2 + by2 − 1. (2.32)
To a set of data points (xi, yi) with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, an ellipse can be fitted by minimizing
the functional
D =
N
∑
i=1
F(xi,yi)2. (2.33)
This leads to the following set of equations:
∂D
∂a
= a
N
∑
i=1
x4i + b
N
∑
i=1
x2i y
2
i −
N
∑
i=1
x2i = 0, (2.34)
∂D
∂b
= a
N
∑
i=1
x2i y
2
i + b
N
∑
i=1
y4i −
N
∑
i=1
y2i = 0. (2.35)
This can be written in matrix form as
S · ~A = ~C, (2.36)
with
S =
(
∑ x4i ∑ x
2
i y
2
i
∑ x2i y
2
i ∑ y
4
i
)
, (2.37)
~A =
(
a
b
)
, (2.38)
~C =
(
∑ x2i
∑ y2i
)
, (2.39)
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where the summations stretch over all indices 1 ≤ i ≤ N. This equation can be easily
solved byVI
~A = S−1 · ~C. (2.40)
The properties a and b can be transformed into the horizontal and vertical axes by using
equation (2.31).
The presented ellipse-fitting algorithm is applied to every signal block Sb, which yields
the horizontal and vertical axes hb and vb, as well as the value of the functional D which
serves as weighting factor Db. This processing is performed for all signal blocks and the
ellipticity at frequency f is finally calculated by
eDELFI( f ) =
∑b hb/Db
∑b vb/Db
. (2.41)
2.3.3 Free parameters
Table 2.1: Values for the horizontal and vertical axes as well as the resulting ellipticity for the
ellipse fits of figure 2.2.
Used data points Horizontal axis Vertical axis Ellipticity
original ellipse 2.000 1.000 2.00
all points 2.072 0.973 2.13
left half 2.058 0.951 2.16
right half 2.085 0.993 2.10
quarter 1 2.008 1.051 1.91
quarter 2 2.012 0.933 2.16
quarter 3 2.086 0.975 2.14
quarter 4 2.220 0.923 2.41
In the algorithm, there are only two free parameters: d f , the bandwidth of the filter
and nP, the number of periods in each signal block. The filter bandwidth should be
adjusted in such a way to exclude contributions of other frequencies to a maximum. The
number of periods in the signal block should not exceed 1, as the amplitude of seismic
waves can evolve with time. Therefore, it is improbable that two subsequent signal
blocks have the same amplitude, even if their respective ellipticities are identical. The
ellipse-fitting algorithm does not set a lower boundary of how much signal has to be
processed. However, the sample rate dt of the signal sets a lower limit for nP, as an
ellipse estimation based on two or three data points does not make much sense. In the
same time, if only a part of the ellipse is covered by data points, the ellipse estimation
VIIn the general case, the position covariance matrix S is invertible. However, if the data points lie on a
degenerated ellipse, i.e. on a line, S will be singular and cannot be inverted. Then, S can be transformed
into an invertible form by adding small numbers on the diagonal entries.
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Figure 2.2: Examples of fitting different parts of an ellipticity with added noise. 40 data points
lying on the original ellipse have been generated and noise of the same amplitude in horizontal
and vertical direction has been added. In (a), an ellipse has been fitted to all data points, in (b) the
left and the right half of the data points have been fitted separately and in (c) four quarters of the
data (corresponding to the four quadrants of the coordinate system) have been fitted separately.
gets instable. Figure 2.2 shows an example for fitting different parts of an ellipse. The
horizontal axis of the original ellipse in the figure has a length of 2, the vertical one is
1. By fitting data which are exactly on an ellipse, the ellipse-fitting algorithm would
always yield the same result. Therefore, a small amount of noise has been added to the
40 original data points. Table 2.1 indicates the horizontal and vertical axes resulting from
an ellipse fit of different parts of the data. In Figure 2.2 (a), all data points are used to fit
the ellipse. The horizontal axis is slightly overestimated. Fitting the left or the right half
of the data points (see figure 2.2 (b)) yields a qualitatively comparable result to the fit
of all data points. When fitting only a quarter of the data points, however, the results
are quite variable (see figure 2.2 (c)). As less data points are used, the ellipse estimation
is less robust. The ellipses found for the different sets of data points are quite different.
However, the additional noise amplitude is equal in horizontal and in vertical direction,
but this leads to a systematic overestimation of the horizontal and underestimation of
the vertical axis. The ellipticity value is biased to higher values. For the practical use
of DELFI, it is advisable to use more than half a period of the signals. As in general,
the ellipse estimation is more robust when using longer signals, we used nP = 1 in the
applications of DELFI.
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2.4 RayDec
The name RayDec stands for "Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation using the random
decrement technique". Figure 2.3 gives an overview of the principles of the method.
The technique was published in Geophysical Review Letters, the following article ("Single
Station Determination of Rayleigh Wave Ellipticity by Using the Random Decrement
Technique (RayDec)" by Hobiger, Bard, Cornou, and Le Bihan, 2009a) describes the
method in detail.
2.4.1 Abstract
Rayleigh wave ellipticity as a function of frequency is closely linked to underground
structure, i.e. shear wave velocity profile and sediment thickness. The possibility
to calculate these underground properties by inverting ellipticity curves has recently
been shown. We propose a new technique enabling the Rayleigh wave ellipticity to be
recovered over a wide frequency range by using ambient noise recordings. Based on the
random decrement technique commonly used to characterize dynamic parameters of
buildings, this method eliminates all wave types except Rayleigh waves. We apply the
method to noise synthetics simulated for different underground structures and show its
applicability to real seismic noise data.
2.4.2 Introduction
In order to properly evaluate local site amplification it is important to have a good
knowledge of the local soil properties, i.e. shear-wave velocities and sediment thickness.
These soil properties can be obtained by inverting dispersion curves. One way is to use
the dispersion curves of surface waves, as derived from active or passive seismic array
measurements. However, it usually provides reliable information at frequencies higher
than the resonance frequency and the inverted velocity profiles do not carry information
on the deeper structures. Additional information around the resonance frequency can be
added by using H/V spectra. Recent studies have shown the possibility to evaluate the
S-wave velocity profile by inversion of H/V spectra [Fäh et al., 2003, Arai and Tokimatsu,
2004] or joint inversion of H/V spectra and dispersion curves [Arai and Tokimatsu, 2005,
Picozzi et al., 2005]. The classical H/V technique [Nakamura, 1989] calculates the ratio
between the horizontal and the vertical spectrum of ambient vibrations recorded on a
single three-component seismic sensor by H/V( f ) =
√
|E( f )|2+|N( f )|2√
2 |Z( f )| where E( f ), N( f )
and Z( f ) are the spectra of the east-west, north-south and vertical displacements of
the sensor. Both Rayleigh and Love waves contribute to the H/V spectrum [Bonnefoy-
Claudet et al., 2008] and the presence of both surface wave types has to be accounted
for in inversion algorithms. Therefore, the proportion between Rayleigh and Love
waves in the noise wave field has to be inferred or assumed prior to the inversion
[Scherbaum et al., 2003, Arai and Tokimatsu, 2004, Köhler et al., 2006]. Extraction of
Rayleigh wave ellipticity and its subsequent inversion [Boore and Toksöz, 1969, Fäh et al.,
2001, Malischewsky and Scherbaum, 2004] would avoid making such assumptions.
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Figure 2.3: Graphic outline of the RayDec method: (a) A single three-component seismic sensor
records a time series of data. (b) On the vertical component of the filtered signal, all zero crossings
from negative to positive are searched for. (c) For every identified zero crossing, signals of length
∆ are extracted on all three components, delaying the horizontal by 14 f , which corresponds to the
vertical 90◦ phase shift to the vertical component. (d) These signal blocks are stacked. (e) Both
horizontal signals are projected in the direction which maximizes the correlation to the vertical
signal. (f) All these signals are summed, which yields a single vertical and horizontal signal. The
ellipticity at frequency f is then estimated by comparing the respective energies of these summed
signals.
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We propose a new method (RayDec) to estimate the Rayleigh wave ellipticity spectrum
by using the random decrement technique [Asmussen, 1997]. A usual application of the
random decrement technique is the measurement of resonance frequencies and damping
parameters of buildings [Dunand, 2005, Michel et al., 2008]. We propose to apply the
random decrement technique to three-component seismometer records of seismic noise.
By using the vertical component as a master trigger and stacking a large number of
horizontal and vertical signals, Rayleigh waves will be emphasized with respect to Love
and body waves. Therefore, the obtained ellipticity curve will be closer to the true curve
than the H/V curve.
In this paper, we will present the method, apply it to synthetic seismic noise and finally
show its applicability to real seismic noise records with one example.
2.4.3 Methodology
Assume that a three-component sensor record consists of three time-series of seismic
noise (e(t) in east-west direction, n(t) in north-south direction and v(t) in vertical di-
rection). Each of these time-series has a time length T and consists of N data points. In
order to extract the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves we suggest the following method, based
on the random decrement technique [Asmussen, 1997]. The principles of the method
are to emphasize Rayleigh waves with respect to other wave types by summing a large
number of specially tuned signal windows, calculate the energy on the vertical and
horizontal summed signals and henceforward estimate Rayleigh wave ellipticity. The
first step consists of filtering the signals by using a narrow-band Chebyshev filter of order
4 and bandwidth d f centered on frequency f . We use the Chebyshev filter because of its
sharpness. Filtering was performed on a linear frequency scale. The resulting signals are
called e f (t), n f (t) and v f (t).
Then we search for all times τi where the signal on the vertical component changes its
sign from negative to positive (v f (τi) ≤ 0, v f (τi + dt) > 0). Every time this condition is
satisfied, we store signals of length ∆ on all three components, leading to buffered signals
v f ,b,i(t), e f ,b,i(t) and n f ,b,i(t) defined in terms of the original signals as (for 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆):
v f ,b,i(t) = v f (τi + t),
e f ,b,i(t) = e f (τi − 14 f + t), (2.42)
n f ,b,i(t) = n f (τi − 14 f + t).
The shift of 14 f on the eastern and northern components accounts for the 90
◦ phase shift
between the vertical and horizontal components of Rayleigh waves. Then we build a
horizontal signal h f ,b,i(t) by projecting the east-west and north-south components onto
an axis forming an azimuth angle ϑi with the northern direction by
h f ,b,i(t) = sin(ϑi) · e f ,b,i(t) + cos(ϑi) · n f ,b,i(t). (2.43)
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The angle ϑi is chosen in such a way that it maximizes the correlation between the vertical
signal v f ,b,i(t) and the horizontal signal h f ,b,i(t) given by:
C f ,b,i(ϑi) =
∫ ∆
0
v f ,b,i(t) · h f ,b,i(t)dt
C f ,b,i(ϑi) = sin(ϑi)
∫ ∆
0
v f ,b,i(t) · e f ,b,i(t)dt + cos(ϑi)
∫ ∆
0
v f ,b,i(t) · n f ,b,i(t)dt. (2.44)
The correlation is maximized by
ϑi = tan−1
( ∫ ∆
0 v f ,b,i(t) · e f ,b,i(t)dt∫ ∆
0 v f ,b,i(t) · n f ,b,i(t)dt
)
. (2.45)
There are two possible ϑi ∈ [0◦, 360◦[ satisfying equation (2.45), with ϑi,2 = ϑi,1 + 180◦,
one of them leading to a negative, the other to a positive correlation. The ϑi leading to a
positive correlation is chosen. The method does not distinguish between prograde and
retrograde particle motion as prograde Rayleigh waves are treated as retrograde waves
arriving from the opposite azimuth.
Although the chosen angle ϑi maximizes the correlation between v f ,b,i(t) and h f ,b,i(t),
the correlation can be low. Thus, we make use of the correlation factor defined as
c f ,b,i =
∫ ∆
0 v f ,b,i(t) · h f ,b,i(t)dt√∫ ∆
0 v
2
f ,b,i(t)dt ·
∫ ∆
0 h
2
f ,b,i(t)dt
. (2.46)
In the case of perfect correlation between v f ,b,i(t) and h f ,b,i(t) this factor equals 1. On the
other side, it will vanish when the vertical and horizontal signals are not correlated at all.
The signals v f ,b,i(t) and h f ,b,i(t) are weigthed by c2f ,b,i and summed for all times τi to
obtain two buffered signal windows of length ∆:
v f ,S(t) =∑
i
c2f ,b,i · v f ,b,i(t) (2.47)
h f ,S(t) =∑
i
c2f ,b,i · h f ,b,i(t). (2.48)
Finally, the ellipticity e is calculated as the square root of the ratio of the energies in the
buffered signal windows h f ,S(t) and v f ,S(t):
e =
√√√√∫ ∆0 (h f ,S(t))2dt∫ ∆
0 (v f ,S(t))
2dt
. (2.49)
By repeated filtering of the signal over the entire frequency range and applying the pre-
sented method the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves as a function of frequency is determined.
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Figure 2.4: S- and P-wave velocity profiles for the models N101, N102, N103 and N104 [Cornou
et al., 2009]. The original figure has been modified to improve the readability.
The free parameters of the method are the width of the frequency filter d f and the length
of the buffered signal ∆.
It could be supposed that Love and body waves influence the results. In an assumed
isotropic medium, Love waves are not present on the vertical component and their
horizontal movements are thus uncorrelated with the vertical signal. Although incidental
correlations of Love and Rayleigh waves arriving at the same time cannot be excluded,
such effects will rapidly lose importance because of stacking and can thus be neglected.
Arriving P- and S-waves can be present on the vertical and horizontal components, but
as their movements are not phase delayed, they will also disappear due to averaging
over a sufficiently large number of windows.
2.4.4 Application to synthetic noise
In order to test the method, we used a set of synthetic noise simulated for the models
N101, N102, N103 and N104 of the ESG 2006 benchmark [Cornou et al., 2009]. The
compressional (P) and shear wave (S) velocity profiles of these models are displayed in
figure 2.4.
The noise synthetics were obtained in the following way: Noise sources were approxi-
mated by forces of random orientation and amplitude located 0.5 m below the surface
[Moczo and Kristek, 2002]. The forces are randomly distributed in time and space. The
time function of each source is a delta-like signal with a flat Fourier frequency-amplitude
spectrum between 0.1 and 20 Hz. In this frequency range, the associated wave field
has been computed by using the wavenumber-based technique for horizontally layered
structures proposed by Hisada [1994, 1995]. All types of surface and body waves are
included in the simulations.
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2.4.4.1 Influence of the parameters of the method
As mentioned above, there are two free parameters that can be adjusted to improve the
performance of the method: d f , the width of the frequency filter, and ∆, the length of
the buffered signal. To investigate the optimal parameters, we used 30 minutes of noise
simulated for the model N102. The noise sources are located in the far field as well as in
the local field.
Figure 2.5 (a) shows the calculated ellipticity for different bandwidths d f of the fre-
quency filter compared to the theoretical ellipticity of the model. The used bandwidths
are proportional to the central frequencies. Too weak filtering (d f = 0.5 f ) as well as too
strong filtering (d f = 0.1 f ) do not give satisfying results. An intermediate setting of
0.2 f reproduces the real curve the best. Therefore, we fixed the bandwidth to 0.2 f in the
following.
Figure 2.5 (b) shows the resulting ellipticity for different lengths ∆ of the buffered signal
windows in comparison to the theoretical curve. We fix ∆ as a function of frequency,
so that the signals consist of the same number of periods at all frequencies. As can be
seen in the figure, at least ten cycles are necessary for a good coverage of the signal
whereas further increasing of the window length does not improve the results. Therefore,
∆ = 10/ f is used in the following.
2.4.4.2 Minimum required signal length and temporal stability of the results
The required signal length is illustrated in figure 2.5 (c). The same signals as in sub-
subsection 2.4.4.1 were used and the first 1800, 600, 300 and 120 seconds of signal were
analyzed. The results of the analysis for signals of 1800, 600 and 300 seconds only
slightly differ. However, the curve obtained for 120 seconds of signal is less smooth
than the other curves. At low frequencies, the signal statistics deteriorate due to the
smaller number of buffered windows. It can be deduced that - for sites with resonance
frequencies around 1 Hz - a signal length of five minutes can be sufficient to measure an
accurate ellipticity curve, as long as enough Rayleigh waves are present in the signal. For
smaller underground resonance frequencies, the measurement has to be longer. Indeed,
longer measurements improve the statistical features and the reliability of the results at
all frequencies.
The temporal stability of the obtained ellipticity curves is shown in figure 2.5 (d). Five
different synthetic signals of ten minutes each were simulated and the ellipticity curves
were calculated for each window. The overall behavior of the curves is identical. Only the
fourth ten-minute-window shows some instabilities between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz emphasizing
the need for longer signal lengths at low frequencies. For the other frequencies, the five
ellipticity curves are very close. This illustrates the temporal stability of the results.
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Figure 2.5: Sensitivity of the results with respect to the parameters of the method demonstrated
on simulated seimic noise for the N102 model. The real ellipticity curve of the model is included
for comparison. Curves (a) and (b) were calculated for 30 minutes of simulated seismic noise. (a)
Effect of the filter bandwidth d f on the resulting ellipticity curve (∆ = 10/ f ) for d f = 0.5 f ,
d f = 0.3 f , d f = 0.2 f and d f = 0.1 f . (b) Effect of the length ∆ of the buffered signal
(d f = 0.2 f ) for ∆ = 1/ f , ∆ = 5/ f , ∆ = 10/ f and ∆ = 20/ f . (c) Effect of the length of
the signals (time length T, d f = 0.2 f , ∆ = 10/ f ) for T = 1800s, T = 600s, T = 300s and
T = 120s. (d) Analysis of five different signals of ten minutes each (d f = 0.2 f , ∆ = 10/ f ).
The original figure has been modified to improve the readability.
2.4.4.3 Results for the models N101, N103 and N104
RayDec has been applied to synthetic noise simulated for different models. The results
of these simulations are shown in figure 2.6. For model N101 (figure 2.6 (a)), the curve is
close to the real curve over the whole frequency range, although the peak ellipticity is
overestimated. For this model layout, reflected body waves can deteriorate the results.
Therefore, more signal would be needed to obtain a more robust ellipticity curve. For
model N103 (figure 2.6 (b)), there is a good agreement between the simulated and the
theoretical curves around the resonance frequency and at higher frequencies, with some
minor deviations between 0.3 and 2 Hz.
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Figure 2.6: Ellipticity curves obtained for ten minutes of synthetic noise simulated for three
different underground models (N101(a), N103 (b) and N104 (c)) and for one hour of real noise
from Colfiorito basin (d). The used parameters are d f = 0.2 f and ∆ = 10/ f . In the four
graphs, the results are compared to the real ellipticity curves of the fundamental mode and the
first harmonic mode (only in (c)) and to the results obtained by the H/V technique. Curve (d)
also contains the error ranges of the H/V and RayDec curves. The original figure has been
modified to improve the readability.
Below 0.15 Hz, the curve differs considerably from the theoretical curve. Model N104
(figure 2.6 (c)) exhibits some unfavorable behavior, as the fundamental mode and the
first harmonic mode of Rayleigh wave motion overlap above 1.4 Hz. RayDec cannot
distinguish between two modes. Therefore, its results are a mixture of the two modes
in this frequency range. For lower frequencies, RayDec reproduces well the theoretical
curve around the first peak of the fundamental mode. The H/V curve follows the same
trend, but the absolute values of the RayDec curve better reproduce the right flank of the
fundamental peak.
It can be stated that, in general, the results of RayDec are much closer to the theoretical
curves than the results obtained with the H/V method. However, RayDec regularly fails
in reproducing very small ellipticity values. At these points, the horizontal components
of the Rayleigh wave vanish.
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Therefore, it is problematic to find horizontal signals correlated to the vertical signal. The
same reasoning is valid for the peak frequency ellipticity in the case of a theoretically
vanishing vertical component. This explains why the peak ellipticity cannot be satisfac-
torily estimated. On the other hand, small ellipticities can also be hidden by the presence
of higher Rayleigh wave modes. In cases where higher Rayleigh wave modes are close
to the fundamental modes, RayDec only indicates an apparent ellipticity which cannot
be simply related with the true ellipticity of each mode.
2.4.5 Application to real noise data
To test the RayDec method on real data, we applied it to one hour of seismic noise
recorded in the center of Colfiorito basin in central Italy. Colfiorito basin is a well-
known site which has been extensively investigated by different geophysical methods
[Di Giulio et al., 2006]. The theoretical ellipticity curve is calculated on the basis of S-
and P-wave velocity profiles obtained by a borehole measurement (see figure 2.4). The
parameters used were d f = 0.2 f and ∆ = 10/ f . The hour of signal was cut into six
ten-minute signals which were analyzed separately. The resulting curves were then
averaged. When comparing with the theoretical ellipticity curve, one should keep in
mind that a borehole measurement is made at a selected point, whereas a seismic noise
record is influenced by the whole surrounding underground structure. The RayDec
curve is in better agreement with the theoretical curve than the H/V curve, especially on
the slopes of the fundamental resonance frequency peak (figure 2.6 (d)). However, both
the H/V and RayDec curve’s peak frequencies are shifted with respect to the borehole
model’s peak frequency.
2.4.6 Conclusion
RayDec is a fast and simple method to determine the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves.
As it suppresses Love and body waves efficiently, its results are closer to theory than
H/V results. The necessary signal length depends on the resonance frequency of the
underground structure, but some minutes of signal can be sufficient to get satisfying
results, as long as enough Rayleigh waves are present in the wave field, although longer
signal lengths are preferable. However, as it is a one-sensor technique, RayDec gives
two possible azimuths and cannot distinguish between prograde and retrograde particle
motion. By coupling RayDec with array measurements the correct azimuth and the sense
of particle motion could be retrieved. Besides that, it could be envisaged to estimate the
proportion of Rayleigh waves in the wave field by comparing RayDec results including
only Rayleigh waves with H/V measurements including all wave types. The future
work consists of trying to improve the inversion of S-wave velocity profiles by using
RayDec’s ellipticity estimations. This is a non-trivial endeavor which will be addressed
in a future paper.
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2.5 Conclusion
One of the main fields of interest of this thesis is the measurement and use of the ellip-
ticity of Rayleigh waves. The rectilinearity and planarity filters indicate which wave
type is predominant at a given time and can be used to discriminate against undesired
wave types and enhance the desired signal part. However, these methods do not allow
the direct retrieval of ellipticity and will not be considered in the following chapters.
Nevertheless, they could be used as a preprocessing step for real data applications or for
studies on specific seismic phases (P, S, surface waves).
The new methods DELFI and RayDec, as well as H/V, will be tested on synthetic seismic
signals in chapter 5. In chapter 6, the potentials and limitations of the inversion of
ellipticity curves will be investigated. These inversions will subsequently be applied to
real data measurements collected during the NERIES project for 14 European sites in
chapter 7. The ellipticity curves used for these inversions will be measured by RayDec.
A concise overview of DELFI and RayDec was presented at the European Signal Pro-
cessing Conference (EUSIPCO) 2009 in Glasgow (UK). The associated paper ("Rayleigh
wave ellipticity estimation from ambient seismic noise using single and multiple vector-
sensor techniques" by Hobiger, Le Bihan, Cornou, and Bard, 2009b) which includes a
comparison with the MUSIQUE technique (see section 4.6) can be found in appendix A.
Chapter 3
Characterization of seismic waves using
arrays of sensors
This chapter is dedicated to methods characterizing seismic waves using arrays of seis-
mic sensors. The conventional beamforming method, frequency-wavenumber analysis
and MUSIC techniques will be presented before focusing on the SPAC method. For this
method, we will investigate the influence of the number of seismic sensors used on the
resolution of the method, proofing mathematically that an increasing (odd) number of
ring stations is directly linked to a resolution increase. Finally, 2s-SPAC, a method using
only two seismic stations, is presented and tested on real data measurements.
Ce chapitre est dédié aux méthodes caractérisant les ondes sismiques à l’aide de réseaux de
capteurs sismiques. La formation de voies conventionnelle, l’analyse fréquence-nombre d’onde
et la méthode MUSIC seront présentées avant de présenter la méthode SPAC plus en détail.
L’influence du nombre de capteurs utilisés sur la résolution de la méthode sera examinée,
montrant mathématiquement qu’un nombre croissant (impair) de capteurs sur l’anneau induit
directement une augmentation de résolution. Finalement, 2s-SPAC, une méthode n’utilisant
que deux capteurs sismiques, sera présentée et testée sur des données sismiques réelles.
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3.1 Introduction
Arrays of seismic sensors are an important tool to investigate the soil properties. In fact,
a single seismic sensor cannot determine the complete wave vector, i.e. velocity and
azimuth, of incident seismic waves. Nevertheless, in chapter 2, it has been shown that
the polarization parameters of the wave can be estimated using a single sensor. The
complete wave vector can be determined using arrays of seismic sensors. Therefore,
two-dimensional arrays of seismic sensors are used in seismology. An example for the
layout of such an array is given in figure 3.1 (a). The basic principle of every array
method is that an incident wavefront arrives at the different stations at different timesI.
From the arrival time delays of the signals recorded at the respective stations, the wave
velocity v (or its inverse, the slowness s) and the azimuth can be retrieved. It is clear that
a one-dimensional seismic array (i.e. a line of sensors) is not able to retrieve azimuth
or velocity, because it can only determine the component of the wave vector which lies
in the array directionII. Azimuth and velocity can only be found when both horizontal
components of the wave vector are resolved.
Furthermore, a two-dimensional seismic array can only find the "apparent" velocity of
the wave. If a plane wave is arriving under an angle of incidence γ (see figure 3.1 (b))
from the vertical axis, the apparent velocity is given by va = v/ sinγ, where v is the
actual wave velocity (the apparent slowness is given by sa = s · sinγ, where s is the actual
slowness). Notably, for an angle of incidence of 0◦, the apparent velocity is infinite and
the wave arrives at the same time at all stations. In order to retrieve the actual velocity,
azimuth and angle of incidence of a wave, a three-dimensional array would need to be
used. This requires sensors in boreholes with depths comparable to the deployment
size at the surface. Thus, apart from being quite expensive, such measurements are
time-consuming.
However, only body waves as S- and P-waves can arrive under an angle of incidence
different from 90◦. Surface waves, like Love and Rayleigh waves, are travelling horizon-
tally. Therefore, surface waves can be analyzed using two-dimensional seismic arrays.
In the following, some well-known investigation methods using seismic arrays will
be presented in detail. Conventional beam-forming (section 3.2) is the simplest and
most intuitive of these methods. The azimuth and velocity of an incident wave is deter-
mined by delaying the signals of the different sensors according to different azimuth and
velocity values and identifying those values maximizing the total energy. The frequency-
wavenumber method [Lacoss et al., 1969, Capon, 1969] presented in section 3.3 can be
seen as the transformation of the conventional beam-forming method from the time do-
main in the frequency domain. The MUSIC method [Schmidt, 1986] shown in section 3.4
is another algorithm which allows the estimation of the number of signals and separates
IIn general, a seismic wave radiating from a point source has a curved wave front. If the distance
between a seismic array and the source is large compared to the array size, however, the wave front is
almost plane.
IIIf either the azimuth or the wave velocity are known, the other parameter can be determined by a
one-dimensional array. However, the azimuth estimation for a known velocity is still ambiguous.
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signal from noise space. The advancement of this code by including quaternions and
biquaternions will be the topic of chapter 4. All these methods allow the determination
of wave velocity and azimuth of incoming waves.
A different approach to measure the wave velocity using ambient seismic vibrations
is the spatial autocorrelation (SPAC) technique [Aki, 1957], which will be presented in
more detail in section 3.5. This technique measures the wave velocity by averaging the
correlations between stations located on a ring and the central station. After introducing
the methodology, we will investigate the theoretical resolution of the technique for arrays
of different sizes and show a mathematical proof for the resolution increase caused by an
increase of the number of stations on the ring. The M-SPAC approach [Bettig et al., 2001]
facilitates SPAC measurements as it suppresses the need of equidistant station spacing
of the original method. Finally, the 2s-SPAC method [Morikawa et al., 2004] will be
presented, which substitutes the spatial averaging over many station pairs by a temporal
averaging of a single moving station pair. We will apply this method to measurements
performed in Patras, Greece, and show its usefulness for real data measurements in
section 3.5.7.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Diagram of a seismic array with incident plane wave arriving under an azimuth
angle ϑ. (b) If the wave is arriving with an angle of incidence different from 90◦, the array will
detect an apparent velocity va = v/ sinγ. (c) Theoretical signals of the different sensors for the
incident wave in (a). (d) Undelayed sum und delayed sum of the signals from (c).
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3.2 Delay-and-sum beamforming
The simplest and probably the most intuitive way of treating recordings of seismic arrays
is delay-and-sum beamforming [Christensen and Hald, 2004]. The basic idea is to bring
the recordings of the different seismic stations into phase by compensating the time
delays induced by the respective travel time differences.
An incident wave will arrive at the different stations of the array at different times, as
can be seen in figure 3.1 (c), where the signals of the different stations due to the incident
wave in figure 3.1 (a) are shown. Let the slowness vector of the incident wave be given
by
~s( f ) = s( f ) ·
− sin ϑ sinγ− cos ϑ sinγ
cosγ
 , (3.1)
where s( f ) = |~s( f )| is the absolute value of the slowness vector, ϑ the azimuth and γ the
angle of incidence of the wave. Defining the matrix R ∈ RN×3 as the position matrix of
the N seismic stations of the array, the delay vector ~∆(~s( f )) = R~s( f ) indicates the delays
corresponding to the different seismic stations with respect to the origin (not necessarily
a sensor position).
The recorded signals bi(t) (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}) of the seismic sensors are filtered around
the frequency f , which results in band-pass filtered signals b f ,i(t). They include a signal
part s f ,i(t) and a noise part n f ,i(t):
b f ,i(t) = s f ,i(t) + n f ,i(t). (3.2)
In order to identify the azimuth and slowness of an incident wave, a grid search can be
performed. For each pair of slowness s and azimuth ϑ, the corresponding delay vector is
calculated, the signals of the different sensors are delayed accordingly and summed to
produce the final signal b~s(t)III:
b f ,~s(t) =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
w f ,i b f ,i(t + ∆i(~s( f ))),
=
1
N
N
∑
i=1
wi s f ,i(t + ∆i(~s( f ))) +
1
N
N
∑
i=1
wi n f ,i(t + ∆i(~s( f ))). (3.3)
Here, the wi are optional weighting factors. The correct slowness vector can now be
identified by calculating the energy content for the signals b f ,~s(t) by
E f (~s) =
L
∑
l=1
b2f ,~s(tl)dt, (3.4)
where l ∈ 1, . . . , L parameterizes the time samples. The ~s( f ) corresponding to the
maximum of E f (~s) characterizes the incident wave. The associated b f ,~s(t) can be seen as
an enhanced version of the incident signalIV.
IIIIf the delays of the different sensors can be identified precisely,~s can be calculated directly by R−1~∆.
IVAs the signal parts in equation (3.3) superpose constructively whereas the noise parts do not, the signal
can be improved by using a large number of seismic sensors. The signal-to-noise ratio increases as
√
N.
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In figure 3.1 (d), the result of a direct summation of the signals at the different sensors
is compared to the result of the delayed sum of signals. The direct summation is not
representing the actual signal.
For simple cases, where a single wave is incident, the delay-and-sum beamforming can
yield satisfactory results. Nonetheless, if multiple waves interfere, the resolution of this
simple method may not be sufficient. Therefore, more sophisticated methods exist.
3.3 Frequency-wavenumber analysis
The frequency-wavenumber analysis [Lacoss et al., 1969] can be seen as beamforming
in the frequency domain. If we consider a single incident plane wave whose slowness
vector~s0( f ) is given by equation (3.1) arriving at an array of N seismic sensors (with
respective sensor positions~ri, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N}). The first sensor’s position is the origin
of the coordinate system. Then, the respective (single-component) recordings of the
different stations can be written as
xi(t) =
∞∫
−∞
C( f )ei2pi f (t−~s0( f ) ~ri)d f , (3.5)
where C( f ) is the frequency-dependent complex amplitude of the wave. It is possible to
define the array signal vector ~x(t) as
~x(t) =

x1(t)
x2(t)
...
xN(t)
 =
∞∫
−∞
C( f )ei2pi f (t−R ~s0( f ))d f , (3.6)
where R is the matrix of sensor locations (of size N × 3). The Fourier transform of the
signal vector yields
~X( f ) =
1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
C( f ′)ei2pi f
′(t−R ~s0( f ′))e−i2pi f td f ′dt
=
1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
C( f ′)e−i2pi f
′R ~s0( f ′)
∞∫
−∞
ei2pi( f
′− f )tdtd f ′
=
1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
C( f ′)e−i2pi f
′R ~s0( f ′)δ( f ′ − f )d f ′
=
1√
2pi
C( f )e−i2pi f R ~s0( f )
= S0( f )e−iR
~k0( f ), (3.7)
where S0( f ) =
C( f )√
2pi
is the Fourier transform of the signal recorded at the station located
at the origin and~k0( f ) = 2pi f~s0( f ) the wave vector.
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A steering vector can be defined by~a(~k) = 1√
N
e−iR~k. Multiplying ~X( f ) by~a†(~k0) brings
all the components of ~X( f ) in phase and sums them. The energy of ~X( f )~a†(~k) is calcu-
lated by
E f (~k) =
∣∣∣~X†( f )~a(~k)∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣∣S0( f )ei(R ~k0( f ))T 1√N e−iR~k
∣∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣∣∣S0( f ) 1N N∑i=1 e−i~ri (~k−~k0( f ))
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= |S0( f )|2
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N N∑i=1 e−i~ri (~k−~k0( f ))
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ |S0( f )|2 = E f (~k0). (3.8)
The correct wave vector~k0 can therefore be found by performing a grid search over
all possible values of~k and identifying the maximum of E f (~k). The theoretical array
response is given by
A(~k, f ) =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N N∑i=1 e−i~ri ~k
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.9)
which corresponds to E f (~k)/ |S0( f )|2 for an incident wave whose wave vector is the zero
vector, corresponding to infinite velocity (or a wave arriving under an angle of incidence
of 0◦).
3.3.1 Resolution limits of seismic arrays
A seismic array can only resolve seismic waves in a region of the frequency-slowness
plane which is defined by the array layout. For example, an equidistant linear sensor
antenna cannot resolve waves whose wavelengths are inferior to twice the minimum
sensor distance dmin because of aliasing, which would correspond to a maximum wave
number of kmax = 2pi2dmin . A rough estimation of the lower resolution limit can be given by
kmin = 2pidmax , where dmax is the maximum inter-sensor distance in the array. However, for
two-dimensional array layouts, the resolution limits are different for different azimuths.
Using the array response function defined in equation (3.9), the resolution limits of the
array can be investigated for each azimuth. The question of array responses of two-
dimensional arrays has been largely discussed in the literature, for example by Woods
and Lintz [1973], Asten and Henstridge [1984], Tokimatsu [1997], Gaffet et al. [1998] and
Wathelet et al. [2008].
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3.4 MUSIC
The MUSIC method was originally developed by Schmidt [1986]. The name MUSIC
stands for "MUltiple SIgnal Classification". This algorithm allows the estimation of the
number of signals and their associated directions of arrival for data recorded by an array
of sensors. The basic idea behind the MUSIC algorithm is to separate the noise and signal
subspaces and subsequently estimate the signal parameters. The method is explained in
the following.
An array of N monocomponent seismic sensors records a time series of seismic data. K
different uncorrelated seismic waves impinge. Each wave is characterized by its wave
vector~ki = −2pi f si( f )
(
sin ϑi
cos ϑi
0
)
, where si( f ) is the slowness and ϑi the backazimuth of
the wave. Therefore, the signal ~X( f ) recorded at the different seismic stations can be
written as a linear combination of the signals of the different sources plus noise. In partic-
ular, this noise is not seismic noise, which would still carry information, but instrumental
or other noise. Thus, it is assumed that the noise contributions at the different sensors
are uncorrelated. An additional assumption is that the noise is uncorrelated to the true
signal. This yields the following expression for the signal:
X1( f )
X2( f )
...
XN( f )
 = (~a(~k1), ~a(~k2), . . . , ~a(~kK)) ·

F1( f )
F2( f )
...
FK( f )
+

W1( f )
W2( f )
...
WN( f )
 , (3.10)
or in matrix form
~X( f ) = A( f ) · ~F( f ) + ~W( f ). (3.11)
The signals are represented in the frequency-phase domain, corresponding to a Fourier
transform of the signals in time-space domain. The complex vector ~F ∈ CK×1 indicates
the amplitude and phase (in reference to a given point) of the source signals. The vectors
~a(~k) in matrix A ∈ CN×K describe the phase differences induced by the propagation
between each source (defined by its wave vector~k ∈ R3×1) and each sensor. If R ∈ RN×3
is the matrix of sensor positions,
~a(~k) =
1√
N
exp(−iR ·~k). (3.12)
The vector ~W ∈ CN×1 characterizes the noise at each sensor. In this way, the signal
~X ∈ CN×1 is a linear combination of source signals and noise terms. In the following, the
frequency arguments will be omitted, but it should not be forgotten that we work at a
given frequency.
It is now possible to build a N × N covariance matrix S by
S = E
(
~X · ~X†
)
= A · E(~F~F†)A† + E(~W~W†), (3.13)
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where E(x) indicates the expectation value and the non-correlation of ~F and ~W is used.
The correlation matrix simplifies to
S = APA† + λW0, (3.14)
where P = E(~F~F†) and W0 is the noise covariance matrix. We assume that the elements
of the noise vector W are distributed according to a normal distribution with zero mean
and variance σ2, which yields λW0 = σ2I. Therefore,
S = APA† + σ2I. (3.15)
In general, the number of seismic sensors N is larger than the number of incident waves
K. Therefore, APA† is singular with a rank of K. The eigenvalue σ2 of S will occur
(N − K) times. S has N eigenvectors ~ui (1 ≤ i ≤ N) with associated eigenvalues λi. We
can write
S~ui = APA†~ui + σ2I~ui (3.16)
λi~ui = APA†~ui + σ2~ui (3.17)
APA†~ui = (λi − σ2)~ui. (3.18)
As the eigenvalue σ2 of S occurs (N − K) times, the corresponding eigenvectors ~ui (with
1 ≤ i ≤ N − K) are orthogonal to APA† and to the space spanned by the column vectors
of A.
In this way, these (N − K) eigenvectors span a noise subspace. The other K eigenvectors
span the signal subspace. In a real data application, the number of sources is, in general,
not known. Then, the number of signals can be estimated by considering the eigenvalues:
the largest eigenvalues belong to the signal subspace and the remaining eigenvalues to
the noise subspace.
We build the noise subspace G ∈ CN×N−K by
G = (~u1, ~u2, . . . , ~uN−K) . (3.19)
For a given~a(~k), the squared distance d2 to the signal subspace is calculated by
d2 = ‖G† ~a(~k)‖2
=
(
G† ~a(~k)
)†
G† ~a(~k)
=~a†(~k) GG† ~a(~k), (3.20)
as the vectors spanning the noise subspace are orthogonal to the signal subspace. The
~a(~k) which maximizes the MUSIC functional
P(~k) =
1
d2
=
1
~a†(~k) GG† ~a(~k)
(3.21)
is in a certain way the most orthogonal to the noise subspace and therefore the most
confined in the signal subspace. In this way the properties of the incident waves, i.e.
azimuth and slowness, can be retrieved by a two-dimensional grid search.
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3.5 Spatial autocorrelation technique (SPAC)
The spatial autocorrelation technique (SPAC) has been developed by Aki [1957]V. As we
use this method extensively for the analysis of real seismic noise data, its methodology
will be presented in more detail. In contrast to the original derivation of Aki [1957], it is
not necessary to assume that different waves are uncorrelated, as will be shown in the
following.
3.5.1 Vertical component
First, we consider the vertical motion only. The motion of a seismic wave at a given
frequency f can be written as a superposition of a number of seismic waves with different
wave vectors~kn by
u(~r, f , t) =∑
n
An( f ) cos(2pi f t−~kn( f )~r + ϕn), (3.22)
where ϕn is the phase of the wave and~r the position of an arbitrary sensor. k( f ) =
∣∣∣~kn( f )∣∣∣
is the absolute value of the wave vector. Wave vector and velocity at frequency f are
linked by k( f ) = 2pi f /v( f ) = 2pi f s( f ). The correlation between two sensors located at
~r1 and~r2 can then be written as
φ(~r1,~r2, f ) =
1
T
T∫
0
u(~r1, f , t) u(~r2, f , t)dt
φ(~r1,~r2, f ) =
1
T ∑n ∑m
An ( f )Am( f )
·
T∫
0
cos(2pi f t−~kn( f )~r1 + ϕn) cos(2pi f t−~km( f )~r2 + ϕm)dt, (3.23)
where T has to be a multiple of 1/ f VI. The original derivation of Aki [1957] assumed
that different wave components are uncorrelated, i.e. ¯An Am = 0 for n 6= m, where the
bar represents the averaging operation. In fact, this property is not necessary to derive
the SPAC equations as will be shown in the following.
VThe name is misleading, because indeed cross correlations between different sensors are calculated.
VIAlternatively, T has to be so large that 1T
T∫
0
cos(2pi f t)dt→ 0.
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By substituting a = 2pi f t, b =~kn( f )~r1 − ϕn and c =~km( f )~r2 − ϕm, the integral can be
calculated as
2pi∫
0
cos(a− b) cos(a− c)da =
2pi∫
0
(cos a cos b + sin a sin b)(cos a cos c + sin a sin c)da
=
2pi∫
0
cos2 a cos b cos c da +
2pi∫
0
sin2 a sin b sin c da
+
2pi∫
0
sin a cos a(sin b cos c + cos b sin c) da
=pi(cos b cos c + sin b sin c)
=pi cos(b− c). (3.24)
By resubstituting a, b and c, equation (3.23) simplifies to
φ(~r1,~r2, f ) =
1
2∑n ∑m
An( f ) Am( f ) cos(~kn( f )~r1 −~km( f )~r2 − ϕn + ϕm). (3.25)
Without restricting the universal validity of this formula, we can set the first sensor
on the origin of the coordinate system and put a ring of seismic sensors at a radius
r around the first sensor. Then, the inner product of ~km( f ) and~r2 can be written as
~km( f )~r2 = −k( f )r cos(ϑm − γ), where ϑm is the azimuth of the mth incoming wave and
γ the angle under which the sensor at~r2 is seen from the origin. The mean correlation
between the central sensor and all sensors on the ring can then be written as
φ(r, f ) =
1
2pi
2pi∫
0
φ(0,~r2 = r · (sinγ, cosγ)T, f )dγ
=
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cos(ϑm − γ)− ϕn + ϕm)dγ
=
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ) cos(ϕn − ϕm)dγ
+
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
2pi∫
0
sin(k( f )r cosγ) sin(ϕn − ϕm)dγ.
=
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ) cos(ϕn − ϕm)dγ. (3.26)
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By using
2pi∫
0
cos(x cosγ)dγ = 2pi J0(x), where J0(x) indicates the Bessel function of the
first kind of order 0VII, this equation can be simplified to
φ(r, f ) =
1
2∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm) · J0(k( f )r). (3.27)
The graph of J0(x) is plotted in figure 3.2. The autocorrelation of the central station is
given by setting~r2 =~r1 (i.e. r = 0):
φ(0, f ) =
1
2∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm). (3.28)
Finally, dividing equation (3.27) by equation (3.28) yields
ρvertical(r, f ) =
φ(r, f )
φ(0, f )
= J0 (2pi f r s( f )) . (3.29)
The meaning of this equation can be described as follows: If one disposes of a single
seismic sensor surrounded by a large number of sensors, then the correlation functions
between the central station and each ring sensor have to be calculated. Averaging all
these correlation functions and normalizing the result by the autocorrelation of the cen-
tral station yields a curve which can be identified as J0 (2pi f r s( f )). In this way, a direct
link between the frequency and the slowness of the wave, i.e. its dispersion curve, is
given.
In the derivation of this function, it was integrated over γ, i.e. in such way that the
pairs of correlated seismic sensors cover all possible azimuths. Replacing the integration
over γ by an integration over ϑ in the formula would not change the result. This would
correspond to a single pair of seismic sensors and incoming waves covering all azimuths.
This means that if the wave field was perfectly isotropic, i.e. if waves arrived from
all directions with identical energies, a single pair of seismic sensors would suffice to
measure the correct Bessel function.
VIIThe Bessel functions of the first kind Jn(x) are solutions of the equation x2
d2y
dx2 + x
dy
dx + (x
2 − n2)y = 0:
J0(x) =
∞
∑
k=0
(−1)k( x2 )2k
k!2
, J1(x) =
∞
∑
k=0
(−1)k( x2 )2k+1
(k + 1)! k!
, J2(x) =
∞
∑
k=0
(−1)k( x2 )2k+2
(k + 2)! k!
.
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3.5.2 Horizontal components
The derivation described above is only valid for the vertical component. For both
horizontal components of the seismic sensors, the reasoning is slightly different because
horizontal waves can be polarized either in the transverse or in the radial direction.
In general, on both horizontal components of a seismic sensor both polarizations are
recorded simultaneously.
Considering two seismic sensors, the radial component is oriented in the direction
connecting both sensors. The transverse component is oriented in the perpendicular
direction.
Let us assume in a first step that the horizontal wave field is composed exclusively of
waves with radial polarization which arrive under respective azimuth angles ϑn. If the
second seismic sensor is seen under an angle γ from position of the first sensor, i.e. the
angle γ is defining the radial component of their respective recordings. Then the radial
component recording of any of both seismic sensors is given by
ur(~r,γ, f , t) =∑
n
An( f ) cos(2pi f t−~kn( f )~r + ϕn) cos(ϑn − γ), (3.30)
whereas its transverse recording is given by
ut(~r,γ, f , t) =∑
n
An( f ) cos(2pi f t−~kn( f )~r + ϕn) sin(ϑn − γ). (3.31)
The calculation of the correlation between the two sensors is analog to equations (3.23) -
(3.25) with additional sinus or cosinus terms and will therefore not be shown in detail.
The equation analog to equation (3.26) for the radial component is then given by
φr(r, f ) =
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
·
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cos(ϑm − γ)− ϕn + ϕm) cos(ϑn − γ) cos(ϑm − γ) dγ
=
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
·
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ− ϕn + ϕm) cos(γ+ ϑm − ϑn) cosγ dγ (3.32)
and for the transverse component by
φt(r, f ) =
1
4pi∑n ∑m
An( f ) Am( f )
·
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ− ϕn + ϕm) sin(γ+ ϑm − ϑn) sinγ dγ. (3.33)
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The integral in equation (3.32) can be calculated by
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ− ϕn + ϕm) cos(γ+ ϑm − ϑn) cosγ dγ
= cos(ϕn − ϕm) cos(ϑm − ϑn)
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ) cos2 γ dγ
+ sin(ϕn − ϕm) cos(ϑm − ϑn)
2pi∫
0
sin(k( f )r cosγ) cos2 γ dγ
− cos(ϕn − ϕm) sin(ϑm − ϑn)
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ) sinγ cosγ dγ
− sin(ϕn − ϕm) sin(ϑm − ϑn)
2pi∫
0
sin(k( f )r cosγ) sinγ cosγ dγ.
In this equation,
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ) cos2 γ dγ = pi(J0(k( f )r)− J2(k( f )r)) and all other
integrals vanish. The graph of J2(x) is shown in figure 3.2. Now, the correlation for the
radial component can be expressed by
φr(r, f ) =
1
4∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm) cos(ϑm − ϑn)(J0(k( f )r)− J2(k( f )r)).
(3.34)
For the transverse component, the calculation is completely analog and yieldsVIII
φt(r, f ) =
1
4∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm) cos(ϑm − ϑn)(J0(k( f )r) + J2(k( f )r)).
(3.35)
The radial and transverse autocorrelations for the central station are calculated by
φr(0, f ) =
1
4∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm) cos(ϑm − ϑn), (3.36)
φt(0, f ) =
1
4∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm) cos(ϑm − ϑn). (3.37)
VIIIUsing
2pi∫
0
cos(k( f )r cosγ) sin2 γ dγ = pi(J0(k( f )r) + J2(k( f )r)).
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This finally generates the normalized correlation functions ρr(r, f ) and ρt(r, f ) for radially
polarized waves:
ρradial,r(r, f ) =
φr(r, f )
φr(0, f )
= J0 (2pi f r s( f ))− J2 (2pi f r s( f )) , (3.38)
ρradial,t(r, f ) =
φt(r, f )
φt(0, f )
= J0 (2pi f r s( f )) + J2 (2pi f r s( f )) . (3.39)
The reasoning for transversely polarized waves is completely analogue. In this case,
however, the radial component’s recording is given by
ur(~r,γ, f , t) =∑
n
An( f ) cos(2pi f t−~kn( f )~r + ϕn) sin(ϑn − γ), (3.40)
whereas its transverse recording is given by
ut(~r,γ, f , t) =∑
n
An( f ) cos(2pi f t−~kn( f )~r + ϕn) cos(ϑn − γ). (3.41)
This means that the equation for the radial component in this case is the same as for
the transverse component in the case of radially polarized waves (equation (3.31)) and
that the transverse component’s record is described as the radial component in equation
(3.30). Therefore, we can directly give the resulting autocorrelation functions ρr(r, f ) and
ρt(r, f ) for transverse wave polarization:
ρtransverse,r(r, f ) = J0 (2pi f r s( f )) + J2 (2pi f r s( f )) , (3.42)
ρtransverse,t(r, f ) = J0 (2pi f r s( f ))− J2 (2pi f r s( f )) . (3.43)
3.5.3 Rayleigh and Love waves
The SPAC method is particularly adapted to analyze seismic noise recordings. In a real
case, the noise wave field will always be composed of both Rayleigh and Love waves
(neglecting body waves). The Rayleigh wave dispersion curve can then be retrieved by
using the vertical autocorrelation function ρvertical(r, f ) defined in equation (3.29). The
horizontal components are not easy to analyze, however, as Love and Rayleigh waves
both contribute with an unknown percentage. Rayleigh waves are radially polarized and
Love waves are transverse waves. Therefore, we can identify
ρRayleigh,v(r, f ) = ρvertical(r, f ) (3.44)
ρRayleigh,r(r, f ) = ρradial,r(r, f ) (3.45)
ρRayleigh,t(r, f ) = ρradial,t(r, f ) (3.46)
ρLove,r(r, f ) = ρtransverse,r(r, f ) (3.47)
ρLove,t(r, f ) = ρtransverse,t(r, f ). (3.48)
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Figure 3.2: Graphs of the Bessel functions of the first kind J0(x), J1(x) and J2(x) as well as
J0(x)− J2(x) and J0(x) + J2(x).
Nevertheless, if the ratio of Rayleigh waves in the wave field is called α( f ), then the
measurements yield the following properties:
ρvertical(r, f ) = ρRayleigh,v(r, f )
= J0
(
2pi f r sRayleigh( f )
)
, (3.49)
ρradial(r, f ) = α( f ) ρRayleigh,r(r, f ) + (1− α( f )) ρLove,r(r, f )
= α( f )
[
J0
(
2pi f r sRayleigh( f )
)− J2 (2pi f r sRayleigh( f ))]
+ (1− α( f )) [J0 (2pi f r sLove( f )) + J2 (2pi f r sLove( f ))] , (3.50)
ρtransverse(r, f ) = α( f ) ρRayleigh,t(r, f ) + (1− α( f )) ρLove,t(r, f )
= α( f )
[
J0
(
2pi f r sRayleigh( f )
)
+ J2
(
2pi f r sRayleigh( f )
)]
+ (1− α( f )) [J0 (2pi f r sLove( f ))− J2 (2pi f r sLove( f ))] . (3.51)
ρvertical, ρradial and ρtransverse are determined by measurements and are in principle suffi-
cient to fix the dispersion curves sRayleigh( f ) and sLove( f ) as well as the ratio of Rayleigh
waves α.
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3.5.4 Applying the SPAC method
3.5.4.1 The Bessel functions
In figure 3.2, the Bessel functions of the first kind are plotted for the orders 0, 1 and 2.
The calculation of the correlations between the central and the ring stations yields an
oscillating function with decreasing amplitude. The roots of J0(x) are approximately
x = 2.405, 5.520, 8.654, 11.792, . . . and the function has maxima at x = 0, 7.016, . . . and
minima at x = 3.832, 10.174, . . .. Therefore, the equation J0(x) = y has multiple solu-
tions if J0(3.832) < y < J0(7.016), which corresponds to x > 1.869. For the equations
J0(x) + J2(x) and J0(x)− J2(x), the locations of the roots and extrema are different, but
the shape of the functions is comparable to J0(x). Regarding the problem of finding the
dispersion curve, this means that for higher frequencies, multiple slowness values exist
which can explain the autocorrelation curve. Therefore, the use of autocorrelation curves
should be limited to the first descending flank up to the first minimum of the curve.
Additional measurements with different array radii can then be used to extend the inves-
tigation to different frequency ranges. However, it is possible to make a direct inversion
of the soil structure without trying to retrieve the dispersion curve first [Wathelet et al.,
2005]. Then, in principle, the whole SPAC curve could be used, but in general the curve
beyond the second root is neither well constrained by the measurements (due to the
array layout) nor improving the inversion.
3.5.4.2 Practical problems
An application of the SPAC method as it was derived is in principle impossible as an
infinite number of seismic stations would be necessary so that the integration in equation
(3.26) is mathematically possible. However, using less stations will still yield a curve
which fits the Bessel function in an acceptable way. Formally, by using only N ring
stations (regularly distributed on the ring of radius r), equation (3.26) transforms to
φ(r, f ) =
1
2N ∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
N
∑
l=1
cos
(
k( f )r cos
(
ϑm − 2pi lN
))
cos(ϕn − ϕm)
+
1
2N ∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f )
N
∑
l=1
sin
(
k( f )r cos
(
ϑm − 2pi lN
))
sin(ϕn − ϕm),
(3.52)
and
φ(0, f ) =
1
2∑n ∑m
An( f )Am( f ) cos(ϕn − ϕm). (3.53)
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If we suppose different waves to be uncorrelated, equations (3.52) and (3.53) simplify to
φ(r, f ) =
1
2N ∑n
A2n( f )
N
∑
l=1
cos
(
k( f )r cos
(
ϑn − 2pi lN
))
, (3.54)
φ(0, f ) =
1
2∑n
A2n( f ). (3.55)
In order to investigate how close the theoretical response will be to the Bessel function
depending on the number of stations, we will suppose that a single plane wave is incident
(i.e. n = 1 and ϑn = ϑ) and that the N ring sensors are located regularly on a ring around
the central station. This yields
ρ(r, f , ϑ) =
1
N
N
∑
l=1
cos
(
k( f )r cos
(
ϑ− 2pi l
N
))
. (3.56)
In figure 3.3, the autocorrelation function given by equation (3.56) is computed for arrays
of different sensor numbers, varying the azimuth. For comparison reasons, the Bessel
function J0(x) is also plotted. The first ring sensor is always placed exactly north of the
central station. As the array is symmetric, the array responses of all azimuths can be
reduced to the interval [0◦, ϑc], where ϑc = 360
◦
4N if N is odd and ϑc =
360◦
2N if N is even.
Therefore, the curves presented in figure 3.3 are displaying curves for ϑ varying from
0 to ϑc, which are representative for all possible azimuths. In the figure, it can be seen
that for all curves the Bessel function is fitted up to a certain value x = xlimit which
depends on the number of stations. For two ring stations, the SPAC method cannot
work if only waves from one azimuth arrive, which can also be seen in figure 3.3 (a). For
odd numbers of ring stations, xlimit is larger than for even numbers of ring stations of
comparable size. Notably, the resolution for three ring stations (figure 3.3 (b)) is superior
than for four ring stations (figure 3.3 (c)), etc. The curves for 3 and 6 ring stations and for
5 and 10 ring stations are identical, respectively, because an array of 6 (10) sensors is built
from two sub-arrays of 3 (5) stations. For these examples, in the array with less sensors,
every vector connecting a ring and the central station occurs only once. In the respective
array with more sensors, every connection vector occurs twice, without improving the
resolution. In this way, every array whose number of ring sensors is the double of an
odd number, has the same resolution than the respective array with half the number of
stations. Actually, for every array of an even number of ring stations, an array with a
smaller odd number and yet better resolution can be found.
Examining odd and even ring station numbers separately, the resolution of the array
increases with the number of ring stations in both groups. Especially for the odd numbers,
all arrays fit the Bessel function very well up to the first minimum at least. The three-
station case resolves well up to the first minimum only, five stations up to the next
maximum, seven stations up to the second minimum and so on. In this way, if the
measurements shall be accurate up to a certain degree, the odd number of stations which
are necessary to achieve this resolution can be given theoretically. Okada [2006] and
Cho et al. [2008] found similar results. In section 3.5.4.3, a mathematical proof will be
given illustrating that the Bessel function is fitted in a better way for an increasing (odd)
number of ring stations.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k)
Figure 3.3: Top: Theoretical autocorrelation functions for seismic arrays composed of a central
station and between two and ten ring stations for different azimuths. The azimuth values range
from 0◦ to ϑc, with ϑc = 360
◦
4N if N, the number of ring sensors, is odd and ϑc =
360◦
2N if N is even.
Due to the symmetry of the respective array configurations, the value intervals are representative
for all possible azimuths. In the legends, only the extreme azimuth values are indicated, the
dashed lines correspond to the intermediate azimuth values. Bottom: Theoretical autocorrelation
functions for even (left) and odd (right) numbers of ring stations for a single incident wave with
an azimuth of 0◦.
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Even though with a larger number of ring sensors the theoretical resolution of the array
increases, the non-uniqueness for values of x exceeding 1.869 subsists. This is why
actually, the first descending flank of the Bessel function is often the only measurement
used for the retrieval of the dispersion curve. According to figure 3.3, with three seismic
sensors the Bessel function can already be retrieved up to the first minimum. Further-
more, the shown figures are obtained for a single incident wave, i.e. all wave energy is
incident from a single azimuth. This is the worst possible scenario for using SPAC. In
real case measurements, waves will be incident from all possible azimuths (principal
azimuths with larger energy still being possible), and the results will correspond to a
mixture of the curves for different azimuths shown in figure 3.3. If the waves arrive from
all possible azimuths with the same energy (and different waves are uncorrelated), the
measurements will correspond to the average of the curves for all azimuths. Actually,
the average curves for all array sizes in figure 3.3 coincide with the Bessel function.
It should not be forgotten that the circular array layout with a central station is not
mandatory. When using only the correlations between the central and the ring stations,
the case of an array with three ring sensors surrounding a central station is indeed
equivalent to the deployment of only three sensors forming an equilateral triangle. Nev-
ertheless, the layout with a central station can be used to perform two distinguished
SPAC measurements with different distance and thus frequency ranges: The first one
between the central station and the ring stations and the second between the different
ring stations. Different, but equivalent array layouts can always be formed because the
importance lies in the distance vectors and not in the absolute positions.
3.5.4.3 Mathematical considerations relating to the number of seismic stations
In figure 3.3, it was shown that, for an odd number of ring stations, the Bessel function is
fitted in a better way when increasing the number of seismic stations. Notably, when
using 3 ring stations, the Bessel function was retrieved up to approximately the first
minimum, for 5 ring stations up to the next maximum, for 7 stations up to the next
minimum, and so on, independent of the azimuth of the incident wave.
We found a mathematical proof for this which will be given in the following. For the
sake of simplicity, we suppose that a single seismic wave is arriving under an azimuth of
0◦. This is one of both extreme cases which deviate the most from the true Bessel curve
in figure 3.3.
The Bessel function J0(x) can be developed as a Taylor series, which yields
J0(x) =
∞
∑
k=0
akx2k, (3.57)
with
ak =
(−1)k
22k(k!)2
. (3.58)
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In the same way, we define the function BN(x) = ρ(x, ϑ = 0), with ρ(x = k( f ) · r, ϑ)
given by equation (3.56), where N is any odd number of seismic sensors on the ring:
BN(x) =
1
N
N
∑
l=1
cos
(
x cos
(
2pil
N
))
. (3.59)
Using the Taylor series of the cosine functionIX, BN(x) can be developed as a Taylor
series as well:
BN(x) =
1
N
∞
∑
k=0
(−1)k
(2k)!
x2k
N
∑
l=1
[
cos
(
2pil
N
)]2k
=
∞
∑
k=0
bk x2k, (3.60)
with
bk =
1
N
· (−1)
k
(2k)!
N
∑
l=1
[
cos
(
2pil
N
)]2k
. (3.61)
Applying the binomial theoremX to cosn x yields
cosn x =
(
eix + e−ix
2
)n
=
1
2n
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
eix(n−2k). (3.62)
Now, bk can be written as
bk =
1
N
· (−1)
k
(2k)!
N
∑
l=1
1
22k
2k
∑
j=0
(
2k
j
)
exp
(
i
2pil
N
(2k− 2j)
)
. (3.63)
IXThe Taylor series of the cosine is given by
cos x =
∞
∑
k=0
(−1)kx2k
(2k)!
.
XThe binomial theorem indicates the power of a binomial [Bronstein et al., 2001]:
(a + b)n =
n
∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
an−kbk,
where
(
n
k
)
= n!k!(n−k)! is the binomial coefficient and x! is the factorial of x ∈N
defined by x! = x · (x− 1) · (x− 2) · · · 2 · 1.
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When calculating
N
∑
l=1
exp
(
i
2pil
N
(2k− 2j)
)
, (3.64)
two cases have to be considered separately.
In the first case, k < N and therefore k− j < N. In this case, equation (3.64) equals zero
except if j = k. Then, equation (3.64) equals Nδjk and equation (3.63) simplifies to
bk =
(−1)k
(2k)!
1
22k
(2k)!
(k!)2
=
(−1)k
22k(k!)2
, (3.65)
which is equal to ak defined in equation (3.58).
In the second case, k ≥ N. Consequently, as in equation (3.63) a summation over j occurs,
at least two values of j will be found for which (k− j) is a multiple of N (e.g. for k = N,
this is the case if j = 0 and j = 2N). Notably, if k = N, equation (3.64) gives the result
N(δjN + δj0 + δj,2N). Then, bN can be calculated as
bN =
1
N
· (−1)
N
(2N)!
1
22N
2N
∑
j=0
(
2N
j
)
N(δjN + δj0 + δj,2N)
=
(−1)N
(2N)!
1
22N
[
(2N)!
(N!)2
+ 2
]
= aN +
(−1)N
(2N)!
1
22N−1
, (3.66)
which differs from ak defined by equation (3.58). This result is in agreement with the
results found by Okada [2006], using a different derivation.
This proves that for a given odd number N of regularly distributed seismic sensors on
the ring, the SPAC measurement retrieves the Taylor series of the Bessel function up to
the k = 2(N − 1)th element. The terms for k ≥ N diverge from the terms of the Bessel
function and have larger absolute values. In other words, J0(x)− BN(x) = O(x2N). This
explains the results of figure 3.3. For N = 3, both curves’ coefficients are identical up
to x4. Therefore, as the Bessel function is symmetrical (J0(−x) = J0(x)), the first two
roots (a negative and a positive one) are well fitted by B3(x) and the first minima are
approximately fitted as well. With each increment of N by 2, the agreement between
J0(x) and BN(x) increases of two additional terms and consequently the curves are in
agreement for the next root and approximately up to the next extremum.
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3.5.5 Modified SPAC method (M-SPAC)
The original SPAC method forces the seismic sensors to have equal distances one from
another. When performing field measurements, however, this requirement is almost
impossible to fulfill. In urban areas in particular, buildings, infrastructure and plants
have to be accounted for when deploying the sensors. The classical method cannot be
applied there. Bettig et al. [2001] proposed the modified auto-correlation method (M-
SPAC). This method allows the seismic sensors to be located in approximate rings or even
completely different layouts. Sensor pairs of comparable distance are then assembled
into rings.
3.5.5.1 Vertical component
For the vertical component, grouping all sensor pairs with distances between r1 and
r2 should yield an autocorrelation function which is the average function for all radii
between r1 and r2. This average is calculated by integrating equation (3.29) for radii
between r1 and r2 and renorming the result:
ρMSPAC,vertical(r1, r2, f ) =
r2∫
r1
J0(2pi f r s( f ))r dr
r2∫
r1
r dr
. (3.67)
By using
r∫
0
J0(x)xdx = r J1(r), the integrals can be calculated:
r2∫
r1
J0(2pi f r s( f ))r dr =
r2∫
0
J0(2pi f r s( f ))r dr−
r1∫
0
J0(2pi f r s( f ))r dr
=
1
4pi2 f 2 s2( f )
 r
′
2∫
0
J0(r′)r′ dr′ −
r′1∫
0
J0(r′)r′ dr′

=
1
4pi2 f 2 s2( f )
[
r′2 J1(r′2)− r′1 J1(r′1)
]
=
1
2pi f s( f )
[r2 J1(2pi f r2 s( f ))− r1 J1(2pi f r1 s( f ))] , (3.68)
r2∫
r1
r dr =
[
r2
2
]r2
r1
=
r22 − r21
2
. (3.69)
Inserting (3.68) and (3.69) in (3.67) yields
ρMSPAC,vertical(r1, r2, f ) =
1
(r22 − r21)pi f s( f )
[r2 J1(2pi f r2 s( f ))− r1 J1(2pi f r1 s( f ))] .
(3.70)
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This is the theoretical formula. The measured correlations for all station pairs (i, j) with
distance rij comprised between r1 and r2 are weighted and averaged:
ρvertical(r1, r2, f ) =
1
pi ∑r1<rij<r2
ρ(rij, ϕij, f )∆ϕij, (3.71)
where ϕij indicates the angle under which station j is seen from station i or vice versa
(0 < ϕij < pi) and ∆ϕij (with ∑r1<rij<r2 ∆ϕij = pi) is a weighting factor which takes
the density of the distribution of sensor pairs at angle ϕij into account (if many station
pairs with comparable ϕ fall in the same ring, their respective weights are low). The
autocorrelations ρ(rij, ϕij, f ) for each station pair are calculated by
ρ(rij, ϕij, f ) =
∫
ui,vertical( f , t)uj,vertical( f , t)dt√∫
u2i,vertical( f , t)dt
∫
u2j,vertical( f , t)dt
. (3.72)
3.5.5.2 Horizontal components
The M-SPAC technique was extended to the horizontal components by Köhler et al. [2007].
In analogy to the vertical component, the autocorrelation functions for the horizontal
components given by equations (3.50) and (3.51) are averaged over the radii between r1
and r2:
ρMSPAC,radial(r, f ) =
r2∫
r1
ρradial(r, f )r dr
r2∫
r1
r dr
, (3.73)
ρMSPAC,transverse(r, f ) =
r2∫
r1
ρtransverse(r, f )r dr
r2∫
r1
r dr
. (3.74)
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By using
r2∫
r1
[J0(r)− J2(r)] r dr = 2 [J0(r2)− J0(r1) + r2 J1(r2)− r1 J1(r1)]
and
r2∫
r1
[J0(r) + J2(r)] r dr = 2 [J0(r1)− J0(r2)], this finally leads to
ρMSPAC,radial(r, f ) =
α( f )
r22 − r21
(
1
pi2 f 2 s2R( f )
[J0(2pi f r2 sR( f ))− J0(2pi f r1 sR( f ))]
+
2
pi f sR( f )
[r2 J1(2pi f r2 sR( f ))− r1 J1(2pi f r1 sR( f ))]
)
− 1− α( f )
(r22 − r21)pi2 f 2s2L( f )
[J0(2pir2 f sL( f ))− J0(2pir1 f sL( f ))] ,
(3.75)
ρMSPAC,transverse(r, f ) =
−α( f )
(r22 − r21)pi2 f 2s2R( f )
[J0(2pir2 f sR( f ))− J0(2pir1 f sR( f ))]
+
1− α( f )
r22 − r21
(
1
pi2 f 2s2L( f )
[J0(2pi f r2sL( f ))− J0(2pi f r1sL( f ))]
+
2
pi f sL( f )
[r2 J1(2pi f r2sL( f ))− r1 J1(2pi f r1sL( f ))]
)
,
(3.76)
where sR( f ) = sRayleigh( f ) and sL( f ) = sLove( f ). In analogy to the vertical component,
the measured correlations for all station pairs (i, j) with r1 < rij < r2 are averaged and
weighted to form the radial and transverse correlation functions
ρradial(r1, r2, f ) =
1
pi ∑r1<rij<r2
ρradial(rij, ϕij, f )∆ϕij, (3.77)
ρtransverse(r1, r2, f ) =
1
pi ∑r1<rij<r2
ρtransverse(rij, ϕij, f )∆ϕij, (3.78)
where ρradial and ρtransverse are calculated as in equation (3.72).
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3.5.6 Two-sites SPAC method (2s-SPAC)
Morikawa et al. [2004] proposed to perform SPAC measurements using only two seismic
sensors (2s-SPAC). In this way, the logistical requests for the measurements can be
minimized as less seismic stations and less manpower are necessary. In the classical
SPAC method, it is averaged over a large number of seismic sensors placed at specified
locations. The 2s-SPAC method replaces the spatial averaging by a temporal averaging.
This is only possible if the composition of the wave field is constant in time. The temporal
averaging is done by using two seismic sensors, one fixed at a central station and the other
one moving to different locations during the measurement. The necessary measuring
time at each location depends on the frequency of interest. In principle, the method can
be used to measure an arbitrary number of station pairs with equal distance, but the
constraint that the wave field composition must not change during the measurements
implies that as few locations as necessary should be used. Therefore, the layout using
only three station pairs for each distance is preferable for these measurements. Isotropy
of the wave field is not required for 2s-SPAC measurements as the only additional
requirement compared to classical SPAC measurements is the time constance of the wave
field composition.
3.5.7 Application of 2s-SPAC to real data measurements
A good possibility to test the two-station SPAC method is given by measurements which
we have performed in Patras, Greece, in July 2009, within the framework of an active
and passive surface wave technique benchmark. This test was organized by USGS, the
University of Patras and ITSAK (Thessaloniki, Greece). At two different locations (near a
school and near a hospital), seismic noise measurements have been accomplished using
arrays of ten seismic sensors. The smallest arrays at both locations are appropriate to test
2s-SPAC because the sensors were located regularly on circles of 10 m radius (school site)
and 8 m radius (hospital site). The respective sensor locations are shown in figures 3.4
(a) and 3.6 (a). For the school site, the spacing of the sensors is perfectly regular, with
angles of 40◦ between neighboring ring stations. For the hospital site, the location of
station 10 was deviating from the regular position because of local constraints. Due to the
regular array layouts of both sites, subarrays of four sensors can be built using the central
station and the station sets (2-5-8), (3-6-9) and (4-7-10). For the hospital deployment, the
comparisons include subarrays of the central station and the stations (2-5-8) and (3-6-9)
only. The theoretical autocorrelation measurements for a single seismic wave arriving on
arrays of 9 and 3 ring stations have been shown in figures 3.3 (b) and (h), respectively.
Due to the constant station pair distances, the classical SPAC method (see 3.5) can be
applied here.
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3.5.7.1 Location near the school
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Figure 3.4: (a) Layout of the seismic array and definition of the different subarrays (all subarrays
include the central station). Autocorrelation function between the central and all ring stations for
(b) the vertical, (c) the radial and (d) the transverse component. Comparison between the average
autocorrelation curve using all ten stations simultaneously (10s-SPAC, using 9 station pairs
between the central and the ring stations) and the three subarrays (4s-SPAC, using 3 station pairs
between the central and ring stations) for (e) the vertical, (f) the radial and (g) the transverse
component.
The array layout of the measurements performed near the school is shown in figure 3.4
(a). The total duration of simultaneous seismic signal recordings is 45 minutes. The
measured autocorrelation functions for every station pair consisting of the central and
a ring station are shown in figures 3.4 (b) - (d) for the vertical, radial and transverse
components, respectively. If the seismic noise wave field had been completely isotropic,
the autocorrelation function for every seismic sensor pair should be the same.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between 4s-SPAC and the six possible realizations of 2s-SPAC for the
three subarrays and the three different signal components.
The fact that the curves for different station pairs are very different indicates that the
noise generation is not homogeneously distributed in space and that principal noise
azimuths exist. The different curves resemble the possible theoretical autocorrelation
curves for single station pairs shown in figure 3.3 (a) (the case for two ring sensors being
equivalent to the case of a single station pair).
In figures 3.4 (e) - (g), the averaged SPAC curves for all 9 station pairs and for the
three subarrays (with 3 station pairs) are shown for the vertical, radial and transverse
components, respectively. According to figures 3.3 (b) and (h), the average using 9
station pairs should fit the Bessel function up to the second non-zero maximum, whereas
the average using 3 station pairs should only fit the first descending part of the Bessel
function. Keeping this in mind, the shown curves are in very good agreement.
In the next step, we want to test the 2s-SPAC method. This method consists in measuring
the autocorrelation between two stations for a given period of time, then moving one
station to a different location and measuring for the same period of time and finally
moving it to a third position and measuring a last period of time. Using the recordings
of any subarray, this can be simulated in a very simple way.
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As the total recording length is 45 minutes, we will calculate the autocorrelation using the
first 15 minutes of signal for the central and the first ring station, the second 15 minutes
of signal for the central and the second ring station and finally the third 15 minutes for
the pair involving the third ring station.
In this way, using a single subarray, six different 2s-SPAC measurements can be simulated,
depending on which ring station is the first, second and third one. The results of this
procedure are given in figure 3.5. Figures 3.5 (a) - (c) give the results for using the
subarray (2-5-8) for the vertical, radial and transverse components, respectively, (d)
- (f) for the subarray (3-6-9) and (g) - (i) for the subarray (4-7-10). According to the
theoretical considerations of figure 3.3, the measurements should fit the correct Bessel
function up to the first minimum only. In this frequency range and apart from some
minor discrepancies, the 2s-SPAC curves are in very good agreement with the classical
SPAC curves using all four stations at the same time (4s-SPAC) for every combination of
subarray and component. The non-isotropy of the noise wave field does not constitute a
problem for the 2s-SPAC measurements. Besides, the fact that the 2s-SPAC measurements
agree with the 4s-SPAC measurements indicates that the constitution of the seismic noise
wave field did not change during the 45 minutes of measurement.
3.5.7.2 Location near the hospital
For the measurements at the location near the hospital, the array layout is given in figure
3.6 (a). At this location, 60 minutes of seismic signals have been recorded simultaneously
on all stations. Figures 3.6 (b) - (d) show the autocorrelation functions for every station
pair consisting of the central and a ring station. Here again, the noise wave field is not
perfectly isotropic. Figures 3.6 (e) - (g) indicate the average autocorrelation functions
using 9 seismic sensors and two subarrays of 4 sensors. As sensor 10 could not be
placed on the exact location necessary for the regular array, it was placed about a meter
aside. Therefore, this station is disregarded in the following. For all components, the
measurements using only 4 stations are comparable with the measurements including
all stations, but the respective curves are far away from being Bessel functions. The
results for the six possible realizations of a simulated 2s-SPAC are shown for one of both
subarrays only in figures 3.6 (h) - (j). For the other subarray, the results are comparable.
For 2s-SPAC, the curves do not look like a Bessel function neither, but are still close to
the 4s-SPAC using the same data. The strange autocorrelation curves could be linked to
the presence of higher modes in the wave field or a too narrow seismic sensor spacing.
In fact, if the wave velocity is high and the sensors are too closely located, it can happen
that the SPAC measurements at higher frequencies deviate from the Bessel function.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Layout of the seismic array and definition of the different subarrays (all subarrays
include the central station). Autocorrelation function between the central and all ring stations
(except station 10) for (b) the vertical, (c) the radial and (d) the transverse component. Comparison
between the average autocorrelation curves using the 8 station pairs between the central and the
ring stations simultaneously (9s-SPAC) and the two subarrays (4s-SPAC, using 3 station pairs
between the central and ring stations) for (e) the vertical, (f) the radial and (g) the transverse
component. (h-j) Comparison between 4s-SPAC and the six possible realizations of 2s-SPAC for
the subarray (3-6-9) and the three different signal components.
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To investigate this, a measurement with larger sensor spacings is necessary. Due to
local constraints, the sensors of the larger arrays could not be located very regularly.
Nevertheless, it is possible to choose different station pairs with larger distances for the
small array. For the following considerations, the central station of the array and the
misplaced station 10 have been omitted. In figure 3.7 (a), the remaining 8 stations are
grouped in 7 station pairs (the distances for these pairs being 15.75 m compared to 8 m
in the previous case). The autocorrelation functions for each of these pairs are shown
in figures 3.7 (b) - (d) for the three components. As already stated above for the smaller
distance, the differences of the curves illustrate that the noise wave field is not isotropic.
Using the station pairs, it is possible to define a "subarray" consisting of the station pairs
(2, 6), (3, 8) and (5, 9). This subarray is not really a subarray as each station pair is formed
by different stations, but the linking vectors form a regular equilateral triangle. In figure
3.7 (e) - (g), the average of the autocorrelation curves for the different station pairs are
shown for using all station pairs (i.e. 7 pairs including 8 stations) and using only the
station pairs forming the subarray (which will be called 3p-SPAC in the following, as
three station pairs are used). Here, the concordance with a Bessel function is much
more pronounced. On the vertical component, above the first root, however, the curve
is deviating from the expected form in a way similar to the previous case of smaller
distances. Nevertheless, using larger array distances shifts the theoretical Bessel function
to lower frequencies (as the argument of the Bessel function is 2pi f rs( f )) and shifts the
first root out of the frequency range where the autocorrelation cannot be calculated
correctly. For the radial and transverse components, however, the curves resemble a
Bessel curve at higher frequencies as well. On all three components, the curves for using
all 7 station pairs and only 3 station pairs are almost identical.
By using the subarray, six different realizations of 2s-SPAC can be simulated as well.
In contrast to the classical 2s-SPAC method with a single moving sensor, this would
correspond to a measurement with two moving sensors. The results for all six realizations
are given in figures 3.7 (h) - (j). On all three components, the 2s-SPAC curves are in perfect
agreement with the 3p-SPAC measurement up to the first root. At higher frequencies,
however, the curves deviate considerably.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Layout of the seismic array and definition of subarray (orange). Autocorrelation
function for the pairs of stations indicated in (a) for (b) the vertical, (c) the radial and (d) the
transverse component. Comparison between the average autocorrelation curves using all 7 station
pairs (8s-SPAC) and the subarray (3p-SPAC, using the 3 orange station pairs) for (e) the vertical,
(f) the radial and (g) the transverse component. (h-i) Comparison between 3p-SPAC and the six
possible realizations of 2s-SPAC for the orange subarray and the three different signal components.
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, important methods to characterize seismic waves using arrays of sensors
have been presented. Of course, many more methods exist [Marcos, 1998], which have
not been presented here. The first presented methods (i.e. beamforming, frequency-
wavenumber analysis and MUSIQUE) allow the estimation of an incident wave vector
(i.e. the estimation of azimuth and velocity), whereas SPAC only allows the estimation of
the velocity.
Theoretical considerations of the SPAC method demonstrated that an odd number of
ring stations is always preferable to an even number of ring stations. Indeed, the classical
layout with a ring of sensors surrounding a central station itself is not essential. By
omitting the central station, the ring stations still form the same number of station pairs
at each distance value. For example, an array of 3 stations surrounding a central station
can be replaced by a smaller array of 3 stations only, positioned in a way to form an
equilateral triangle. Nevertheless, for the layout including the central station, SPAC
measurements for two different distance values are obtained.
The tests of the 2s-SPAC method did not show significant differences between SPAC
measurements including 9 station pairs, 3 station pairs or 2s-SPAC. The 2s-SPAC method
is therefore an interesting means of characterizing the wave field with the least possible
measurement effort. The only additional prerequisite of the method is the temporal
stationarity of the wave field. However, when performing a real 2s-SPAC measurement,
this property can not be estimated easily. If the wave field composition changes during
the measurement, the measured energy at the reference station is likely to change, too.
However, it is still possible that the energy of the wave field stays constant, but the
principal source azimuths change. A fourth measurement at the same location as the
first one could affirm the temporal stationarity of the signals. To assure the temporal
stationarity of the wave field, the measurement times of the 2s-SPAC method should be
kept as short as possible.
SPAC measurements will be used to fix the absolute values of the velocities in the soil
model in joint inversions with ellipticity curves: In chapter 6, the theoretical aspects of
joint inversions of Rayleigh wave ellipticity and SPAC curves are investigated, before
the results are applied to real data measurements in chapter 7.
In chapter 4, advanced versions of the MUSIC algorithm using quaternions or biquater-
nions are presented. This will then lead to the development of the MUSIQUE algorithm.
Chapter 4
Advanced seismic array methods using
hypercomplex numbers
This chapter is dedicated to array methods which use hypercomplex numbers. First, the
properties of quaternions and biquaternions, two examples of hypercomplex numbers,
are indicated. Then, versions of the MUSIC algorithm exploiting these properties to
retrieve the polarization parameters between different signal components are presented.
Finally, the MUSIQUE algorithm is developed, which combines the classical MUSIC
algorithm with a quaternion-MUSIC algorithm and allows the estimation of azimuth and
velocity, the identification of Love and Rayleigh waves and the polarization estimation
for Rayleigh waves.
Ce chapitre est dédié aux méthodes de réseau utilisant des nombres hypercomplexes. Dans un
premier temps, les propriétés de quaternions et de biquaternions, deux exemples de nombres
hypercomplexes, seront indiquées. Après, des versions de l’algorithme MUSIC tirant profit
des propriétés de ces nombres pour retrouver la polarisation entre différentes composantes du
signal seront présentées. Ceci mènera finalement au développement de l’algorithme MUSIQUE,
une combinaison de l’algorithme classique avec l’algorithme quaternionique de MUSIC. Cet
algorithme permet l’estimation d’azimut et de vitesse ainsi que l’identification d’ondes de Love
et de Rayleigh et l’estimation de la polarisation de ces dernières.
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4.1 Introduction
In section 3.4, the original MUSIC algorithm [Schmidt, 1986] was presented. This code
deals with monocomponent signals only and is not particularly designed for multicom-
ponent signals. Therefore, three-component signals can be either analyzed for each signal
component separately or by putting the signals of the different components in a single
data vector. However, the polarization information between the different components is
lost in both cases. To keep the polarization relations between the different components,
their respective data have to be stored separately. The MUSIC data matrix for a single
component is complex valued. In order to store multiple components in a single data
matrix, hypercomplex numbers can be used.
Examples of hypercomplex numbers are the quaternions (of dimension 4) and the bi-
quaternions (of dimension 8). In this way, two complex-valued data matrices correspond-
ing to different components can be stored in a single quaternion-valued data matrix or
all three components of the seismic signals can be stored in a single biquaternion matrix.
In fact, MUSIC versions using quaternions have been proposed by Miron et al. [2005b,
2006] and using biquaternions by Miron [2005].
This chapter starts with presenting the properties of quaternions and biquaternions
which are necessary to understand the respective MUSIC versions (sections 4.2 and 4.3).
In section 4.4, the original methodology of quaternion-MUSIC [Miron et al., 2006] is
indicated. We show that in contrast to the original method, it is not necessary to perform
a grid search to determine the two polarization parameters of a two-component wave
(i.e. amplitude ratio and phase difference) if the wave vector (azimuth and velocity) is
already known. In this case, the polarization parameters can be obtained analytically.
Then, in section 4.5, the biquaternion version of MUSIC as proposed by Miron [2005] is
presented. Here again, we show that the grid search for the four polarization parameters
describing three-component waves (two amplitude ratios and two phase differences) can
be largely simplified if the wave vector has been previously determined. However, we
also show that the biquaternion approach fails in basic cases as identical signals on two
or three components or two-dimensional signals.
These considerations finally lead to the development of MUSIQUE, which combines the
classical MUSIC algorithm and the quaternion-MUSIC algorithm. MUSIQUE is designed
to determine azimuth and velocity of incident waves, identify Love and possible Rayleigh
waves and estimate the polarization parameters (among them ellipticity) of possible
Rayleigh waves. The algorithm is presented in section 4.6.
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4.2 Quaternions
Quaternions are an extension of the complex numbers and have been discovered by the
Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton in 1843I(Hamilton [1844-50]). In fact,
the French mathematician Olinde Rodrigues had already used quaternions in 1840 to
describe rotations in 3-dimensional space (Rodrigues [1840]), but indeed without calling
them quaternions. Later, his work fell into oblivion. Kantor and Solodovnikov [1989]
give a good overview of quaternion algebra and Sweetser [2005] demonstrates how the
use of quaternions can simplify basic equations in physics. Using quaternions, rotations
can be calculated faster than using rotation matrices. Therefore, the use of quaternions
includes video cards in modern computers. Here, only the basic rules of quaternion
algebra which are necessary to understand the following section will be presented.
4.2.1 Definition
A quaternion is defined as
q = q0 + q1 i+ q2 j+ q3 k, (4.1)
where q0, . . . , q3 ∈ R and i, j and k are imaginary units defined by
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 (4.2)
q0 is called scalar part of the quaternion and q1 i+ q2 j+ q3 k forms the vector part. The
set of all quaternions is denoted byH. Based on the equations (4.2), it follows that
ij = k, ji = −k
jk = i, kj = −i (4.3)
ki = j, ik = −j
Evidently, the multiplication of quaternions is not commutative.
IAfter spending many years on the fruitless quest for a three-dimensional extension of the complex
numbers, in 1843, while on a walk with his wife, Hamilton got suddenly struck by the idea of a four-
dimensional extension, the quaternions. As he was crossing the Broom Bridge in Dublin, Ireland, he
immediately carved the fundamental formula defining quaternions into the bridge. Today, a plaque on the
bridge commemorates this event. Its inscription says:
"Here as he walked by
on the 16th of October 1843
Sir William Rowan Hamilton
in a flash of genius discovered
the fundamental formula for
quaternion multiplication
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1
& cut it on a stone of this bridge"
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4.2.2 Properties
Be p and q ∈H given by
p = p0 + p1 i+ p2 j+ p3 k, (4.4)
q = q0 + q1 i+ q2 j+ q3 k. (4.5)
The addition of quaternions is then defined by
p + q = (p0 + q0) + (p1 + q1) i+ (p2 + q2) j+ (p3 + q3) k. (4.6)
From equations (4.3), it follows that the multiplication of p and q yields
pq =(p0q0 − p1q1 − p2q2 − p3q3) + (p0q1 + p1q0 + p2q3 − p3q3) i
+ (p0q2 − p1q3 + p2q0 + p3q1) j+ (p0q3 + p1q2 − p2q1 + p3q0) k. (4.7)
It can be seen from equations (4.6) and (4.7) that the addition of quaternions is commu-
tative, whereas the multiplication, in general, is not: p q 6= q p. However, quaternion
multiplication is still associative, i.e.
(p q) r = p (q r) (4.8)
for any p, q, r ∈H, which can be easily shown by direct calculation.
In analogy to the complex numbers, the conjugate of a quaternion q = q0 + q1 i+ q2 j+
q3 k is defined by
q∗ = q0 − q1 i− q2 j− q3 k. (4.9)
By using equation (4.7), it can be shown that the product of q with its conjugate q∗ is
given by
qq∗ = q∗q = q20 + q21 + q
2
2 + q
2
3. (4.10)
In this way, the norm or absolute value of a quaternion can be defined by
|q| = √q∗q = √q20 + q21 + q22 + q23. (4.11)
The inverse value of a quaternion q 6= 0 is given by
q−1 = q
∗
|q| . (4.12)
The quaternion division is defined in this way, too.
We define the functions S(q), I(q), J(q) and K(q), which extract the different parts of the
quaternion q defined in equation (4.1), by:
S(q) =
q + q∗
2
= q0, (4.13)
I(q) =
i (q− q∗) + (q− q∗) i
−4 = q1, (4.14)
J(q) =
j (q− q∗) + (q− q∗) j
−4 = q2, (4.15)
K(q) =
k (q− q∗) + (q− q∗) k
−4 = q3. (4.16)
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4.2.3 Cayley-Dickson representation
An arbitrary quaternion q = q0 + q1 i+ q2 j+ q3 k can be written in the form
q = (q0 + q1 i) + (q2 + q3 i) j = z0 + z1 j, (4.17)
where z1 and z2 ∈ C. In this way, a quaternion can be represented as a complex number
with complexified coefficients. This is called the Cayley-Dickson representation.
4.2.4 Quaternion vectors
A quaternion vector~q ∈HN is an N-dimensional vector whose elements are quaternions.
For two vectors~q,~p ∈HN, the inner product is given by (e.g. Miron [2005])
〈~p | ~q〉 = ~q†~p, (4.18)
where~q† =
(
~qT
)∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of a quaternion vector.
The norm of a quaternion vector can then be defined by
‖~q‖ =
√
〈~q | ~q〉 =
√
~q†~q. (4.19)
The set of quaternion-valued vectors forms a Hilbert spaceII. Two quaternion vectors
~q,~p ∈HN are orthogonal if their inner product equals zero:
〈~p | ~q〉 = 0. (4.20)
IIA quaternion Hilbert space H is a complete metric space with respect to the distance function induced
by the inner product. This means that for every ~p,~q,~r ∈ H and α, β ∈H, the following properties are true:
• (~p +~q) ∈ H, (α~p) ∈ H, α(β~p) = (αβ)~p.
• An inner product 〈~p | ~q〉 is defined with:
〈~q | ~q〉 ∈ R+0 , 〈~q | ~q〉 = 0 iff~q =~0,〈~pα+~qβ |~r〉 = 〈~p |~r〉α+ 〈~q |~r〉β
〈~p | ~q〉 = 〈~q | ~p〉∗.
• H is complete, i.e. every Cauchy sequence in H converges in H.
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4.2.5 Quaternion matrices
As quaternions are not commutative, the properties of quaternion matrices differ from
real or complex matrices. Considering a quaternion matrix A ∈HM×N, we will denote
by AT the transpose, by A∗ the conjugate and by A† the conjugatee transpose of A.
A good overview of quaternion matrices is given by Zhang [1997]. In the following,
some results of this article will be presented. In particular, for two quaternion matrices
A ∈HM×N and B ∈HN×O, the following properties hold:
1. (A∗)T = (AT)∗
2. (A B)† = B† A†
3. (A B)∗ 6= A∗ B∗, in general
4. (A B)T 6= BT AT, in general
5. (A B)−1 = B−1 A−1, if A and B are invertible
6. (A†)−1 = (A−1)†, if A is invertible
7. (A∗)−1 6= (A−1)∗, in general
8. (AT)−1 6= (A−1)T, in general
Due to the non-commutativity of quaternions, a quaternion matrix A ∈ HN×N has right
and left eigenvalues, satisfying the equations
A~ur = ~urλr, (4.21)
A~ul = λl~ul, (4.22)
respectively. In general, both eigenvalues are different. The theory of left eigenvalues
is not yet well understood in literature, but the properties of right eigenvalues are well
established Zhang [1997]. Therefore, in the following, we will use exclusively right
eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
In analogy to the Cayley-Dickson representation of quaternions (equation 4.17), any
quaternion matrix A ∈ HN×N can be written as a combination of two complex matrices
A1, A2 ∈ HN×N by A = A1 + A2j, as well as every vector ~u ∈ HN can be written as
~u = ~u1 + ~u2j. Now, the eigenvalue equation (4.21) can be written as
(A1 + A2j)(~u1 + ~u2j) = (~u1 + ~u2j)λ (4.23)
A1~u1 −A2~u∗2 + (A1~u2 + A2~u∗1)j = λ~u1 + λ∗~u2j, (4.24)
which is equivalent to the equations
A1~u1 −A2~u∗2 = λ~u1, (4.25)
A1~u2 + A2~u∗1 = λ
∗~u2. (4.26)
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Conjugation of equations (4.25) and (4.26) yields
A∗1~u
∗
1 −A∗2~u2 = λ∗~u∗1 , (4.27)
A∗1~u
∗
2 + A
∗
2~u1 = λ~u
∗
2 . (4.28)
Finally, equations (4.25) and (4.28) can be combined in matrix form as(
A1 A2
−A∗2 A∗1
)(
~u1
−~u∗2
)
= λ
(
~u1
−~u∗2
)
, (4.29)
and equations (4.26) and (4.27) combine to(
A1 A2
−A∗2 A∗1
)(
~u2
~u∗1
)
= λ∗
(
~u2
~u∗1
)
. (4.30)
The matrix χA =
(
A1 A2
−A∗2 A∗1
)
∈ C2N×2N is called adjoint matrix of A.
χA has 2N eigenvectors with 2N associated (complex) eigenvalues. According to equa-
tions (4.29) and (4.30), if λ is an eigenvalue of χA, λ∗ is also an eigenvalue. This means
that the eigenvalues of χA occur in conjugated pairs. On the other side, according to
equations (4.29) and (4.30), every eigenvalue of χA is also an eigenvalue of A.
If λ is an eigenvalue of A, then ρ−1λρ is an eigenvalue as well [Brenner, 1951]: As
A~u = ~uλ, it follows that A(~uρ) = (~uρ)ρ−1λρ. Therefore, (~uρ) is an eigenvector corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue ρ−1λρ.
Notably, setting ρ = j or ρ = k yields ρ−1λρ = λ∗. Therefore, if ~uλ and ~uλ∗ are the
eigenvectors corresponding to λ and λ∗, respectively, it follows that ~uλj and ~uλk are
also eigenvectors of A. In this way, an infinite number of eigenvalue and eigenvector
pairs of A can be generated based on a single (complex) eigenvalue λ0 by using any
quaternion-valued ρ, which yields λ′ = ρ−1λρ and ~u′ = ~uρ. However, all these eigen-
vectors are not independent among each other and form a class of eigenvalues. Notably,
the eigenvectors ~uλ and ~uλ∗ of equations (4.29) and (4.30) are not linearly independent
and λ and λ∗ correspond to the same eigenvalue class of A. If χA has real eigenvalues,
however, the application of ρ−1λρ does not change λ and consequently, this eigenvalue
of χA occurs twice.
The matrix A has only N linearly independent eigenvectors. By taking one eigenvalue
of χA per eigenvalue class, the corresponding eigenvectors ~u = ~u1 + ~u2j of A can be
obtained by identifying the eigenvector of χA as indicated in equation (4.29).
In the following application to quaternion-MUSIC, only Hermitian matrices are needed,
i.e. matrices with A† = A. Be λ ∈ C an eigenvalue of a Hermitian quaternion matrix A ∈
HN×N and ~u ∈HN the associated normed eigenvector (~u†~u = 1). Then the eigenvalue λ
is real-valued, as can be shown by the short calculation:
(A~u)†~u = (~uλ)†~u = λ∗~u†~u = λ∗ (4.31)
(A~u)†~u = ~u†A~u = ~u†~uλ = λ. (4.32)
Therefore, λ∗ = λ and λ ∈ R.
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If we consider two different eigenvalues λ1 6= λ2 of a Hermitian matrix A with associated
eigenvectors ~u1 and ~u2. These eigenvectors are orthogonal because:
(A~u1)†~u2 = (~u1λ1)†~u2 = λ1(~u†1~u2) (4.33)
(A~u1)†~u2 = ~u†1A~u2 = (~u
†
1~u2)λ2, (4.34)
which can only be true, if ~u†1~u2 = 0. Therefore, different eigenvectors of A are orthogonal
and the set of eigenvectors of A can be used to form an orthonormal basis of the N-
dimensional quaternion Hilbert space.
4.3 Biquaternions
4.3.1 Definition
In a way similar to the Cayley-Dickson representation of quaternions, where a quater-
nion is written as a complex number with complex coefficients, it is possible to define
quaternions with complex coefficients (or complex numbers with quaternion coefficients).
This numbers are called biquaternions or complex quaternions and have been introduced
by Hamilton [1853]. Other hypercomplex numbers exists, notably the octonions [Kantor
and Solodovnikov, 1989, Ward, 1997], but those will not be discussed here.
We denote byHC the set of biquaternions. Any biquaternion b can be written in the form
b = b0 + b1 i+ b2 j+ b3 k, (4.35)
where b0,...,3 ∈ C and i, j and k are the quaternion imaginary units (see section 4.2).
Different representations of biquaternions exist, which are equivalent to the given one,
for example by writing a biquaternion as a complex number with quaternion-valued
parameters:
b = [<(b0) +<(b1) i+<(b2) j+<(b3) k]
+ i [=(b0) +=(b1) i+=(b2) j+=(b3) k] , (4.36)
where i is the complex imaginary unit. The complex imaginary unit i commutes with the
quaternion imaginary units i, j and k, i.e. i i = i i, i j = j i and i k = k i.
4.3.2 Properties
As biquaternions are made of complex numbers and quaternions, different ways exist to
define conjugates of biquaternions. In this way, it is possible [Tian, 2000] to define the
dual conjugate by
bd = b0 − b1 i− b2 j− b3 k, (4.37)
and the complex conjugate by
bc = b∗0 + b∗1 i+ b
∗
2 j+ b
∗
3 k, (4.38)
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where b∗0,...,3 are the complex conjugates of the coefficients of b. Finally, the simultaneous
application of the dual and the complex conjugate yields the Hermitian conjugate
b∗ = (bd)c = b∗0 − b∗1 i− b∗2 j− b∗3 k. (4.39)
Applying any of these conjugates twice to a biquaternion b yields the original biquater-
nion.
As for quaternions, the multiplication of biquaternions is not commutative, but is still
associative, i.e. for b, p, q ∈HC, (b p) q = b (p q)III.
The inner product of biquaternions has to be defined in a different way than for quater-
nions (equation (4.18)). It can be shown that the inner product defined by
〈b | p〉 = S(p∗b) (4.40)
satisfies all requirements for an Hermitian inner product [Ward, 1997]. The function S(b)
which extracts the (complex-valued) scalar part of a biquaternion b can be defined by
S(b) =
b + bd
2
= b0. (4.41)
Then, the inner product of two biquaternions
b = b0 + b1 i+ b2 j+ b3 k
p = p0 + p1 i+ p2 j+ p3 k
is given by
〈b | p〉 = p∗0b0 + p∗1b1 + p∗2b2 + p∗3b3. (4.42)
Using the inner product, the absolute value of a biquaternion b can be defined by
|b| =
√
〈b | b〉 =
√
b∗0b0 + b∗1b1 + b
∗
2b2 + b
∗
3b3. (4.43)
It can be shown [Ward, 1997] that, in general, for two biquaternions p and q,
|pq| 6= |p||q|. (4.44)
Therefore, the biquaternion algebra is not normedIV.
4.3.3 Biquaternion vectors
In analogy to quaternion vectors, a biquaternion vector~b ∈ HNC can be defined as an N-
dimensional vector with biquaternion values. Different definitions of the inner product
of two biquaternion vectors~b, ~p ∈HNC exist. In the following, we will define it as
〈~b | ~p〉 = S
(
~p†~b
)
, (4.45)
IIIFor octonions, the multiplication is not associative. For biquaternions, the associativity is due to the
fact that the complex imaginary unit commutes with any of the quaternion imaginary units.
IVThe octonions, in contrast, constitute a normed eight-dimensional algebra.
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where ~p† =
(
~pT
)∗ denotes the Hermitian conjugate transpose of a biquaternion vector.
The biquaternion vectors~b and ~p are orthogonal, if
〈~b | ~p〉 = 0. (4.46)
Consequently, the norm of a biquaternion vector can be defined by
‖~b‖ =
√
〈~b |~b〉 =
√
S(~b†~b). (4.47)
Defining the inner product by equation (4.45), the set of biquaternion vectors forms a
Hilbert space (see footnote II on page 97), with the restriction that the equation
〈~pα+~qβ |~r〉 = 〈~p |~r〉α+ 〈~q |~r〉β (4.48)
is fulfilled for α, β ∈ C only.
4.3.4 Biquaternion matrices
Be A ∈HM×N
C
a biquaternion-valued matrix. Then, we denote by AT the transpose, by
A∗ the Hermitian conjugate and by A† the Hermitian conjugate transpose of A. Then,
the following equations hold [Tian, 2000]:
1. (A†)† = A.
2. (AB)† = B†A†.
3. (AB)−1 = B−1A−1, if A and B are invertible.
4. (A†)−1 = (A−1)†, if A is invertible.
As for quaternion matrices, biquaternion matrices have left and right eigenvectors.
However, we will focus on the right ones only for reasons similar to those mentioned
in the case of quaternion matrices. A biquaternion matrix A ∈HN×N
C
can be written as
a sum of two quaternion matrices A1, A2 ∈HN×N by A = A1 + i A2. In the same way,
any vector ~u ∈HNC can be written as ~u = ~u1 + i ~u2 with ~u1, ~u2 ∈HN . Exploiting the fact
that the complex imaginary unit i commutes with any of the quaternion imaginary units
i, j and k, the (right) eigenvalue equation of A can be written as
A~u = ~uλ,
(A1 + i A2) (~u1 + i ~u2) = (~u1 + i ~u2)λ
A1~u1 −A2~u2 + i A1~u2 + i A2~u1 = ~u1λ+ i ~u2λ, (4.49)
which is equivalent to the equations
A1~u1 −A2~u2 = ~u1λ, (4.50)
A1~u2 + A2~u1 = ~u2λ. (4.51)
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Equations (4.50) and (4.51) can be written in matrix form:(
A1 A2
−A2 A1
)(
~u1
−~u2
)
=
(
~u1
−~u2
)
λ. (4.52)
Therefore, the eigenvalue problem of an N × N biquaternion matrix is equivalent to the
eigenvalue problem of a 2N × 2N quaternion matrix.
The matrix χA =
(
A1 A2−A2 A1
)
∈H2N×2N is called biquaternion adjoint matrix of A.
χA has 2N eigenvectors with 2N associated (quaternion-valued) eigenvalues. According
to equation (4.52), every eigenvalue of χA is also an eigenvalue of A. The 2N different
eigenvalues of a 2N × 2N quaternion matrix are independent among each other (see
4.2.5). Therefore, any N × N biquaternion matrix has 2N independent eigenvectors. For
a given biquaternion matrix, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are therefore retrieved by
building the biquaternion adjoint matrix, calculating its eigenvalues and eigenvectors
and transforming the (quaternion) eigenvectors of χA to (biquaternion) eigenvectors of
A.
An important case of biquaternion matrices are Hermitian biquaternion matrices. Ac-
tually, the biquaternion adjoint matrix of a Hermitian biquaternion matrix A is itself
Hermitian. A† can be written as
A† = (A1 + iA2)†,
= A†1 − iA†2. (4.53)
Therefore, A† = A iff
A†1 = A1, (4.54)
A†2 = −A2. (4.55)
Consequently,
χ†A =
(
A†1 −A†2
A†2 A
†
1
)
=
(
A1 A2
−A2 A1
)
= χA. (4.56)
A Hermitian quaternion matrix has real eigenvalues and consequently, the eigenvalues
of a Hermitian biquaternion matrix are also real-valued.
Furthermore, it can be shown that different eigenvectors of a Hermitian biquaternion
matrix A are orthogonal. If λ1 and λ2 denote two different eigenvalues (λ1 6= λ2) of A
with associated eigenvectors ~u1 and ~u2, then
(A~u1)†~u2 = (~u1λ1)†~u2 = λ1(~u†1~u2), (4.57)
(A~u1)†~u2 = ~u†1A~u2 = (~u
†
1~u2)λ1, (4.58)
which can only be true if ~u†1~u2 = 0. Therefore, the 2N eigenvectors of A can be used to
form an orthonormal basis of an N-dimensional biquaternion Hilbert space.
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4.4 Quaternion-MUSIC
4.4.1 Methodology
For "classical" MUSIC, only monocomponent signals can be used. The data matrices in
equation (3.11) are complex. When working with multidimensional data, there are two
possibilities. Either some components of the signal are disregarded or the data of the
different components are stocked in a single long vector (the long-vector approach) and
processed together. In this case, the calculation of the covariance matrix in equation (3.13)
is equivalent to the summation of the covariance matrices of the different components.
However, the polarization parameters of the source signal are not retrieved.
In order to overcome this problem, Miron et al. [2006] proposed the MUSIC version using
quaternions which is presented in the following. In this way, the polarization properties
of incident waves can be estimated directly. By replacing a complex data matrix by a
quaternion-valued one, two complex-valued signals can be stocked and processed at the
same time. The reasoning for the algorithm presented in the following is analog to the
classical MUSIC case.
We consider an array of N two-component seismic sensors with K incident waves. The
respective signals of the sensors are ~Xi( f ) ∈ CN×1 with i ∈ {1,2}. The parameters i
indicate the two different components of the signal. The quaternion-valued signal vector
is defined as
~Xq( f ) = <(~X1( f )) + i · <(~X2( f )) + j=(~X1( f )) + k · =(~X2( f )), (4.59)
where <(x) yields the real part and =(x) the imaginary part of a complex number x.
The vectors~a( f ,~k) in equation (3.12) are transformed into quaternion-valued vectors in
the following way:
~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ) =
1√
N
[cos ρ+ i sin ρ · exp(jϕ)] · exp(−jR ·~k). (4.60)
ρ (with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 90◦) parameterizes the amplitude ratio between both components and ϕ
(with 0 ≤ ϕ < 360◦) their phase difference. For a Rayleigh wave, for example, if ~X1( f ) is
the vertical component of the signal and ~X2( f ) the horizontal one, the ellipticity is given
by e = sin ρ/ cos ρ = tan ρ and the phase shift is equal to 90◦ or 270◦, depending on
whether the motion is retrograde or prograde. In this way, the equation corresponding
to equation (3.11) is given by
~Xq( f ) = Aq( f ) · ~Fq( f ) + ~Wq( f ), (4.61)
where the matrix Aq( f ) is composed of the vectors defined in equation (4.60) and the
vectors ~Fq( f ) and ~Wq( f ) are defined in an analog way to ~Xq( f ) in equation (4.59).
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The quaternion covariance matrix (of size N × N) is now built by
Sq = E
(
~Xq · ~X†q
)
= Aq · E(~Fq~F†q )A†q + E(~Wq~W†q ), (4.62)
where E(x) indicates the expectation value and the non-correlation of ~Fq and ~Wq is used.
By construction, Sq is Hermitian (because
(
~Xq · ~X†q
)†
= ~Xq · ~X†q ) and its eigenvalues are
real-valued. In a completely similar way to the classical MUSIC case, the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of Sq are calculated. The largest K eigenvalues correspond to the signal
subspace and the smaller ones to the noise subspace. The noise subspace Gq ∈HN×(N−K)
is then built by:
Gq = (~u1,~u2, . . .~uN−K). (4.63)
The properties of the sources are retrieved by searching the~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ) defined by equation
(4.60) which minimizes the distance to the signal subspace. The squared distance to the
signal subspace can be expressed in an analog way to the classical case by
d2q = ‖G†q ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ)‖2
=
(
G†q ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ)
)†
G†q ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ)
=~a†q(~k, ρ, ϕ) GqG
†
q ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ). (4.64)
The parameters~k, ρ and ϕ maximizing the quaternion-MUSIC functional
Pq(~k, ρ, ϕ) =
1
~a†q(~k, ρ, ϕ) GqG†q ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ)
(4.65)
indicate the properties of the incident waves. In general, these properties have to be
found by a grid search along four dimensions corresponding to azimuth, slowness
and the polarization parameters ρ and ϕ. A four-dimensional grid search is a lot more
time-consuming than a two-dimensional grid searchV. However, the wave vector of an
incident wave can be estimated without knowing the polarization. This would separate
the problem in two smaller problems: First, the estimation of the wave vector and second,
the estimation of polarization. Both problems can be solved by a two-dimensional grid-
search. Actually, we found out that even the grid search for the polarization parameters
is not necessary as they can be determined in an analytical way as will be shown in the
following.
VFor example, if the grid search covers 100 different values for each parameter, a two-dimensional
search comprises 1002 = 104 data points, whereas a four-dimensional grid search comprises 1004 = 108
data points. In this example, a four-dimensional grid search is therefore about 10 000 times more time-
consuming than a two-dimensional grid search.
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4.4.2 Polarization parameter identification for known wave vector
If the azimuth and slowness values are already known, the polarization parameters ρ
and ϕ can be identified as follows.
The steering vector is given by equation (4.60):
~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ) =
1√
N
[cos ρ+ i sin ρ · exp(jϕ)] · exp(−jR ·~k). (4.66)
As slowness and azimuth are known, exp(−jR ·~k) is a constant when searching for ρ
and ϕ. Maximization of equation (4.65) corresponds to a minimization of its denominator
D =~a†q(~k, ρ, ϕ) GqG
†
q ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ). (4.67)
Inserting equation (4.66) into equation (4.67) and setting ~δ = R ·~k, D can be calculated
by:
D =
1
N
· [(cos ρ+ i sin ρ · ejϕ) · e−j~δ]† ·GqG†q · [(cos ρ+ i sin ρ · ejϕ) · e−j~δ]
=
1
N
· ej~δ† [cos ρ− e−jϕi sin ρ] ·GqG†q · [(cos ρ+ i sin ρ · ejϕ) · e−j~δ]
=
1
N
· [cos ρ · ej~δ† − iejϕ sin ρ · e−j~δ† ] ·GqG†q · [e−j~δ cos ρ+ ej~δe−jϕi sin ρ]
=
1
N
· [cos2 ρ · (ej~δ† GqG†q e−j~δ)− iejϕ sin ρ · (e−j~δ
†
GqG†q e
j~δ)e−jϕi sin ρ
+ cos ρ · (ej~δ† GqG†q ej~δ)e−jϕi sin ρ− iejϕ sin ρ · (e−j~δ
†
GqG†q e
−j~δ) cos ρ].
(4.68)
Here, we used the properties
exp(jx) · i = (cos x + j sin x) · i
= i · (cos x− j sin x)
= i · exp(−jx) (4.69)
and
exp(jx) · exp(jy) = (cos x + j sin x) · (cos y + j sin y)
= cos x cos y + j sin y cos x + j sin x cos y− sin x sin y
= (cos y + j sin y) · (cos x + j sin x)
= exp(jy) · exp(jx). (4.70)
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The terms ej~δ
†
GqG†q e−j
~δ and e−j~δ† GqG†q ej
~δ of the two first summands of equation
(4.68) are real-valued:
ej~δ
†
GqG†q e
−j~δ =
(
G†qe
−j~δ
)† · (G†qe−j~δ)
=
∣∣∣G†qe−j~δ∣∣∣2 , (4.71)
which is the sum of the squared absolute values of the components of a vector and
therefore real-valued. The reasoning for e−j~δ† GqG†q ej
~δ is analog. For the last two
summands of equation (4.68), it can be shown that(
ej~δ
†
GqG†q e
j~δe−jϕi
)†
= −iejϕe−j~δ† GqG†q e−j~δ. (4.72)
Using the properties of equations (4.71) and (4.72), equation (4.68) can be simplified:
D =
1
N
· [cos2 ρ · (ej~δ† GqG†q e−j~δ) + sin2 ρ · (e−j~δ
†
GqG†q e
j~δ)
+ 2 sin ρ cos ρ · <(ej~δ† GqG†q ej~δe−jϕi)] (4.73)
By substituting
A = ej~δ
†
GqG†q e
−j~δ, (4.74)
B = e−j~δ
†
GqG†q e
j~δ, (4.75)
C = ej~δ
†
GqG†q e
j~δ, (4.76)
equation (4.73) can be written as
D =
1
N
· [cos2 ρ · A + sin2 ρ · B + 2 sin ρ cos ρ · <(Ce−jϕi)]. (4.77)
The parameters ρ and ϕ minimizing D can be found by searching the roots of the
derivatives ∂D∂ρ and
∂D
∂ϕ . This leads to
∂D
∂ρ
=
1
N
[−2 sin ρ cos ρ · A + 2 sin ρ cos ρ · B + 2(cos2 ρ− sin2 ρ) · <(Ce−jϕi)]
0 = sin ρ cos ρ · (B− A) + (cos2 ρ− sin2 ρ) · <(Ce−jϕi), (4.78)
∂D
∂ϕ
=
1
N
[2 sin ρ cos ρ · <(Ce−jϕ(−j)i)]
0 = sin ρ cos ρ · <(Ce−jϕk). (4.79)
Equation (4.79) could be trivially solved by sin ρ = 0 or cos ρ = 0.
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Then, one of both components of the motion would disappear and the phase difference
ϕ would not make any sense. The general solution is therefore given by
<(Ce−jϕk) = 0
<(C(k cos ϕ− i sin ϕ)) = 0
−K(C) · cos ϕ+ I(C) · sin ϕ = 0
tan ϕ =
K(C)
I(C)
=
K(ej~δ
†
GqG†q ej
~δ)
I(ej~δ† GqG†q ej
~δ)
, (4.80)
which has two solutions ϕ1 and ϕ2 (with 0 ≤ ϕ1,2 < 360◦ and ϕ2 = ϕ1 + 180◦) cor-
responding to the minimum and maximum of D. The ϕ corresponding to the actual
solution can be determined by considering the second derivative of D with respect to ϕ:
∂2D
∂ϕ2
=
2
N
sin ρ cos ρ · <(Ce−jϕ(−j)k)
= − 2
N
sin ρ cos ρ · <(Ce−jϕi). (4.81)
As e−jϕ2 = e−j(ϕ1+pi) = −e−jϕ1 , one ϕ belongs to a maximum and the other to a
minimum of D. The ϕ leading to a positive ∂
2D
∂ϕ2
indicates the minimum of D.
Equation (4.78) can be solved by using the relationships sin ρ cos ρ = 12 sin(2ρ) and
cos2 ρ− sin2 ρ = cos(2ρ):
sin(2ρ) · (B− A) + 2 cos(2ρ) · <(Ce−jϕi) = 0
tan(2ρ) =
−2<(Ce−jϕi)
B− A
tan(2ρ) =
−2<(ej~δ† GqG†q ej~δe−jϕi)
e−j~δ† GqG†q ej
~δ − ej~δ† GqG†q e−j~δ
. (4.82)
By inserting the ϕ determined by equations (4.80) and (4.81) into equation (4.82), the
parameter ρ (with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 90◦) is unambiguously determined.
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4.5 Biquaternion-MUSIC
4.5.1 Methodology
As MUSIC treats one-component signals and quaternion-MUSIC two-dimensional sig-
nals, the next logical step would be a method which can treat more-dimensional signals.
In fact, Miron [2005] proposed the method capable of working with four-dimensional
data which is presented in the following. In this case, the data matrix would be built of
biquaternion values. As our seismic signals have four components, the scalar part of
the data vector will be zero and the data vector ~Xbiq( f ) ∈ HN×1C is built in the following
way:
~Xbiq( f ) = ~X1( f )i+ ~X2( f )j+ ~X3( f )k, (4.83)
where ~Xi( f ) ∈ CN×1 are the signals of the different components (indicated by i ∈ 1,2,3)
for all seismic sensors.
In analogy to equation (4.60), the biquaternion steering vector is given as
~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2) =
1√
N
[ cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i+ sin ρ1 cos ρ2 exp(iϕ1) j
+ sin ρ2 exp iϕ2 k] · exp(−iR ·~k). (4.84)
Here, ρ1 and ρ2 (with 0 ≤ ρ1,2 ≤ 90◦) parameterize the amplitude ratios between the
different components and ϕ1 and ϕ2 (with 0 ≤ ϕ1,2 ≤ 360◦) the phase differences
between the first and the second or third component, respectively.
The biquaternion covariance matrix (of size N × N) is built by
Sbiq = E
(
~X†biq~X
)
. (4.85)
In complete analogy to the "classical" or quaternion case, the eigenvalues λ1,...,2N and
eigenvectors ~u1,...,2N of Sbiq are calculated. As Sbiq is a biquaternion matrix, it has 2N
eigenvectors. The 2K largest eigenvalues correspond to the signal subspace. The noise
subspace Gbiq ∈HN×(2N−2K)C is then composed of the smaller eigenvectors:
Gbiq = (~u1,~u2, . . .~u2N−2K). (4.86)
The properties of the sources are retrieved by searching for the ~aq(~k, ρ, ϕ) (defined in
equation (4.84)) which minimizes the distance to the signal subspace. The squared
distance to the signal subspace can be expressed as
d2biq = ‖G†biq ~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2)‖2
= S
((
G†biq ~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2)
)†
G†biq ~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2)
)
= S
(
~a†biq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2) GbiqG
†
biq ~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2)
)
. (4.87)
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The parameters~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2 which maximize the biquaternion music functional
Pbiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2) =
1
S
(
~a†biq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2) GbiqG
†
biq ~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2)
) (4.88)
indicate the properties of the incident waves. In general, these properties have to be
found by a grid search along six dimensions corresponding to azimuth, slowness and
the polarization parameters ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1 and ϕ2. Similar to the quaternion-MUSIC case,
the problem can be separated in two problems: First, the estimation of the wave vector
and second, the estimation of the four polarization parameters. The first problem can be
solved by a two-dimensional grid search. The second problem would correspond to a
four-dimensional, and thus time-consuming, grid search. Nevertheless, in a similar way
to the quaternion-MUSIC case, we found out that the second grid search is not necessary.
4.5.2 Polarization parameter identification for known wave vector
If the azimuth and slowness values are already known, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1 and ϕ2 can be found as
follows.
As slowness and azimuth are known, exp(−iR ·~k) = exp(−i~δ) is given. Maximizing
equation (4.88) is equivalent to the minimization of
D = S
(
~a†biq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2) GbiqG
†
biq ~abiq(~k, ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2)
)
. (4.89)
Inserting equation (4.84) in equation (4.89) yields
D =
1
N
S
([
[cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i+ sin ρ1 cos ρ2eiϕ1 j+ sin ρ2eiϕ2 k] · e−i~δ
] †
· GbiqG†biq
[
[cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i+ sin ρ1 cos ρ2eiϕ1 j+ sin ρ2eiϕ2 k] · e−i~δ
])
D =
1
N
S
([
ei~δ
† · [− cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i− sin ρ1 cos ρ2e−iϕ1 j− sin ρ2e−iϕ2 k]
]
· GbiqG†biq
[
[cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i+ sin ρ1 cos ρ2eiϕ1 j+ sin ρ2eiϕ2 k] · e−i~δ
])
D =
1
N
S
(
[− cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i− sin ρ1 cos ρ2e−iϕ1 j− sin ρ2e−iϕ2 k]
· ei~δ† GbiqG†biqe−i~δ · [cos ρ1 cos ρ2 i+ sin ρ1 cos ρ2eiϕ1 j+ sin ρ2eiϕ2 k]
)
. (4.90)
By substituting
C = ei~δ
†
GbiqG†biq e
−i~δ ∈HC, (4.91)
with C = C0 + C1i+ C2j+ C3k and C0,...,3 ∈ C, this simplifies to
D =
1
N
S
(
− cos2 ρ1 cos2 ρ2 iCi− sin2 ρ1 cos2 ρ2 jCj− sin2 ρ2 kCk
− sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2eiϕ1 iCj− sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2e−iϕ1 jCi
− cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2eiϕ2 iCk− cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2e−iϕ2 kCi
− sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2ei(ϕ2−ϕ1) jCk− sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2ei(ϕ1−ϕ2) kCj
)
. (4.92)
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Here, it is necessary to calculate the effect of multiplying C with one quaternion unit
from left and one from right, which gives the following results:
S(iCi) = −C0 S(jCi) = −C3 S(kCi) = +C2
S(iCj) = +C3 S(jCj) = −C0 S(kCj) = −C1 (4.93)
S(iCk) = −C2 S(jCk) = +C1 S(kCk) = −C0
Inserting the properties (4.93) in equation (4.92) yields
D =
1
N
(
cos2 ρ1 cos2 ρ2C0 + sin2 ρ1 cos2 ρ2C0 + sin2 ρ2C0
+ sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2
(
e−iϕ1 − eiϕ1
)
C3
+ cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2
(
eiϕ2 − e−iϕ2
)
C2
+ sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2
(
ei(ϕ1−ϕ2) − ei(ϕ2−ϕ1)
)
C1
)
=
1
N
(
C0 − 2i sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2 sin ϕ1C3
+ 2i cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin ϕ2C2
− 2i sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1
)
. (4.94)
As D is the norm of a biquaternion vector, it is real-valued. Therefore, its imaginary
part vanishes for every set of parameters (ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2). Consequently, =(C0) = 0 and
<(Ck) = 0 for k ∈ {1,2,3}. Equation (4.94) can be simplified by omitting its imaginary
part. Therefore, we define that C1I = =(C1), C2I = =(C2) and C3I = =(C3) are the
respective imaginary parts. Then, equation (4.94) can be written as
D =
1
N
(
C0 + 2 sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I
− 2 cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin ϕ2C2I
+ 2 sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I
)
. (4.95)
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The parameters ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1 and ϕ2 minimizing D can now be found by searching the roots
of the partial derivatives:
∂D
∂ρ1
=
1
N
(
2(cos2 ρ1 − sin2 ρ1) cos2 ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I + 2 sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin ϕ2C2I
+ 2 cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I
)
, (4.96)
∂D
∂ρ2
=
1
N
(
− 4 sin ρ1 cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I − 2 cos ρ1(cos2 ρ2 − sin2 ρ2) sin ϕ2C2I
+ 2 sin ρ1(cos2 ρ2 − sin2 ρ2) sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I
)
, (4.97)
∂D
∂ϕ1
=
1
N
(
2 sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2 cos ϕ1C3I − 2 sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I
)
,
(4.98)
∂D
∂ϕ2
=
1
N
(
− 2 cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 cos ϕ2C2I + 2 sin ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I
)
,
(4.99)
which leads to the following set of equations (using cos2 x − sin2 x = cos(2x) and
sin x cos x = 12 sin(2x) and supposing that for the general solution ρ1,2 6= 0◦, 90◦):
cos(2ρ1) cos ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I + sin ρ1 sin ρ2 sin ϕ2C2I
+ cos ρ1 sin ρ2 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I = 0 (4.100)
− sin(2ρ1) sin(2ρ2) sin ϕ1C3I − 2 cos ρ1 cos(2ρ2) sin ϕ2C2I
+2 sin ρ1 cos(2ρ2) sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I = 0 (4.101)
cos ρ1 cos ρ2 cos ϕ1C3I − sin ρ2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I = 0 (4.102)
− cos ρ1 cos ϕ2C2I + sin ρ1 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)C1I = 0. (4.103)
This set of equations is not easily solvable by analytic means. However, a trivial solution
can be easily found. For ϕ1,2 = 0, 180◦, equations (4.100) and (4.101) are true and ρ1
and ρ2 can be found by solving equations (4.102) and (4.103). This yields the four
trivial solutions given in table 4.1. However, only one of these solutions is admissible
(0 ≤ ρ1,2 ≤ 90◦). Therefore, the signs of C1I , C2I and C3I determine this solution.
Table 4.1: Trivial solutions for the equation set (4.100)-(4.103).
ϕ1 ϕ2 tan ρ1 tan ρ2
0◦ 0◦ C2IC1I
C3I
C1I
cos ρ1
0◦ 180◦ C2IC1I −
C3I
C1I
cos ρ1
180◦ 0◦ −C2IC1I
C3I
C1I
cos ρ1
180◦ 180◦ −C2IC1I −
C3I
C1I
cos ρ1
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Nevertheless, biquaternion-MUSIC is intended to retrieve any polarization parameters
of seismic motion. Therefore, the solutions given in 4.1 are not acceptable because they
impose phase differences of 0◦ or 180◦ between the different components. Other solutions
of the equations (4.100)-(4.103) cannot be retrieved by analytic means. A grid search
would be necessary for that purpose. However, a two-dimensional grid search for ρ1 and
ϕ2 is sufficient. Equation (4.103) then yields
ϕ1 = ϕ2 − arccos
(
C2I cos ϕ2
C1I tan ρ1
)
, (4.104)
which is only valid if
∣∣∣C2I cos ϕ2C1I tan ρ1 ∣∣∣ < 1, i.e.
ρ1 > arctan
∣∣∣∣C2IC1I cos ϕ2
∣∣∣∣ . (4.105)
Therefore, the grid search in ρ1 can be limited to the interval [arctan
∣∣∣C2IC1I cos ϕ2∣∣∣ , 90◦],
whereas the search for ϕ2 stretches the interval [0, 360◦[. Equation (4.104) has two solu-
tions in the intervall [0◦, 360◦]. According to equation (4.102), ρ2 can then be determined
by
ρ2 = arctan
(
C3I sin ρ1 cos ϕ1
C2I cos ϕ2
)
. (4.106)
As 0 ≤ ρ2 ≤ 90◦, C3I sin ρ1 cos ϕ1C2I cos ϕ2 has to be positive. The grid search of all admissible
solutions yields the set (ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1, ϕ2) which minimizes equation (4.95).
4.5.2.1 Case of identical signals for all three components
A special case is given if the signals for the three components are identical(
~X1( f ) = ~X2( f ) = ~X2( f )
)
. In this case, the three components of the correct steering
vector (equation (4.84)) should be equal, i.e.
cos ρ1 cos ρ2 = sin ρ1 cos ρ2 exp(iϕ1) = sin ρ2 exp(iϕ2), (4.107)
which is equivalent to
ρ1 = 45◦, (4.108)
ρ2 = arcsin
(
1√
3
)
, (4.109)
ϕ1 = 0◦, (4.110)
ϕ2 = 0◦. (4.111)
Calculating the covariance matrix of the data vector ~Xbiq( f ) = ~X1( f ) · (i+ j+ k) gives
Sbiq = ~X†biq~Xbiq
= ~X†1~X1 · (−i− j− k) · (i+ j+ k)
= 3~X†1~X1. (4.112)
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Therefore, only the scalar part of the covariance matrix is non-zero and C1 = C2 = C3 = 0.
Consequently, equation (4.95) simplifies to
D =
C0
N
(4.113)
and is independent of ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1 and ϕ2. Although this very simple special case is unreal-
istic for real data measurements, the method should be able to resolve the polarization
parameters.
4.5.2.2 Case of identical signals for two components
If the signals for two components are identical, two polarization values are already
known in theory. In the following, we will focus on the case ~X1( f ) = ~X2( f ), which
would be described by ρ1 = 45◦ and ϕ1 = 0◦. In this case, the data vector is given by
~Xbiq( f ) = ~X1( f ) (i+ j) + ~X2( f ) k, which gives the covariance matrix
Sbiq = ~X†biq~Xbiq
=
[
~X†1( f ) (−i− j)− ~X†3( f ) k
] [
~X1( f ) (i+ j) + ~X3( f ) k
]
= 2~X†1( f )~X1( f ) + ~X
†
3( f )~X3( f ) + ~X
†
1( f )~X3( f )(−i+ j) + ~X†3~X1( f )(i− j). (4.114)
Consequently, K(Sbiq) = 0 and C3 = 0.
Furthermore, as
(
~X†1( f )~X3( f )(−i+ j)
)†
= ~X†3( f )~X1( f )(i− j), C1 = −C2.
Therefore, equation (4.95) can be written as
D =
1
N
[C0 + 2 sin ρ2 cos ρ2(cos ρ1 sin ϕ2 + sin ρ1 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1))C1I ] . (4.115)
Setting the derivatives of D with respect to ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1 and ϕ2 to 0 then yields
∂D
∂ρ1
=
2C1I
N
sin ρ2 cos ρ2(− sin ρ1 sin ϕ2 + cos ρ1 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)) = 0, (4.116)
∂D
∂ρ2
=
2C1I
N
(cos2 ρ2 − sin2 ρ2)(cos ρ1 sin ϕ2 + sin ρ1 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)) = 0, (4.117)
∂D
∂ϕ1
= −2C1I
N
sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin ρ1 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1) = 0, (4.118)
∂D
∂ϕ2
=
2C1I
N
sin ρ2 cos ρ2(cos ρ1 cos ϕ2 + sin ρ1 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)) = 0. (4.119)
For the general solution where no components vanish, ρ1 and ρ2 are not allowed to
become 0◦ or 90◦. Consequently, equations (4.116) - (4.119) are simplified to
− sin ρ1 sin ϕ2 + cos ρ1 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1) = 0, (4.120)
(cos2 ρ2 − sin2 ρ2)(cos ρ1 sin ϕ2 + sin ρ1 sin(ϕ2 − ϕ1)) = 0, (4.121)
cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1) = 0, (4.122)
cos ρ1 cos ϕ2 + sin ρ1 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1) = 0. (4.123)
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Inserting equation (4.122) in equation (4.123) gives
cos ϕ2 = 0, (4.124)
and therefore ϕ2 = 90◦ or 270◦. Then, equation (4.122) yields ϕ1 = 0◦ or 180◦. However,
for ϕ1 = 180◦, equation (4.120) has no solution for 0◦ < ρ1 < 90◦. Therefore, ϕ1 = 0◦.
Inserting either value of ϕ2 in equation (4.120) gives tan ρ1 = 1 and therefore ρ1 = 45◦.
Using the obtained values, equation (4.121) can only be solved if tan ρ2 = 1 and therefore
ρ2 = 45◦. Inserting the obtained values in the formula for D given in equation (4.115)
yields D = 1N
(
C0 +
√
2 C1I
)
for ϕ2 = 90◦ and D = 1N
(
C0 −
√
2 C1I
)
for ϕ2 = 270◦.
The sign of C1I decides whether ϕ2 = 90◦ or 270◦ corresponds to the minimum of D.
In the case where the signal of two components is identical, the polarization between
these two components is well retrieved (i.e. ρ1 = 45◦ and ϕ1 = 0◦). However, the
polarization of the third component of the signal is always found to be ρ2 = 45◦ and
ϕ2 = 90◦ or 270◦ and therefore, the correct polarization is not retrievable in general.
4.5.2.3 Case of two-dimensional signals
The motion of Rayleigh waves is confined to a plane built by the vertical and radial
components, Love waves are confined to the transverse component. Therefore, for a
pure wave of one of both types, at least one component vanishes. Only in the presence of
additional noise or both wave types in the same time, all three components are non-zero.
Therefore, it is interesting to see how biquaternion-MUSIC is performing in these cases.
In the following, it is supposed that the wave vector~k has already been determined
before searching for the polarization parameters.
If one of the three components vanishes, the biquaternion data vector ~Xbiq( f ) given
in equation (4.83) will only have two non-zero quaternion parts and consequently,
the biquaternion covariance matrix Sbiq given by equation (4.85) has only two non-
vanishing parts: The scalar part and the part for which the data vector vanishes (i.e. if
I(~Xbiq( f )) = ~0, then J(Sbiq) = 0 and K(Sbiq) = 0). Consequently, the same property
is valid for the eigenvectors of Sbiq and subsequently for C defined by equation (4.91),
because the other components i and j cannot be generated by any product of a scalar
part and k. Therefore, two of the three components C1, C2 and C3 vanish.
We will only show the case of a vanishing third component of ~Xbiq( f ), i.e. ~X3( f ) = ~0.
Then, C1 = C2 = 0 and equation (4.95) simplifies to
D =
1
N
(
C0 + 2 sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I
)
. (4.125)
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The four derivatives of D with respect to ρ1, ρ2, ϕ1 and ϕ2 can then be set to 0, which
yields
∂D
∂ρ1
=
2
N
(cos2 ρ1 − sin2 ρ1) cos2 ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I = 0, (4.126)
∂D
∂ρ2
= − 2
N
sin ρ1 cos ρ1 sin ρ2 cos ρ2 sin ϕ1C3I = 0, (4.127)
∂D
∂ϕ1
=
2
N
sin ρ1 cos ρ1 cos2 ρ2 cos ϕ1C3I = 0, (4.128)
∂D
∂ϕ2
= 0. (4.129)
The only parameter in equations (4.126) - (4.129) which depends on the measurements is
C3I . Furthermore, this term is cancelled out. Therefore, the solutions of these equations
are independent of the measurements. In fact, equations (4.126) - (4.129) are solved by
ρ2 = pi/2 and arbitrary values for the other parameters. Then, D = C0N is constant and
it is impossible to determine the polarization of the signal. In fact, the steering vector
given by equation (4.84) tries to bring the different components of the signal to equal
amplitude and phase. In the case of a vanishing component, this is only possible if the
steering vector vanishes the other two components, which is achieved here by cos ρ2 = 0.
If the first or second component of the signal vanishes, the reasoning is analog and will
not be shown here. It results that biquaternion-MUSIC is unable to retrieve the polariza-
tion for signals with a vanishing component. Nevertheless, if a component vanishes, the
polarization relationship of the remaining two components can be very well retrieved us-
ing quaternion-MUSIC. As Rayleigh waves are limited to two components, it is thus not
necessary to use biquaternion-MUSIC for their analysis. However, biquaternion-MUSIC
might help in analyzing any complicated three-dimensional signal.
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4.6 MUSIQUE
As shown above, the biquaternion-MUSIC approach does not work in certain special
cases (e.g. two-dimensional signal, identical signals for two or three components). Fur-
thermore, the polarization of a pure seismic wave is always confined to two components
maximum. Therefore, the quaternion-MUSIC approach is sufficient to characterize the
polarization parameters of an incident wave. Consequently, the MUSIQUE algorithm
consists in a combination of the "classical" MUSIC and the quaternion-MUSIC algorithms.
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the method’s principle. The recordings of a seismic array
consisting of N sensors are cut into signal blocks of length T = nP/ f0, where nP indicates
the number of periods in the signal and f0 is the frequency of interest. The data of a
signal block are then given (in the time domain) by three data matrices xi ∈ RN×NT ,
where i ∈ {1,2,3} stands for the vertical, eastern and northern components, respectively.
NT is the number of data points in the signal block (NT = T/dt, dt indicating the time
sampling of the signals). In order to better suppress wave contributions of different
frequencies, the signals xi are prefiltered around f0 with a bandwidth of d f , but the
actual MUSIC processing is narrow-band.
4.6.1 Estimation of the wave vector by MUSIC
A Fourier transform of xi yields the respective data matrices Xi ∈ CN×NS in the frequency
domain. As we are interested in the signal at a given frequency f0, we are interested in
the signal vectors ~X( f0) ∈ CN. According to equation (3.13), the covariance matrix at
frequency f0 is built for each component by
Si = E
(
~Xi( f0)~X†i ( f0)
)
=
f0+∆
∑
f= f0−∆
~Xi( f )~X†i ( f ). (4.130)
Here, the expectation value is realized by summation over a small number of frequencies
around f0. The width of ∆ depends on the frequency resolution of the Fourier transform.
To ensure good results, it is sufficient to sum over five frequency values. Seismic signals
can occur on a single component or on all components together, depending on the motion.
The motion of Love waves, for example, is confined to the horizontal components. If
we are only interested in Rayleigh waves, we could use the vertical component only.
However, at the peak frequency of the ellipticity, the vertical Rayleigh wave motion
vanishes. In order to correctly analyze the wave field, no component has to be omitted.
Therefore, the MUSIQUE code is based on a covariance matrix which is simply built by
adding the matrices of the single components:
S =
3
∑
i=1
Si. (4.131)
The "classical" MUSIC code described in 3.4 is applied to the covariance matrix defined in
equation (4.131). The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S are calculated and the noise sub-
space is constructed. Then, the wave vector~k which maximizing the MUSIC functional
given in equation (3.21) is searched for.
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Figure 4.1: Graphic outline of the MUSIQUE method: The original three-component signal (a)
of all stations of an array of seismic sensors is (b) prefiltered and cut into signal blocks of some
periods of lenght. (c) A grid-search yields the wave vector (given by slowness and azimuth) which
maximizes the "classical" MUSIC functional P given by equation (3.21). (d) By projecting the
eastern and northern components of the signal in the azimuth and its orthogonal direction, the
radial and transverse component signals are generated. Based on an energy criterium, the wave
is identified either as a Love wave or as a possible Rayleigh wave. In the second case, (e) the
polarization parameters ρ and ϕ are found, using the vertical and radial signals, by maximizing
the quaternion-MUSIC functional Pq = 1/D, which is equivalent to (f) the minimization of D.
Actually, ρ and ϕ can be calculated analytically and no grid search is necessary. The identification
of the wave type (retrograde or prograde Rayleigh wave) is based on the value of ϕ.
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The wave vector~k, i.e. azimuth and slowness corresponding to the predominant wave
source are identifiedVI. The signals xi are then projected in the direction of the identified
wave vector~k (with azimuth ϑ). Therefor, the vertical component x1 is left unchanged
and the eastern component x2 and northern component x3 are transformed in the radial
and transverse components by:
xradial = − sin ϑ · x2 − cos ϑ · x3
xtransverse = cos ϑ · x2 − sin ϑ · x3.
The energies of the different components are calculated by
Evertical =
f0+∆
∑
f= f0−∆
~X†1( f ) ~X1( f )
Eeast =
f0+∆
∑
f= f0−∆
~X†2( f ) ~X2( f )
Enorth =
f0+∆
∑
f= f0−∆
~X†3( f ) ~X3( f )
Eradial = sin2 ϑ · Eeast + cos2 ϑ · Enorth
Etransverse = cos2 ϑ · Eeast + sin2 ϑ · Enorth.
If the predominant wave is a Love wave, the transverse energy will dominate over the
vertical and radial energies. On the other hand, if a Rayleigh wave is predominant,
the transverse energy will be smaller than both other energies. It should be noted that,
depending on the ellipticity at the frequency f0, either the vertical or the radial component
can vanish although a Rayleigh wave is predominant. Therefore, the transverse energy
is always compared to the sum of radial and vertical energies.
In the MUSIQUE code, if Etransverse > Evertical + Eradial, the wave is identified as Love
wave and the processing stops here. In the contrary case, the predominant wave is
presumed to be a Rayleigh wave and its polarization parameters are estimated by
applying quaternion-MUSIC.
VIIn principle, MUSIC can identify multiple sources, i.e. correctly identify azimuths and slownesses if
more than one source exist. However, the MUSIQUE code is principally built to retrieve the polarization
parameters of Rayleigh waves, which are estimated in the further processing. This processing does,
indeed, not work for more than one incident wave, because the signal is projected in the azimuth direction
identified in the first step. This means that only the dominant arrival of each time window is analyzed.
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4.6.2 Estimation of the polarization parameters by quaternion-MUSIC
The Fourier transform of the radial and vertical data matrices xradial and x1 yields the
matrices Xradial ∈ CN×NS and Xvertical = X1. Using these matrices, the quaternion-valued
signal vector (equation (4.59)) is constructed as
~XMUSIQUE( f ) = <(~Xvertical( f )) + i · <(~Xradial( f )) + j=(~Xvertical( f )) + k · =(~Xradial( f )).
(4.132)
In analogy to equation (4.131), the covariance matrix SMUSIQUE is built by
SMUSIQUE =
f0+∆
∑
f= f0−∆
~XMUSIQUE( f ) ~X†MUSIQUE( f ). (4.133)
As described in 4.4, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of SMUSIQUE are calculated and the
noise subspace is constructed. Because the wave vector~k has already been determined
by the classical version of MUSIC, the polarization parameters ρ and ϕ which describe
the relation between both components of the motion, are obtained by equations (4.80)
and (4.82) which emerge from the analytic calculation presented in 4.4.2.
The particle motion of Rayleigh waves can be retrograde or prograde. In theory, ret-
rograde motion corresponds to a phase difference ϕ = 90◦ and prograde motion to
ϕ = 270◦. We allow the phase differences to deviate 45◦ from these "perfect" phase
differences, and identify waves with 45◦ < ϕ < 135◦ as retrograde Rayleigh waves and
waves with 225◦ < ϕ < 315◦ as prograde ones. For other values of ϕ, the wave is left
unclassified.
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4.6.3 Assembling the results
The MUSIQUE code retrieves for every signal block:
• azimuth ϑ
• slowness s
• amplitude parameter ρ (for Rayleigh waves)
• phase difference ϕ (for Rayleigh waves)
• type of wave (Love wave, retrograde/prograde Rayleigh wave)
Thus, by analyzing a large number of signal blocks at different frequencies, the wave field
can be characterized. We denote by s( f ,m) the slowness of the mth block at frequency
f, by ρ( f ,m) the amplitude parameter, Evertical( f ,m), Eradial( f ,m) and Etransverse( f ,m) the
energies of the three components and by l( f ,m), rretro( f ,m) and rpro( f ,m) parameters
which are 1 if the signal in the respective block was identified as Love wave, retrograde
or prograde Rayleigh wave, respectively, and 0 everywhere else. NB( f ) indicates the
number of signal blocks analyzed at frequency f . Then, the dispersion curves are
obtained by averaging over the different analyzed signal blocks in the following way:
sLove( f ) =
∑
NB( f )
m=1 l( f ,m) Etransverse( f ,m) s( f ,m)
∑
NB( f )
m=1 l( f ,m) Etransverse( f ,m)
, (4.134)
sRayleigh,retro( f ) =
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rretro( f ,m) [Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m)] s( f ,m)
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rretro( f ,m) [Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m)]
, (4.135)
sRayleigh,pro( f ) =
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rpro( f ,m) [Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m)] s( f ,m)
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rpro( f ,m) [Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m)]
. (4.136)
In a similar way, the Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves are obtained by:
eretro( f ) =
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rretro( f ,m)
√
Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m) sin(ρ( f ,m))
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rretro( f ,m)
√
Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m) cos(ρ( f ,m))
, (4.137)
epro( f ) =
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rpro( f ,m)
√
Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m) sin(ρ( f ,m))
∑
NB( f )
m=1 rpro( f ,m)
√
Evertical( f ,m) + Eradial( f ,m) cos(ρ( f ,m))
. (4.138)
However, misidentified signal blocks can introduce a large bias in the respective average
dispersion or ellipticity estimations. Therefore, in real data applications, it is preferable
to plot a histogram of all identified signal blocks before finally determining the respective
curves.
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4.7 Conclusion
Two advanced versions of the MUSIC algorithm have been presented, which can be
used to retrieve the polarization parameters of seismic waves. The quaternion-MUSIC
approach is capable of retrieving the polarization relationship for two-component seis-
mic signals. The biquaternion-MUSIC approach can retrieve the polarization of three-
component signals. At first, this method appears rather appealing. However, for a lot of
special cases, this algorithm fails. Certainly, none of these special cases will ever occur
for real data measurements. Nevertheless, it is difficult to assume that the algorithm
yields correct results in the general case if it fails for simple special cases. Furthermore,
as seismic waves are always confined to a maximum of two directions of polarization,
the quaternion-MUSIC approach is sufficient to investigate these waves. This is what
the MUSIQUE technique does. By identifying the azimuth and velocity (or slowness,
respectively) of the wave with "classical" MUSIC first, it is possible to separate the radial
and transverse components of the signal. Then, the polarization parameters between the
vertical and the radial component can be estimated by using the quaternion-MUSIC ap-
proach. In contrast to other established array methods, MUSIQUE allows the distinction
between retrograde and prograde Rayleigh wave motion.
MUSIQUE will be tested on synthetic seismic signals in chapter 5 and applied to real
seismological data in chapter 8. Furthermore, a comparison between DELFI, RayDec and
MUSIQUE was presented at the European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO) 2009
in Glasgow, UK. The associated paper [Hobiger et al., 2009b] can be found in appendix
A.
Chapter 5
Tests on synthetic data
In this chapter, the three methods DELFI, RayDec and MUSIQUE which were presented
in previous chapters (DELFI in 2.3, RayDec in 2.4 and MUSIQUE in 4.6) are tested on
synthetic seismic data. A first test investigates the behavior of the methods under the
influence of additional white noise. In further tests, the methods are tested on signals
of increasing complexity, starting from single source signals and ending with ambient
seismic vibration simulations with a random source distribution.
Dans ce chapitre, les trois nouvelles méthodes DELFI, RayDec et MUSIQUE présentées dans les
chapitres précédents (DELFI en 2.3, RayDec en 2.4 et MUSIQUE en 4.6), seront testées sur des
données sismiques synthétiques. Un premier test examinera le comportement des différentes
méthodes sous l’influence d’une addition de bruit blanc aux signaux. Dans les tests suivants, les
méthodes seront étudiées en les appliquant à des signaux de complexité croissante, commençant
par des signaux émanant d’une seule source jusqu’à des simulations de bruit sismique ambiant
avec une distribution aléatoire de sources.
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5.1 Introduction
This thesis work includes three new method developments, which have been presented
above (DELFI in section 2.3, RayDec in section 2.4 and MUSIQUE in section 4.6). DELFI
and RayDec only estimate ellipticity, MUSIQUE estimates the azimuth, slowness of
seismic waves as well as the ellipticity parameter and phase difference between both
the vertical and radial component for Rayleigh waves. In this chapter, the respective
estimations of these methods will be tested on synthetic seismic data of increasing com-
plexity. The first test (section 5.2) investigates how the methods behave if white noise is
added to a perfect cosine signal. The white noise has a theoretical constant ellipticity of√
2 because the energies of the three different components are equal. This test includes
two different signal sets, one with an ellipticity of 5 and the other with an ellipticity of 0.3.
The next test (section 5.3) is based on a purely theoretical signal which is generated on the
basis of a dispersion curve and an ellipticity curve. The summed energy of the vertical
and horizontal components of the signal is kept constant, whereas the relative energy
distribution is fixed by the ellipticity curve. The propagation of waves originating in
a distance of 20 km is modeled corresponding to the dispersion curve. In this way, the
wave parameters are completely controlled. The ellipticity estimations of DELFI and
RayDec are compared to the H/V results and the MUSIQUE results for three arrays of
different sizes are compared to the results for analyzing all stations together.
In section 5.4, ambient seismic vibrations are simulated. For two different distributions
of the seismic sources (in the first one, all sources are located in a specific direction, in
the second one, the source distribution is random), DELFI, RayDec and MUSIQUE are
tested and the results compared.
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5.2 Influence of the signal-to-noise ratio
5.2.1 Signal generation
This section investigates the influence of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the results for
the three newly developed methods. The test is based on a synthetic, monochromatic
retrograde Rayleigh wave signal. This signal consists of a pure cosine of a frequency of
0.77 Hz, propagating across an array of seismic sensors with a slowness of 0.59 s/km
(i.e. a velocity of 1.69 km/s) under an azimuth of 30◦. The seismic array consists of eight
stations, regularly spaced on a ring of 1.5 km radius surrounding a central station. Its
layout is displayed in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Layout of the seismic array used for the tests.
Two different signals have been generated, the first with an ellipticity of 5, the second
with an ellipticity of 0.3.
White noise of variable energy content was added to the signal. The signal-to-noise ratio
is defined as
SNR[dB] = 10 log10
(Esignal
Enoise
)
, (5.1)
where the energies Esignal and Enoise are calculated on signals which are prefiltered
around the analyzed frequency. Notably, these energies are calculated for a given three-
component signal consisting of N data points as
E =
N
∑
i=1
(
v2(ti) + e2(ti) + n2(ti)
)
, (5.2)
where v(ti), e(ti) and n(ti) indicate the signals on the vertical, eastern and northern
component, respectively.
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For tests involving the MUSIQUE technique, a single window of 5 cycles length (i.e.
6.5 s long) was analyzed, adding random noise with an energy corresponding to the
SNR value and repeating the test 1 000 times. For tests of DELFI and RayDec, a signal
of 5 minutes length was generated, random noise with an energy corresponding to the
SNR value was added and a total of 1 000 different realizations of this performed per
SNR. Signal-to-noise ratios between 0 dB and 20 dB have been investigated. According
to equation (5.1), a SNR of 0 dB corresponds to a signal where the energies of the signal
part and the noise part are equal. For a SNR of 10 dB, the signal energy is ten times the
noise energy. In figure 5.2, example signals for SNR values of 0 dB, 10 dB and 20 dB are
shown for both used signals, i.e. with theoretical ellipticities of 5 and 0.3.
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Figure 5.2: Example signals of the vertical (left), eastern (center) and northern (right) components
for different signal-to-noise ratios for signals with a theoretical ellipticity of (a) 5 and (b) 0.3.
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5.2.2 Analysis results
In figure 5.3, the results for the first test (with a theoretical ellipticity of 5) are shown. The
mean azimuth, slowness, phase difference and ellipticity values obtained by averaging
the results of analyzing 1 000 signal realizations at each SNR value using MUSIQUE
are shown and compared to the signal parameters. The wave vector, i.e. azimuth and
slowness, is obtained using the "classical" MUSIC method (see 3.4). It can be seen that
for signal-to-noise ratios above 10, the correct azimuth and slowness values are retrieved
for every signal realization (figures 5.3 (a) and (b)). The average value of the azimuth
estimation is rather stable and deviates significantly from the true azimuth for SNR’s
below 5. For SNR = 0, the mean azimuth estimation equals 43◦. In addition, the error
bars of the mean azimuth estimation are negligible for SNR’s above 10 and increase
strongly for SNR’s below 7. The mean slowness estimation is correct for SNR’s above 7.
Below this value, the slowness is systematically overestimated. In the same range, the
error bars of this estimation increase strongly.
The polarization parameters, i.e. the phase difference ϕ between vertical and horizon-
tal signal (figure 5.3 (c)) and the ellipticity (figure 5.3 (d)), are determined using the
calculation which is based on the previous azimuth and slowness estimation and was
presented in 4.4.2. Therefore, it cannot be expected that the polarization parameters are
well estimated if the wave vector is misestimated. Nevertheless, for the phase difference
ϕ, the mean estimation is in very good agreement with the theoretical value for all SNR
ratios. However, for low SNR values the standard deviation increases. The average
ellipticity estimation is in good agreement with the actual value for SNR’s above 8. Below
this value, the ellipticity is underestimated a lot. Nevertheless, over the whole SNR range,
the error bars are rather large. Figures 5.3 (e) and (f) have been calculated in the same
way as (c) and (d), but fixing the correct azimuth and slowness values before estimating
the wave polarization. This eliminates the effects of the wrong slowness estimation at
low SNR’s. As a result, the average phase difference still fits the actual one, but the error
bars are reduced. Now, the average estimation and the true curve of the ellipticity are in
agreement for SNR’s above 5 and the misestimation at low SNR values is reduced, with
reduced error bars.
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Figure 5.3: MUSIQUE results for adding white noise to a pure Rayleigh wave signal with an
ellipticity of 5. 1 000 realizations per value of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) have been analyzed:
average (a) azimuth, (b) slowness, (c) phase difference between the vertical and horizontal
components and (d) ellipticity estimations. (e) Phase difference and (f) ellipticity for correctly
estimated azimuth and slowness values. The solid line marks the average value, the shaded areas
indicate the standard deviation. The dotted lines represent the actual values of the respective
parameters for the signal.
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Figure 5.4: Results for adding white noise to a pure Rayleigh wave signal with an ellipticity of 5.
Analyzing 1 000 realizations per SNR value using (a) DELFI, (b) RayDec. The solid line marks
the average value, the shaded areas indicate the standard deviation. The dotted lines represent the
actual values of the respective parameters for the signal.
The performances of DELFI and RayDec analyzing the same 1 000 realizations of the-
oretical signals per SNR are displayed in figures 5.4 (a) and (b), respectively. For both
methods, the average ellipticity estimation decreases monotonically with decreasing
SNR, without significant increase of the standard deviation. It is rather surprising that
a quite small amount of noise largely influences the ellipticity estimation of these two
methods. A possible explanation is that both methods exploit the time correlation be-
tween the vertical and horizontal components of a Rayleigh wave. With a theoretical
ellipticity of 5, the combined energy of the horizontal components is 25 times larger than
the energy of the vertical component of the signal part. As the added noise has the same
energy on all three components, the noise added on the vertical component has a much
larger influence than the SNR ratio would suggestI. Therefore, the added noise puts a
relatively large amount of energy on the vertical component. Consequently, the ellipticity
is underestimated. As RayDec uses the vertical component as a trigger, the method is
rather vulnerable to added noise on the vertical componentII.
IFor example, a SNR of 10 corresponds to Esignal = 10 Enoise. The noise energy is equally distributed
on the three components (Enoise,vert = Enoise,north = Enoise,east = 13 Enoise), whereas with an ellipticity
of 5 the signal energy is mostly concentrated on the horizontal components (Esignal,north + Esignal,east =
25 Esignal,vert = 2526 Esignal . Consequently, the signal and noise contributions to the vertical component are
almost equal (Esignal,vert = 3026 Enoise,vert).
IIThe signal is stacked for every zero-crossing of the vertical component. All stacked signals are finally
summed. If the noise on the vertical component is strong, it will also shift a large part of the zero-crossings
and induce instabilities in the final ellipticity estimation.
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The results for the second test with a theoretical ellipticity of 0.3 are shown in figure 5.5.
As in the previous test, the results are obtained by averaging 1 000 signal realizations. For
the azimuth and slowness values (figures 5.5 (a) and (b)), the results are almost identical
to the previous case, with a correct azimuth and slowness retrieval for every run for
SNR’s above 10. For an SNR of 0, the mean azimuth is estimated as 42◦. Nevertheless,
the slowness overestimation at low SNR values is slightly larger than in the previous
case.
The phase difference ϕ estimation is equivalent to the previous case, i.e. the average
estimated value fits the actual value and the error bars increase monotonically with de-
creasing SNR. However, the ellipticity estimation is much more robust against additional
noise than in the previous case. The average value fits the actual value even for low
SNR’s and the standard deviation rises less with a decrease of the SNR.
For DELFI (figure 5.5 (e)), at high SNR’s the actual ellipticity value is well retrieved and
increases monotonically with a decreasing SNR. RayDec (figure 5.5 (f)) exhibits the same
behavior, but the absolute misestimation and the error bars are smaller. In this case with
an ellipticity value of 0.3, the signal energy on the vertical component is 11 times the
combined signal energy on the horizontal components. Therefore, the added noise acts
very little on the vertical component and the RayDec estimation is more robust than in
the previous case for a high ellipticity.
5.2.3 Discussion of the results
The results suggest that the azimuth estimation is much more stable against noise con-
tributions than the slowness estimation. This can be seen in both cases, where even for
a SNR of 0, the azimuth estimation error does not exceed 13◦, whereas the slowness is
overestimated to about three times its actual value.
A part of the ellipticity misestimation for MUSIQUE in the first test can be explained by
the slowness misestimation, but even for a correct slowness estimation, the ellipticity
is systematically underestimated for high noise levels. The added noise has the same
energy level on all three components, which corresponds to a theoretical H/V ratio of√
2 of this partIII. Therefore, adding noise on data with an ellipticity exceeding
√
2 tends
to underestimate the actual ellipticity value, while the effect for adding noise on data
with lower ellipticity is the opposite. This can be seen in the results for all three methods.
Furthermore, it seams that the ellipticity estimation using MUSIQUE is more robust
against noise than using DELFI or RayDec. This might be linked to the fact that
MUSIQUE uses an array of sensors. As the noise recorded on the different sensors
is uncorrelated, an array can more efficiently suppress noise contributions.
IIIIf the energies of all three components are equal, the H/V ratio is calculated as
H
V
=
√
Enorth + Eeast
Evert
=
√
2.
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Figure 5.5: Results for adding white noise to a pure Rayleigh wave signal with an ellipticity
of 0.3. (a)-(d) Analyzing 1 000 realizations per value of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with
MUSIQUE: average (a) azimuth, (b) slowness, (c) phase difference between the vertical and
horizontal components and (d) ellipticity estimations. (e) Analyzing 1 000 realizations per SNR
value using DELFI. (f) Analyzing 1 000 realizations per SNR value using RayDec. The solid
line marks the average value, the shaded areas indicate the standard deviation. The dotted lines
represent the actual values of the respective parameters for the signal.
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5.3 Tests on a theoretical dispersive signal
5.3.1 Signal generation
This test is based on a completely theoretical signal. The reason for this is to test the
methods on a signal where we control all properties. The dispersion curves sRayleigh( f )
and sLove( f ) and ellipticity curve e( f ) shown in figures 5.6 (a) and (b) are used for the
generation of the signal. For the stations of the seismic array (see figure 5.6 (c) for the
array layout), plane Rayleigh and Love waves originating in a distance of dS = 20 km
from the array center with azimuth ϑ = 30◦ are calculated as described in the following.
The array is composed of three rings of eight sensors each at radii of 60, 300 and 1 500
meters, respectively, and a central station. The total energy at each frequency is kept
constant by setting the sum of vertical energy Ev( f ) and radial energy Er( f ) to 1. On the
other hand, vertical and radial motions are linked through the ellipticity e( f ) =
√
Er( f )
Ev( f )
.
This fixes the values of Ev( f ) and Er( f ) to:
Ev( f ) =
1
e2( f ) + 1
, (5.3)
Er( f ) =
e2( f )
e2( f ) + 1
. (5.4)
In a first simulation, only Rayleigh waves are accounted for. In a second test, Love
waves are added. Thus, in the first simulation Et( f ) = 0 and in the second simulation,
Et( f ) = 1, where Et( f ) is the transverse energy.
The signals at the source are stationary cosine signals. An additional parameter m( f )
parameterizes the retrograde or prograde sense of motion of the Rayleigh wave: at
frequencies below the ellipticity peak and beyond the trough, m = 1; between the peak
and trough frequencies, m = −1. The vertical, radial and transverse signals at the source
are defined by:
vS(t) =
f2∫
f1
√
Ev( f ) · sin(2pi f t)d f , (5.5)
rS(t) =
f2∫
f1
√
Er( f ) · sin(2pi f t + m( f )pi/2)d f , (5.6)
tS(t) =
f2∫
f1
√
Et( f ) · sin(2pi f t)d f . (5.7)
If the position of the ith sensor is given by ~pi and the position of the source by ~pS, then
their distance along the ray path is given by di = |~pS| − ~p
T
i ~pS
|~pS| = dS −
~pTi ~pS
dS
.
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Figure 5.6: The Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion curves (a) and the Rayleigh wave ellipticity
curve (b) used for simulating Rayleigh and Love waves arriving under an azimuth of 30◦ (i.e.
from the northeast) at the array of seismic sensors (c). This yields the seismic signal (d) at the
central station of the array. (e) The energy spectra of the individual components for the signal
including Love waves.
At the ith sensor, the following signals are therefore recorded:
vi(t) =
f2∫
f1
√
Ev( f ) · sin(2pi f (t− sRayleigh( f ) di)) d f , (5.8)
ri(t) =
f2∫
f1
√
Er( f ) · sin(2pi f (t− sRayleigh( f ) di) + m( f )pi/2) d f , (5.9)
ti(t) =
f2∫
f1
√
Et( f ) · sin(2pi f (t− sLove( f ) di)) d f . (5.10)
For the simulations, the frequency limits are chosen as f1 = 0.1 Hz and f2 = 10 Hz and
the signals integrated numerically for 106 different frequency values for a total signal
length of 5 minutes. Finally, the eastern signals ei(t) and the northern signals ni(t) of the
different sensors are obtained by projecting the radial and transverse signals in the right
directions:
ei(t) = sin ϑ · ri(t) + cos ϑ · ti(t), (5.11)
ni(t) = cos ϑ · ri(t)− sin ϑ · ti(t). (5.12)
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Although the signal is composed of cosine waves, the signal content is not the same at
each time sample. In fact, a real Dirac signal is composed of an infinite number of cosine
waves which interfere constructively at one point in time. This is the case of the presented
signal at the source, although the energy content is not the same at all frequencies. For
the stations of the array, the dispersion of the waves leads to a divergence of the different
frequency contents. In this way, the produced signal is not too far away from a real
seismic signal produced by a single hammer blow, for example. This can be seen in
figure 5.6 (d) where the signal simulated for the central station of the array including
Love waves is shown. In the case without Love waves, the vertical and radial signals are
the same, but the transverse signal vanishes. The associated spectra of the individual
components of this signal are shown in figure 5.6 (e).
5.3.2 Analysis results
5.3.2.1 Single-sensor ellipticity estimation
The results for applying the three single-sensor methods H/V, DELFI and RayDec to the
theoretical signals are shown in figure 5.7.
H/V
In the case without Love waves, the H/V curve (figure 5.7 (a)) corresponds to the
model’s ellipticity curve. This is a direct consequence of the signal generation. In the
case including Love waves, however, the H/V curve overestimates ellipticity because
additional energy is present on the transverse component (figure 5.7 (b)).
DELFI
The DELFI results for the central station of the array are shown in figures 5.7 (c) and (d)
for different filtering bandwidths. In the processing, signal blocks of one period length
were analysed. As can be seen in figure 5.7 (c) for the signal without Love waves, the
retrieved ellipticity curve is very close to the model curve over the whole frequency
range, and the curve is best fitted for the smallest filtering bandwidth, i.e. d f = 0.1 f .
In figure 5.7 (d), the results for the signal including Love waves are shown. At low
frequencies, the ellipticity is clearly overestimated, but at frequencies above the peak
frequency, the agreement is very satisfactory, again with the best results for the smallest
filter bandwidth, d f = 0.1 f . This can be explained because at low frequencies, Love and
Rayleigh waves have approximately the same slownesses. Therefore, the contributions of
both wave types arrive at almost the same time at the array and overlap. Consequently,
DELFI’s estimation of the ellipticity is biased at these frequencies. At higher frequencies,
the dispersion curves of Rayleigh and Love waves are different and therefore, the wave
packets arrive at different times. DELFI succeeds in discriminating the Love waves in
this case. Consequently, the ellipticity estimation is very close to the real curve here.
However, it should be noted that DELFI cannot retrieve the correct ellipticity neither at
the ellipticity peak nor at the trough. At these points, either the vertical or the radial
component of the Rayleigh wave vanishes and therefore the ellipse degenerates into a
linear motion. Thus, the fitting of an ellipse at these points must fail.
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Figure 5.7: (a) and (b) H/V curves obtained for the synthetic signal without Love waves and
including Love waves, respectively. (c) and (d) Curves obtained by DELFI for the respective
cases with and without Love waves, both for different values of the frequency filter bandwidth
d f . (e) and (f) RayDec curves for the respective cases, for different values of the frequency filter
bandwidth d f .
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RayDec
Figures 5.7 (e) and (f) show the results for applying RayDec to the signals at the central
station of the array, again for different filter bandwidths. The number of cycles used in
the code was set to 10. In figure 5.7 (e), no Love waves are present and the ellipticity
estimation is in very good agreement for all filter bandwidths. At the peak and trough
frequencies, the results are better for sharper filters. When adding Love waves (see figure
5.7 (f)), the results of the smallest filter bandwidth (d f = 0.1 f ) are less stable than for
the larger bandwidths. At frequencies below the peak, the ellipticity is overestimated.
At the right flank of the peak, the measurement is in very good agreement with the
model. Above the trough frequency, some instabilities in the ellipticity estimation can be
seen. Again, these results can be explained by the close velocities of the Rayleigh and
Love waves at low frequencies. In addition to the simultaneous arrival of both surface
wave types at the array stations, the Love and Rayleigh waves of the simulation have
a constant phase difference throughout the simulated signal. Therefore, the horizontal
part of the Rayleigh wave is overestimated.
RayDec exploits the well-defined phase relationship between vertical and horizontal
signal to discriminate against other wave types. Therefore, at points where one of both
Rayleigh components vanishes, the ellipticity estimation will always be biased if other
wave types are present. This explains why the estimated ellipticity curves cannot fit the
real model data at the ellipticity’s peak and trough.
Comparison
In the case of a theoretical signal without Love waves, all three methods succeed in
retrieving the correct ellipticity curve. In the presence of Love waves, however, H/V
overestimates the ellipticity curve. The left flank is overestimated by DELFI and RayDec,
probably because Rayleigh and Love waves are present at the same time for these
frequencies. DELFI retrieves the right flank of the peak and the part beyond the trough,
but fails at the peak and trough frequencies. RayDec retrieves the correct right flank and
deviates above the trough frequency. All methods succeed in finding the frequency of
the ellipticity peak.
5.3.2.2 MUSIQUE
The signals have been analyzed by MUSIQUE both processing all stations at the same
time and considering the different rings separately. For every analyzed frequency, the
processing described in 4.6 was performed, i.e. the signal was cut into blocks of 5 periods
length and for each block the azimuth and slowness values were estimated. Love and
Rayleigh waves have been detected and the polarization parameters of the Rayleigh
waves estimated. The dispersion curves shown in the following correspond to the mean
value for the respective wave type at the analyzed frequency.
Figure 5.8 displays the results for analyzing all stations simultaneously for the cases
without Love waves (figures 5.8 (a) and (b)) and including Love waves (figures 5.8 (c)
and (d)). In both cases, the dispersion curves are well retrieved. Some prograde Ray-
leigh waves are found at higher frequencies, although the motion should be retrograde.
Around 4 Hz, the array is losing its resolution and aliasing effects occur.
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At frequencies where the Rayleigh wave motion changes from prograde to retrograde
and vice versa, both curves continue across that frequency and deviate there. The corre-
sponding ellipticity values are very well retrieved with some data points of misestimated
polarization. In the case including Love waves, (c), both Love and Rayleigh wave disper-
sion curves are well estimated up to the resolution limit of the array (around 4 Hz). The
ellipticity curve in (d) is well retrieved up to this frequency.
In theory, the prefiltering in the MUSIQUE algorithm should be redundant, as the code
itself takes the signal at some frequencies only and the filtering should not bias the re-
spective information. However, if strong sources at certain frequencies are present in the
signal, they can "leak" into neighboring frequency ranges and alter the results. Figures
5.8 (e) and (f) are equivalent to (c) and (d), but the prefiltering process in the MUSIQUE
code has been omitted. Evidently, the results are less clear with misestimated Love
and prograde Rayleigh wave slowness values, especially at low frequencies. At higher
frequencies, all dispersion curves are not as clearly retrieved as with the prefiltering. On
the ellipticity curve, the effect is even more obvious as the retrograde and prograde wave
motions are not well distinguished any more and the ellipticity values are misestimated.
As these effects are already visible for a completely theoretical signal, they will be even
more pronounced for real seismic signals, which justifies prefiltering the signals.
The data processing time increases with the number of seismic sensorsIV. In fact, it cannot
be expected that the array stations on the 1500-meter ring contribute to the analysis of
high-frequency signals. Indeed, including too many sensors which do not contribute
to the analysis can even worsen the results. Due to aliasing effects, both outer rings
could not correctly estimate the properties of the waves for frequencies above 3 Hz in this
example. Therefore, the estimation at higher frequencies is based on the smallest ring
only and could be accelerated by omitting the larger rings. Surely, the presented array
with an outer ring radius 25 times larger than the inner ring radius is a rather extreme
example, but if the measurements are supposed to cover a large frequency range, such
an array size is necessary.
In figure 5.9, the dispersion and ellipticity curves for analyzing the stations of one ring
(plus the central station) only are shown, both without Love waves ((a) - (f)) and including
Love waves ((g) - (l)). In the case without Love waves, dispersion and ellipticity curves are
correctly estimated in every case. In the case including Love waves, the dispersion curves
are well retrieved in the respective resolution limits of the single arrays. The ellipticity
curves are better estimated than in the case of analyzing all stations at the same time.
Notably the smallest array (figures 5.9 (i) and (l)) resolves better for frequencies around
4 Hz compared to the case including all stations in figures 5.8 (c) and (d). Therefore, by
combining the results of the different subarrays, a better result can be achieved than for
using all stations simultaneously. Furthermore, the computation time decreases.
IVNot only more data have to be processed, but in the algorithm, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an
N × N data matrix have to be determined (where N indicates the number of sensors).
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Figure 5.8: Results of applying MUSIQUE to the theoretical signals: (a) dispersion curve, (b)
ellipticity curve for the case without Love waves; (c) dispersion curve, (d) ellipticity curve for the
case with Love waves. (e) dispersion and (f) ellipticity curve including Love waves, but without
prefiltering the signal. The dashed and dotted lines indicate roughly the resolution limits of the
array, and correspond to s = 12dmax f , s =
1
dmax f
, s = 12dmin f and s =
1
dmin f
.
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Figure 5.9: Results of applying MUSIQUE to the theoretical signals, using only one ring of
sensors plus the central station: dispersion and ellipticity curves for the largest ring without Love
waves (a, d) and with Love waves (g, j); The corresponding curves for the medium ring without
(b, e) and with Love waves (h, k) and for the smallest ring without (c, f) and with Love waves (i,
l). The dashed and dotted lines indicate roughly the resolution limits of the array, and correspond
to s = 12dmax f , s =
1
dmax f
, s = 12dmin f and s =
1
dmin f
.
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5.4 Tests on simulated seismic signals
5.4.1 Signal generation
The following tests are based on a more realistic simulation of real seismic noise sig-
nals (body and surface waves), i.e. signals which are combinations of the signals of
many sources [Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2006]. The signals were simulated using the
wavenumber-based technique of Hisada [1994, 1995]. For given source signals and
positions, the propagation of seismic waves and their recordings for a given array of
seismic sensors are simulated, using the soil structure given in table 5.1. The dispersion
and ellipticity curves corresponding to this model are shown in figures 5.10 (a) and (b).
The array is composed of three concentric rings of 8 stations each with radii of 50, 200
and 400 meters, respectively, and a central station.
A first test simulates seismic waves arriving from a principal source region. The noise
source positions are located inside a circle of 100 meter radius. The center of this circle
lies in a distance of 1 250 meters from the array center under an azimuth of 30◦ (see figure
5.10 (c) for the source locations with respect to the array of seismic sensors).
In a second test, the seismic sources are distributed randomly around the array (see
figure 5.10 (d)). The minimum distance of a noise source to the array center is 900 meters,
in order to keep a minimum distance of 500 meters between any source and any sensor.
In both tests, the source time functions are Dirac peaks. At each source point, a seismic
source was simulated once during the total simulation duration of 17.8 minutes. In
both tests, a total of 320 sources have been used and two simulations per test have been
performed. The first one uses only vertically oriented source forces. Thus, no Love waves
are generated. The second one also includes horizontally oriented forces and therefore
Love waves.
Table 5.1: Parameters of the model used for the simulation using Hisada’s code: Thickness range
d, pressure wave velocity VP, shear wave velocity VS and density ρ of the layers, and the quality
factors QP and QS with respect to P- and S-waves.
d[m] VP[m/s] VS[m/s] ρ[kg/m3] QP QS
0−20 1 500 400 2 000 200 100
20−∞ 5 600 3 200 2 000 200 100
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Figure 5.10: (a) The Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion curves and (b) the Rayleigh wave
ellipticity curve corresponding to the model given in table 5.1 which was used for the simulation
of a transient seismic signal. (c) and (d) Positions of the sources and the array sensors for
seismic noise simulations with multiple sources. (a) The sources are located on a circle of 100
radius, which is located 1 250 m from the array center under an azimuth of 30◦. (b) The source
distribution is random, but no source is closer than 500 m to a seismic sensor.
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5.4.2 Analysis results - Noise with a principal azimuth
5.4.2.1 Signals
In this simulation, the signal noise sources are located around a principal azimuth of
30◦ in a distance of about 1 250 m from the array center. This simulation yields the
signals shown in figures 5.11 (a) and (b) at the central station of the seismic array, for
the cases without and with Love waves, respectively. The associated spectra of the three
components are shown in figures 5.11 (c) and (d), respectively. In the frequency range
below 5 Hz, the energy of the signals is much smaller than at higher frequencies. In the
case without Love waves, the ellipticity trough at 10 Hz can be seen on both horizontal
components. In the case including Love waves, the energy of the horizontal components
is larger.
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Figure 5.11: The signal simulated at the central station of the seismic array for the test of noise
arriving under a principal azimuth (a) for the case without and (b) including Love waves. (c) and
(d) The respective spectra of the signals shown in (a) and (b).
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5.4.2.2 Single-sensor ellipticity estimation
In figure 5.12, the results of applying the three single-sensor methods H/V, DELFI and
RayDec to the signals simulated for the central station are shown. The left column shows
the results for the signal withouth Love waves and the right column including Love
waves.
H/V
The H/V curve for the case without Love waves (figure 5.12 (a)) fits the theoretical
ellipticity curve perfectly above 5 Hz and is in good agreement at the left ellipticity flank.
For the case including Love waves (figure 5.12 (b)), the H/V curve is in disagreement
with the ellipticity curve in any frequency range and largely overestimates particularly
the right flank.
DELFI
The DELFI results using a block size of one period and different values for the filter
bandwidth d f are shown in figures 5.12 (c) and (d). The curves for both cases fit the right
flank of the ellipticity peak and for every value of the frequency bandwidth parameter.
However, below the peak frequency and around the trough, the theoretical curve is
poorly fitted, especially in the case including Love waves.
RayDec
The results for applying RayDec to the same data are shown in figures 5.12 (e) and (f)
for different filter bandwidths. The number of cycles used by RayDec was set to 10. For
the case without Love waves (figure 5.12 (e)), the curves are in good agreement with
the right flank of the ellipticity peak. For the case including Love waves , the ellipticity
values of the right flank are slightly overestimated (figure 5.12 (f)), the results for the
largest filter bandwidth still being the closest to the real curve. Below the peak frequency,
the ellipticity curve is not fitted in both cases.
Comparison
The results below the peak frequency can be explained by the fact that the energies of the
noise signals at low frequencies are very low on all components (see figures 5.11 (c) and
(d)). Comparing the right flank of the ellipticity peak, in the case without Love waves, all
methods yield accurate results. In the case including Love waves, H/V does not fit the
ellipticity curve in a satisfactory way, while the results of DELFI and RayDec are much
closer to the right flank of the true curve.
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Figure 5.12: H/V curves for the signal simulated at the central array station with sources of a
principal azimuth for (a) the case without Love waves and (b) with Love waves. The respective
DELFI curves for different filter bandwidths d f (c) without and (d) with Love waves. (e) and (f)
give the respective curves for RayDec, for different filter bandwidths.
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5.4.2.3 MUSIQUE
MUSIQUE has been applied to the simulations using 5 minutes of the signal for all
stations of the array simulataneously. At each frequency, the analysis was performed on
signal blocks with lengths of three cycles.
Dispersion curves
The resulting dispersion curves are shown in figure 5.13. The different figures show the
slowness values for all time windows which have been identified as Love, retrograde
or prograde Rayleigh waves, respectively, and are coded as distribution densities. The
darker colors indicate that more time windows have been identified around the respective
value.
It is evident that in the case with exclusively vertical source polarizations, i.e. without
Love waves (left column of figure 5.13), the Love wave dispersion curve cannot be
retrieved (figure 5.13 (a)). Only a few signals have been misidentified as Love waves.
However, the energy of the respective time windows represents only 0.1 % of the total
analyzed energy. This energy corresponds to the total energy of the time windows
identified as Love waves and is calculated over the complete analyzed frequency range.
The time windows attributed to retrograde and prograde Rayleigh waves account for
15.7 % and 54.9 % of the total analyzed energy, respectively, while the unclassified time
windows represent 29.3 %. In the structure model, retrograde Rayleigh waves occur
below 5 Hz and above 10 Hz. In figure 5.13 (c), both branches are correctly identified.
In figure 5.13 (e), the prograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is well found in its
respective frequency range.
In the case including Love waves (right column of figure 5.13), the Love wave dispersion
curve is overall retrieved (figure 5.13 (b)), but the Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is
also seen due to some misidentified Rayleigh waves. The retrograde Rayleigh wave
dispersion curve is retrieved below 4 Hz, but at frequencies around 10 Hz, Love waves
are identified as Rayleigh waves (figure 5.13 (d)). The prograde dispersion curve is
well retrieved, but also a part of the Love waves is misidentified (figure 5.13 (d)). The
analyzed time windows attributed to Love waves carry 59.3 % of the total analyzed
energy in this case, retrograde Rayleigh waves 7.6 %, prograde Rayleigh waves 16.3 %
and 16.8 % are unclassified.
In all figures, misestimated waves are present at high slowness values. Their linear shape
in the log-log plot indicates that these are probably aliasing effects. Furthermore, some
Love waves are misidentified as Rayleigh waves and vice versa. Therefore, an automatic
identification and averaging of the results does not yield reliable results.
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Figure 5.13: Dispersion curves obtained by MUSIQUE for the signals with principal azimuth.
(a) and (b) Love wave dispersion curves for the cases without and with Love waves. (c) and
(d) Retrograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, (e) and (f) Prograde Rayleigh wave dispersion
curves for the respective cases. The dark colors indicate regions with many identified data points.
The theoretical Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion curves of the model are plotted as dashed and
solid black lines, respectively.
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Ellipticity curves
The ellipticity values for the time windows identified as retrograde or prograde Rayleigh
waves are plotted in figure 5.14. The retrograde Rayleigh wave ellipticities are well
retrieved on the left flank of the peak in both cases (figures 5.14 (a) and (c)), but in the
case including Love waves, the correct curve is slightly overestimated. Above the trough
frequency, the results are very scattered.
At the right flank of the ellipticity peak, the Rayleigh waves are prograde. In the case
without Love waves (figure 5.14 (c)), this part of the ellipticity curve is well retrieved. In
the case including Love waves (figure 5.13 (d)), the agreement is slightly worse, but the
correct curve is still found.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.14: Ellipticity curves obtained by MUSIQUE for the signals with principal azimuth. (a)
and (b) Retrograde Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves for the cases without and with Love waves.
(c) and (d) Prograde Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves for the respective cases. The dark colors
indicate regions with many identified data points. The solid black line indicates the theoretical
ellipticity curve of the soil model.
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5.4.3 Analysis results - Random noise source distribution
5.4.3.1 Signals
In this noise simulation, the locations of the noise sources are random (see figure 5.10 (d)).
In figure 5.15, the signals and spectra for the simulation are shown for the central array
station. For the case without Love waves, the signal and spectra are given in figures
5.15 (a) and (c), respectively. Figures 5.15 (b) and (d) indicate the signal and spectra for
the case including Love waves. In the case without Love waves, the ellipticity trough is
visible in the spectra of both horizontal components.
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Figure 5.15: The signal simulated at the central station of the seismic array for the test of noise
arriving from random positions (a) for the case without and (b) including Love waves. (c) and (d)
The respective spectra of the signals shown in (a) and (b).
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5.4.3.2 Single-sensor ellipticity estimation
Figure 5.16 shows the results of applying the three single-sensor methods H/V, DELFI
and RayDec to the signals simulated for the central station with a random source distri-
bution.
H/V
In the case without Love waves (5.16 (a)), the H/V curve overestimates the actual
ellipticity curve over the whole frequency range (except for the peak), but is in acceptable
agreement. For the case including Love waves (5.16 (b)), however, the overestimation is
very strong over the whole frequency range.
DELFI
The DELFI results using signal blocks of one period and different values for the filter
bandwidth d f are shown in figures 5.16 (c) and (d). In the case without Love waves, the
theoretical ellipticity curve is underestimated. This underestimation is more pronounced
at the left flank of the peak, the right flank is actually well retrieved. For the case
including Love waves (5.16), DELFI overestimates both the left and the right flank of
the peak. No significant differences between the curves corresponding to different filter
bandwidths d f can be stated.
RayDec
The RayDec curves shown in figures 5.16 (e) and (f) have been obtained by setting the
number of cycles used in the method to 10 and varying the filter bandwidth. For the case
without Love waves (figure 5.16 (e)), RayDec fundamentally underestimates the actual
ellipticity curve over the whole frequency range and for all filter bandwidths d f . In the
case including Love waves (5.16 (f)), the RayDec curves are in very good agreement
with the theoretical ellipticity curve, especially at the left flank. For the right flank, the
best agreement with the measurements is obtained for setting d f = 0.15 f , but the other
values also yield very good results. Around the trough frequency, however, the RayDec
curves do not follow the theoretical curve.
Comparison
As a conclusion, it can be stated that, considering the right flank of the ellipticity peak,
the best result in the case without Love waves is obtained by DELFI, whereas the best
result including Love waves is obtained by RayDec. If Love waves are present, no
method succeeds in resolving the trough of the curve. The bad results for frequencies
below the peak can be explained by the low energy content of the signal in this range.
The underestimation of RayDec (and DELFI) of the right flank in the case without Love
waves might be linked to some interaction between different wave types increasing the
vertical signal or weakening the horizontal signals.
The correct peak frequency (4.77 Hz) is hardly retrieved by any method. In the case
without Love waves, H/V (4.98 Hz) and RayDec (4.86 Hz) overestimate the frequency,
while DELFI (4.78 Hz) finds the correct value.
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In the case including Love waves, H/V (4.86 Hz) slightly overestimates, while DELFI
and RayDec (both 4.64 Hz) underestimate the correct frequency.
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Figure 5.16: H/V curves for the signal simulated at the central array station for random noise
source distribution for (a) the case without Love waves and (b) with Love waves. The respective
DELFI curves for different filter bandwidths d f (c) without and (d) with Love waves. (e) and (f)
give the respective curves for RayDec, for different filter bandwidths.
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5.4.3.3 MUSIQUE
The data set generated by a random distribution of noise sources has been analyzed by
MUSIQUE as well, using 5 minutes of the signal for all stations of the array simultane-
ously. The length of the signal blocks was set to three cycles for the analysis.
Dispersion curves
The resulting dispersion curves are shown in figure 5.17. The different figures show the
slowness values for all time windows which have been identified as Love, retrograde
or prograde Rayleigh waves, respectively, and are coded as distribution densities. The
darker colors indicate that more time windows have been identified at the respective
value.
In the case without Love wave generation (left column of figure 5.17), some prograde
Rayleigh waves are misidentified as Love waves (figure 5.17 (a)), but their energy rep-
resents only 0.5 % of the total analyzed energy. This energy corresponds to the total
energy of the time windows identified as Love waves, covering the complete analyzed
frequency range. The time windows attributed to retrograde and prograde Rayleigh
waves account for 20.7 % and 32.7 % of the total analyzed energy, respectively, while the
unclassified time windows represent 46.1 %. According to the soil structure model, the
Rayleigh waves should be prograde in the frequency range between 5 and 10 Hz and
retrograde below and above that frequency region. In figure 5.17 (c), the Rayleigh wave
dispersion curve is well fitted in the regions corresponding to retrograde motion. The
prograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is well retrieved in its respective frequency
range as well (5.17 (e)).
In the case including Love waves (right column of figure 5.17), the Love wave dispersion
curve is very well retrieved in the whole frequency range (figure 5.17 (b)). The retrograde
Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is retrieved in the frequency range below 5 Hz (figure
5.17 (d)), but the high-frequency branch corresponds to misidentified Love waves. The
prograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curve, however, is well retrieved in its frequency
range between 5 and 10 Hz (figure 5.17 (f)), but a second branch of misidentified Love
waves is present in this case as well. In this case, time windows attributed to Love
waves carry 27.0 % of the complete analyzed energy, retrograde Rayleigh waves 17.4 %,
prograde Rayleigh waves 19.7 % and 35.9 % of the energy is unclassified.
All figures exhibit aliasing artifacts, especially for high frequency and slowness values,
but to a smaller extent at lower frequencies, too. These artifacts prevent automatic
identification and averaging algorithms of the results from being reliable.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.17: Dispersion curves obtained by MUSIQUE for the signals with random noise source
distribution. (a) and (b) Love wave dispersion curves for the cases without and with Love waves.
(c) and (d) Retrograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, (e) and (f) Prograde Rayleigh wave
dispersion curves for the respective cases. The dark colors indicate regions with many identified
data points. The theoretical Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion curves of the model are plotted as
dashed and solid black lines, respectively.
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Ellipticity curves
In figure 5.18, the ellipticity values for the time windows identified as retrograde or
prograde Rayleigh waves are plotted. In the case without Love waves, the retrograde
Rayleigh wave ellipticity is quite well retrieved at the left ellipticity peak (figure 5.18 (a)),
but even in the case including Love waves, this part of the ellipticity curve is well fitted
(figure 5.18 (b)).
The prograde part, i.e. the right flank of the Rayleigh wave ellipticity peak, is well
retrieved in the case without Love wave generation (figure 5.18 (c)). In the case including
Love waves (figure 5.18 (d)), however, it is not retrieved at all.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.18: Ellipticity curves obtained by MUSIQUE for the signals with random noise source
distribution. (a) and (b) Retrograde Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves for the cases without and
with Love waves. (c) and (d) Prograde Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves for the respective cases.
The dark colors indicate regions with many identified data points. The solid black line indicates
the theoretical ellipticity curve of the soil model.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the performances of the newly developed methods DELFI, RayDec and
MUSIQUE have been tested on synthetic data sets and compared to the results of the
H/V method.
Test results
The first test investigated the robustness of the methods’ results against additional white
noise. For MUSIQUE, the azimuth estimation is more robust than the slowness esti-
mation. The misestimation of both influences the subsequent polarization parameter
estimation. For this estimation, the phase difference parameter between the horizontal
and vertical components is more robust than the ellipticity estimation. For DELFI and
RayDec, adding white noise tends to underestimate ellipticity values above
√
2 and
to overestimate lower ellipticity values. Compared to DELFI, RayDec is more robust
against the addition of white noise.
The next tests compared the estimations of the different methods for signals of increasing
complexity.
For a simple theoretical signal, DELFI, RayDec and MUSIQUE retrieved the correct
ellipticity curve (or at least the right flank of the peak). H/V only retrieved the correct
curve in the case without Love waves. Furthermore, MUSIQUE correctly identifies
the different wave types and discriminates between retrograde and prograde Rayleigh
waves.
For multiple signals with a principal direction of arrival, H/V only fits the ellipticity
curve if no Love waves are present, while RayDec and DELFI correctly estimate the
right flank of the ellipticity peak, but not the rest of the curve. MUSIQUE identifies the
different wave types and estimates correct dispersion curves, as well as the ellipticity
curve.
The final test simulated real seismic noise with waves arriving from different azimuths.
Of the single-sensor methods, only DELFI gives a correct ellipticity estimation of the
right flank if no Love waves are present. In the general case with Love waves, the only
method to retrieve the correct right ellipticity flank is RayDec. In this case, MUSIQUE
correctly identifies the different wave types and estimates the respective dispersion
curves. Although the right ellipticity peak is only retrieved if no Love waves are present,
the distinction between prograde and retrograde Rayleigh waves helps in identifying
their respective parts of the dispersion curve.
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Field of application of the different methods
According to their respective qualities, the different methods should be used in different
situations. The mono-sensor methods RayDec and DELFI can be used to characterize
ambient seismic vibrations. As RayDec is based on the statistics of summing a multitude
of signal blocks, it is especially suited for these investigations. The minimum required
signal length depends on the frequency range of interest. Nevertheless, as less as five
minutes of signal can be sufficient for reliable resultsV. However, the method is not
suitable for signals of short duration, e.g. earthquake data. DELFI is less robust against
additional Love wave contributions than RayDec and gives results which are similar
to H/V for ambient seismic vibrations which are composed of both Rayleigh and Love
waves with a random azimuth distribution. Therefore, the method should only be ap-
plied to pure Rayleigh wave data if it is supposed to measure ellipticity. Nonetheless,
by applying both RayDec and DELFI to the same measurements of ambient seismic
vibrations, the composition of the seismic wave field, i.e. the relation between Love and
Rayleigh wave energy, can be estimated using a single seismic sensor.
As MUSIQUE uses array data, it can discriminate between retrograde and prograde Ray-
leigh waves, which is not possible with single-sensor methods. Furthermore, it allows the
estimation of azimuth and slowness, i.e. the wave vector, of incoming waves. The correct
identification between retrograde and prograde Rayleigh waves separates the Rayleigh
wave dispersion curve in two distinct branches. This distinction is not possible with other
established methods. However, for real ambient seismic vibration data, single-sensor
methods should be preferred to estimate ellipticity. Although MUSIQUE can be applied
to long-duration recordings, it requires a lot of computation time, notably because of the
repeated use of Fourier transforms and eigenvalue decompositions. Therefore, it is more
convenient for short data sets, e.g. earthquake data which consist of transient seismic
signals.
The following part of this work will deal with the application of the developed methods
to real data measurements. Chapter 6 deals with the theoretical aspects of the inversion
of ellipticity curves in order to find the local soil structure. The obtained results will then
be applied to real seismic data measurements in chapter 7, where RayDec is used for the
ellipticity estimation. Finally, in chapter 8, real earthquake data measured in California
will be analyzed using MUSIQUE.
VThe necessary signal length depends on the frequency range of interest, five minutes are sufficient for
frequencies above about 0.3 Hz.

Part II
Application

Chapter 6
Inversion of ellipticity curves -
Theoretical aspects
In previous chapters, methods to retrieve the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves have been
introduced (DELFI in section 2.3, RayDec in section 2.4 and MUSIQUE in section 4.6)
and tested (chapter 5). The ellipticity will now be used to retrieve the soil structure by
inversion, using SPAC measurements (section 3.5) as additional information to constrain
the superficial structure. In this chapter, the fundamentals of the inversion of ellipticity
curves will be developed. The following text represents the article "Inversion of Rayleigh
wave ellipticity measurements, Part I: Theoretical aspects" by Hobiger, Cornou, Bard, Le
Bihan, and Wathelet, 2010a, which was submitted to Geophysical Journal International.
Dans les chapitres précédents, des méthodes pour déterminer l’ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh
ont été introduites (DELFI en 2.3, RayDec en 2.4 et MUSIQUE en 4.6) et testées (chapitre 5).
Maintenant, l’ellipticité sera utilisée pour retrouver la structure du sol par inversion, contraignant
la structure superficielle par des mesures SPAC (cf. 3.5) additionnelles. Dans le chapitre suivant,
les aspects théoriques de l’inversion de courbes d’ellipticité seront développés. Le texte du
chapitre correspond à l’article "Inversion of Rayleigh wave ellipticity measurements, Part I:
Theoretical aspects" par Hobiger, Cornou, Bard, Le Bihan, and Wathelet, 2010a, qui a été
soumis à Geophysical Journal International.
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6.1 Abstract
The knowledge of the local soil structure is important for the assessment of seismic
hazards. A widespread, but expensive and time-consuming technique to retrieve the
parameters of the local underground is the drilling of boreholes. Furthermore, the shear
wave velocity profile at a given location can be obtained by inversion of surface wave
dispersion curves. In order to ensure a good resolution for both superficial and deeper
layers, the used dispersion curves need to cover a wide frequency range. This wide
frequency range can be obtained using several arrays of seismic sensors or a single array
composed of a large number of sensors. Consequently, these measurements are time-
consuming. A simpler alternative is provided by the use of the ellipticity of Rayleigh
waves. The frequency dependence of the ellipticity is tightly linked to the shear wave
velocity profile. Furthermore, it can be measured using a single seismic sensor. As soil
structures which are obtained by scaling of a given model exhibit the same ellipticity
curve, an inversion of the ellipticity curve alone will always yield ambiguous results.
Therefore, additional measurements which fix the shear wave velocity profile at some
points have to be included in the inversion process. Small-scale spatial autocorrelation
measurements or MASW measurements can provide the needed data. We will show
which parts of the ellipticity curve have to be included in the inversion process to get a
reliable result and which parts can be omitted. Furthermore, the use of autocorrelation or
high-frequency dispersion curves will be highlighted and the bias on the inversion results
which is produced by incorrect ellipticity curve measurements is shown. The rules for
ellipticity inversion resulting from these studies are applied to real data measurements
in an accompanying article.
6.2 Introduction
In order to assess the seismic hazard of a given site, the knowledge of the site conditions
is important. The local soil can be investigated by different means. For example, the
drilling of boreholes gives a good view of the ground structure, but is a time-consuming
and expensive task. Refraction or reflection measurements using explosive sources are
difficult to be carried out in urban areas. On the contrary, active sources like sledgeham-
mering can be used in urban areas, but generate waves only in a high frequency range
which does not penetrate the soil very deeply. Therefore, within agglomerations, the
recording of seismic ambient vibrations is appropriate. Arrays of seismic sensors can
be easily deployed and dispersion curves of surface waves can be measured. Then, the
local soil structure is obtained by inverting the dispersion curves. However, in order
to cover a broad frequency band, several seismic arrays have to be deployed [Wathelet
et al., 2008]. As a result, such measurements are time-consuming. In urban areas, the
existing infrastructure limits the possible deployment locations of the seismic sensors.
Therefore, using a lower number of sensors is tempting.
The ellipticity of Rayleigh waves, i.e. the ratio between the horizontal and the vertical
movement, strongly depends on the local soil structure and carries information on the
complete sedimentary layers. The possibility of using ellipticity measurements to con-
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strain the soil structure was already shown by Boore and Toksöz [1969]. A widespread
technique for investigating the soil structure is the classical H/V technique [Nogoshi
and Igarashi, 1971, Nakamura, 1989]. The H/V ratio simply indicates the spectral ratio
between the horizontal and the vertical components. If the wave field was composed
exclusively of single mode Rayleigh waves, the H/V ratio would indicate their ellipticity.
In general, however, the seismic noise field is composed of various modes of Rayleigh
waves, Love waves and body waves. The composition of the wave field depends on
the noise sources and the site structure [Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2008]. However, the
measurement of the ellipticity is not trivial in seismic noise recordings, since Love and
body waves contribute to the wave field as well [Köhler et al., 2006, Endrun, 2010].
Therefore, all these waves contribute to the H/V ratio. As Love waves are only present
on the horizontal components, the H/V ratio will, in general, give an overestimation of
ellipticity.
By using assumptions on the wave field composition, the H/V curve can be corrected for
Love wave contributions and the resulting curve can be inverted as an ellipticity curve
[Fäh et al., 2001, 2003]. Scherbaum et al. [2003] showed that the inversion of Rayleigh
wave dispersion curves can be improved by adding H/V peak and trough frequencies.
Arai and Tokimatsu [2004] used H/V curves to fix the exact depths of shallow layers for
sites where the shear wave velocities were known by borehole measurements. Parolai
et al. [2005] inverted Rayleigh wave dispersion curves jointly with H/V curves. A similar
study was performed by Picozzi et al. [2005], who concluded that an inversion of the
dispersion curve constrains the sedimentary velocity profile, whereas an inclusion of
the H/V curve sets additional constraints on the bedrock depth and velocity. This was
confirmed by Arai and Tokimatsu [2005], who also showed the benefits of including
the H/V curve in the inversion of Rayleigh wave dispersion curves. Furthermore, they
proposed to use H/V data and small-scale array measurements instead of large-scale
array measurements which are necessary to obtain broad-band dispersion curves.
However, inversions of H/V curves always include prior assumptions on the composi-
tion of the wave field, especially the ratio of Rayleigh to Love waves. Recent studies have
shown that this ratio is, even for a given site, not a constant and varies with frequency
and time [Köhler et al., 2006, Endrun, 2010].
Newly developed techniques allow the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves to be directly re-
trieved from seismic noise measurements. The RayDec method [Hobiger et al., 2009a]
uses the random decrement technique [Asmussen, 1997] which is usually applied to
measure the resonance frequencies and damping parameters of buildings [Dunand, 2005,
Michel et al., 2008]. By stacking large numbers of vertical and horizontal signals and
correlating them in the way typical for Rayleigh waves, Love and body wave contri-
butions are efficiently suppressed. Poggi and Fäh [2010] proposed a method that uses
high resolution f-k analysis in order to extract ellipticity from seismic arrays of about 10
sensors. With this method, even higher modes can be identified.
However, ellipticity measurements alone are never sufficient to retrieve the local soil
structure. By scaling both the wave velocity and the depth values of a given soil structure
model by the same factor, the ellipticity function remains the same [Scherbaum et al.,
2003]. The ellipticity curve fixes only the shape of the shear wave velocity structure, but
not the scale.
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Figure 6.1: (Top left) Five different soil models which can be transformed one into another by
multiplying the depth, shear and pressure waves by the same factor. (Top right) Zoom on the
upper layers. (Bottom) The five models have the same corresponding ellipticity curve.
In figure 6.1, different shear wave velocities of soil models are shown that have the same
ellipticity curve. These models were obtained by scaling the depth, shear and pressure
wave velocities by the same factor. It is evident that an ellipticity inversion alone would
yield ambiguous results by fixing the shape of the velocity profile only. If the superficial
structure, however, is constrained precisely by additional measurements, the ellipticity
can be used to constrain the deeper part of the structure.
Therefore, additional measurements have to be performed to fix the absolute velocity
values. Small-scale spatial autocorrelation measurements [Aki, 1957] using a small num-
ber of sensors are sufficient to fix the shear wave profile at the surface. Another way to
determine the superficial structure consists in MASW measurements [Park et al., 1999,
Socco and Strobbia, 2004].
Although many studies have shown the utility of including H/V or ellipticity measure-
ments in dispersion curve inversions, no systematic investigation has been published on
which parts of the ellipticity curve are carrying the important information on the ground
structure and which types of additional measurements fixing the shallow structure have
to be included. This paper will focus on the theoretical aspects of inversions including
the Rayleigh wave ellipticity and show how the soil structure can be retrieved. Therefore,
the use of spatial autocorrelation as well as dispersion curve measurements for fixing the
shallow structure will be shown.
Then, the question concerning which parts of the ellipticity curve have to be included
in the inversion process and which parts can be omitted will be answered for models
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with and without singularities in the ellipticity curve, i.e. with or without large velocity
contrast at some depth. Finally, it will be shown how misestimations of the ellipticity
curve influence the inversion results. The identified rules for ellipticity inversions will
be applied to real data measurements in a companion paper.
As the ellipticity depends very strongly on the shear wave profile, but only slightly
on the pressure wave velocities [Arai and Tokimatsu, 2004], the goal of the ellipticity
inversion is to retrieve the shear wave velocity profile only. Therefore, in the following
the pressure wave velocity profiles will be disregarded.
6.3 Inversion algorithm
The inversions are performed using the neighborhood algorithm which was proposed by
Sambridge [1999a,b] and modified by Wathelet [2008]. For a random initial set of models,
the associated misfit values are calculated. The next generation of models is located in
the neighborhood of the models with the lowest misfit values. In this way, the search
is guided by the best models without neglecting the possible existence of better-fitting
models further away. The associated misfit value for a model with associated data Mi is
calculated in the following way:
mis f it =
√√√√ 1
N
·
N
∑
i=1
(
Di −Mi
σi
)2
, (6.1)
if the measured data to be inverted is given by a set of N data points Di (1 ≤ i ≤ N)
with associated measuring errors σi. For the inversions of theoretical data presented in
the following, we assume equal measuring errors for each data point. As this results in
a scaling of the misfit value, we can arbitrarily chose the value of σi and fix it, for the
sake of simplicity, to 1. If two different data sets, for example an autocorrelation and an
ellipticity curve, are to be inverted jointly, a separate misfit value will be calculated for
each of them and the final misfit value will be a weighted average of both values. In the
following, we will impose equal weights on both information. Hence, the final misfit
value is the mean of both misfit values. It should also be noted that the two different
data sets can be given in different frequency ranges.
6.4 Tests on theoretical data
This section addresses the following theoretical aspects of the inversion of ellipticity
curves:
• By which additional measurements can the velocity profile be fixed at the surface?
• Which parts of the ellipticity curve have to be included in the inversion process
and which parts can be omitted without deteriorating the results?
• How do erroneous ellipticity measurements influence the inversion results?
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6.4.1 Model parameters
Table 6.1: Table of the properties of the used soil profiles: model A (top) and model B(bottom).
model A Thickness [m] Depth range [m] VP[m/s] VS[m/s] ρ[kg/m3]
layer 1 5 0−5 540 120 1800
layer 2 15 5−20 900 200 1800
layer 3 45 20−65 1440 320 1800
layer 4 135 65−200 2810 625 1800
layer 5 ∞ >200 6250 2500 2000
model B Thickness [m] Depth range [m] VP[m/s] VS[m/s] ρ[kg/m3]
layer 1 5 0−5 540 120 1800
layer 2 15 5−20 900 200 1800
layer 3 45 20−65 1440 320 1800
layer 4 135 65−200 2430 540 1800
layer 5 ∞ >200 2520 840 2000
In order to investigate the aforementioned questions, we performed inversion tests on
theoretical data obtained on a sample soil profile. For a model with singularities (peaks
and troughs) in the ellipticity (model A, see figures 6.2 (a) and (b)), we used a simplified
version of the soil structure model of the Euroseistest site in Volvi, Greece [Raptakis et al.,
1998]. We fixed the number of layers to four overlying a homogeneous half-space. By
changing the shear and pressure wave velocities of the fourth and fifth layers of model
A, and consequently reducing the impedance contrast, we obtained model B (figures
6.2 (c) and (d)) which does not exhibit ellipticity singularities. Table 6.1 indicates the
properties of both soil profiles.
6.4.2 Goodness of the inversion results
For the known sample soil models, the exact theoretical ellipticity, dispersion and spatial
autocorrelation curves can be calculated directly. As a result, these curves do not have
error bars. In equation (6.1), a constant error value of 1 was attributed to each data
point. As the inversions in this section are performed for theoretical curves, we know
the exact soil structure and can therefore investigate directly how good the model is
fitted. Therefore, it is desirable to define a parameter describing the goodness of fit. This
parameter should be applicable for real data inversions as well.
The goodness of fit of the resulting soil structure models could be determined by sum-
ming the squared distances between the obtained model’s shear wave velocity and the
true shear wave velocity profile for all depths. However, this way of doing has two
disadvantages. Firstly, in general, the reference model and the inverted model do not
have the same bedrock depth. The choice of the depth down to which the models would
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Figure 6.2: (a) Pressure and shear wave velocities of the sample ground structure profile of model
A. (b) Corresponding dispersion and ellipticity curves of model A. (c) Pressure and shear wave
velocity profiles of model B. (d) Dispersion and ellipticity curves for model B.
be compared would therefore over- or underemphasize the bedrock shear wave velocity.
Secondly, for an inversion of real data measurements, the soil structure model is not
exactly known. Therefore, a better way is to compare the Rayleigh wave dispersion curve
calculated for the inverted models with a reference dispersion curve. This reference
dispersion curve can be calculated for the given theoretical model or, in the case of real
data measurements, directly measured at the surface.
Similarly to the definition of the misfit value, we define a proximity value comparing the
inverted and the theoretical dispersion curves at N frequency samples in the following
way:
T =
√√√√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(
smod( fi)− sinv( fi)
smod( fi)
)2
. (6.2)
Here, sinv( f ) indicates the dispersion curve for the inverted models and smod( f ) the
theoretical dispersion curve for the given structure where the dispersion curves are
expressed in slowness. As the theoretical models do not have measuring errors, σi from
equation (6.1) is is replaced by smod( fi) in equation (6.2). In this way, T gives a sort of
mean deviation of the best inversion model from the reference model and describes the
goodness of fit. An inversion can have a low misfit value, but it is T which indicates if
the inversion really fits the theoretical model. The calculation of the T value does not
necessarily span the same frequency range as used for the inversion process.
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For the theoretical models, we define that values of T below 0.1 are acceptable and that
values below 0.05 indicate a good fit.
6.4.3 Fixing the shear wave velocity at the surface
by spatial autocorrelation curves
Table 6.2: Misfit and T values for the best-fitting model of the inversions of autocorrelation curves
corresponding to arrays of 5 m, 10 m and both 5 and 10 m radius.
Reference Autocorrelation curve Number Minimum T value T value
figure Array radius Frequency range of models misfit (0.7 - 30 Hz) (2 - 30 Hz)
Fig. 6.3 (a) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 50 100 0.51 · 10−3 0.132 0.010
Fig. 6.3 (b) 10 m 2 - 30 Hz 50 100 0.68 · 10−3 0.044 0.001
Fig. 6.3 (c) 5 m + 10 m 2 - 30 Hz 50 100 0.64 · 10−3 0.020 0.001
For the sample profile A, theoretical spatial autocorrelation curves for the vertical com-
ponent have been calculated for sensors on circles of 5 and 10 m radius between 2 and
30 Hz. As the models A and B differ only below depths of 60 meters, the autocorrelation
curves for both models are identical within this frequency range. Figure 6.3 (a) shows the
results of the inversion of the autocorrelation curve only (without considering ellipticity
information) for a radius of 5 m, (b) for 10 m and (c) for a joint inversion of the 5- and
10-meter curves. The three inversions (50 100 models per run) reproduce the shear wave
velocity profile in a comparable way. The misfit and T values for the best-fitting model
of the three inversions are shown in table 6.2. The minimum misfit values are low,
indicating that the autocorrelation curves have been well fitted. The superficial layers
are well constrained and fit the true model in all three cases equally well. The shear
wave velocities are, however, very badly constrained at depths below 40 meters. When
regarding the corresponding Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, the higher frequency part
above 2 Hz is well fitted for all three inversions. This can also be seen in the very low T
values for the frequency range between 2 and 30 Hz. At low frequencies, on the contrary,
the dispersion curves for comparable misfit values are very scattered. The T values which
are calculated between 0.7 and 30 Hz indicate that the 5-meter autocorrelation constrains
the dispersion curve at lower frequencies worse than the 10-meter curve, but a joint
inversion of both curves yields the best result. However, by looking at the dispersion
curve and velocity profile of this inversion, it is evident that the deeper structure cannot
be retrieved by using small-scale autocorrelation curves only.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.3: (a) Results for the inversion of the theoretical autocorrelation curve (left, with data
points in black) for a ring with a 5 meter radius: Dispersion curves (center left), and shear
wave (center right) velocity profiles. A zoom to the shallow structure of the shear wave velocity
profiles is displayed at right. All models generated during the inversion process with misfit values
lower than 1 are shown in the color of the respective misfit value. Darker curves are associated
with higher misfit values, whereas lighter colors indicate the best-fitting models. The black line
corresponds to the actual soil model. (b) The same as (a), but for a ring with a radius of 10 meters.
(c) The same for a joint inversion of the 5-meter-ring (autocorrelation curve top left) and the
10-meter ring (autocorrelation curve bottom left).
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6.4.4 Which parts of the ellipticity curve are necessary
for the inversion process?
The deeper part of the structure can be fixed by using Rayleigh wave ellipticity measure-
ments. In the following inversions, the theoretical autocorrelation curve for a radius of
5 m (between 2 and 30 Hz) and the theoretical ellipticity curves of profiles A and B will
be inverted jointly. In order to determine which parts of the ellipticity curve carry the
important information about the soil structure, different parts of the ellipticity curve will
be used for the inversion process and the results will be compared for both a model with
and without singularities (peak and trough) in the ellipticity curve.
6.4.4.1 Model with a singularity in the ellipticity curve
Table 6.3: Parts of the autocorrelation and ellipticity curves used for the inversions and the
associated misfit and T values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of autocorrelation and
ellipticity curves for model A.
Reference Autocorrelation curve Used frequency range Number Minimum T value
figure Array radius Frequency range of the ellipticity curve of models misfit (0.7 - 30 Hz)
Fig. 6.4 (a) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.2 - 0.65 Hz 100 100 8.5 · 10−3 0.241
Fig. 6.4 (b) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 2.0 Hz 100 100 15.4 · 10−3 0.043
Fig. 6.4 (c) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.2 - 2.0 Hz 150 200 30.2 · 10−3 0.140
Fig. 6.4 (d) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 4.0 Hz 150 200 21.2 · 10−3 0.087
Fig. 6.4 (e) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz 100 100 4.1 · 10−3 0.013
Fig. 6.4 (f) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.9 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz 100 100 3.9 · 10−3 0.016
Fig. 6.4 (g) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.9 - 1.7 Hz 100 100 7.0 · 10−3 0.154
Fig. 6.4 (h) 10 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.9 - 1.7 Hz 100 100 1.1 · 10−3 0.030
Fig. 6.4 (i) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 4.0 Hz 150 200 35.7 · 10−3 0.093
Figure 6.4 (a) shows the results for an inversion of the left flank of the resonance peak
only, i.e. low-frequency ellipticity values between 0.2 and 0.65 Hz. The generated ellip-
ticity curves are badly constrained above the peak frequency and the dispersion curves
exhibit a large variability over the whole frequency range. The true shear wave velocity
profile is not matched at all and the T value is large. However, the low minimum misfit
value indicates that the used part of the ellipticity curve and the autocorrelation curve
are well fitted.
The inversion of the right flank of the ellipticity peak between 0.7 and 2 Hz (figure 6.4 (b))
yields rather good results. Although only the right flank of the ellipticity peak is inverted,
the left flank is well retrieved as well. Beyond the trough frequency, the ellipticity curve is
not well retrieved. The real dispersion curve is well retrieved and the shear wave velocity
profiles are well fitted as well. Unsurprisingly, the bedrock velocity is not retrieved.
Combining both previous inversions by inverting the whole ellipticity peak (i.e. a fre-
quency range from 0.2 to 2 Hz) gives an astonishing result (see figure 6.4 (c)). Although
more models have been generated in this case (150 200), the results are worse than for the
inversion of the right flank only. The dispersion curves show a significant deviation from
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the true curve around 4.0 Hz. The shear wave velocity profile is not well constrained and
the bedrock depth underestimated. The comparatively large misfit value indicates that
the inversion process is slowing down in the presence of very high ellipticity values and
the best model has not yet been found.
An inversion of the part of the ellipticity curve from 0.7 to 4.0 Hz, including the right flank
of the peak and the trough (figure 6.4 (d)), matches the ellipticity curve very well, also at
higher frequencies. Here, 150 200 models have been generated as well, but the minimum
misfit value is still relatively high, indicating that a prolongated search for better models
might have been successful. The T value of the best model proves the acceptable fit of
the real dispersion curve, but the shear wave velocity profile’s discontinuity depths are
underestimated.
In figure 6.4 (e), the same frequency range as in (d) was inverted, omitting ellipticities
around the trough frequency. The inverted frequency range lies between 0.7 and 1.7 and
between 2.5 and 4.0 Hz. The minimum misfit and the associated T value are smaller than
in (d). The dispersion curve and the shear wave velocity profile are very well retrieved.
The inversion is less time-consuming than in (d) and yields better results.
In figure 6.4 (f), a smaller part of (e) was inverted, omitting ellipticity values exceeding 3.
The frequency range of the inverted ellipticity data lies between 0.9 and 1.7 and between
2.5 and 4.0 Hz. The inversion has misfit and T values comparable to (e).
The same part of the right flank (0.9 - 1.7 Hz) without the data points at higher frequencies
was inverted in figure 6.4 (g). Despite the small misfit value, the T value is not acceptable.
The ellipticity curve at frequencies above the trough is badly fitted. The dispersion curve
and the velocity profile are badly retrieved as well. The deviation in the dispersion curve
around 4.0 Hz suggests that the overlap of the autocorrelation and ellipticity information
are not sufficient in this case.
Therefore, in figure 6.4 (h), the autocorrelation for the 5-m ring has been replaced by the
10-m ring autocorrelation curve, but the ellipticity data is the same as in (g). Here, the
misfit and T values are very small, as the dispersion curve and the shear wave velocity
profile are very well retrieved.
In real data measurements, the ellipticity trough is sometimes not retrieved due to contri-
butions of Love waves or higher Rayleigh wave modes. Such effects are investigated in
figure 6.4 (i), where an ellipticity curve with wrong data is inverted. The ellipticity parts
used for inversion (e), i.e. the true ellipticity curve between 0.7 and 1.7 and between
2.5 and 4.0 Hz, have been used. Instead of excluding the trough area, the data points
between 1.7 and 2.5 Hz have been interpolated. The inversion succeeds in finding a soil
model which exhibits a clear ellipticity peak, but no trough. The inversion result is still
acceptable and the T value comparable with the one of inversion (d), where the correct
ellipticity curve in the same frequency range was inverted. Nevertheless, inversion (e),
where the data points between 2.5 and 4.0 Hz have been omitted, gives the best result.
The theoretical ellipticity curve of model A exhibits a peak at 0.67 Hz and a trough at
2.05 Hz. The parts of the ellipticity curve for the following inversions will be chosen in
relation with these two frequencies. Unless otherwise stated, the following results were
obtained after generating 100 100 soil models. The Rayleigh wave dispersion curve for
frequencies below the resonance frequency is dominated by the shear wave velocity in
the bedrock and the ellipticity curve is not sensitive to this velocity.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6.4: (a) Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and the
ellipticity curve (center left): dispersion curves (center right) and shear wave velocity profiles
(right). For the inversion, the used data points are shown as black dots, the curves corresponding
to the real model are shown as black lines: Inversion of the ellipticity curve (a) between 0.2 and
0.65 Hz, (b) between 0.7 and 2 Hz, (c) between 0.2 and 2 Hz. (d) between 0.7 and 4 Hz.
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
Figure 6.4: – continued. Inversion of the ellipticity curve (e) between 0.7 and 1.7 and 2.5 and
4.0 Hz, (f) between 0.9 and 1.7 and 2.5 and 4.0 Hz, (g) between 0.9 and 1.7 Hz, (h) between 0.9
and 1.7 Hz using the autocorrelation curve for the 10-m ring.
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(i)
Figure 6.4: – continued. Inversion of an ellipticity curve (i) between 0.7 and 4.0 Hz, which
corresponds to the real curve between 0.7 and 1.7 and between 2.5 and 4.0 Hz and is interpolated
in the range between 1.7 and 2.5 Hz.
That is why the following T values are calculated for the frequency range between 0.7
and 30 Hz although the curves are shown for lower frequencies as well. Figure 6.4 shows
the results obtained by inverting different parts of the ellipticity curve. The misfit and T
values of the best-fitting models of these inversions are shown in table 6.3.
It should be noted that the shear wave velocity of the bedrock half-space is quite badly
constrained for all inversions, even if the upper structure is very well retrieved. This is
related to the penetration depth of the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves. As the
shear wave velocity in the bedrock is much higher than in the overlying sedimentary
layers, the Rayleigh waves sample the bedrock only marginally and the velocity contrast
between the bedrock and the overlying layer fixes the ellipticity curve at the peak
frequency only. However, the effect of a changing bedrock velocity on the ellipticity
curve is quite small and therefore not easy to measure.
Resuming the results of the inversions above, the lowest T values, indicating the best
inversion results, were obtained for the inversions (e) and (f) with T values of 0.013 and
0.016, respectively. These inversions include a part of the right flank of the ellipticity
peak and a part beyond the trough. The third best result was obtained for inversion
(h) with a T value of 0.030, where only a part of the right flank was inverted with the
autocorrelation curve for the larger ring. A still very good result (T = 0.043) was obtained
for inversion (b), where the complete right flank was inverted. The other inversions yield
worse results, even if they include more data points like inversion (d) or (c). The left
flank only (a) or a small part of the right flank (g) without a sufficient frequency overlap
with the autocorrelation data are not sufficient to retrieve the soil structure.
As a conclusion it can be said that the most important part of the ellipticity curve to
measure is the right flank of the peak. The left flank of the peak is not important for
the inversion and can be omitted. Including the ellipticity curve at the peak or trough
itself, however, does not improve the results as it slows down the convergence of the
inversion process and inhibits the retrieval of the best model. Adding information above
the trough frequency increases the overlap between the frequency ranges sampled by
the ellipticity and the autocorrelation curves. Consequently, the inversion results in this
case are better.
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The best results for real data inversions can be expected if the whole right flank is
measured accurately. If the complete flank cannot be measured, a part beyond the trough
frequency has to be included into the inversion process. However, if the trough frequency
cannot be clearly measured, the ellipticity values in the questionable frequency range of
the trough should be omitted.
6.4.4.2 Model without a singularity in the ellipticity curve
Table 6.4: Parts of the autocorrelation and ellipticity curves used for the inversions and the
associated misfit and T values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of autocorrelation and
ellipticity curves for model B.
Figure Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Number Minimum T value
reference Array radius Frequency range curve of models misfit (0.7 - 30 Hz)
Fig. 6.5 (a) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.75 - 9.5 Hz 100 100 7.0 · 10−3 0.017
Fig. 6.5 (b) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.75 - 5.2 Hz 100 100 13.1 · 10−3 0.047
Fig. 6.5 (c) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.60 - 2.7 Hz 100 100 17.8 · 10−3 0.233
Model B does not exhibit an ellipticity singularity. The ellipticity curve shows a maximum
of 1.71 at 0.73 Hz and a minimum of 0.36 at 9.44 Hz. Its ellipticity peak is broad and
exhibits a sort of fine structure which is probably related to the different layer boundaries,
but certainly not in a simple way. In order to determine which parts of the ellipticity curve
have to be included in the inversion process in this case, we performed joint inversions
of autocorrelation and ellipticity measurements. The theoretical autocorrelation curve
for a distance of 5 m was used jointly with different parts of the ellipticity curve of model
B. 100 100 models have been computed per inversion. The misfit and T values for the
best-fitting models are shown in table 6.4.
Figure 6.5 (a) shows the results for an inversion of the right side of the broad ellipticity
peak between 0.75 and 9.5 Hz. The ellipticity curve is well fitted, the dispersion curve
and the shear wave velocity profile are retrieved. This is also indicated by the low T
value.
Inverting the right side of the ellipticity peak between 0.75 and 5.2 Hz yields good results
(see figure 6.5 (b)). The dispersion curve is well retrieved, but slight uncertainties in the
estimation of the shear wave velocity profile can be seen.
Using the ellipticity values between 0.6 and 2.7 Hz only is not sufficient to find the correct
soil structure (figure 6.5 (c)). The ellipticity at higher frequencies is badly estimated and
the dispersion curve and velocity profile are badly fitted as well, although the minimum
misfit value is in the same order as for the other inversions.
These inversions prove that even in the case of an ellipticity which does not show a clear
peak or singularities, the ellipticity curve carries important information on the ground
structure and can be used to find the soil structure. The best results are obtained by
inverting the complete right side of the ellipticity peak.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.5: (a) Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and the
ellipticity curve (center left): dispersion curve (center right) and shear wave velocity profile
(right). For the inversion used data points as black dots, the curves corresponding to the real
model are shown as black lines: Inversion of the ellipticity curve (a) between 0.75 and 9.5 Hz, (b)
between 0.75 and 5.2 Hz, (c) between 0.6 and 2.7 Hz.
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6.4.4.3 Joint inversion of dispersion and ellipticity curves
Table 6.5: Table of the misfit and T values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of a part of
the dispersion curve and a part of the ellipticity curve of model A.
Figure Dispersion Ellipticity Number Minimum T value
reference curve curve of models misfit (0.7 - 30 Hz)
Fig. 6.6 (a) 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 2.0 Hz 100 100 20.4 · 10−3 0.015
Fig. 6.6 (b) 4 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 2.0 Hz 100 100 18.4 · 10−3 0.079
Fig. 6.6 (c) 8 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz 100 100 4.1 · 10−3 0.019
Fig. 6.6 (d) 10 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz 100 100 8.2 · 10−3 0.092
The previous subsections dealt with joint inversions of autocorrelation and ellipticity
curves. However, for an autocorrelation curve the frequency range where it really carries
information is connected to the descending flank of the plateau of the Bessel function
and therefore linked to its first root. Though, the exact frequency range where the auto-
correlation curve carries information is not easy to determine. In the previous examples,
the autocorrelation curve was used between 2 and 30 Hz. For a radius of 5 meters, the
first zero-crossing of the autocorrelation occurs at 10 Hz, for the 10-meter ring it occurs
around 7 Hz. As can be seen in figures 6.4 (g) and (h), it is evident that the 10-meter
autocorrelation curve carries more information at low frequencies and constrains the
velocity profile to greater depths.
SPAC is only one of the possible methods to measure Rayleigh wave dispersion curves.
Another widespread method of measuring is MASW [Park et al., 1999, Socco and Strob-
bia, 2004]. These active measurements yield high-frequency dispersion curves. The
combination of existing MASW mesurements with ellipticity measurements obtained
using a single station would be a simple way of extending the knowledge of the soil
structure to larger depths. It is clear that the joint inversion cannot succeed if the fre-
quency ranges of the ellipticity and dispersion curves are too separated. Therefore, the
objective of this subsection is to determine how close they really have to be.
In figure 6.6, the results of joint inversions of ellipticity and dispersion curves are shown.
Each figure was obtained by generating 100 100 models. The minimum misfit and T
values of the inversions are shown in table 6.5. In figure 6.6 (a) and (b), the ellipticity
data correspond to those used in figure 6.4 (b), in 6.6 (c) and (d), the ellipticity data are
those of figure 6.4 (e). One could argue that the calculation of the T value for an inversion
of dispersion curves is the same as the calculation of the misfit. If the ellipticity data
was not included in the inversion, this would be true. However, only a small part of
the dispersion curve is used here and the remaining parts of the dispersion curve are
constrained by the ellipticity curve. Therefore, the T value is still appropriate to assess
the goodness of the inversion result.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6.6: (a) Inversion results for joint inversions of the ellipticity curve (left) and the dispersion
curve (center): resulting shear wave velocity profile (right). For the inversion used data points
as black dots, the curves corresponding to the real model are shown as black lines: Inversion of
the ellipticity curve between 0.7 and 2 Hz and the dispersion curve (a) between 2 and 30 Hz, (b)
between 4 and 30 Hz, (c) between 6 and 30 Hz. Inversion of the ellipticity curve between 0.7 and
1.7 Hz and between 2.5 and 4 Hz and the dispersion curve (d) between 8 and 30 Hz, (e) between
10 and 30 Hz.
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The first two inversions (figures 6.6 (a) and (b)) show the results for inverting the elliptic-
ity curve between 0.7 and 2 Hz with different parts of the dispersion curve. Combining
the ellipticity information with the dispersion curve between 2 and 30 Hz yields the
correct soil structure. The T value of this inversion is better than the one for the inversion
of figure 6.4 (b), where the autocorrelation curve was inverted instead of the dispersion
curve. The correct dispersion curve is matched.
By restricting the dispersion curve to the range between 6 and 30 Hz (figure 6.6 (b)) the
result degrades. The velocity profile is not well retrieved any more. The dispersion
curve is still acceptably fitted, but the T value is five times the value of (a), although
the minimum misfit is comparable. Omitting more dispersion curve data subsequently
worsens the results.
Using the same ellipticity data as in figure 6.4 (e), i.e. between 0.7 and 1.7 and between
2.5 and 4 Hz, covers a wider frequency range. Consequently, the dispersion curve can be
limited to higher frequencies. In this case, inverting the ellipticity curve jointly with the
dispersion curve between 8 and 30 Hz is sufficient to retrieve the soil structure (figure 6.6
(a)). The fit of the dispersion curve is very good with a low T value.
However, using the dispersion curve between 10 and 30 Hz only (figure 6.6 (d)) gives a
worse result. Although the inverted data are well fitted as well, the soil structure matches
badly. The T value of the dispersion curve fit is still acceptable, but five times worse than
in the previous case.
The examples above show that, in order to perform a successful joint inversion, the
distinct datasets do not necessarily need to have an overlap in the frequency domain.
Combining ellipticity data below 4 Hz with a dispersion curve above 8 Hz retrieves the
correct soil structure. However, a further increase of this gap deteriorates the results
until the two distinctive data sets are not linked any more. Beyond that point, a suc-
cessful inversion becomes impossible. Furthermore, this result shows that the ellipticity
and dispersion curve carry information about the same superficial layers at different
frequencies. Otherwise, it would be impossible to invert a high-frequency dispersion
curve measurement and a low-frequency ellipticity curve jointly, with both curves being
defined in distinct, non-overlapping frequency ranges.
6.4.5 Inversion of erroneous ellipticity curves
The measurement of ellipticity curves can always be biased by systematic errors, intro-
duced for example by a wrong estimation of the amount of Love waves or incomplete
elimination of waves other than Rayleigh waves. In this subsection, the same autocor-
relation curve as in the previous subsections will be inverted jointly with a wrongly
estimated ellipticity curve of model A. As in subsection 6.4.4.1 the inversion of the
ellipticity curve parts between 0.7 and 1.7 and 2.5 and 4 Hz gave the best results, only
these parts will be used for the inversion here. The inversion shown in figure 6.4 (e) will
therefore be taken as reference inversion.
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6.4.5.1 Ellipticity misestimation by a constant factor
Table 6.6: Table of the misfit and T values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of the
autocorrelation curve and misestimated parts of the ellipticity curve of model A.
Figure Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Ellipticity Number Minimum T value
reference Array radius Frequency range curve misestimation of models misfit (0.7 - 30 Hz)
Fig. 6.7 (a) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz + 10 % constant 100 100 6.2 · 10−3 0.028
Fig. 6.7 (b) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz + 25 % constant 100 100 12.5 · 10−3 0.055
Fig. 6.7 (c) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz + 40 % constant 100 100 15.9 · 10−3 0.051
Fig. 6.7 (d) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz - 25 % constant 100 100 60.9 · 10−3 0.150
Fig. 6.9 (a) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz + 25 % maximum 100 100 7.4 · 10−3 0.026
Fig. 6.9 (b) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz + 50 % maximum 100 100 8.0 · 10−3 0.038
Fig. 6.9 (c) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz - 25 % maximum 100 100 26.4 · 10−3 0.097
Fig. 6.9 (d) 5 m 2 - 30 Hz 0.7 - 1.7, 2.5 - 4.0 Hz - 50 % maximum 100 100 85.5 · 10−3 0.194
For the following inversions, we overestimated the ellipticity curve by a constant factor
over the whole frequency range. Then, we performed a joint inversion of the autocorrela-
tion curve for a radius of 5 m between 2 and 30 Hz and the biased ellipticity curves in the
ranges 0.7 - 1.7 and 2.5 - 4 Hz. The resulting curves are shown in figure 6.7 and the depth
and shear wave velocity values for the soil structures of the best-fitting models of each
inversion are given in table 6.7. The misfit and T values of these inversions are given in
table 6.6.
The resonance frequency could be supposed to change significantly when biasing the el-
lipticity curve, but the maximum frequency shift is - 1.8 % for the - 25 % bias. For positive
bias values, the resonance frequency shifts very slightly to higher frequencies. For the
reference inversion, a minimum misfit of 0 is theoretically possible, as the true model
exists and can be found by the inversion. For biased ellipticity curves, however, it is
rather improbable that any model with exactly such an ellipticity curve exists. Therefore,
the minimum misfit values are supposed to increase with an increasing introduced bias.
This can be observed in table 6.6, but it should also be noted that for underestimated
ellipticity curves the misfit values are higher than for overestimated ones. Consequently,
if the ellipticity curve is overestimated, it is easier to retrieve the correct model than for
underestimated ellipticity curves.
For the overestimated ellipticity curves (Fig. 6.7 (a) - (c)), the real dispersion curve is well
fitted. For the underestimated ellipticity curve (Fig. 6.7 (d)), the T value is larger than for
any of the overestimated inversions and the dispersion curve is not well fitted.
Introducing a positive bias on the ellipticity values increases the bedrock depths signifi-
cantly (parameter D4 in table 6.7). However, these values are inferior to the introduced
bias. The first two layers are mainly controlled by the autocorrelation curve. Therefore,
their properties do not significantly change, as well as the shear wave velocities of the
first three layers, except for the significant underestimation of the interface between
the second and the third layer. The depths of the third layer are not systematically
shifted, the velocities of the fourth layer are overestimated in a way comparable to the
overestimation of the bedrock depth. As the ellipticity inversions are not very sensitive
to the bedrock velocity, the bad estimation of this parameter is not surprising.
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(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6.7: Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and biased
ellipticity curves (center left): dispersion curves (center right) and shear wave velocity profiles
(right). The black dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines the
corresponding curves for the unbiased model. The complete ellipticity curves are biased by (a)
+ 10 %, (b) + 25 %, (c) + 40 %, (d) - 25 %.
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Overall, it can be stated that the superficial structure, mainly controlled by the autocorre-
lation curve, is quite robust against overestimation of the ellipticity. The overestimation of
the deeper structure, particularly the parameters of the layer directly above the bedrock,
is still smaller than the bias on the real ellipticity curve.
Introducing a negative bias of - 25 % on the ellipticity values, however, gives a different
result. The velocity of the superficial layer stays constant, but every parameter from the
first layer’s depth to the shear wave velocity of the fourth layer is shifted by approxi-
mately - 10 % (ranging from - 7.0 to - 12.0 %). The bedrock depth is underestimated by
only - 3.9 %. The ellipticity underestimation also influences the superficial structure, but
the bias induced in the whole structure is far below the introduced ellipticity bias.
The percental deviation of the bedrock depth D4, the mean velocity vSB and the shear
wave travel time τSB between the surface and the bedrock depth are plotted as a function
of the percental ellipticity misestimation in figure 6.8. The travel time calculation is based
on the shear wave velocities and layer depths. The mean velocity is calculated as the
ratio between the bedrock depth and the travel time. The travel time values vary only
slightly with varying ellipticity bias. The increasing travel-time for the underestimated
ellipticity curve is against the trend of the overestimated ellipticity values. In any case,
the variations of the travel time (maximum 5.7 %) are much lower than the introduced
ellipticity bias. The bedrock depth and mean velocity are more sensitive to the ellipticity
misestimation. The scaling of soil profiles itself does not change travel times, but velocity
and depth parameters of the single layers, and do provide very close site reponses.
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Figure 6.8: Percental deviation of bedrock depth D4, mean velocity vSB and shear wave travel
time τSB from the surface to the bedrock in function of the introduced bias on the ellipticity
curve. The results for a constant ellipticity misestimation are shown in dark color, for a variable
misestimation in light color. For the variable misestimation, the x-axis indicates the maximum
ellipticity deviation.
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6.4.5.2 Frequency-dependent ellipticity misestimation
For the following inversions, the autocorrelation and ellipticity curves are inverted over
the same frequency ranges as in the previous case, but the systematic error imposed
on the ellipticity curve is frequency-dependent in the following way: At 0.7 Hz, the
ellipticity value is not biased. At 1.7 Hz and between 2.5 and 4 Hz, the bias equals + 25 %,
+ 50 %, - 25 % and - 50 %. Between 0.7 and 1.7 Hz, the bias changes continuously. The
overestimated cases are more representative for real ellipticity measurements than in
the previous inversions as low ellipticities are more susceptible to overestimations than
higher ellipticity values because an overestimation of the horizontal displacement due
to Love waves has less impact if the horizontal Rayleigh wave displacement, and thus
the ellipticity, is high. The results are shown in figure 6.9 and the depth and shear wave
velocity values for the soil structures of the best-fitting models of each inversion are
given in table 6.7. The minimum misfit and T values are given in table 6.6.
Ellipticity over- and underestimations both yield positive resonance frequency shifts,
although the relative error is very small for overestimated ellipticities and acceptable for
underestimated ellipticities.
Adding a positive bias of maximum + 25 % leads to misestimations of single properties
lower than 10 %. In the case where the ellipticity curve is biased by at most + 50 %, the
misestimation of the layer properties is lower than 17 %. In both cases, the dispersion
curve is still well fitted.
Underestimating the ellipticity curves reveals a different picture. In both cases, the
dispersion curve is not well retrieved. Except for the surface velocity, even the properties
of the shallow layers are misestimated by over 10 %. The deeper layers are misestimated
by up to 17.5 % (-25 % bias) and 30.0 % (-50 % bias). In these two cases, yet the autocorre-
lation curves do not seem perfectly fitted.
The percental deviations of the bedrock depth, the mean velocity and the shear wave
travel time for frequency-dependent ellipticity misestimations are plotted in figure 6.8.
Here, the travel times are even less biased than in the case of a constant ellipticity bias.
The bedrock depths and mean velocities vary in a systematic way, but the slope of the
corresponding curves is larger for negative ellipticity misestimations. This is further
evidence indicating that the ellipticity inversion is more robust against overestimated
ellipticity values than against underestimated ones.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6.9: Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and biased
ellipticity curves (center left): dispersion curves (center right) and shear wave velocity profiles
(right). The black dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines the
corresponding curves for the unbiased model. The ellipticity curves are biased by maximum (a)
+ 25 %, (b) + 50 %, (c) - 25 %, (d) - 50 %.
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6.5 Conclusion
This paper showed the theoretical possibilities, constraints and limits of inversions in-
cluding the Rayleigh wave ellipticity in order to retrieve the local soil structure. First of
all, it was shown that an inversion of an ellipticity curve must be performed jointly, e.g.
with an autocorrelation or dispersion curve. The frequency ranges of both measurements
do not necessarily have to overlap, but should be as close as possible. In the case of
an ellipticity curve with singularities, the ellipticity curve should be truncated in order
to exclude too high or too low values, which might strongly reduce the exploration of
the complete parameter space. As the left flank of the ellipticity peak does not carry
important information, the inversion should comprise only the frequency range above
the peak frequency. If the ellipticity curve does not exhibit singularities, the complete
right side of the peak which is, in general, broader than in the previous case has to be
included in the inversion. For misestimated ellipticity curves, the induced errors in the
soil structure are, in general, smaller than the introduced bias (about half the original
bias).
In the present paper, all ellipticity and autocorrelation curves were calculated theoreti-
cally. For ellipticity curves obtained from real data measurements, a perfect measurement
of the real ellipticity curve cannot be expected. Even if all contributions of other wave
types are perfectly excluded, higher modes of Rayleigh waves can still bias the ellipticity
estimation, especially at high frequencies. In the present study, these effects were disre-
garded. The identification of such effects in the ellipticity curve, however, is impossible
in most cases. Therefore, it is advisable to limit the use of the ellipticity curve to the right
flank of the peak. Consequently, the station distance used for the autocorrelation mea-
surements should be chosen as small as possible for a good resolution of the superficial
layers and in the same time as large as necessary for a good link between the frequency
ranges of the ellipticity and autocorrelation curves. To estimate the correct array size
for the autocorrelation measurements, preliminary information on the underground
structure have to be known or assumed (e.g. H/V resonance frequency, geology).
Another problem with real data ellipticity curves is that the estimation of the properties
of Rayleigh waves usually exploits the correlation between the vertical and the horizon-
tal movement. Yet, at the singularities of the ellipticity curve, one of both components
vanishes. Therefore, at those points, both components are not correlated any more. Con-
sequently, at the trough frequency, the movement of Rayleigh and Love waves cannot
be distinguished any more (at least when using a single sensor) and the ellipticity will
be overestimated here. At the peak frequency, the vertical signal will be overestimated
in an analog way. Therefore, the ellipticity value will be underestimated here. Thus, it
is advisable to exclude the ellipticity estimation around the singular values from the
ellipticity inversion.
In the companion paper, the lessons learned in the present paper for the inversion of
ellipticity curves will be used to invert real data measurements.
Chapter 7
Inversion of ellipticity curves -
Application to real data measurements
In chapter 6, the theoretical aspects of the inversion of ellipticity curves have been pre-
sented. It has been investigated which parts of the ellipticity curve are actually carrying
the information on the soil structure and which additional measurements are necessary
to make the inversion unambiguous. Furthermore, how misestimated ellipticity data
influence the inversion result was shown. In this chapter, the lessons learned in chapter 6
will be applied to real data measurements which have been performed during the Euro-
pean NERIES project (2006-2010). The following text represents the article "Inversion of
Rayleigh wave ellipticity measurements, Part II: Application to real data measurements"
by Hobiger, Cornou, Di Giulio, Endrun, Renalier, Savvaidis, Bard, Hailemikael, Le Bihan,
Ohrnberger, Theodulidis, and Wathelet, 2010b, which was submitted to Geophysical Jour-
nal International.
Le chapitre 6 a présenté les aspects théoriques de l’inversion de courbes d’ellipticité. Il a été
déterminé quelles parts de la courbe d’ellipticité comportent les informations sur la structure du
sol et quelles mesures additionnelles sont nécessaires afin de rendre l’inversion unique. En outre,
l’influence de misestimations d’ellipticité sur le résultat d’inversion a été démontré. Dans le
chapitre suivant, les leçons du chapitre 6 seront appliquées à des données réelles mesurées dans
le cadre du projet européen NERIES (2006-2010). Le texte suivant représente l’article "Inversion
of Rayleigh wave ellipticity measurements, Part II: Application to real data measurements" par
Hobiger, Cornou, Di Giulio, Endrun, Renalier, Savvaidis, Bard, Hailemikael, Le Bihan, Ohrnberger,
Theodulidis, and Wathelet, 2010b, qui a été soumis à Geophysical Journal International.
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7.1 Abstract
Site effects can have a large impact on the damages occurring during earthquakes. There-
fore, it is important to know the local soil structure in order to assess the seismic hazard.
Established methods include borehole drilling and active reflection or refraction measure-
ments. These measurements are, however, either expensive or not very appropriate for
the use in urban areas. Another way is to obtain the dispersion curves of surface waves
by measuring ambient seismic vibrations using arrays of seismic sensors. However, to
ensure a good depth coverage, the measurements have to be performed at several array
sizes or using a single array composed of a large number of stations. Therefore, such
measurements are time-consuming. A simple alternative is the use of Rayleigh wave
ellipticity, which can be measured by a single seismic sensor. Ellipticity as a function
of frequency is closely linked to the shear wave velocity profile. Though, the ellipticity
cannot be inverted unambiguously because a scaling of the velocity profile does not
change the ellipticity curve. Therefore, additional measurements fixing the absolute
values of the velocities at certain depths are necessary. Small scale SPAC or MASW
measurements can provide this data. In a companion article, the theoretical aspects of
joint inversions of ellipticity and SPAC or MASW measurements have been shown. This
article applies the method to real data measurements collected at 14 different sites during
the European NERIES project. It is found that the ellipticity inversion results are in good
agreement with dispersion curve measurements and that the determined Vs30 values
agree with borehole measurements for most sites. Furthermore, the method can help in
identifying the mode of Rayleigh waves in dispersion curve measurements.
7.2 Introduction
The knowledge of the local soil structure is an important component of seismic hazard
assessment as site effects can amplify ground motion and increase damages. Different
methods permit the retrieval of the local soil properties, among them the drilling of
boreholes and seismic refraction or reflection measurements. These methods are quite
expensive or hardly suitable for urban areas. Alternatively, the soil can be investigated by
measurements which generate surface waves actively, e.g. by sledgehammering. As the
hammering generates waves at high frequencies only, this method investigates the very
superficial layers only [Socco and Strobbia, 2004]. Another way of measuring in urban
areas is to use ambient seismic vibrations which are generated by natural sources like the
ocean waves or by human activities like traffic or industry, depending on the frequency
range. By deploying arrays of seismic sensors, the dispersion curves of Rayleigh and
Love surface waves can be measured. In order to cover a large frequency band, how-
ever, arrays of different sizes or a single array including many sensors have to be used
[Wathelet, 2008]. Consequently, such measurements are time-consuming. By exploiting
the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves, the number of sensors needed for the measurements
can be reduced. The ellipticity indicates the ratio between the horizontal and the ver-
tical movement of a Rayleigh wave and is a function of frequency. The possibility to
constrain the soil structure by ellipticity data was first shown by Boore and Toksöz [1969].
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A widespread technique used to characterize site effects is the H/V method which was
proposed by Nogoshi and Igarashi [1971] and promoted by Nakamura [1989]. This
method indicates the spectral ratio between the horizontal and the vertical components.
If other wave types than Rayleigh waves did not contribute to the ambient noise spectra,
the H/V curve would match the ellipticity curve. The exact composition of the noise
wave field depends on the source characteristics of seismic noise and on the site structure
[Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2008]. The main wave types are Rayleigh and Love waves, but
their ratio is frequency-dependent or even time-dependent [Köhler et al., 2006, Endrun,
2010]. As Love waves are only present on the horizontal components, the H/V ratio will,
in general, misestimate ellipticity. Assuming an a priori proportion between Rayleigh
and Love waves, one can remove the Love wave contributions on the H/V ratio and use
it as an ellipticity curve [Fäh et al., 2001, 2003]. Although the interpretation of H/V is still
controversial, previous studies have already shown the benefits of including H/V data
to inversions of Rayleigh wave dispersion curves [for instance Scherbaum et al., 2003,
Parolai et al., 2005, Picozzi et al., 2005, Arai and Tokimatsu, 2005]. Arai and Tokimatsu
[2004] used H/V data to fix the exact depths of shallow layers where the shear wave
velocities were known by borehole measurements.
Either the use of H/V curves is limited to the use of the resonance frequency only or
additional assumptions have to be made to correct other wave types’ contributions
if the whole curve is to be used. Newly developed methods exist which allow the
direct measurement of ellipticity curves. The RayDec method [Hobiger et al., 2009a]
discriminates other waves than Rayleigh waves by statistical means for single seismic
sensors. Poggi and Fäh [2010] propose a method using f-k analysis which can even
identify higher modes using arrays of several seismic sensors.
As scaling the depth and velocity properties of the soil structure by the same factor does
not change the ellipticity curve [Scherbaum et al., 2003, companion paper], an inversion
of ellipticity data alone will never yield the correct velocity profile. In order to fix the
absolute shear wave velocity values of the profile, additional measurements are needed.
For this purpose, small scale spatial autocorrelation measurements using few seismic
sensors [Aki, 1957] or MASW measurements [Park et al., 1999, Socco and Strobbia, 2004]
can be used.
A companion paper investigated the theoretical aspects of joint inversions of ellipticity
and autocorrelation or dispersion curves in detail. It shows that the part of the ellipticity
curve which carries the important information is the right flank of the peak whether
the ellipticity curve does exhibit a singularity or not. The exact ellipticity values at the
peak and trough frequencies of the curve are difficult to measure, but too high or too low
ellipticity values can be omitted for the inversion without corrupting the results. The
frequency ranges of the inverted ellipticity and autocorrelation curves do not necessarily
have to overlap as long as the gap between them is not too large (see companion paper).
If the ellipticity measurement is biased, the resulting errors on the final soil structure
inversion results are, in general, smaller than the introduced bias.
This article will focus on the application of the theory developed in the previous article.
We invert the ellipticity curves for 14 sites investigated during the European NERIES
project.
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For a representative selection of five of them, the inversions will be shown in detail.
SPAC measurements using all stations of the array and for a subset of stations only will
be jointly inverted with ellipticity curves for these sites. For the remaining sites, only the
main results will be shown.
7.3 Measurement methodology
7.3.1 Ellipticity measurements
The ellipticity measurements have been performed using the RayDec method [Hobiger
et al., 2009a]. This method uses the data of a single 3-component seismic sensor to retrieve
the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves. The algorithm is based on the random decrement
technique which is commonly used to characterize the dynamic parameters of buildings
or other oscillatory systems. The 3-component signal is cut in small time windows
starting at the positive zero-crossings of the vertical component. For each time window,
the signal of the horizontal components is projected into the direction which maximizes
the correlation to the vertical component with a 90◦ phase shift which is typical of
Rayleigh waves. Subsequently, the signals obtained in this way are stacked together and
the ratio between the horizontal and vertical movements is estimated by analyzing the
energy content of the vertical and horizontal stack. We will not describe the method
in more detail here, but refer the interested reader to the publication of Hobiger et al.
[2009a].
7.3.2 Spatial autocorrelation measurements
As the ellipticity inversion cannot be successful without additional information, we
need to include further data in the inversion process. Aki [1957] introduced the spatial
autocorrelation (SPAC) technique.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Layout of the smallest seismic array deployed in Nestos. SPAC measurements
were performed using the correlations between the central and: all ring stations (8s-SPAC), the
three marked ring stations (4s-SPAC). (b) Results for 8s-SPAC and 4s-SPAC.
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This technique uses the correlation between different seismic sensors to retrieve the
dispersion curve. However, the original layout imposed that the distances between each
station pair are equal. Therefore, the seismic stations were to be deployed on a ring
around a central station. In addition, the number of seismic stations should be large to
ensure a wide coverage of azimuths for incoming waves. As such a layout is, due to
spatial limitations, hardly feasible in urban areas, Bettig et al. [2001] further developped
the spatial autocorrelation method by suppressing the need of equal distances. The
measurement is now possible for rings with a certain thickness. In this way, SPAC
measurements are possible even for unsymmetric array layouts. The SPAC measurements
presented in this paper are obtained using this method. For the measurements performed
during the NERIES project, a total of 8 seismological stations [Earthdata acquisition
systems equipped with 5s-Lennartz 3-component sensors, Endrun, 2010] were used
for each array of sensors. One station served as central station whereas the other 7
stations were deployed on a ring around it, more or less symmetric depending on local
constraints.
Okada [2006] showed that an array layout with three ring stations surrounding a central
station is sufficient for good results, independent of the azimuth distribution of the
seismic noise field. This is illustrated in figure 7.1. An example array layout is shown
in figure 7.1 (a), corresponding to one of the investigated sites (Nestos). The 7 ring
stations have distances to the central station between 6.59 and 7.24 m. We used one
hour of measurements recorded on all 8 stations simultaneously. A 7-station pair SPAC
measurement has been performed using only pairs consisting of the central and any
ring station. The three marked stations on the ring build a good triangle around the
central station and are between 7.09 and 7.24 m distant from it. The SPAC measurements
resulting of the correlation of these three stations with the central station are compared
to the 7-station SPAC in figure 7.1 (b). Both measurements yield qualitatively identical
results, but the error bars are smaller when using more stations.
Morikawa et al. [2004] suggested 2s-SPAC, a method using only two seismic stations
to perform SPAC measurements. In this way, the reference station is fixed whereas the
second station changes its position during the measurement. This method presumes that
the seismic noise wave field is stationary in time. Nevertheless, the focus of this paper
is not to investigate the temporal stationarity of the wave field or the applicability of
the 2s-SPAC method. However, the use of 2s-SPAC could further decrease the costs of
seismic surveys. In the following, we will show inversions of ellipticity curves measured
at the central station combined with SPAC measurements using all available stations as
well as for three station pairs only (i.e. the extreme cases).
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7.4 Inversion algorithm
We used the dinver code to perform the inversions [Wathelet et al., 2004, Wathelet, 2008].
This code generates, for a given parametrization, models for the shear wave velocity and
assigns a misfit value to each of them. The misfit values are calculated in the following
way:
mis f it =
√√√√ 1
N
·
N
∑
i=1
(
Di −Mi
σi
)2
. (7.1)
Here, the inverted data set is called Di and consists of N data points (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N})
with associated measuring errors σi. Mi describes the same type of data calculated on
the basis of the corresponding soil structure model. For joint inversions of two distinct
data sets, a single misfit value is calculated for each of them. Their average value then
gives the final misfit value.
The used algorithm is based on the neighborhood algorithm proposed by Sambridge
[1999a,b]. This algorithm produces a random initial set of models and calculates the
associated misfit values. Then, a new generation of models is searched for in the neigh-
borhood of the models corresponding to the lowest misfit values. In this way, the best
models yet found guide the inversion process, ensuring a good coverage of the whole
parameter space as well.
7.4.1 Goodness of the inversion results
All sites for which soil structure inversions were performed in this paper had been
previously studied by different methods [Picozzi et al., 2007]. During the European
NERIES project, seismic noise has been recorded with arrays of different sizes for each
site [Endrun and Renalier, 2008]. Additional MASW measurements have also been
performed. Each method yields a dispersion curve in a certain frequency range. By
combining all of them, a dispersion curve covering a wide frequency band is obtained.
The goal of the present paper is to retrieve the soil structure using as little information
and minimum field effort as possible. Therefore, the ellipticity curve which is measurable
with a single sensor is inverted jointly with an autocorrelation curve which can be mea-
sured using only three (or even two) sensors. Alternatively, a high-frequency dispersion
curve measured by the MASW method can replace the autocorrelation curve. In this
way, the presented inversions are based on a small number of sensors. The inversion
results can then be compared to the broad-band dispersion curve obtained during the
NERIES project.
The minimum misfit value indicates if the data used for the inversion is fitted correctly.
However, it does not indicate the fit between the inversion result and reality. The in-
version data might be insufficient to constrain the soil structure in an adequate way,
although the inversion yields a very low misfit value. Therefore, the misfit value can
only tell us if the inversion data has been fitted in a proper way, but not if the inversion
gives a satisfactory result for the considered site.
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In order to compare the results of our inversions to reference data, we can compare them
either to the borehole data or to the broad-band dispersion curves measured during the
NERIES project. The borehole data gives the velocity profile of the site, but we have
no information about the goodness of these measurements or the associated error bars.
Furthermore, it is difficult to compare two velocity profiles as it is not clear up to which
depth the comparison should reach or how many layers should be considered. Moreover,
some borehole measurements did not even reach the bedrock. Therefore, we chose to
compare our inversions to the direct dispersion curve measurements.
In the first article, we defined a proximity value comparing the inverted and the theoreti-
cal dispersion curves (which did not exhibit error bars) at N frequency samples in the
following way:
T =
√√√√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(
smod( fi)− sinv( fi)
smod( fi)
)2
, (7.2)
where smod indicates the dispersion curve of the theoretical model and sinv the dispersion
curve of any model generated during the inversion process. Similarly to this definition,
we define a proximity value which takes into account the measurement errors of the
direct dispersion curve measurements by:
P =
√√√√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(
smeas( fi)− sinv( fi)
σ( fi)
)2
. (7.3)
Here, sinv( f ) indicates the dispersion curve for any inverted model and smeas( f ) the
dispersion curve of the direct measurements with error bars σ( f ), both expressed in
terms of slowness. The comparison should range the same frequencies as the measured
dispersion curve. In this way, P corresponds to the misfit value the profile would have if
we had inverted the dispersion curve. For a model whose dispersion curve lies within
the error range at all frequencies, the P value will be less than 1. Therefore, we will accept
inversions with P values below 1. As different models which fit the ellipticity data in a
comparable way can exhibit quite different dispersion curves and therefore different P
values, it would be arbitrary to calculate the P value for the model with the smallest misfit
value only. Therefore, we will calculate the P values for every model generated during
the inversion process and deduce a mean P value for the models whose misfit values are
not more than 10 percent larger than the minimum misfit value. Nevertheless, there is no
general agreement on how to determine mean values for a model population. Therefore,
we will consider the model with the minimum misfit value as being representative for
the population.
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7.4.2 Inversion strategy
The inversion strategy has to be adapted to the ellipticity curves. The spatial autocorre-
lation curves can be inverted without ellipticity values to get a first idea of the shallow
structure, but this is not crucial for a successful inversion. As shown in the companion
article, different parts of the ellipticity curve have to be inverted depending on whether
clear peaks can be seen in the ellipticity curve or not. Therefore, the first step consists
in looking at the ellipticity curve. If a clear peak can be seen, we will use its right flank
for the inversion. As the measurements of ellipticity are problematic at the singularity
location because either the horizontal or the vertical displacement of Rayleigh waves
vanishes at these points, we will also omit very high or very low ellipticity values. Of
course, the threshold has to be chosen with respect to the given ellipticity curve, but as
a rough guideline we can say that ellipticity values above 3 should not be taken into
account. Ellipticity values below 0.5 should be omitted as well. If the frequency ranges of
the autocorrelation and ellipticity curves differ too much, additional information beyond
the trough frequency should be included for the ellipticity inversion. However, the
trough frequency is, in general, not well determined, and beyond this frequency, the
measured ellipticity curve can be affected by higher modes. Therefore, it is preferable
to limit the ellipticity inversion to the right flank of the peak and to use a larger layout
for the spatial autocorrelation measurements. By inverting the right flank alone, the fre-
quency of the peak is poorly constrained. Therefore, after each inversion, the inversion’s
peak frequency has to be controlled. If it does not coincide with the measured frequency,
including the left flank of the peak can help. The part of the left flank should range the
same ellipticity values as the right flank.
If no clear peak can be seen in the ellipticity curve, there is no reason to omit very high
or very low ellipticity values. In that case, a broader but smaller ellipticity peak can be
usually seen and inverted completely.
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7.5 Application to real data measurements
The inversion strategy described above has been applied to measured data obtained
during the NERIES European project. We selected 14 (6 in Italy, 5 in Greece, 3 in Turkey)
of the 20 sites originally investigated during this project. The locations of these sites
are shown in figure 7.2. The selection includes sites exhibiting clear ellipticity peaks
and troughs as well as sites without singular ellipticities. For these sites, dispersion
curves from array and MASW measurements are in agreement and could be combined
easily. This yields directly measured dispersion curves with which the ellipticity curve
inversions can be compared.
During the NERIES measurements, for each site ambient seismic vibrations have been
recorded for three to four arrays of different sizes. Each array consists of a central station
surrounded by a more or less perfect ring of seven seismometers. Additional MASW
measurements have been performed as well. Using this data, it is possible to obtain a
broad-band Rayleigh wave dispersion curve. In the following analysis, we will limit us
to the use of the smallest array for each site. The ellipticity curve of the central station will
be used for the inversions and the surrounding stations will be used for additional spatial
autocorrelation measurements. The array radii at the different sites lie between 5 and
15 meters. The exact array layouts are shown in the separate analysis part for each site.
Except for the three Turkish sites (Bolu, Düzce and Sakarya), for all sites independent
borehole measurements are available which serve as a reference. For the Turkish sites,
the reference measurements are former independent inversions of MASW measurements.
Borehole measurements give the soil profile of a single point only, whereas broad-band
dispersion curve measurements average over a larger part of the structure.
Table 7.1 lists the selected sites and indicates their respective soil classification according
to the European EC8 code, the bedrock depth determined by borehole measurements
and the size of the smallest seismic array used for the measurements.
Figure 7.3 shows the ellipticity curves which were obtained for each station of the smallest
array for each analyzed site and compares them with the H/V curves for the same sites
and the theoretical ellipticity curves derived from the reference measurements. Almost
all sites show qualitatively identical ellipticity curves for each seismic sensor indicating
that the soil structure does not change significantly over small distances. However, some
sites show identical ellipticity curves for all sensors in a certain frequency range and
different ellipticities at different frequencies (e.g. Norcia at low and high frequencies).
The site of Knidi exhibits a completely atypical behavior with different ellipticity curves
for each sensor. The peaks of Aigio and Buia (and Sturno) at 1.45 Hz can be identified as
artificial peaks and are not related to the soil structure. Qualitatively, some sites exhibit
very clear ellipticity peaks (Nestos and Volvi), or even two clearly distinguished peaks
like Colfiorito, where the second peak could correspond to the fundamental mode or
to a mixture of higher modes. For other sites, the ellipticity curves show a dominant
peak which is however not singular (Aigio, Benevento, Bolu, Düzce, Korinthos, Norcia
and Sakarya). Another set of sites exhibits a rather flat ellipticity curve (Bolu, Forlì and
Sturno), but even these curves carry important information on the soil structure. For
Knidi, no qualitative conclusions can be drawn as every station shows a different curve
although the stations are located not farther away than 10 meters one from each other.
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Figure 7.2: Location of the NERIES sites used in this study.
Table 7.1: Table of investigated NERIES sites, including their respective classification after the
European EC8 code, the bedrock depth determined by borehole measurements (N/A indicates that
the borehole did not reach the bedrock) and the radius of the smallest array of seismic sensors used
for the NERIES measurements.
Site EC8 category Bedrock depth [m] Smallest array radius [m]
Aigio B 20 not used
Benevento B 130 7.14−9.48
Bolu C N/A 7.56−9.29
Buia C 48 9.32−11.50
Colfiorito D 54 12.79−16.00
Düzce C N/A 8.01−8.83
Forlì C N/A 7.41−9.35
Knidi E 16 7.13−8.59
Korinthos C N/A 9.41−10.44
Nestos C N/A 6.59−7.24
Norcia B N/A 8.67−9.97
Sakarya B N/A 11.83−13.67
Sturno B N/A 8.15−8.77
Volvi C 196 10.42−13.23
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We cannot show the inversions performed for each site in detail here. Therefore, we will
focus on the results for some typical sites before giving an overview of the inversion
results for the other sites.
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Figure 7.3: Overview of the ellipticity curves measured with the RayDec technique for the stations
of the smallest array for each site. For comparison reasons, the corresponding raw H/V curves are
shown as well as the ellipticity curve for the reference measurements. For Norcia, the low velocity
zones of the borehole model did not allow the calculation of a theoretical ellipticity curve.
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We chose Volvi and Nestos as sites with a clear ellipticity peak and Colfiorito as its two
peaks are worth a more detailed investigation. Futhermore, Aigio will serve as an exam-
ple for a joint inversion of ellipticity and MASW dispersion curve measurements, as local
constraints on the array layout do not allow to perform small-scale SPAC measurements.
As a second site without a clear peak, the inversion of Korinthos will be presented.
7.5.1 Models with clear ellipticity peak
7.5.1.1 Volvi
The Euroseistest site located in Volvi, Greece, is a well-studied test site for seismic
measurements [Raptakis et al., 1998]. The valley is filled by sediments up to a depth of
200 meters. For the analysis presented here, we used the smallest array of sensors of
the NERIES measurements. The relative positions of the individual sensors are shown
in figure 7.4 (a). 8-station and 4-station spatial autocorrelation measurements were
performed. The 8-station measurements were performed for seven pairs of stations
with distances between 10.42 and 13.23 m. The three station pairs used for the 4-station
measurement are located at distances between 12.86 and 15.41 m. A total of 45 minutes
of seismic noise recordings were analyzed. The corresponding spatial autocorrelation
curves are shown in figure 7.4 (b) with their respective measurement errors. Although
the mean distances of the corresponding autocorrelation measurements differ slightly,
both curves have the first root at the same frequency. At higher frequencies, both curves
differ, but are still in agreement considering the error bars. Due to the averaging over
less station pairs, the autocorrelation curve’s error bars are larger for the 4-station case
than for the 8-station case by a factor of about 1.4. Nevertheless, both curves are very
similar and similar inversion results can be expected for both inversions.
The ellipticity curves for all seismic stations of the array are shown in figure 7.3. All
curves exhibit a clear ellipticity peak at 0.73 Hz. The trough frequency seems to be
at 4.35 Hz, but the ellipticity value of 0.5 would be quite large for the trough. The
ellipticity for the borehole model which is also shown in the figure, is quite similar to
the measurements around the peak frequency, but has a trough at 1.76 Hz. At higher
frequencies, the measured curves are comparable to the borehole model. Figure 7.4 (c)
shows the ellipticity curve for the central station which was obtained by cutting the signal
into five pieces of 9 minutes each, applying RayDec to each of them and averaging the
resulting curves. The averaging generates error bars as well. As the ellipticity curves are
susceptible to misestimation both around the peak and around the trough frequencies,
we disregard ellipticity values above 3.
Table 7.2: Table of the misfit and P values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of
autocorrelation and ellipticity curves for the Volvi data set.
Figure Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Number of layers Number Minimum P value
reference Stations Distance range Frequency range curve (incl. bedrock) of models misfit (0.65 - 28.0 Hz)
Fig. 7.4 (d) 8 10.42 - 13.23 m 2.7 - 20 Hz 0.40 - 0.62 Hz, 0.82 - 1.25 Hz 5 100 100 0.270 0.794± 0.038
Fig. 7.4 (e) 4 12.86 - 15.41 m 2.7 - 20 Hz 0.40 - 0.62 Hz, 0.82 - 1.25 Hz 5 100 100 0.302 0.718± 0.041
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Figure 7.4: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Volvi. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curves for the 8-station and the 4-station case
are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation curves using 8 stations (7 station pairs, distances
between 10.42 and 13.23 m) and 4 stations (3 station pairs, distances between 12.86 and 15.41 m).
The shaded areas indicate the measurement errors. The bold parts of the curves, delimited by the
dashed lines, were used for the inversions. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained
by cutting the signal of the central station into five parts of 9 minutes each, applying RayDec and
averaging the results. The bold parts of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, were used for the
inversions. (d) and (e): Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left)
and ellipticity curve (center left) for the Volvi data set. The black dots indicate the data points
used for the inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curve
(center, with dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles
(center right, zoom on the shallow layers on the right): (d) using the 8-station SPAC measurement
(e) using the 4-station SPAC measurement.
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Figure 7.5: Dispersion curves for Volvi: Best models of the inversion using the 8-station and
4-station autocorrelation curves, the directly measured dispersion curve and the borehole model’s
dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion curve measurement is indicated
by the shaded area.
Beyond 1.25 Hz, the error bars are relatively large suggesting that the ellipticity estima-
tion is unstable at that frequency. The same instability can be seen in figure 7.3 for the
seismic stations on the ring as well. Therefore, we chose to invert the right flank of the
peak between 0.82 and 1.25 Hz only. However, an inversion of the right flank of the peak
only yields soil models with too low peak frequencies (below 0.6 Hz). Therefore, the
peak frequency has to be constrained as well. We could constrain it directly, but then it is
not obvious how this information has to be weighted compared to the other ellipticity
data. Therefore, it is simpler to constrain the peak frequency by including the left flank
of the peak in the inversion process. Consequently, the parts of the ellipticity curve we
used for the inversion process consist of the frequency ranges between 0.40 and 0.62 Hz
and between 0.82 and 1.25 Hz.
We inverted the ellipticity curve (Fig. 7.4 (c)) jointly with the spatial autocorrelation
curves (Fig. 7.4 (b)), parameterizing the soil structure as 4 homogeneous layers over-
lying a homogeneous half-space. Figure 7.4 (d) shows the results obtained for using
the 8-station autocorrelation curve, (e) the results for using the 4-station autocorrelation
curve. The autocorrelation and ellipticity curves are well fitted in both inversions (see
table 7.2). For both the 4-station and 8-station inversion, the borehole model’s dispersion
curve is overall quite well fitted, with major deviations at high and low frequencies. The
inverted shear wave velocity profiles are in agreement with the borehole model down
to 120 meters of depth. The bedrock depth and subsequently the bedrock velocity are
underestimated.
The P values given in table 7.2 are calculated using the direct dispersion curve measure-
ment as smeas( f ) in equation (7.3). The dispersion curves are compared in figure 7.5,
where for clarity reasons only the best-fitting model for each inversion is indicated. The
dispersion curves for all models generated in the inversion are shown in figure 7.4.
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The P value is nevertheless averaged over the set of best-fitting models. The inversion
results using the 8-station and the 4-station autocorrelation curve are both in good
agreement with the directly measured dispersion curves. Furthermore, between 1 and
10 Hz, the dispersion curves resulting from the inversions and the direct measurement
are more or less in agreement with the borehole model dispersion curve, but at lower
and higher frequencies, the curves dissent significantly.
7.5.1.2 Nestos
The relative positions of the sensors used for the Nestos data are shown in figure 7.6
(a). The autocorrelation curves shown in figure 7.6 (b) have been calculated using the
measurements of 8 sensors and 4 sensors, respectively. Both autocorrelation curves are
consistent, the error bars using 8 station pairs are about half the error bars using 3 station
pairs. The ellipticity curves estimated for each of the 8 stations are shown in figure
7.3. All stations show a clear peak at 1.27 Hz and a minimum at 3.1 Hz. The ellipticity
curves of all stations are identical above the peak frequency. Therefore, the small bump
in the right flank could correspond to a real feature of the site. The corresponding curve
obtained by applying RayDec to six 10-minute time windows of signal on the central
station and averaging the results is shown in figure 7.6 (c). We chose to invert the right
flank of the ellipticity curve between the bump and the trough and to include the left
flank only to constrain the peak frequency. As the peak is closer to the left than to the
right flank, special attention has to be paid on the resulting models’ peak frequency. The
autocorrelation curves of figure 7.6 (b) have been inverted jointly with the parts of the
ellipticity curve shown in figure 7.6 (c). The parameters and resulting misfit and P values
of the inversions are given in table 7.3. Figure 7.6 (d) and (e) show the results using the
8-station and 4-station autocorrelation curves, respectively. In both cases, the inversion
targets are well fitted. Both inversions yield a bedrock depth of about 70 meters. The
borehole does not reach the seimic bedrock, i.e. a strong velocity contrast. The borehole
model’s dispersion curve is not well fitted, which is not surprising when considering the
discrepancy between the measured ellipticity peak frequency and the one corresponding
to the borehole model. However, the inversion results are in good agreement with the
direct dispersion curve measurements. The different dispersion curves are shown in
figure 7.7. The dispersion curves for both inversions are compatible with the measured
dispersion curve. Furthermore, both curves deviate considerably from each other for
frequencies above 16 Hz.
Table 7.3: table of the misfit and P values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of
autocorrelation and ellipticity curves for the Nestos data set.
Figure Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Number of layers Number Minimum P value P value
reference Stations Distance range Frequency range curve (incl. bedrock) of models misfit (1.6 - 36.3 Hz) (1.6 - 16.4 Hz)
Fig. 7.6 (d) 8 6.59 - 7.24 m 3 - 20 Hz 0.80 - 1.12, 1.75 - 3.0 Hz 4 100 100 0.423 0.799± 0.063 0.592± 0.018
Fig. 7.6 (e) 4 7.09 - 7.24 m 3 - 20 Hz 0.80 - 1.12, 1.75 - 3.0 Hz 4 100 100 0.262 1.158± 0.248 0.549± 0.028
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Figure 7.6: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Nestos. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curves for the 8-station and the 4-station case are
also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation curves using 8 stations (8 station pairs, distances between
6.59 and 7.24 m) and 4 stations (3 station pairs, distances between 7.09 and 7.24 m). The shaded
areas indicate the measurement errors. The bold parts of the curves, delimited by the dashed lines,
were used for the inversions. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the
signal of the central station into six parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold parts of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, were used for the inversions.
(d) and (e): Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and ellipticity
curve (center left) for the Nestos data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for the
inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curve (center, with
dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (center right,
zoom on the shallow layers on the right): (d) using the 8-station SPAC measurement (e) using
the 4-station SPAC measurement.
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Figure 7.7: Dispersion curves for Nestos: Best models of the inversion using the 8-station and
4-station autocorrelation curves, the directly measured dispersion curve and the borehole model’s
dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion curve measurement is indicated
by the shaded area.
7.5.1.3 Colfiorito
Colfiorito basin is a well-known site extensively investigated by different geophysical
methods [Di Giulio et al., 2006], where borehole measurements reached the bedrock at a
depth of about 50 meters. The locations of the seismic sensors are shown in figure 7.8 (a).
We used all eight sensors to perform spatial autocorrelation measurements at distances
between 12.79 and 16.00 m. A second autocorrelation measurement using only three
stations with distances between 14.03 and 15.62 m was performed using the same data.
The resulting autocorrelation curves are shown in figure 7.8 (b). Below the first root, both
curves are almost identical, although the measurement errors are much smaller for the
8-station autocorrelation. At higher frequencies, the differences are larger, but each curve
is still within the error bars of the other curve.
The ellipticity measurements for each station are shown in figure 7.3. All curves exhibit
two different peaks, one around 0.96 Hz and a second at 12.4 Hz. We identify the first peak
as the fundamental peak. The interpretation of the second peak is not straightforward,
but its frequency is too different from the fundamental frequency to be an associated
harmonic mode.
Table 7.4: Table of the misfit and P values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of
autocorrelation and ellipticity curves for the Colfiorito data set.
Figure Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Number of layers Number Minimum P value
reference Stations Distance range Frequency range curve (incl. bedrock) of models misfit (2.3 - 11.2 Hz)
Fig. 7.8 (d) 8 12.79 - 16.00 m 2 - 12 Hz 0.50 - 0.83, 1.3 - 2.0 Hz 3 100 100 0.432 0.959± 0.015
Fig. 7.8 (e) 3 14.03 - 15.62 m 2 - 12 Hz 0.50 - 0.83, 1.3 - 2.0 Hz 3 100 100 0.469 0.609± 0.039
Fig. 7.8 (f) 3 14.03 - 15.62 m 2 - 12 Hz 0.50 - 0.83, 1.3 - 2.0, 3.5 - 10.0, 15.5 - 23.3 Hz 3 100 100 0.463 0.585± 0.017
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Figure 7.8: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Colfiorito. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curves for the 8-station and the 3-station case
are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation curves using 8 stations (11 station pairs, distances
between 12.79 and 16.00 m) and 3 stations (3 station pairs, distances between 14.03 and 15.62 m).
The shaded areas indicate the measurement errors. The bold parts of the curves, delimited by the
dashed lines, were used for the inversions. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained
by cutting the signal of the central station into five parts of 9 minutes each, applying RayDec and
averaging the results. The bold parts of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, were used for the
inversions. For inversion (f), the dash-dotted part of the curve was also included in the inversion.
(d) - (f): Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and ellipticity
curve (center left) for the Colfiorito data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for the
inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curve (center, with
dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (center right,
zoom on the shallow layers on the right): (d) using the 8-station SPAC measurement, (e) using
the 3-station SPAC measurement, (f) using the 3-station SPAC measurement and including the
second ellipticity peak.
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Figure 7.9: Dispersion curves for Colfiorito: Best models of the inversion using the 8-station and
3-station autocorrelation curves, the directly measured dispersion curve and the borehole model’s
dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion curve measurement is indicated
by the shaded area.
Therefore, we suggest that it is related to a small-scale resonance of superficial layers
[Guéguen et al., 1998]. Figure 7.8 (c) shows the mean of the ellipticities obtained by
cutting the signal of the central station into five pieces of 9 minutes each, applying
RayDec to them and averaging the results. The bold parts were used for the inversions.
As the first peak is smaller than 3, we omitted ellipticity values above 2.7 Hz, in order
to allow for soil models with a singular peak. Here again, the left flank of the first peak
serves to constrain the peak frequency only. Ellipticity values below 0.7 were omitted as
well, in order to leave the ellipticities around the trough unconstrained. For the inversion
including the right peak, we used the same threshold values for both peaks.
The given curves were inverted for models consisting of two homogeneous layers over a
homogeneous half-space. As this parameterization succeeds in retrieving a soil structure
explaining the measurements, we did not search for more complex parameterizations.
The parameters and resulting misfit and P values of the inversions are given in table 7.4.
In figures 7.8 (d) and (e), only the first peak has been inverted using the 8-station and the
3-station autocorrelation curve, respectively. Both inversions give almost identical results.
The respective autocorrelation and ellipticity curves are well fitted, the inversions yield
a bedrock depth of about 42 meters. The resulting dispersion curves are in agreement
with the direct dispersion curve measurement. The 3-station inversion yields a better P
value than the 8-station inversion. Both the ellipticity measurement and the inversion
results are in contradiction with the borehole model. In figure 7.9, the dispersion curves
resulting from the inversion are compared to the borehole model’s and the directly
measured curves.
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The indetermination of the resulting ellipticity curves at higher frequencies suggested
that including the second ellipticity peak might improve the inversion. The resulting
inversion obtained by using the second peak and attributing it to the fundamental mode
are shown in figure 7.8 (f) for the 3-station autocorrelation curve only. The autocorrelation
and ellipticity curves are still well fitted. The resulting dispersion curve exhibits a
practically identical P value than without including the second peak. In figure 7.9,
the inclusion of the second peak leaves the dispersion curve unchanged below 12 Hz,
but changes it drastically above. The inversion algorithm models the second peak by
introducing a large velocity contrast between the first and the second layer. For the
best-fitting model, this leads to a first layer which is 75 cm thick with a velocity of
40 m/s. The deeper layers are not affected by the second ellipticity peak. Finally, all
inversions yield models which agree with the direct dispersion curve measurements.
Including the second ellipticity peak does not significantly improve the inversion result
compared with the direct dispersion curve measurements. This result is compatible
with the presence of a very thin and very slow superficial layer, but as the inversion
without the second peak yields comparable results without assuming such a layer, this
hypothesis can neither be proven nor refuted. However, the attribution of the second
peak to the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode would require that no higher modes
which would alter the measurement were present in the wave field at all. Additional
MASW measurements at high frequencies could help in identifying the nature of the
second ellipticity peak.
7.5.2 Sites without clear ellipticity peak
7.5.2.1 Aigio
At Aigio, the array layout of the smallest ring was not adapted for small-scale spatial
autocorrelation measurements and the next ring had a diameter of 30 meters. As we
want to show the possibility to retrieve the soil structure by small scale measurements,
we decided to use the dispersion curve obtained by MASW measurements instead. This
dispersion curve is shown in figure 7.10 (a). As the part of the curve between 12 and
15 Hz is quite unstable, we use the curve between 15 and 28 Hz only. The ellipticity curve
shown in figure 7.10 (b) was measured by the seismic station which was closest to the
MASW profile. It is the mean curve for six 10-minute time windows of seismic noise
recordings. Calculating the apparent damping of the signal at 1.45 Hz identified the
artificial origin of this peak. Therefore, the fundamental peak is the broad second peak
with an amplitude of 2 around 5 Hz. As the peak is broad, the complete peak between
3.4 and 10.5 Hz was inverted.
Table 7.5: Table of the misfit and P values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of
autocorrelation and ellipticity curves for the Aigio data set.
Figure Dispersion Ellipticity Number of layers Number Minimum P value
reference curve curve (incl. bedrock) of models misfit (7.3 - 28.5 Hz)
Fig. 7.10 (d) 15 - 28 Hz 3.4 - 10.5 Hz 4 100 100 0.144 0.506± 0.014
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The high frequency of the ellipticity peak justifies the use of the high-frequency dispersion
curve above 15 Hz.
The misfit and P values of the joint inversion of the dispersion and ellipticity data are
given in table 7.5, the inversion results are shown in figure 7.10. Models consisting
of three homogeneous layers overlying a half-space were necessary to correctly fit the
measurements. The inversion targets are well fitted, the dispersion curve disagrees
with the borehole model’s curve below 15 Hz. The directly measured dispersion curve
was obtained between 7.3 and 28.5 Hz. In this range, the curve is in good agreement
with the inversion result. Figure 7.10 (c) shows a comparison of the directly measured,
borehole model and inverted dispersion curves. The shear wave velocity profiles match
the borehole model quite well, except for the layer boundary which is given at 20 m by
the borehole and found at about 42 m by our inversions.
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Figure 7.10: (a) Dispersion curve obtained by MASW measurements. The shaded area indicates
the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used
for the inversion. (b) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal of
station next to the MASW measurements into six parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec
and averaging the results. The shaded areas indicate the measurement errors. The bold part of the
curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (c) Dispersion curves for Aigio:
Best models of the inversion, the directly measured dispersion curve and the borehole model’s
dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion curve measurement is indicated
by the shaded area. (d) Inversion results for joint inversions of the ellipticity curve (left, with data
points) and dispersion curve (center left: data points with borehole model, center: with dispersion
curve data from array measurements) for the Aigio data set. The resulting shear wave velocity
profiles are shown on the right (center right: velocity profiles, right: zoom on the superficial 40
meters). The black lines the curves for the borehole model.
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7.5.2.2 Korinthos
The locations of the seismic sensors used for the measurements at Korinthos are shown
in figure 7.11 (a). The distances used for the autocorrelation measurements are slightly
different in the 7-sensor and the 3-sensor case. This explains the differences in the spatial
autocorrelation curves shown in figure 7.11 (b). The ellipticity curves for the different
sensors of the array (see figure 7.3) are in good agreement above 1.5 Hz. At lower
frequencies, every station exhibits a clear peak, but only the right flank is resolved. The
trough at 1.3 Hz is visible for all sensors and can be attributed to an artificial source on
the vertical component. Figure 7.11 (c) shows the ellipticity curve obtained by averaging
the results of an application of RayDec to four different time windows of 7.5 minutes
each. Only the right flank of the peak between 0.5 and 1.1 Hz is used for the inversions.
The parameters of the inversions using both autocorrelation curves are given in table
7.6. The results of both inversions are shown in figure 7.11. Both inversions succeed in
fitting the inversion targets and yield comparable results. The 7-station and 3-station
inversions find the bedrock at depths of 213 and 204 meters, respectively. The borehole
measurements did not exceed 40 meters. In figure 7.11, the dispersion curves generated
by our inversion are in good agreement with the directly measured curve for frequencies
above 7 Hz only. A comparison of the different dispersion curves is given in figure
7.12. For the best-fitting models of both inversions, the first four higher modes are
indicated as well. Both ellipticity inversions give similar results. The ellipticity inversions
suggest that the directly measured dispersion curve corresponds to the fundamental
mode at frequencies above 7 Hz only. At lower frequencies, a mixture of higher modes
dominates the dispersion curve measurements. Nevertheless, it is assumed for the
inversion that the inverted ellipticity curve corresponds to the fundamental mode. The
deviation of the inversion results from the borehole measurements is acceptable. The
small depression in both the borehole and the directly measured dispersion curves
between 20 and 50 Hz indicates a low velocity zone just beneath the surface (or a small
surface layer of high velocity). This feature cannot be found in the ellipticity inversions
because the autocorrelation curves for distances of about 10 meters are insensitive to
such a surface effect.
As the ellipticity inversion indicates that the directly measured dispersion curve belongs
to different modes, the P values which are shown in table 7.6 are calculated on the basis
of the lowest three modes, taking the mode which is closest to the measured curve at
each frequency value.
Table 7.6: Table of the misfit and P values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of
autocorrelation and ellipticity curves for the Korinthos data set.
Figure Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Number of layers Number Minimum P value
reference Stations Distance range Frequency range curve (incl. bedrock) of models misfit (2.3 - 60.5 Hz)
Fig. 7.11 (d) 7 10.43 - 11.90 m 5 - 20 Hz 0.50 - 1.10 Hz 3 100 100 0.249 0.652± 0.021
Fig. 7.11 (e) 3 9.41 - 10.44 m 5 - 20 Hz 0.50 - 1.10 Hz 3 100 100 0.200 0.587± 0.028
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Figure 7.11: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Korinthos. The
station pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curves are also shown. (b) Spatial
autocorrelation curves using 7 stations (7 station pairs, distances between 10.43 and 11.90 m)
and 3 stations (3 station pairs, distances between 9.41 and 10.44 m). The shaded areas indicate
the measurement errors. The bold parts of the curves, delimited by the dashed lines, were used
for the inversions. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into four parts of 7.5 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
and (e): Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left) and ellipticity
curve (center left) for the Korinthos data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for the
inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curve (center, with
dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (center right,
zoom on the shallow layers on the right): (d) using the 7-station SPAC measurements (e) using
the 3-station SPAC measurement.
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Figure 7.12: Dispersion curves for Korinthos: Best models of the inversion using the 8-station
and 3-station autocorrelation curves compared to the directly measured dispersion curve and
the borehole model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion curve
measurement is indicated by the shaded area.
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7.5.3 Inversion results for the other sites
Figure 7.13: Overview of the dispersion curves for the sites which are not treated in detail: The
results for the best models resulting from joint inversions of ellipticity and autocorrelation curves
are compared with the dispersion curves obtained by direct measurements and the reference curves.
In the appendix, the inversions for the nine remaining sites are shown in detail. Figure
7.13 compares the dispersion curves of the best-fitting models with the borehole model
dispersion curve as well as the direct dispersion curve measurements. The parameters
of the respective inversions, among them the P values, are given in table 7.7. Except for
Forlì, P values below 1 could be achieved for all sites. For the sites of Buia, Knidi, Norcia
and Sakarya, this can only be achieved by excluding areas of high frequency (above
20 Hz, see table 7.7 for details) from the comparison. These frequencies are constrained
by the very superficial layers only, which are not well constrained by the data used for
the inversion. An autocorrelation curve which has its first root around 10 Hz does not
include sufficient information on the shallowest layers. By including higher frequency
measurements, e.g. MASW, in the inversion, these superficial layers could be constrained
in a better way.
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The ellipticity and autocorrelation measurements used for the inversions presented here
are not defined in that frequency range and therefore do not constrain the very superficial
layers. Consequently, it cannot be expected that our inversions fit the dispersion curve
measurements at high frequencies and this part should not be compared. When neglect-
ing high frequencies, for Benevento, Buia, Norcia, Sakarya and Sturno, a good agreement
between the inversions and the direct measurements is given over the whole frequency
range. For Bolu and Düzce, the fundamental mode resulting from the inversions and
the direct measurements diverge at frequencies below 5 Hz. However, looking at the
higher modes of the best model suggests that the direct measurement at these frequencies
corresponds to the first harmonic mode rather than to the fundamental one. In this way,
the inversion of ellipticity curves can help to determine the modal nature of a measured
dispersion curve.
For Knidi, a comparison of the ellipticities of the individual sensors (see figure 7.3) al-
ready indicated that the site is quite inhomogeneous and that a special attention has to be
paid for the inversion of ellipticity data. In fact, none of the stations of the smallest array
shows a clear ellipticity peak, whereas the station near the borehole (which is located
about 40 meters west of the array) exhibits a clear peak. Consequently, the inversion
results are different depending on which ellipticity curve is used. The inversion of the
ellipticity of the station near the borehole is in better agreement with the dispersion curve
than the inversion using the ellipticity of the central station of the array (the autocorrela-
tion information used in both inversions are identical). This could indicate that the deep
structure of the soil is different below the smallest array and that the soil structure at
the borehole is closer to the large-scale soil structure which is measured by the seismic
arrays (the radius of the largest array measuring up to 140 meters).
Table 7.7: Table of the misfit and P values for the best-fitting models of joint inversions of
autocorrelation and ellipticity curves for the sites which are not shown in detail.
Site Autocorrelation curve Ellipticity Number Number Minimum P value
Stations Distance range Frequency range curve of layers of models misfit Frequency range value
Benevento 6 7.14 - 9.48 m 6 - 25 Hz 2.0 - 19.1 Hz 3 100 100 0.386 1.7 - 26.4 Hz 0.696± 0.093
Bolu 8 7.56 - 9.29 m 3 - 20 Hz 0.4 - 4.0 Hz 4 100 100 0.247 1.7 - 30.3 Hz 0.691± 0.173
5.3 - 24.5 Hz 1.300± 0.008Buia 6 9.32 - 11.50 m 6 - 20 Hz 0.6 - 10.0 Hz 4 100 100 0.318
5.3 - 20.4 Hz 0.631± 0.013
Düzce 7 8.01 - 8.83 m 6 - 20 Hz 0.5 - 2.7 Hz 4 100 100 0.406 1.7 - 40.0 Hz 0.537± 0.035
Forlì 7 7.41 - 9.35 m 3 - 20 Hz 0.7 - 10.0 Hz 3 100 100 0.415 3.1 - 31.9 Hz 1.173± 0.032
5.0 - 11.6 Hz 3.1 - 44.6 Hz 2.130± 0.044
(central station)
3 100 100 0.284
3.1 - 29.9 Hz 2.232± 0.044
Knidi 7 8.56 - 10.37 m 10 - 30 Hz
6.4 - 11.6 Hz 3.1 - 44.6 Hz 1.198± 0.060
(station near borehole)
3 100 100 0.420
3.1 - 29.9 Hz 0.508± 0.014
2.1 - 42.5 Hz 1.048± 0.098Norcia 7 8.67 - 9.97 m 8 - 35 Hz 1.0 - 20.1 Hz 3 100 100 0.554
2.1 - 28.9 Hz 0.632± 0.164
2.8 - 36.3 Hz 1.064± 0.032Sakarya 7 11.89 - 13.67 m 8 - 25 Hz 3.0 - 5.4 Hz 3 100 100 0.492
2.8 - 26.4 Hz 0.517± 0.021
Sturno 7 8.15 - 8.77 m 6 - 20 Hz 1.75 - 10.0 Hz 3 100 100 0.420 1.2 - 49.4 Hz 0.501± 0.021
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7.6 Overview of the results for all 14 sites
7.6.1 Dispersion curves
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of the percental differences between the dispersion curves of the best-
fitting models resulting from the joint inversions of ellipticity and autocorrelation curves with the
directly measured dispersion curves for all analyzed sites.
Figure 7.14 shows the percental differences between the directly measured dispersion
curves and the ones resulting from the ellipticity inversions. Only the dispersion curve
for the respective models with lowest misfit values are shown. In the inversions shown
above, spatial autocorrelation curves including all available stations as well as for three
station pairs only have been used. As the differences between both cases are not signif-
icant, for the other sites only an inversion including the autocorrelation for the whole
seismic array (6-8 stations) is shown. Both dispersion curves have been transformed
in the wavelength domain before comparison. For Bolu, Düzce and Korinthos, where
the inversion results indicate that the measured dispersion curve belongs to different
modes, the comparison is shown for the mode of the inversion result which is closest to
the direct measurement. This explains the jumps in the respective curves.
For wavelengths between 10 and 100 meters, the differences between both dispersion
curves do not exceed 10 % for most of the sites. The deviation for Volvi for wavelengths
between 50 and 300 meters can be attributed to an insufficient link between the ellipticity
and autocorrelation curves used for inversion, the maximum frequency of the ellipticity
target being 1.25 Hz and the minimum frequency of the autocorrelation target 2.7 Hz.
This is in agreement with the results of the companion paper, where it is shown that both
information used for the inversion must be defined in proximate frequency ranges.
At wavelengths below 10 and above 100 m, the differences between direct measurements
and inversions are larger. Short wavelengths correspond to the very superficial structure,
which is not well constrained by the used autocorrelation measurements and might
be constrained in a better way by active MASW measurements as are included in the
directly measured dispersion curves.
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For large wavelengths, the bedrock velocity influences the dispersion curves. As has
been shown in the first paper on the theoretical aspects of ellipticity inversions, this
parameter is badly constrained by the ellipticity curve. A loss of agreement to the direct
measurements at these wavelengths is therefore not surprising.
7.6.2 Vs30 values
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Figure 7.15: Left: Comparison of the Vs30 values from borehole measurements (or reference
measurements for Bolu, Düzce and Sakarya) with the values resulting from the joint inversions
of ellipticity and autocorrelation curves. The dotted lines indicate the limits of the EC8 classes.
Right: Comparison of the Vs30 values obtained by inversion of a broad frequency-range dispersion
curve with the joint inversions of ellipticity and autocorrelation curves.
The Vs30 value indicates the mean shear wave velocity over the uppermost 30 meters.
This value is used in the actual seismic codes for buildings. In the article on the theoretical
aspects of ellipticity inversion, it has been shown that the superficial layers are principally
constrained by the autocorrelation curves. However, when measuring autocorrelation
curves, the ellipticity can be easily calculated using the same data without further
measurement efforts and be included in the inversion process. In this way, joint ellipticity
and autocorrelation inversions represent an easier and cheaper way of measurement
than borehole measurements. In figure 7.15, the Vs30 values resulting from our ellipticity
inversions are compared to the values obtained by borehole measurements (or reference
MASW measurements for Bolu, Düzce and Sakarya). For 9 of the 14 analyzed sites, both
values are in very good agreement. All the other sites are stiff or rock sites. At least for
soft sites, joint inversions involving ellipticity curves present a simple and cheap method
to characterize the soil structure.
In figure 7.15, the Vs30 values resulting from our ellipticity inversions are also compared
to the Vs30 values which result from the inversion of broad-band dispersion curves [Di
Giulio et al., 2010]. Except for some sites exhibiting a complicated soil structure, the Vs30
values resulting from both inversions are in very good agreement.
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7.7 Conclusion
In this article, it has been shown that joint inversions of ellipticity and spatial autocor-
relation or dispersion curves yield soil structure models which are in good agreement
with direct dispersion curve measurements. Furthermore, using only a small number of
stations for the SPAC measurements yields results which are in complete agreement with
measurements including more sensors. In this way, our method presents an easy and
cheap way to investigate the soil structure. For 13 of the 14 investigated sites, P values
below 1 can be found if high frequencies are disregarded. An inclusion of information
at high frequencies as obtained by MASW measurements could enhance the constraint
of the shallowest structure. However, it can be disputed if the expected improvements
justify the additional measurement effort. Nonetheless, the presented method is not
capable to determine the exact bedrock velocity.
Furthermore, at some sites, the inversions can even help in identifying the fundamental
and harmonic Rayleigh wave modes in cases where the directly measured dispersion
curve, if regarded separately, could reasonably represent the fundamental mode over
the whole frequency range as well. For Buia, Düzce and Korinthos, the ellipticity curve
inversions clearly suggest that, at low frequencies, the directly measured dispersion
curves are dominated by the first or second harmonic mode.
Although the present study’s aim was not to determine Vs30 values, but to find the
whole soil structure, it yields very good agreements with borehole measurements for
most of the sites. All sites with a worse consistency are stiff or rock sites. At least for
soft sites, the presented method can be very helpful for seismic hazard assessment. As
the measurements can be performed quickly, a dense survey of a given area can be
performed in order to find small-scale irregularities.
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7.8 Appendix:
Inversion results for the other sites in detail
7.8.1 Benevento
The Benevento measurements have been performed on a stiff site. The locations of the
seismic sensors are shown in figure 7.16 (a). Six sensors forming eight station pairs have
been used to calculate the autocorrelation curve (see figure 7.16 (b)). The ellipticity curve
(figure 7.16 (c)) was obtained by using 55 minutes of seismic noise recordings of the
central station (averaging five windows of eleven minutes). The peak at 10 Hz could
be a singularity, but none of our inversions succeeded in fitting a singular peak to this
point. Therefore, we take the peak as a flat peak and include it in the inversion process
as a whole. In the frequency range between 2.0 and 19.1 Hz, which was used for the
inversion, the ellipticity curves of the central station and the ring stations are in good
agreement.
The parameters of the inversion are given in table 7.8, the results are shown in figure 7.16
(e). The autocorrelation and ellipticity data are well fitted, the dispersion curve of the
inversion is in qualitative agreement with the directly measured one (see figure 7.16 (d)).
Both dispersion curves do not fit the borehole measurement.
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Figure 7.16: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Benevento. The
station pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocor-
relation curve using 6 stations (8 station pairs, distances between 7.14 and 9.48 m). The shaded
area indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines,
was used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the
signal of the central station into five parts of 11 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging
the results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion.
(d) Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the borehole model’s dispersion curve. The incertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of the
autocorrelation curve (left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the Benevento data set. The black
dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole
model. Dispersion curve (center right, with dispersion curve data from array measurements) and
shear wave velocity profiles (right).
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7.8.2 Bolu
The layout of the array of seismic sensors used for the Bolu measurements is shown in
figure 7.17 (a). Six station pairs involving eight seismic sensors were used to calculate
the autocorrelation curve of figure 7.17 (b). The ellipticity curves of the different sensors
shown in figure 7.3 are in good mutual agreement below 5 Hz. The ellipticity curve
shown in figure 7.17 (c) results from an averaging of four ten-minute windows of seismic
noise signals of the central station. As the ellipticity curve is rather flat, the bump
between 0.4 and 4.0 Hz is used for the inversion.
Both the autocorrelation and the ellipticity curve are well fitted by the inversion (see
table 7.8 for the parameters and figure 7.17 (e) for the inversion results). The dispersion
curves obtained by the inversion are compatible with the directly measured ones at
least between 5 and 20 Hz, as can be seen in figure 7.17 (d). The higher modes for
the best inversion model are shown as well. At frequencies below 3 Hz, the inversion
suggests that the directly measured dispersion curve corresponds to the first harmonic
mode rather than the fundamental one. According to this interpretation, the measured
dispersion curve between 3 and 8 Hz would correspond to a mixture of the two lowest
modes. The calculation of the P value in table 7.8 is based on both modes, whichever is
closest to the data.
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Figure 7.17: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Bolu. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 8 stations (6 station pairs, distances between 7.56 and 9.29 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into four parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the reference model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of
the autocorrelation curve (left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the Bolu data set. The black
dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines the curves for the reference
model. Dispersion curve (center, with dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear
wave velocity profiles (center right, zoom on the shallow layers on the right).
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7.8.3 Buia
For the Buia measurements, the autocorrelation curve (figure 7.18 (b)) was obtained by
using the seven station pairs indicated in figure 7.18 (a). The ellipticity curves of all of
these stations show an artificial peak at 1.45 Hz (see figure 7.3). The second peak at 6.8 Hz
is, despite its shape, not artificial, therefore we identify it as a soil feature and invert the
ellipticity curve for the central station between 1.85 and 10.0 Hz (see figure 7.18 (c)).
For the inversion, the parameters are given in table 7.8 and the results in figure 7.18 (e).
The autocorrelation and ellipticity data are well fitted. The dispersion curve resulting of
the inversion is in good agreement with the direct measurement for frequencies below
20 Hz (see figure 7.18 (d)). Above that frequency, the inversion results are not well
constrained as the autocorrelation curve carries information between 6 and 20 Hz only.
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Figure 7.18: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Buia. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curves are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 6 stations (7 station pairs, distances between 9.32 and 11.50 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into six parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the borehole model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of
the autocorrelation curve (left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the Buia data set. The black
dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole
model. Dispersion curve (center right, with dispersion curve data from array measurements) and
shear wave velocity profiles (right).
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7.8.4 Düzce
The array of seismic sensors used for the Düzce measurements is displayed in figure 7.19
(a). The seven ring sensors were used to measure the autocorrelation curve of figure 7.19
(b). The ellipticity curve (figure 7.19 (c)) obtained by analyzing 50 minutes of seismic
noise recordings of the central station corresponds to the curves of the ring stations
(figure 7.3). The peak at 0.7 Hz could represent a real singularity, but our trials of forcing
the inversion to find a singularity at this position did not succeed. Therefore, we took it
as a non-singular peak and inverted the ellipticity curve between 0.5 and 2.7 Hz.
The results of the joint inversion of the autocorrelation and the ellipticity curve are shown
in figure 7.19 (e). The best model’s dispersion curve is in very good agreement with
the direct measurement above 8 Hz (see figure 7.19 (d)). At lower frequencies, the first
harmonic mode of the inversion’s best model is closer to the direct measurement than
the fundamental mode. This result suggests that the dispersion curve measurement
misinterprets the Rayleigh wave modes. The reference measurement at this site was not
obtained by borehole measurements, but by independent MASW measurements. There-
fore, the reference profile does not penetrate deeper than about 30 meters. Nevertheless,
the inversion results are close to the reference model.
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Figure 7.19: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Düzce. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 7 stations (7 station pairs, distances between 8.01 and 8.83 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into five parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the reference model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of
the autocorrelation curve (7-station measurement, left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the
Düzce data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines
the curves for the reference model. Dispersion curve (center, with dispersion curve data from
array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (center right, zoom on the shallow layers
on the right).
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7.8.5 Forlì
At Forlì, all stations (see figure 7.20 (a) for the locations) exhibit a flat ellipticity curve
with values hardly exceeding 1. Nevertheless, the ellipticity curve has a bump around
2 Hz. We invert the ellipticity curve calculated for 45 minutes of seismic noise for the
central station of the array between 0.7 and 10.0 Hz (see figure 7.20 (c)) jointly with the
autocorrelation curve calculated by using nine station pairs of the seven ring stations
(figure 7.20 (b)).
As the autocorrelation curve used for the inversion is defined in the same frequency
region (3 - 20 Hz) as the ellipticity curve, one could argue that the both informations are
redundant. Therefore, we performed a second inversion of the autocorrelation curve
only. The parameters of both inversions are given in table 7.8 and the respective results
in figure 7.20 (e) and (f).
It can be seen that the inclusion of the ellipticity information improves the inversion
result by further constraining the possible solutions and acting particularly on the deeper
layers. In figure 7.20 (d), the dispersion curves of the best models of both inversions
are compared to the measured dispersion curve. Above 5 Hz, both inversions’ results
are identical. At lower frequencies, the inversion including the ellipticity data is very
close to the measured dispersion curve, whereas the autocorrelation inversion deviates
considerably. This effect is reflected in the P values as well. At frequencies above 15 Hz,
both inversions are in contradiction with the dispersion curve measurement, certainly
because the autocorrelation curve does not sufficiently constrain the very superficial
layers. Therefore, the P values of both inversions do not go below 1.
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Figure 7.20: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Forlì. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 7 stations (9 station pairs, distances between 7.41 and 9.35 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into four parts of 11.25 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the borehole model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area.
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(e)
(f)
Figure 7.20: – continued. Inversion results for (e) a joint inversion of the autocorrelation curve
(7-station measurement, left) and the ellipticity curve (center left) and (f) an inversion of the
autocorrelation curve only for the Forlì data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for
the inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curves (center right,
with dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (right).
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7.8.6 Knidi
At Knidi, the smallest ring of seismic sensors was located about 40 meters east of a
downhole measurement serving as reference. A station of a larger ring was located closer
to the borehole, about 15 meters to the west. Figure 7.21 (a) shows the relative positions
of the small ring of seismic sensors. We used seven station pairs and three station pairs
for the respective SPAC measurements shown in figure 7.21 (b). The ellipticity curves of
the ring stations in figure 7.3 are quite inhomogeneous, although the stations are located
about 10 meters away from each other. The ring stations’ ellipticity does not have a clear
peak and does not exceed 2 in amplitude. The station located near the borehole, however,
exhibits a clear peak at 5.7 Hz.
In a first step, we inverted the autocorrelation curve calculated by using seven station
pairs of the small array and the ellipticity curve of the central station of this array
between 5.0 and 11.6 Hz (figure 7.21 (c)). The results are shown in figure 7.21 (e). As
the ellipticity curve does not have a clear peak, the inversion does not yield a strong
velocity contrast. Although the autocorrelation and ellipticity curves are well fitted, the
resulting dispersion curves are neither in agreement with the borehole model nor with
the dispersion curve measured by using four arrays of different sizes. Consequently, the
velocity model of the borehole is only retrieved at the surface.
These results led to a second inversion, using the same autocorrelation data, but the
ellipticity curve for the station near the borehole. In contrast to the other curves shown
in figure 7.3, this ellipticity curve exhibits a clear peak around 5.7 Hz, and a stronger
velocity contrast can be expected. As the inversion of the right flank of the peak fixed
the peak frequency well enough, the left flank of the peak was not included in the
inversion process which yields the results shown in figure 7.21 (f). The autocorrelation
and ellipticity curves are well fitted, but the shear wave velocity profile is different from
the borehole model. The dispersion curves of the inversion and the borehole model differ
over the whole frequency range, but the inversion result is in good agreement with the
directly measured dispersion curve for frequencies below 30 Hz, as can also be seen in
figure 7.21 (d).
An inversion of the same ellipticity information, but using the 3-station autocorrelation
curve of figure 7.21 (b) leads to the results shown in figure 7.21 (g). The results are
qualitatively the same as in the previous case, but the corresponding dispersion curve
deviates considerably at frequencies above 20 Hz. However, the concordance with the
directly measured dispersion curve is still given for frequencies up to 30 Hz. When
disregarding frequencies above 30 Hz, both the 7-station and the 3-station inversion fit
the directly measured dispersion curve equally well.
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Figure 7.21: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Knidi. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curves for the 7-station and the 3-station case
are also shown. The location of the borehole site 50 meters west of the array and of the station
near the borehole (15 meters from the borehole) are not shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation curves
using 7 stations (7 station pairs, distances between 8.56 and 10.37 m) and 3 stations (3 station
pairs, distances between 7.13 and 8.59 m). The shaded areas indicate the measurement errors. The
bold parts of the curves, delimited by the dashed lines, were used for the inversion. The different
distances of both measurements explain the shift between both curves. (c) Mean ellipticity and
standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal of the station near the borehole into four parts
of 7.5 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the results. The bold parts of the curves,
delimited by the dashed lines, were used for the inversions. (d) Dispersion curves for Knidi: Best
models of the inversion using the 7-station and 3-station autocorrelation curves compared to the
directly measured dispersion curve and the borehole model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty
region of the direct dispersion curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area.
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(e)
(f)
(g)
Figure 7.21: – continued. Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (left)
and ellipticity curve (center left) for the Knidi data set. The black dots indicate the data points
used for the inversion and the black lines the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curve
(center right, with dispersion curve data from array measurements) and shear wave velocity
profiles (right): (e) using the 7-station SPAC measurement and the ellipticity curve for the central
station of the array (f) using the 7-station SPAC measurement and the ellipticity curve for the
station near the borehole (g) using the 3-station SPAC measurement and the station near the
borehole.
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7.8.7 Norcia
The positions of the sensors of the seismic array used for the study of Norcia are given in
figure 7.22 (a). The autocorrelation curve (figure 7.22 (b)) results from analyzing eight
station pairs using the ring stations. The different stations exhibit major differences in
the ellipticity curves below 1 Hz (figure 7.3). Around the peak frequency of 8 Hz, all
stations exhibit virtually identical curves. As no inversion with an ellipticity singularity
at that frequency could be found, we took the peak as a non-singular one. The ellipticity
curve in figure 7.22 (c) was obtained by analyzing 45 minutes of seismic noise recorded
by the central station. A joint inversion of the autocorrelation and the ellipticity curves
yields the results shown in figure 7.22 (e). Although the ellipticity curve is not too well
fitted, the resulting dispersion curve (figure 7.22 (d)) is very close to the measured one,
at least below 30 Hz.
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Figure 7.22: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Norcia. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 7 stations (8 station pairs, distances between 8.67 and 9.97 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into four parts of 8.75 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion curve measurement is indicated by the
shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of the autocorrelation curve (7-station
measurement, left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the Norcia data set. The black dots indicate
the data points used for the inversion. Dispersion curve (center, with dispersion curve data from
array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (center right, zoom on the shallow layers
on the right). The low velocity zones of the borehole model (black line in the figures on the right)
did not allow the calculation of dispersion or ellipticity curves.
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7.8.8 Sakarya
The location of the seismic sensors, the resulting autocorrelation curve using seven
pairs of these sensors and the ellipticity curve of the central station for 50 minutes of
measurements are shown in figure 7.23 (a) - (c). As it is unclear if the ellipticity peak
is singular or not, we only constrain the left and right flanks of it. The inversion (see
table 7.8 for parameters) yields the results of figure 7.23 (e). A model with ellipticity
singularity explains the data in a better way than other models. When disregarding
frequencies above 25 Hz, the best model’s dispersion curve is in good agreement with
the directly measured one (figure 7.23 (d)).
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Figure 7.23: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Sakarya. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 7 stations (7 station pairs, distances between 11.89 and 13.67 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into five parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the reference model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of
the autocorrelation curve (7-station measurement, left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the
Sakarya data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines
the curves for the reference model. Dispersion curve (center right, with dispersion curve data
from array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (right).
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7.8.9 Sturno
The ellipticity curves of Sturno (see figure 7.3) are quite heterogeneous at low frequencies
and exhibit a not very distinctive industrial peak at 1.45 Hz. Above that frequency, the
ellipticity curves are rather flat. The array of seismic sensors shown in figure 7.24 (a)
yields the autocorrelation curve of figure 7.24 (b). Taking the ellipticity curves for all
stations into account, we decided to invert the bump of the ellipticity curve of the central
station above the industrial peak frequency (figure 7.24 (c)) which is calculated for 40
minutes of data.
Using the parameters of table 7.8, the joint inversion yields the results shown in figure
7.24 (e). Both inversion targets are well fitted, the dispersion curve of the best model
is in very good agreement with the direct measurement (see figure 7.24 (d)), except for
frequencies above 40 Hz.
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Figure 7.24: (a) Relative positions of the seismic sensors used for the study of Sturno. The station
pairs contributing to the spatial autocorrelation curve are also shown. (b) Spatial autocorrelation
curve using 7 stations (7 station pairs, distances between 8.15 and 8.77 m). The shaded area
indicates the measurement errors. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was
used for the inversion. (c) Mean ellipticity and standard deviation obtained by cutting the signal
of the central station into four parts of 10 minutes each, applying RayDec and averaging the
results. The bold part of the curve, delimited by the dashed lines, was used for the inversion. (d)
Dispersion curves: Best models of the inversion compared to the directly measured dispersion
curve and the borehole model’s dispersion curve. The uncertainty region of the direct dispersion
curve measurement is indicated by the shaded area. (e) Inversion results for joint inversions of
the autocorrelation curve (7-station measurement, left) and ellipticity curve (center left) for the
Sturno data set. The black dots indicate the data points used for the inversion and the black lines
the curves for the borehole model. Dispersion curve (center right, with dispersion curve data from
array measurements) and shear wave velocity profiles (right).

Chapter 8
Investigation of the seismological wave
field: Earthquake array measurements in
California
This chapter investigates the seismological wave field generated by earthquakes. A data
set of 22 earthquakes recorded by the San Jose Dense Seismic Array in California is
analyzed using MUSIQUE. The array is located on the Evergreen Basin, near the eastern
edge of the Santa Clara Valley. The azimuthal energy distribution of the different events
is compared, including for some events a comparison between the early arrivals and
the later signal. Furthermore, the energy repartition between Love and Rayleigh waves
is analyzed in different frequency ranges. Finally, the analysis results for the different
events are combined to global dispersion and ellipticity curves of the basin.
Ce chapitre examinera le champ d’ondes sismique produit par des séismes. Un jeu de données de
22 séismes enregistrés par un réseau de capteurs sismiques localisé à San Jose en Californie est
analysé avec MUSIQUE. Le réseau a été deployé sur le bassin d’Evergreen, proche de la frontière
est de la vallée de Santa Clara. La distribution d’énergie suivant l’azimut sera comparé pour
les différents évènements, y inclus une comparaison entre les premières arrivées et les arrivées
tardives pour quelques séismes. En outre, la répartition d’énergie entre les ondes de Love et
les ondes de Rayleigh sera analysée pour différentes gammes de fréquence. Finalement, les
analyses des différents évènements seront combinées pour déterminer des courbes de dispersion
et d’ellipticité globales pour le bassin.
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8.1 Introduction
The topic of this chapter is the investigation of the seismological wave field generated by
earthquakes. This analysis is performed using the MUSIQUE technique introduced in
4.6. In the following, this technique will be applied to real data measurements obtained
by The San Jose Dense Seismic Array in California, a temporary array recording between
1999 and 2004. The array is located near the eastern edge of the Santa Clara Valley, where
deep sedimentary layers form the Evergreen Basin. The south-western edge of the Santa
Clara Valley is formed by the Cupertino basin, which is separated from the Evergreen
Basin by a subsurface ridge. The geology of the Evergreen Basin is shown in figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: (Left) Map showing the surficial geology [by Wentworth, 1997] of the Santa Clara
Valley and the location of the San Jose Dense Seismic Array in the Evergreen Basin inside the
valley. In the zoom on the array (right), the array stations and the depth contour layers [by
Brocher et al., 1997] of the Basin are shown in 500-m-intervals. The basin reaches a maximum
depth of about 8 km. Figure extracted from Frankel et al. [2001].
A previous study using data of the San Jose Dense Seismic Array was published by
Frankel et al. [2001]. They found that the amplification of seismic waves is stronger
towards the south-western edge of the Evergreen Basin. Furthermore, they observed
patterns of waves traveling across the array. For earthquakes located at the east, surface
waves from the south follow the direct S-wave arrivals. Frankel et al. [2001] identified
these surface waves as Love waves which are probably generated by S-wave scattering
at the southern border of the Santa Clara Valley.
Another study using the San Jose array was performed by Hartzell et al. [2003] who
investigated the site response for local and regional earthquakes and identified possible
wave scatterers in the valley. Hartzell et al. [2006] developed a detailed 3D velocity
model of the Santa Clara Valley and showed the importance of surface waves for the
ground motion of sedimentary basins.
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In a further study by Hartzell et al. [2010], it was shown that the maximum of amplifica-
tion for the horizontal motion occurs at the southern edge of the basin, whereas it occurs
at the deepest parts for the vertical component. The authors suggest that this can either
be attributed to a different interaction of Love and Rayleigh waves with the basin shape
or that Love waves are more influenced by the lower shear wave velocity region at the
south-western edge of the basin.
Other studies investigated the same area without using the San Jose Dense Seismic Array.
Fletcher et al. [2003] analyzed the data of a different array covering the whole Santa Clara
Valley. They investigated the P- and S-wave arrival times from both local deep events
and teleseismic events and found that the arrivals are delayed for stations located over
the Evergreen or Cupertino Basins, but arrive earlier for stations located on the ridge
between both basins. Furthermore, they determined that the attenuation is larger at the
basins than on the ridge. Dolenc et al. [2005] used the same array recordings and showed
that the P-wave arrival time delays and amplification parameters for teleseismic events
are correlated. Another study was done by Dolenc and Dreger [2005], which was based
on the same array but for microtremor records. This study indicates that the energy of
the seismic noise recorded on the array is related to the wave height on the ocean and
that the H/V ratio for the different sensors is stable with time.
The objective of our study is to perform a systematic analysis of the propagation of
surface waves in the basin, not only for a single earthquake, but for a set of earthquakes
in order to study the correlation between surface wave types (Love, Rayleigh) and
earthquake characteristics (location, magnitude). Therefore, 22 regional earthquakes in
distances between 4 and 600 km are selected and the repartition and azimuth angles of
Love and Rayleigh waves are investigated in different frequency ranges. Furthermore,
we combine the data for the different events to obtain Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion
curves as well as Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves.
8.2 Array setup and basin model
In early 1999, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) deployed an array of Kinemet-
rics K2 accelerometers, which recorded until May 2004. The different instruments were
operated in triggered mode, i.e. did not record continuously, but only if the acceleration
exceeds a predefined threshold. The array layout is shown in figure 8.2 (a) and the array
response corresponding to the selected stations is shown in figure 8.2 (b). The P- and
S-wave velocities along the profile marked in figure 8.2 (a) are indicated in figures 8.3 (a)
and (b), respectively. Along this profile, the maximum depth of the sedimentary filling of
the basin reaches up to 5 km. The velocity profiles were obtained using the USGS seismic
velocity model of the San Francisco Bay AreaI, which is based on the works of Brocher
[2005] and Phelps et al. [2008]. Based on this model, the theoretical Rayleigh and Love
wave dispersion curves for the structure beneath the different array stations have been
calculated.
IVersion USGSBayAreaVM-08.3.0 of the model was used.
This model is available at http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/nca/3Dgeologic/.
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Figure 8.2: (a) Layout of the San Jose array. Only the marked stations have been used for this
study. The green line indicates the profile for which the shear and pressure wave velocities are
indicated in figure 8.3. The dispersion and ellipticity curves for the station which is marked by the
large green circle are shown in figure 8.3. (b) Theoretical array response for the array of selected
stations.
The south-western stations of the array are located on the border of the Evergreen
Basin. Therefore, their dispersion curves are different from those of the central stations.
Consequently, we used only the 25 seismic stations on the basin center for this study,
which are indicated by the red circles in figure 8.2 (a). As the structure of the basin
is rather homogeneous under these stations, their respective dispersion and ellipticity
curves are very similar as shown in figures 8.3 (c) and (d). The outliers are located on
the edges of the used array configuration. To give an example, the dispersion curves
for the station marked by a green circle in figure 8.2 (a) are shown in figure 8.3 (e) and
the ellipticity curve is shown in figure 8.3 (f). As the velocity contrast of the model is
not very pronounced, the group slownesses of both surface wave types do not show a
distinct Airy phase. Furthermore, the theoretical ellipticity curve for the fundamental
mode does not exhibit a singularity. Consequently, the motion of this mode should be
retrograde at all frequencies. As the motion of the first harmonic mode is prograde, both
modes should be distinguishable by their particle motion.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Pressure wave and (b) shear wave velocity profiles according to the basin model
along the cross section indicated by the dashed line in figure 8.2 (a). (c) Dispersion curves for the
fundamental Rayleigh and Love wave modes calculated for the basin model at all used stations. (d)
Fundamental Rayleigh wave mode ellipticity curve calculated at all used stations. (e) Dispersion
curve for phase and group slownesses of Rayleigh and Love waves calculated for the basin model
at the central station marked in figure 8.2 (a). (f) Rayleigh wave ellipticity curve calculated for
the basin model at the same station.
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8.3 Database
The San Jose array recorded a total of 199 earthquakes between May 1999 and April
2006. However, some stations of the array were subsequently moved to locations at
other places in Santa Clara Valley, which reduces the number of recording stations for
earthquakes occuring in the late phase of the deployment. As the different seismic
sensors were triggered, the number of stations actually recording is dependent on the
magnitude and distance of the earthquake. In order to have a good signal-to-noise
ratio and as much seismic sensors as possible for the array analysis, we selected the
22 earthquakes whose properties are given in table 8.1 for our analysis. An example
accelerogram is shown in figure 8.5 (a) for event 5, the Hector Mine earthquake, which
is the strongest event in the database and for which the recording length is the longest.
The corresponding energy as a function of time is shown in figure 8.5 (b). This energy is
calculated by squaring the relative acceleration values. After the initial signal, the energy
decreases monotonically without reaching a constant value. However, the energy in the
late signal after 900 s is at least a hundred times smaller than at the strongest signal peak.
Table 8.1: List of analyzed earthquakes. For each earthquake, the origin date and time, location,
depth and magnitude are indicated. Furthermore, the distances between the epicenter and the
center of the array of seismic sensors are given with the theoretical azimuth under which the
array should detect the seismic waves. Finally, the number of seismic stations contributing to the
analysis of the given earthquake is indicated as well as the recorded signal length for which the
indicated number of stations recorded simultaneously and the peak ground acceleration on the
horizontal components.
Origin Distance Number Signal Peak ground
Event Date time Latitude Longitude Depth Magni- to array Incident of length acceleration
ID (UTC) [
◦N] [◦W] [km] tude [km] azimuth stations [s] [cm/s2]
1 05/15/1999 13:22 37.53 118.82 5.6 5.6 Mw 269 85◦ 23 436 0.79
2 05/15/1999 17:54 37.51 118.83 7.4 4.7 Mw 268 86◦ 23 136 0.28
3 08/01/1999 16:06 37.40 117.12 1.3 4.6 Md 420 88◦ 24 540 1.00
4 08/18/1999 01:06 37.91 122.69 6.8 5.0 ML 94 310◦ 19 203 2.07
5 10/16/1999 09:46 34.59 116.27 0.0 7.1 Mw 590 120◦ 23 1317 1.41
6 09/03/2000 08:36 38.38 122.41 10.1 5.2 ML 122 337◦ 21 305 2.66
7 09/26/2000 07:20 38.66 119.53 9.2 4.2 ML 250 54◦ 22 104 1.04
8 12/02/2000 15:34 39.38 120.45 14.3 4.9 ML 255 28◦ 12 107 0.08
9 08/10/2001 20:19 39.81 120.62 4.0 5.5 ML 292 21◦ 18 216 0.41
10 12/28/2001 21:14 36.64 121.25 6.8 4.7 ML 98 146◦ 19 191 0.42
11 05/14/2002 05:00 36.97 121.60 7.2 4.9 ML 51 153◦ 19 106 12.86
12 09/25/2002 07:08 36.59 121.20 8.0 3.9 ML 105 146◦ 13 76 0.16
13 11/24/2002 14:54 37.76 121.95 11.0 3.9 ML 44 350◦ 15 98 0.35
14 11/25/2002 03:57 37.76 121.94 10.0 3.8 ML 44 350◦ 15 74 0.26
15 11/25/2002 18:22 37.76 121.94 11.0 3.5 ML 44 351◦ 12 67 0.15
16 11/26/2002 12:38 37.76 121.95 10.6 3.6 ML 44 350◦ 15 72 0.16
17 01/07/2003 22:29 36.81 121.39 8.9 4.3 Mw 76 146◦ 15 134 1.00
18 02/02/2003 16:22 37.75 121.95 16.8 3.6 ML 42 350◦ 15 70 0.61
19 02/02/2003 18:22 37.74 121.94 16.7 4.2 ML 42 350◦ 15 103 0.52
20 02/02/2003 18:47 37.75 121.95 16.9 4.0 ML 42 350◦ 15 103 0.25
21 02/02/2003 19:02 37.75 121.95 17.1 3.5 ML 43 350◦ 16 56 0.57
22 05/25/2003 07:09 38.46 122.70 5.4 4.3 ML 141 329◦ 12 145 0.24
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Figure 8.4: Map showing the epicenters of the analyzed earthquakes with respect to the location of
the San Jose array. The diameter of the circles indicates the magnitude of the respective earthquake.
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Figure 8.5: (a) Relative accelerogram for the three components of the station marked in figure 8.2
(a) recorded during event 5. (b) The corresponding energy of the signal as a function of time. The
vertical lines delimitate the early signal including the first arrivals and the late signal which are
both used in the following.
8.4 Data processing
The signal recordings for each of the events shown in table 8.1 have been analyzed in
the following way. The signals of those of the 25 stations marked by a red circle in
figure 8.2 (a) which recorded the event (i.e. for which the signal was strong enough to
trigger the recording) form the array recording. The number of array stations which
recorded the respective event is also given in table 8.1. The signals have been analyzed
using MUSIQUE (see section 4.6) for 50 different frequency values between 0.05 and
0.5 Hz, using a logarithmic frequency scale. This frequency range was chosen using the
basin model’s dispersion curves (figure 8.3 (e)) in combination with the array response
(figure 8.2 (b)). According to both information, the dispersion curve can be best retrieved
between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz. Below 0.1 Hz, however, the recordings for most events are of
very low energy.
The actual signal processing was performed as described in the following. The signals
are prefiltered using a Chebyshev filter with a bandwidth of 0.1 times the respective
frequency. For example, analyzing the signal at 0.2 Hz, the signal is filtered between
0.19 and 0.21 Hz. Then, the signals are cut in time windows of three periods length.
For each time window, the wave vector, i.e. azimuth and slowness, of the dominant
signal is determined using the classical MUSIC algorithm. Then, the signal is projected
in the identified azimuth direction to separate the transverse and radial components.
The energy contents of the three components are calculated using the squared absolute
values of the Fourier transform for 5 frequency values around the analyzed frequency.
Based on the energy of the respective components, the algorithm identifies Love waves
(if the transverse energy exceeds the sum of the radial and vertical energies) and possible
Rayleigh waves (in the opposite case). If the wave is identified as a possible Rayleigh
wave, its polarization parameters are estimated by using quaternion-MUSIC.
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The final Rayleigh wave identification is based on the estimation of the phase difference
ϕ: For 45◦ < ϕ < 135◦, the wave is identified as retrograde Rayleigh wave, for 225◦ <
ϕ < 315◦ as prograde wave and for other values, it is left unclassified.
8.5 Azimuthal energy distribution
8.5.1 Comparison between the the early and late signals
According to table 8.1, there are four earthquakes (events 1, 3, 5 and 6) for which the
recorded signal duration is significantly longer than three minutes. The beginning of
the record for these events is clearly dominated by the arrival of direct waves from
the earthquake. Once these waves have left the array, the signal will exhibit features
linked to the basin structure. Therefore, analyzing the beginning and end of these signals
independently can teach us on the basin structure from its effects on the seismological
wave field. Phillips and Aki [1986] and Riepl et al. [1998] suggested that the beginning of
the coda of earthquake data starts at about two times the shear wave travel time from the
earthquake to the array. To be in the safe range, in our investigation of the early arrivals,
the early signal ends at about 1.5 times the shear wave travel time. Due to the use of
accelerometers, for most events, the signals are of very low energy at low frequencies
(around 0.1 Hz).
8.5.1.1 Event 1
In figure 8.6, the energy distribution with respect to the incident angle for event 1 is
plotted for Rayleigh and Love waves in different frequency ranges. The energy distribu-
tion for the first 75 seconds of signal is indicated in figure 8.6 (a), for the signal after 200
seconds in figure 8.6 (b). The relative energy distributions of Rayleigh and Love waves
which are indicated by the respective diagrams are normalized in such way that the sum
of the total energies of Love and Rayleigh waves over all frequency ranges equals 1. In
the figure below, it is indicated which part of the total energy in the respective frequency
range is carried by the identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
In all frequency ranges, the main first Love wave arrivals are principally oriented in the
theoretical azimuth direction, i.e. arriving under an azimuth of 85◦. The small deviations
to the north can be explained by wave refraction on the eastern basin edge. Actually, the
north-western to south-eastern orientation of the basin refracts waves arriving from the
east by some degrees to the south, so that the array detects them from a direction shifted
to the north.
At frequencies below 0.2 Hz, Rayleigh waves arrive principally from the theoretical
azimuth, but their amplitude is very low. At higher frequencies, they are still arriving
from eastern directions, but are more scattered than Love waves.
In the late arrivals, the Love wave energy is slightly larger than the Rayleigh wave energy.
Nevertheless, the energy content in the first signal (the first 75 s) is ten times higher than
in this late signal (after 200 s). At all frequencies, a dominant Love wave contribution
arriving from the south can be seen, with minor contributions from other directions.
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This signal from the south has already been observed by Frankel et al. [2001] who
attributed it to a scattered Love wave. The scatterer could either be a large rock formation
located south of the array or the southern basin edge. For Rayleigh waves, the energy
distribution is rather inhomogeneous, but at lower frequencies (below 0.3 Hz), waves
arrive principally from the north-west, whereas the principal direction is south-east for
higher frequencies.
8.5.1.2 Event 3
Event 3 is located at the same azimuth (88◦), but in a larger distance than event 1. The
azimuthal energy distribution for this event is shown in figure 8.7 both for the first 110
seconds of signal (a) and for the signal after 250 seconds (b). Both Love and Rayleigh
waves arrive principally from the theoretical azimuth. Between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz, however,
the Love wave arrival is dominated by the southern direction. For the late signal arrivals,
a large part of energy is still arriving from the main azimuth. Between 0.15 and 0.2 Hz,
however, both wave types are arriving under a large variety of azimuths. In the next
frequency band between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz, Love waves exhibit three principal azimuths:
north, the theoretical azimuth and south.
8.5.1.3 Event 5
Event 5 represents the Hector Mine earthquake, with a magnitude of 7.1 the largest
recorded earthquake in the data set. With a recording length of 22 minutes, it represents
the longest record, too. The earthquake was located at a theoretical azimuth of 120◦.
In figure 8.8, the azimuthal energy distributions of the first 180 seconds of signal as
well as for the signal after 900 seconds are shown for different frequency ranges. In the
beginning of the signal, waves are mainly arriving from south-eastern directions, but
slightly shifted from the theoretical azimuth. At low frequencies (below 0.15 Hz), Love
waves arrive under azimuths slightly shifted to the north, whereas for higher frequencies,
a large amount of Love wave energy is arriving from the south. This azimuth was already
dominant for the late arrivals of event 1. For Rayleigh waves, no systematic behavior
can be observed.
In the late arrivals, smaller amounts of Love waves can be observed from different
azimuths, but the main energy contribution is associated to the frequency range between
0.15 and 0.2 Hz, where the waves are mainly arriving from the east, and to the frequency
range between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz, where the waves are principally arriving from the south.
Here again, Rayleigh waves are more scattered with a multitude of azimuths, but the
main energy arrives from southern to south-eastern directions.
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8.5.1.4 Event 6
The last event of longer duration is event 6, located under an azimuth of 337◦, i.e. in
the north of the Santa Clara Valley. The azimuthal energy distributions associated to
the first 50 seconds of this signal as well as for the signal after 150 seconds are shown
in figure 8.9. In the early signal, the energy is concentrated around the theoretical az-
imuth. Nevertheless, most of the Love waves are arriving under azimuths which are
systematically shifted, e.g. around 0◦ for the frequency range between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz.
These waves could be direct waves which have been reflected once or multiple times
at the basin borders. Rayleigh waves are of very low energy below 0.4 Hz. Above that
frequency, most of the energy is arriving from the direct azimuth.
For the late signal, the azimuthal energy distribution is wider with more azimuths in-
volved, but no energy arrives from south-eastern directions. However, the most energetic
Love wave arrival in this signal part is associated to azimuths centered around the
theoretical azimuth. For Rayleigh waves, the energy distribution is wider and more
waves arrive from azimuths different from the main azimuth.
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(b) Event 1 - signal after 200 s
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Figure 8.6: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) the first 75 s of
signal of event 1 and (b) the signal after 200 s, i.e. after all direct waves have passed the array
(bottom). The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the event. For clarity reasons, the
curves for Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on
top at the right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective
frequency bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective
frequency range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 3 - first 110 s of signal
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(b) Event 3 - signal after 250 s
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Figure 8.7: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) the first 110 s of
signal of event 3 and (b) the signal after 250 s, i.e. after all direct waves have passed the array.
The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the event. For clarity reasons, the curves for
Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on top at the
right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective frequency
bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective frequency
range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 5 - first 180 s of signal
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(b) Event 5 - signal after 900 s
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Figure 8.8: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) the first 180 s of
signal of event 5 and (b) the signal after 900 s, i.e. after all direct waves have passed the array.
The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the event. For clarity reasons, the curves for
Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on top at the
right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective frequency
bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective frequency
range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 6 - first 50 s of signal
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(b) Event 6 - signal after 150 s
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Figure 8.9: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) the first 50 s of
signal of event 6 and (b) the signal after 150 s, i.e. after all direct waves have passed the array.
The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the event. For clarity reasons, the curves for
Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on top at the
right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective frequency
bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective frequency
range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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8.5.2 Temporal Love wave azimuth evolution
In figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8, a large amount of Love waves arriving from the south was
identified. The main frequency range of these arrivals lies between 0.15 and 0.3 Hz.
Therefore, the temporal evolution of the azimuth of Love waves in this frequency range
is shown in figure 8.10 for the events 1, 5 and 6. Figure 8.6 indicated that the early Love
wave field is dominated by arrivals from the theoretical azimuth direction, whereas the
late wave field is dominated by arrivals from the south. This effect can also be seen
in figure 8.10. In all analyzed frequency bands, the first arrivals come approximately
from the direct azimuth, slightly deviated to the north. Later arrivals are dominated by
waves arriving at azimuths of 180◦. For frequencies between 0.25 and 0.30 Hz, both main
azimuths are not well separated, i.e. arrivals from 180◦ are directly following arrivals
from 90◦ and vice versa.
For event 5, due to the length of the signal, a lot more time windows have been analyzed.
Between 0.15 and 0.20 Hz, waves arrive under all azimuths between 60 and 180◦ during
the whole signal length. In the next frequency range (0.20 - 0.25 Hz), two principal
azimuths at 90◦ and 160◦ can be identified, but waves arrive as well from azimuths
between these two values. In the frequency range between 0.25 and 0.30 Hz, finally,
waves arrive almost exclusively from two distinct directions, 90◦ and 180◦. The first
arrivals in these frequency range are not coming from the direct azimuth, but from
southern directions. However, in all frequency ranges, the azimuthal energy distribution
does not change much with time. Towards the end of the signal, some low-energy
arrivals from azimuths different from the two main directions can be seen.
For events 1 and 5, the deviation of the direct arrivals (75◦ instead of 85◦ for event 1, 90◦
instead of 120◦ for event 5) can be explained by refraction of the direct waves at the basin
borders. The arrivals from the south in both events can be explained by a large scatterer
located at the south. This result has already been found by Frankel et al. [2001].
For event 6, the theoretical azimuth is 337◦ and the source is located in north of the Santa
Clara Valley. For the frequency range between 0.15 and 0.20 Hz, the main Love wave
azimuth is about 270◦. However, the very first arrivals are in the theoretical azimuth. The
same can be observed for larger frequencies (0.20 - 0.25 Hz), but another part of the signal
is arriving with azimuths around 0◦. In the frequency range from 0.25 to 0.30 Hz, finally,
the main part of the energy is arriving under azimuths around 0◦, including the first
arrival. Some later energy is arriving from 270◦, too. Here again, the principal energy
distribution is rather constant in time. These results can be explained by the location of
the source in the approximate extension of the basin. Waves originating at the source
are reflected at the lateral basin borders. The array detects these waves as arrivals from
larger or lower azimuth values.
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Figure 8.10: Evolution of the azimuth of Love waves with time for different frequency ranges for
(a) event 1, (b) event 5 and (c) event 6. For all analyzed frequencies which lie inside the indicated
frequency ranges (left: 0.15 - 0.20 Hz, center: 0.20 - 0.25 Hz, right: 0.25 - 0.30 Hz), the azimuths
for all time windows identified as Love waves are shown. The color indicates the Love wave energy
of the respective time window in a logarithmic scale.
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8.5.3 Results for the other events
For the events with longer signal durations, the azimuthal energy distribution has been
shown both for the beginning and for the end of the signal in figures 8.6 - 8.9. For the
other events, the signal duration is too short to exhibit a significant end signal. Therefore,
for these events, the azimuthal energy distributions for the complete signal are shown
in figures 8.11 - 8.16. The events are shown according to their respective azimuths in
clockwise direction, starting in the north-west.
8.5.3.1 Events 4 and 22
Events 4 and 22 (figures 8.11 and 8.12 (a)) are located in the extension of the Santa Clara
Valley to the north-west, close to event 6 (see figure 8.9). For both events, at frequencies
below 0.3 Hz, most ot the energy is coming from azimuths close to the theoretical azimuth.
In the range between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz, the Rayleigh wave energy is concentrated around
the theoretical azimuth, but the Love waves arrive under different azimuths which could
correspond to waves reflected at the lateral basin edges. At frequencies above 0.3 Hz,
both events show Rayleigh and Love waves arriving under a multitude of different
azimuths concentrated in the north-western hemicycle. For event 22, at frequencies
above 0.4 Hz a signal from the south can be seen, even though it is of low energy.
8.5.3.2 Events 13-16 and 18-21
For the two groups of events 13-16 and 18-21 the results are shown in figures 8.12 (b) and
8.13 (a), respectively. All of these events are located under theoretical azimuths of about
350◦, at a distance of about 40 km from the array. For all these events, the most energetic
arrival is composed of Love waves in the frequency range between 0.3 and 0.4 Hz. These
waves arrive from the azimuth direction, slightly deviated to the east, which is probably
due to refraction at the basin border. The low-energy arrivals at lower frequencies are
mainly arriving from directions close to the theoretical azimuth. In the frequency range
above 0.4 Hz, the Love wave arrival is slightly deviated to the east, whereas the Rayleigh
waves arrive from the theoretical azimuth. For these events, no energy arriving from the
south-eastern hemicycle can be observed.
8.5.3.3 Events 7, 8 and 9
For event 9 (figure 8.13 (b)), the arrivals below 0.3 Hz are out of azimuth for both wave
types. However, the Rayleigh wave arrivals above 0.3 Hz which contribute most of the
energy to the wave field are arriving approximately under the theoretical azimuth, but
slightly deviated to the south. Love waves are principally arriving from the theoretical
azimuth between 0.3 and 0.4 Hz, but are coming from the south above 0.4 Hz.
For event 8 (figure 8.14 (b)), most of the energy is carried by Rayleigh waves arriving
slightly south of the theoretical azimuth. Love waves of significant energy are arriving
from the north between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz and from the south above 0.3 Hz.
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For event 7 (figure 8.14 (b)), the dominant Rayleigh wave arrivals are exactly in the
theoretical azimuth direction for all frequencies above 0.15 Hz. The Love wave arrivals
are more scattered, but the most energetic Love waves in the range from 0.2 to 0.4 Hz are
coming from the south. The arrival of Rayleigh waves from the exact theoretical azimuth
might be explained by the fact that the theoretical azimuth is perpendicular to the basin
edge. Therefore, the waves pass the border without being deviated.
8.5.3.4 Events 2
Most Love wave arrivals for event 2 (figure 8.15 (a)) arrive from the theoretical azimuth
direction with slight differences, but a large part of waves in the frequency range between
0.3 and 0.4 Hz is arriving from the south as well. Rayleigh waves, which are dominating
the wave field, are mainly incident from angles north of the theoretical azimuth.
8.5.3.5 Events 10/12, 11 and 17
For the combination of events 10 and 12, which are located to the south-east, the main
Love wave arrivals are coming from south-eastern directions (figure 8.15 (b)), but de-
viated to the north. The main Rayleigh wave arrivals are associated to the theoretical
azimuth.
For event 17 (figure 8.16 (a)), the only significant part of Love waves between 0.2 and
0.3 Hz comes from the east, whereas Rayleigh waves are mainly associated to the theoret-
ical azimuth.
The main Love wave arrival of event 11 (figure 8.16 (b)) is associated to southern and
south-eastern directions, but in the frequency range between 0.3 and 0.4 Hz, Love waves
come from the east. For the higher-energy arrivals of Rayleigh waves above 0.2 Hz, the
deviation from the theoretical azimuth increases with frequency. Between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz,
the waves arrive from about 130◦, between 0.3 and 0.4 Hz from 120◦ and above 0.4 Hz
from about 90◦.
8.5.4 Summary
The events can be divided into two principal groups, events arriving from the north
and events arriving from the east. For events arriving from the north (i.e. events 4, 6, 8
and 9, 13 through 16, 18 through 22), the wave energy is confined to the north-western
hemicycle and no energy is arriving from south-eastern directions, except for Love wave
arrivals from the south, which can be seen for almost all of these events in the frequency
range between 0.4 and 0.5 Hz. Furthermore, evidence for Love and Rayleigh wave
reflections at the lateral basin edges has been found that leads to significant deviations of
the wave arrivals.
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For events arriving from the south (i.e. events 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 through 12 and 17), the
main Love wave arrivals are only slightly deviated from the theoretical azimuth. For
all events, Love waves arriving from the south can be seen, both in the early and late
signals. In contrast to the northern events, where arrivals from the south occured above
0.4 Hz, these waves are present over the whole frequency, with a maximum contribution
between 0.2 and 0.3 Hz. As waves already arrive from this azimuth the very beginning
of the signals, these waves could be associated to primary surface or shear waves. The
Rayleigh wave arrivals are more scattered for these events.
Because its theoretical azimuth is perpendicular to the basin border, event 7 represents a
special case. In this case, the Rayleigh waves arrive mainly from the direct azimuth, but
Love waves are more scattered and arrive predominantly from the south between 0.2
and 0.4 Hz.
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Figure 8.11: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for event 4. The blue
dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the events. For clarity reasons, the curves for Rayleigh
and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on top at the right side
indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective frequency bands.
The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective frequency range
which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 22
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(b) Events 13-16
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Figure 8.12: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) event 22 and (b)
events 13-16. The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the events. For clarity reasons, the
curves for Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on
top at the right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective
frequency bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective
frequency range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Events 18-21
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(b) Event 9
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Figure 8.13: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) events 18-21
and (b) event 9. The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the events. For clarity reasons,
the curves for Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on
top at the right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective
frequency bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective
frequency range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 8
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(b) Event 7
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Figure 8.14: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) event 8 and
(b) event 7. The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the events. For clarity reasons, the
curves for Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on
top at the right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective
frequency bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective
frequency range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 2
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(b) Events 10 and 12
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Figure 8.15: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) event 2 and (b)
events 10 and 12. The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the events. For clarity reasons,
the curves for Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on
top at the right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective
frequency bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective
frequency range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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(a) Event 17
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(b) Event 11
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Figure 8.16: Azimuthal energy distribution for different frequency ranges for (a) events 17 and
(b) event 11. The blue dot indicates the theoretical azimuth of the events. For clarity reasons, the
curves for Rayleigh and Love waves are normalized by their respective maxima. The figure on
top at the right side indicates the relative energy distribution of both wave types in the respective
frequency bands. The figure below indicates the percentage of the total energy in the respective
frequency range which is carried by identified Love and Rayleigh waves.
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8.6 Energy repartition between Love and Rayleigh waves
The energy repartition between the different surface wave types is given for each event
in table 8.2. The indicated energies are the total energies for all 50 analyzed frequencies
in the range between 0.05 and 0.50 Hz. We decided in the MUSIQUE code to identify
the signal of a time window as Love wave if the transverse energy in the respective time
window is dominant. The Love wave energy indicated in the table corresponds to the
summed transverse energies of all time windows which have been attributed to Love
waves. The radial and vertical energies of these windows are also included in the table.
These latter energies correspond to the less energetic waves in the signal, which can
include Love or Rayleigh waves arriving under different azimuths. The energy of these
"wrong" components is, by construction of the method, always smaller than the energy of
the components corresponding to the identified wave. For the values given in the table,
in average, the energies not corresponding to the identified dominant wave type carry
about two-thirds of the energy corresponding to the identified wave type (i.e. in average,
the radial and vertical components of the windows identified as Love waves carry about
67 % of the energy of the respective transverse components). For the Rayleigh waves, the
signal energy is carried by the radial and vertical components, whereas the transverse
component is composed by inferior wave contributions.
The energy repartition between the different wave types varies largely for the different
events. The proportion of Love waves ranges from 4.5 % (event 8) to 30.9 % (event 19),
with an average of 17.4 %. The retrograde Rayleigh wave proportion is quite stable for
the different events, taking values from 7.0 to 12.8 %, whereas the prograde Rayleigh
wave proportion is more variable, accounting for 5.4 to 25.2 % of the energy. The un-
classified waves contribute between 25.0 and 40.5 % to the total energy, but, in fact, also
the contributions of the components not corresponding to the identified polarization of
each time window are not attributed to a wave type. The energy repartition between
classified Love and Rayleigh waves is indicated in the table as well.
The last column of the table indicates the proportion of Love wave energy which is
arriving from the south (with azimuths between 150◦ and 210◦). This proportion is also
represented in function of the theoretical earthquake azimuth in figure 8.17. For events
located north of the array, this proportion ranges from 0 to 12.8 %. For events located
in the north-east, the proportion is rather high, with values of 12.4 % (event 9), 30.1 %
(event 8) and the highest proportion of all events is observed for event 7 with 76.8 % of
the Love wave energy arriving from the south. For events located at the east, about 30 %
of the Love wave energy comes from the south. Finally, for events located south-east of
the array, 31.0 to 58.7 % of the Love wave energy is incident from southern directions.
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Figure 8.17: Proportion of Love wave energy arriving from southern directions (azimuths between
150◦ and 210◦) in function of the theoretical azimuth for all analyzed earthquakes.
In figure 8.18, the energy repartition between Love, retrograde and prograde Rayleigh
waves is shown in different frequency ranges for all analyzed events. Some events which
are closely located and exhibit similar behavior have been grouped together for clarity
reasons. A strong peak of the Love wave energy can be seen for frequencies between
0.15 and 0.20 Hz for all events except event 5 and the group of events 18-21. For event
5, the strongest magnitude event in the dataset, however, the Love wave energy is very
strong in the whole low-frequency range. The two groups of events 13-16 and 18-21
both show very energetic Love waves between 0.3 and 0.4 Hz. With distances of 44 km
and 42 km, respectively, these events are the closest to the array. For the other events, it
might be that Love waves have been generated in this frequency range, but are already
attenuated when arriving at the array. Nevertheless, a smaller Love wave energy peak
at these frequencies can be seen for events 22, 6, 7, 1 and 2, which are all located under
azimuths between 329◦ and 86◦.
For retrograde Rayleigh waves, no specific behavior can be observed, for some events
the energy content is almost constant with frequency (events 13-16, 3 and 5), while for
other events the amount of energy changes strongly with frequency (e.g. events 4, 18-21,
7), without following a systematic scheme.
Prograde Rayleigh waves are strongest at higher frequencies for most events. According
to the basin model, the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode is retrograde at all frequencies.
Therefore, prograde Rayleigh waves correspond to the first harmonic mode, which
does not exist below 0.17 Hz. Consequently, prograde Rayleigh waves found at lower
frequencies are probably misidentified. The peak of prograde Rayleigh waves observed
for events 18-21 in the range between 0.15 and 0.20 Hz is not visible for other events.
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Figure 8.18: Repartition of energy between Love waves, retrograde and prograde Rayleigh waves
in different frequency ranges for all events (grouping some events which are close and have similar
curves). The order of the events is defined by their azimuth, beginning in the north-west, in
clockwise direction. The total energy in every frequency range is normalized to 1.
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8.7 Dispersion curves
In subsection 8.6, it was shown that the energy repartition between Love and Rayleigh
waves is varying from one earthquake to another. Consequently, the different events will
yield different parts of the dispersion curves. We will not show the dispersion curves
for all events, but limit us to showing some extreme cases. The most energetic event,
event 5, is also the one with the second highest proportion of Love waves (see table 8.2).
The dispersion curves for this event are shown in figure 8.19 (a) and compared to the
theoretical dispersion curves for the basin model. The Love wave dispersion curve of the
fundamental mode is relatively well retrieved. For the retrograde and prograde Rayleigh
waves, however, the data are not easy to interpret. The retrograde Rayleigh wave curve
seems to follow the same pattern as the Love wave data and might as well be composed
of misidentified Love waves. Higher modes are not found.
The two series of events 13-16 and 18-21 exhibit a large Love wave proportion for the
frequency range between 0.3 and 0.4 Hz, which is not very pronounced for the other
events. In figure 8.19 (b), these data points form a dispersion curve which is actually
very close to the theoretical dispersion curve for the first harmonic mode of Love waves.
In the data for other events, the first higher Love wave mode cannot be seen. In the data
of events 13-16 and 18-21, neither a retrograde nor a prograde dispersion curve can be
identified.
The dispersion curves for the event with the largest proportion of prograde Rayleigh
waves, event 3, are shown in figure 8.19 (c). The dispersion curve for the fundamental
mode of Love waves is retrieved in this case, higher modes cannot be seen. The data
points for the retrograde dispersion curve cannot be attributed to a dispersion curve.
For prograde Rayleigh waves, some clear data points can be identified between 0.2 and
0.5 Hz which are very close to the first harmonic mode’s dispersion curve for the basin
model.
The slowness values which were calculated for all events separately are combined to
a single dispersion curve for each wave type in figure 8.19 (d). This curve has been
obtained by summing the data for the single events which have been normalized by their
respective total energies. In this way, the information of less energetic events actually
contributes to the results. The dispersion curve of the fundamental Love wave mode can
be retrieved between 0.15 and 0.5 Hz, the first harmonic mode is clearly seen between
0.3 and 0.5 Hz. Both modes are shifted to lower slowness values at their respective low
frequency parts compared to the basin model. This indicates that the velocities of the
deeper layers are underestimated in the basin model. For retrograde Rayleigh waves,
some data points are seen between 0.2 and 0.5 Hz. As their values are very close to the
measured Love wave dispersion curve, it is not clear if these are well-identified Rayleigh
waves or misidentified Love waves. For the prograde Rayleigh waves, clear data can
only be seen above 0.2 Hz. The large spot identified at 0.4 Hz could well represent the
first harmonic Rayleigh wave mode and is clearly separated from the first harmonic Love
wave mode. For the retrograde Rayleigh waves, no clear curve can be retrieved. This is
certainly due to the fact that the wave field is dominated by Love waves.
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(a) Event 5
(b) Events 13-16 and 18-21
(c) Event 3
(d) Combining all events
Figure 8.19: Measured slowness values for Love waves (left), retrograde Rayleigh waves (center)
and prograde Rayleigh waves (right). The slowness values for all measured time windows
attributed to the respective wave type are included in the figure, weighted by their respective
energy on the components corresponding to the wave type. The darkest colors indicate high data
concentrations. The solid black lines represent the fundamental and harmonic Rayleigh wave
dispersion curves corresponding to the basin model for the station indicated in figure 8.2 (a),
the dashed and dash-dotted lines to the fundamental and harmonic Love wave dispersion curves.
The figures show the results for: (a) event 5, (b) events 13-16 and 18-21, (c) event 3 and (d) the
combination of all events.
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An alternative way of analyzing the data without taking Love waves into account is to use
the vertical component of the signals only. However, the polarization characteristics of
the waves, i.e. the retrograde or prograde sense of motion as well as the ellipticity, cannot
be retrieved in this case. Figure 8.20 (a) shows the combination of the retrograde and
prograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curves of figure 8.19 (d). The resulting dispersion
curve which is obtained by averaging the results of analyzing the vertical component of
the signal only for all events is shown in figure 8.20 (b). The data form a large cloud of
points which spans the theoretical dispersion curves for the basin model’s fundamental
and first harmonic Rayleigh wave modes. It cannot be determined to which mode the
data points correspond or if they correspond to a mixture of both modes. However, the
cloud of points is clearly distinguished from the Love wave dispersion curve measured
in figure 8.19 (d). This suggests that the retrograde Rayleigh wave dispersion curve of
figure 8.19 (d) is actually biased by Love waves. Nevertheless, the prograde Rayleigh
wave of figure 8.19 (d) is not retrieved in figure 8.20 (b) either. It might be masked by the
large cloud of points or be biased to lower slowness values by the harmonic Love wave
mode.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.20: Measured slowness values for both Rayleigh wave types, averaged for all events.
The slowness values for all measured time windows attributed to Rayleigh waves are included
in the figure, weighted by their respective energy on the radial and vertical components. The
darkest colors indicate high data concentrations. The solid black lines represent the fundamental
and harmonic Rayleigh wave dispersion curves corresponding to the basin model for the station
indicated in figure 8.2 (a), the dashed and dash-dotted lines to the fundamental and harmonic
Love wave dispersion curves. (a) shows the combination of the results for retrograde and prograde
Rayleigh waves shown in figure 8.19 (d). (b) was obtained analyzing the vertical components
only and thus eliminating any Love wave contributions.
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8.8 Ellipticity curves
The ellipticity curves estimated by MUSIQUE using the results of all events together
are shown in figure 8.21 for retrograde and prograde Rayleigh waves. The retrograde
ellipticity curve is badly estimated and no ellipticity curve can be identified. For the
prograde Rayleigh waves, a scattered ellipticity curve is retrieved, which can be at-
tributed to the first harmonic mode. Below about 0.18 Hz, very few prograde waves are
identified compared to the higher frequency part. According to the basin model, the first
harmonic mode does not exist below 0.17 Hz. Actually, the retrieved ellipticity values
are in good agreement with the first harmonic mode. This is a further indication that
the fundamental mode does not exhibit a singularity. If such a singularity existed, the
motion of the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves would be prograde for the frequencies
of the right flank of the peak, which would certainly bias the ellipticity estimation of the
first harmonic mode.
Figure 8.21: Measured ellipticity values for retrograde Rayleigh waves (left) and prograde
Rayleigh waves (right) for considering all events together. The ellipticity values for all measured
time windows attributed to the respective wave type are included in the figure, weighted by their
respective amplitude. The darkest colors indicate high data concentrations. The solid black line
represents the ellipticity curve of the fundamental mode and the dashed line of the first harmonic
mode of Rayleigh waves corresponding to the basin model for the station indicated in figure 8.2
(a).
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As it is based on statistics, a direct application of RayDec on earthquake signals would not
make sense because large energy arrivals which do not consist of Rayleigh waves could
never be compensated. However, for event 5, the recording length of 22 minutes allows
the application of the method to the late signal (see figure 8.5). We used the last seven
minutes of signal (starting 900 seconds after the signal beginning). The results of applying
RayDec, DELFI and H/V to this signal are shown in figure 8.22. The ellipticity curve
estimations are rather instable, showing many little peaks for all methods. Nevertheless,
the results suggest lower peak frequencies than predicted by the basin model. This
model predicts a value of 0.20 Hz, whereas RayDec and DELFI find a value of 0.18 Hz
and H/V a value of 0.16 Hz. However, the signal is still quite short for an analysis at such
low frequencies and the signal energy is still decreasing over the whole signal duration.
At least RayDec supposes the signal amplitude to be quite stationary in time, which is
not the case here. Furthermore, the presence of the first harmonic Rayleigh wave mode
above 0.17 Hz is supposed to bias the estimation of the fundamental mode’s ellipticity.
The three methods used here, however, are not able to distinguish between retrograde
and prograde waves or different modes and will yield a mixed estimation if more than a
single mode are present.
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Figure 8.22: Ellipticity curves measured on the late signal of event 5 (seconds 900 to 1317) using
RayDec, DELFI and H/V.
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8.9 Conclusion
This study investigated the seismological wave field generated by regional earthquakes
in the Evergreen Basin, California, using MUSIQUE. In addition to the determination of
wave azimuth and velocity, the technique allows the identification of Love, retrograde
and prograde Rayleigh waves. The basin response to an earthquake depends on the
location of the event. The azimuthal energy distribution is clearly different for waves
incident from north-western or south-eastern directions. In both cases, the energy at the
array is almost exclusively arriving from the respective hemicycle, with an important
exception. A large part of the Love wave energy arrives from the south, even for northern
earthquakes. The extreme case is event 7, for which over 75 % of Love waves arrive from
the south, i.e. an azimuth which is about 120◦ different from the direct connecting line.
Frankel et al. [2001] already found evidence for a large Love wave scatterer located south
of the array and attributed it either to a rock formation or to the southern basin edge.
Apart from these southern Love waves, Love waves arrive under azimuths which are
slightly deviated from the theoretical earthquake azimuths. The deviations are likely
to be explained by refraction of incident waves at the lateral borders of the basin. In
general, we find that Rayleigh waves are more scattered and arrive under a multitude of
different azimuths. As a detailed model of the San Francisco Bay Area exists, numerical
simulations could help to better understand the propagation patterns and to identify the
most important wave scatterers.
By analyzing the energy partition between Love and Rayleigh waves, we found large
differences between the different earthquakes. The attributed Love wave energy ranges
from about 5 to 30 %, whereas the retrograde Rayleigh wave energy is quite stable, taking
values between 7 and 13 %. Between 5 and 25 % of the energy have been attributed to
prograde Rayleigh waves, the total attributed energy constituting about 40 % of the total
signal energy for all events. We identify prograde Rayleigh waves as the first harmonic
mode. For the events located the closest to the array (about 40 km), the first harmonic
Love wave mode can be found. For the other events, no such waves of significant
amplitude can be identified. They might be produced as well during these earthquakes,
but attenuated on their way to the array or this might be a feature attributed to the
special location of these earthquakes.
By combining the information of all earthquakes, we succeeded in retrieving the Love
wave dispersion curves for the fundamental and the first higher mode. The dispersion
curve found for retrograde Rayleigh waves is very close to the measured Love wave
dispersion curve and could be biased by Love waves as well, particularly because
the curve is completely different from the curve obtained by analyzing the vertical
components of the signal only. Furthermore, no ellipticity curve is found for these waves.
For prograde Rayleigh waves, however, it is possible to identify the dispersion curve
and assign an ellipticity curve.
The inter-sensor spacing of the array limits the upper frequency limit of our analysis.
Furthermore, the structure of the basin is not homogeneous under the total array size.
Therefore, a smaller, but denser array located in the central part of the array would allow
the study of the higher-frequency part of incident waves. This might help to increase the
understanding of the mechanisms of the Santa Clara Valley.
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Conclusion
Ellipticity measurement and inversion using single-station methods
A part of this work focused on the development of new methods allowing the charac-
terization of surface waves. Two methods, DELFI and RayDec, have been designed to
estimate the ellipticity of Rayleigh waves from single-sensor measurements.
The first method, DELFI, tries to retrieve this property by fitting ellipses to parts of the
signal. If Rayleigh and Love waves are well separated in the signal, the method gives
reliable results. However, if both wave types are present in the signal at the same time,
the Love wave contributions lead to a misestimation of the ellipticity.
The second method, RayDec, uses statistical properties to suppress other wave types
than Rayleigh waves. The technique is especially adapted for the application to ambient
seismic vibration measurements.
Ellipticity inversion
The ellipticity curve can be inverted in order to retrieve the local soil structure (i.e.
the S-wave velocity profile). However, as the ellipticity function is not unambigious,
additional information has to be included in the inversion process, e.g. small-scale SPAC
measurements or MASW measurements. The requirements and limits for such inversions
have been investigated for theoretical data. The main results are that the right flank of
the ellipticity peak and the peak frequency itself carry all important information on the
structure. The left flank can be included in the inversion to better fix the peak frequency.
The actual velocity values can be fixed both by SPAC or MASW measurements, but the
frequency range of this additional information should be close to the frequency range of
the ellipticity curve used for inversion. Furthermore, it was shown that the errors on the
soil structure model induced by a misestimation of the ellipticity curve are about half
the original misestimation. Nevertheless, the soil structure can only be retrieved down
to the bedrock depth, as the absolute value of the shear wave velocity in the bedrock is
badly constrained.
Application to real data sets
The inversion scheme developed using the theoretical data has then been applied to
measurements of ambient seismic vibrations performed during the European NERIES
project (2006-2010), where RayDec was used to measure the ellipticity. The results for 14
different well-known sites, for which borehole measurements exist, show that the joint
inversion of ellipticity and small-scale SPAC data are in good agreement with broad-band
dispersion curve measurements.
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No significant differences between the use of SPAC including larger (up to 8) or smaller
(down to 3) numbers of sensors could be found. In this way, our method presents
an easier and cheaper way for the investigation of the soil structure than using array
noise measurements. For some sites, the directly measured dispersion curves are in
disagreement with the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode of the models obtained by
ellipticity inversion, but in good agreement with the first or second harmonic modes
for the same models. Considering the measured dispersion curve alone, however, it
is difficult to decide which mode is actually measured. In these cases, an ellipticity
inversion can help in identifying the correct mode. Another result of the analysis is
that, at least for soft sites, the Vs30 parameter obtained by joint ellipticity inversions
is in agreement with borehole measurements and can be helpful for seismic hazard
assessment.
Investigation of wave field polarization parameters
MUSIQUE
The third method developed during this thesis work, MUSIQUE, is the combination
of two different MUSIC algorithms. The first algorithm, "classical" MUSIC, is a well-
established method which has already been successfully applied to seismic measure-
ments. The second algorithm, quaternion-MUSIC, is a rather new development in signal
processing and has never been applied to real seismic data before. This code is limited
to two-component signals. Certainly, the use of quaternions increases the mathematical
and computational complexity of the method, but it allows the simultaneous use of
two components and therefore the estimation of the polarization between these two
components. This finally extends the field of possible applications of array techniques
by discriminating between Love and Rayleigh waves. The additional benefit of using
quaternion-MUSIC is the identification of the retrograde or prograde sense of motion
and the estimation of ellipticity. In this way, MUSIQUE estimates the contributions of
Love and Rayleigh waves to the wave field and characterizes the respective properties.
Biquaternion-MUSIC
A further aspect of the work was linked to biquaternion-MUSIC, an even more complex
method which could, in theory, be applied to four-dimensional signals. Therefore, using
this method, the three components of the seismic signal could be processed together
in order to retrieve their respective polarization properties. Nevertheless, we found
that the method cannot work in simple special cases, e.g. a purely two-dimensional
signal. Modifications to the code might improve its performances and make the method
applicable to complex real data measurements. However, each type of seismic waves
is always confined to a maximum of two different directions and can be characterized
using quaternion-MUSIC.
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Application of MUSIQUE
In tests on synthetic seismic data, MUSIQUE proved its ability to separate not only Love
from Rayleigh waves, but also retrograde from prograde Rayleigh waves. Furthermore,
the respective ellipticities have been well retrieved.
The application of MUSIQUE to seismological data measured by a dense accelerom-
eter array located in the Santa Clara Valley, California, identified wave types which
contributed about 40 % to the total signal energy. The diffracted surface wave field is
especially dominated by Love waves generated at the southern valley edge. Combin-
ing all earthquakes, the dispersion curves of the fundamental and first harmonic Love
wave modes could be retrieved. Although it was possible to identify the dispersion
and ellipticity curves of the first harmonic Rayleigh wave mode, the phase velocity
estimations of the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode seem to be largely contaminated by
Love wave contributions. Nevertheless, this data set appeared not to be the best suited
for testing all the potentials of MUSIQUE because the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode
does not exhibit a singularity and therefore does not change its sense of motion. In this
sense, this site cannot be considered as a school test site for the method. Furthermore,
the analysis is restricted to a limited frequency range due to the array geometry. An
application of the method to other dense seismic array measurements might fully exploit
all of its capabilities. The potential of the method might be fully tested by applying it to
simulations of the propagation of seismic waves in sediment-filled basins.
Perspectives
The joint inversion of ellipticity curves as presented in this work is a very promising
technique. However, further tests are needed to proof its applicability to seismic hazard
assessment at sites for which noise data are already available (e.g. Beirut, alpine valleys).
A possible perspective of analyzing array measurements using MUSIQUE could be the
application to other sites, but the number of available array measurements of high quality
with a small enough array size is limited. Nevertheless, the method could be further
tested on synthetic signals generated for precise basin simulations as the San Francisco
Bay Area model, the Euroseistest site in Volvi, Greece, or the Grenoble basin in France.
A main objective of such investigations would consist in identifying if a systematic
correlation between structure properties as the basin geometry or velocity profiles and
the wave type, i.e. Love and Rayleigh wave, exists.
Furthermore, it should be possible to still improve the method so that more than the
dominant wave can be identified. Such an algorithm could for example be composed by
a first identification of the dominant wave, followed by a subtraction of the respective
signal from the recordings. Then, the properties of the second wave could be estimated,
again followed by a subtraction of the respective signal and so on. Of course, misestima-
tions in the different algorithm steps would accumulate for the weaker signal parts, but
this way of doing should allow the identification of the main wave contributions.
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Mesures d’ellipticité à l’aide de méthodes monocapteurs et inversion
Une partie de ce manuscrit était centrée sur le développement de nouvelles méthodes permettant
la caractérisation d’ondes de surface. Deux méthodes, DELFI et RayDec, ont été conçues pour
estimer l’ellipticité d’ondes de Rayleigh à partir d’enregistrements d’un seul capteur.
La première méthode, DELFI, cherche à retrouver cette propriété en ajustant des ellipses à des
parties du signal. Si les ondes de Love et les ondes de Rayleigh sont bien séparées dans le signal,
cette méthode donne des résultats fiables. Cependant, si les deux types d’ondes coexistent
en même temps, les contributions des ondes de Love engendrent une mauvaise estimation de
l’ellipticité.
La deuxième méthode, RayDec, profite de propriétés statistiques pour supprimer les ondes qui ne
sont pas des ondes de Rayleigh. La technique est particulièrement adaptée aux enregistrements
de vibrations sismiques ambiantes.
Inversion d’ellipticité
Une courbe d’ellipticité peut être inversée afin de retrouver la structure locale du sol (c’est-à-dire
le profil de vitesse des ondes de cisaillement). Comme l’ellipticité n’est pas une fonction unique,
des informations complémentaires doivent être inclues dans l’inversion, par exemple des mesures
SPAC ou MASW pour contraindre les vitesses en surface. Les conditions et limites de ces
inversions ont été évaluées pour des données théoriques. Les résultats principaux sont que le
flanc droit du pic d’ellipticité et la fréquence du pic elle-même comportent toutes les informations
nécessaires sur la structure. Le flanc gauche du pic, quant à lui, peut être utilisé dans l’inversion
pour mieux fixer la fréquence du pic. Les valeurs de vitesse réelles peuvent être fixées soit par
des données de mesures SPAC, soit par des mesures MASW, mais les bandes de fréquence de
ces informations complémentaires doivent être proches des gammes de fréquence de la courbe
d’ellipticité inversée. En plus, il a été montré que les erreurs sur la structure du sol induits par
des erreurs d’estimation de la courbe d’ellipticité ne représentent qu’à peu près la moitié de
l’erreur d’estimation originale. Quoi qu’il en soit, la structure du sol ne peut être retrouvé que
jusqu’à la profondeur du bedrock, les valeurs absolues de la vitesse des ondes de cisaillement
dans le bedrock étant mal contraintes.
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Application aux données réelles
Le schéma d’inversion développé à l’aide des données théoriques a ensuite été appliqué à des
mesures de vibrations sismiques ambiantes effectuées dans le cadre du projet européen NERIES
(2006-2010), utilisant RayDec pour mesurer les courbes d’ellipticité. Les résultats pour 14 sites
bien connus, où des mesures de référence par méthode en forage existent, montrent que les
inversions conjointes de courbes d’ellipticité et de courbes SPAC à petite échelle sont en bon
accord avec des mesures de dispersion large-bande. En plus, aucune différence significative entre
l’utilisation d’un plus grand nombre (jusqu’à 8) ou d’un plus petit nombre (jusqu’à 3) de capteurs
pour les mesures SPAC n’a pu être identifiée. Notre méthode d’inversion représente donc une
alternative plus simple et moins coûteuse pour estimer la structure en vitesse que des mesures
par réseaux. Pour quelques sites, à basse fréquence, la courbe de dispersion mesurée directement
est en désaccord avec la courbe pour le mode fondamental des ondes de Rayleigh obtenue par
inversion d’ellipticité, mais en bon accord avec le premier ou le second mode harmonique. Dans
ces cas, l’inversion de la courbe d’ellipticité peut aider à identifier les différents modes d’ondes
de Rayleigh présents dans les courbes de dispersion mesurées. Un autre résultat de l’analyse est
que les paramètres Vs30 déterminés par inversion de l’ellipticité sont en bon accord avec les
mesures en forage.
Investigation des paramètres de polarisation d’un champ d’ondes
MUSIQUE
La troisième méthode développée dans le cadre du travail présenté, MUSIQUE, représente la com-
binaison de deux algorithmes distincts de MUSIC. Le premier de ceux-ci, la version «classique »
de MUSIC, est une méthode bien établie qui a déjà été appliquée à des mesures sismiques avec
succès. Le deuxième algorithme, MUSIC quaternionique, représente un développement plutôt
récent en traitement du signal et n’avait jamais été appliqué à des mesures sismiques auparavant.
Certainement, l’utilisation de quaternions augmente la complexité mathématique, mais permet
d’utiliser deux composantes différentes en même temps et par conséquent l’estimation de la
polarisation entre ces deux composantes. Ainsi, les applications possibles de techniques en
réseau sont étendues par la discrimination entre ondes de Love et de Rayleigh. Le bénéfice
complémentaire de l’utilisation de MUSIC quaternionique est l’identification du sens de rota-
tion retrograde ou prograde du mouvement et l’estimation de l’ellipticité. De cette manière,
MUSIQUE évalue les contributions des ondes de Love et de Rayleigh au champ d’ondes et
caractérise leurs propriétés.
MUSIC biquaternionique
Un autre aspect de ce travail était lié à MUSIC biquaternionique, une méthode encore plus
complexe qui pourrait, en théorie, être appliquée à des signaux à quatre dimensions. Par
conséquent, avec cette méthode les trois composantes du signal sismique pourraient être traitées
simultanément afin de retrouver les propriétés de polarisation entre elles. Quoi qu’il en soit,
nous avons trouvé que cette méthode échouait dans des cas spéciaux simples, par exemple pour
des signaux purement bidimensionnels. Le code pourrait éventuellement être amélioré pour
l’appliquer à des données réelles complexes. Néanmoins, chaque type d’ondes de surface étant
toujours confiné au maximum à deux directions différentes, il peut être caractérisé par MUSIC
quaternionique.
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Application de MUSIQUE
Dans des tests avec des données sismiques synthétiques, MUSIQUE a confirmé sa capacité de
distinguer non seulement entre ondes de Loves et ondes de Rayleigh, mais aussi entre ondes
de Rayleigh rétrogrades et progrades. En plus, les courbes d’ellipticité associées ont été bien
déterminées. En l’appliquant à des données sismiques mesurées par un réseau d’accéléromètres
localisé dans la vallée de Santa Clara en Californie, MUSIQUE a identifié des ondes représentant
environ 40% de l’énergie totale des signaux. Le champ d’ondes de surface diffractées est dominé
par des ondes de Love générées aux bords méridionaux du bassin. En combinant tous les séismes
analysés, les courbes de dispersion du mode fondamental ainsi que du premier mode harmonique
ont été trouvées pour les ondes de Love. Bien que les courbes de dispersion et d’ellipticité
du premier mode harmonique des ondes de Rayleigh aient pu être identifiées, les estimations
de vitesses de phase pour le mode fondamental semblent être largement contaminées par des
contributions d’ondes de Love. Par ailleurs, ce jeu de données n’est probablement pas le meilleur
pour tester toutes les capacités de MUSIQUE car le mode fondamental des ondes de Rayleigh n’a
pas de singularité et ne change pas de sens de rotation. Dans ce sens, ce site ne représente pas
un site d’école pour la méthode. En outre, la géométrie du réseau limite la bande de fréquence
qui peut être analysée. L’ensemble des capacités de la méthode pourrait éventuellement être
mieux testé en l’applicant à d’autres mesures de réseaux sismiques et à des simulations de la
propagation d’ondes sismiques à l’intérieur de bassins sédimentaires.
Perspectives
L’inversion conjointe de courbes d’ellipticité telle que présentée dans ce manuscrit est une
technique prometteuse. Néanmoins, des tests plus approfondis sont nécessaires pour démon-
trer son applicabilité à l’estimation de l’aléa sismique. Ces tests pourraient être faits pour
des sites où des données de bruit sismique sont déjà disponibles (p. ex. Beyrouth, vallées alpines).
Une perspective possible d’analyse de données de réseaux par MUSIQUE pourrait être l’application
à d’autres sites, avec un nombre d’enregistrements sismologiques de qualité et suffisant et les
géométries des réseaux adaptées. Néanmoins, la méthode pourrait être testée sur des signaux
synthétiques générés par des simulations précises de bassins sédimentaires telles qu’elles existent
pour la région de la baie de San Francisco, le site Euroseistest à Volvi en Grèce ou le bassin de
Grenoble en France. Un objectif majeur de ces investigations serait la recherche de corrélations
systématiques entre propriétés du bassin telles que la géométrie, les profils de vitesse et la
composition du champ d’ondes, c’est-à-dire la recherche d’effets caractéristiques pour les ondes
de Love ou de Rayleigh.
Finalement, il devrait être possible d’améliorer la méthode afin que plusieurs ondes puissent
être identifiées en même temps. Une réalisation possible d’un tel algorithme comporterait
l’identification de l’onde dominante, suivi par une soustraction du signal identifié des enreg-
istrements. Après, les propriétés de la seconde onde pourraient être évaluées, à nouveau suivi
par une soustraction du signal identifié et ainsi de suite. Bien sûr, les erreurs d’estimation des
différents étapes de l’algorithme s’accumuleraient pour les parties les plus faibles du signal, mais
cette démarche devrait au moins permettre l’identification des contributions majeures du champ
d’ondes.

Appendix A
EUSIPCO paper
The following article ("Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation from ambient seismic noise
using single and multiple vector-sensor techniques" by Hobiger, Le Bihan, Cornou, and
Bard 2009b) was presented at the European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO)
2009 in Glasgow (UK). It gives a concise overview of the methods DELFI (see section
2.3), RayDec (see section 2.4 and MUSIQUE (see section 4.6). It should be noted that
the DELFI and MUSIQUE algorithms in the text correspond to early versions of the
respective codes.
Le texte suivant a été présenté à l’EUSIPCO (European Signal Processing Conference) 2009 à
Glasgow (Royaume-Uni) sous le titre "Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation from ambient seismic
noise using single and multiple vector-sensor techniques", [Hobiger, Le Bihan, Cornou, and Bard,
2009b]. Il donne une vue d’ensemble concise des méthodes DELFI (cf. section 2.3), RayDec
(cf. section 2.4) et MUSIQUE (cf section 4.6). Les algorithmes DELFI et MUSIQUE présentés
dans le texte suivant représentent des versions antérieures des codes présentés dans les sections
respectives.
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A.1 Abstract
In this paper, we present three new methods to evaluate the ellipticity of polarized
signals generated by seismic ambient vibrations. Classically, the estimation of Rayleigh
wave ellipticity is performed using a spectrum ratio approach [Nakamura, 1989]. Here,
we propose to use two single-sensor techniques (based on ellipse fitting [Fitzgibbon
et al., 1999] and random decrement [Asmussen, 1997]) and one multi-sensor technique
(based on quaternion-MUSIC [Miron et al., 2005b]) to substitute the existing algorithm.
Rayleigh wave ellipticity is an important geophysical parameter because its estimation
as a function of frequency leads to velocity vs. depth estimation, i.e. identification of
the underground structure. We illustrate the three algorithms on simulation data and
compare them to the existing approach.
A.2 Introduction
Geophysical signals carry information about the medium they have propagated through.
In seismology it is common use to take advantage of the constant seismic activity to
perform passive tomography [Aki, 1957]. The “ambient seismic noise” is indeed built of
several types of waves. By analyzing them, conclusions about the medium characteristics
can be drawn. In this paper, we are interested in surface waves called Rayleigh waves.
In contrast to “classical” noise, these waves are polarized. The particle movement of
Rayleigh waves describes an ellipse. The ratio of the horizontal axis to the vertical axis
of the ellipse is called ellipticity. It is a function of frequency. In this paper, we focus on
the estimation of the frequency dependency of Rayleigh wave ellipticity from passive
recordings of ambient ground vibrations. In order to record polarization parameters,
it is necessary to use vector-sensors whose outputs consist of three signals measuring
displacements in three orthogonal directions of space.
In seismology, a standard way to access ellipticity is to use the spectral ratio between
horizontal and vertical displacement measurements [Bard, 1998]. This way of doing
has advantages in terms of simplicity but may not be very accurate as other wave types
than Rayleigh waves also contribute to the wave field [Bonnefoy-Claudet et al., 2008].
The P- and S-wave velocity profile (velocity as a function of depth) of the underground
structure can be obtained by inversion of the ellipticity curve (ellipticity ε as a function of
frequency ν, [Boore and Toksöz, 1969, Arai and Tokimatsu, 2004]). Therefore, errors in the
ellipticity curve lead to inaccurate estimation of the velocity profile of the underground
structure.
In order to improve the estimation of ellipticity, we propose three different new methods:
DELFI (Direct ellipse fitting for Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation), RayDec (Rayleigh
wave ellipticity estimation by using the random decrement technique) and MUSIQUE
(MUSIC using quaternions for Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimation). DELFI and RayDec
use single vector-sensors, MUSIQUE takes an array of multiple vector-sensors into
account. The proposed techniques are compared and their limitations are given.
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A.3 Rayleigh wave ellipticity in seismology
First, we introduce the term of Rayleigh wave ellipticity as understood in seismology.
After briefly recalling the underlying physics, we present the signals we will use to
determine the ellipticity.
A.3.1 Surface waves and underground structure
Four main wave types are important in seismology. P- and S-waves represent pressure
and shear body waves, respectively. Rayleigh and Love waves are surface waves, i.e.
they propagate along the earth’s surface. Their energy decreases as 1/r compared to 1/r2
for body waves where r is the distance to an earthquake hypocenter. Therefore surface
waves are important for seismic hazard assessment.
Love waves are transverse waves which are confined to the surface layer. Rayleigh
waves, which are also called “ground roll”, are waves with a vertical and a horizontal
component. The movement of a particle under the influence of a Rayleigh wave describes
an ellipse in the plane formed by the vertical axis and the wave propagation direction.
At the surface of homogeneous halfspaces, the movement of the fundamental mode is
retrograde, i.e. the horizontal movement advances the vertical movement by pi/2 in
phase. Prograde movement corresponds to a phase difference of −pi/2.
The underground structure of the earth’s surface is in general not homogeneous but con-
sists of different sedimentary layers superposing the bedrock. Every layer has different
mechanical properties, e.g. P- and S-wave velocities. The properties of Rayleigh waves
are closely related to the underground structure. An important polarization parameter
of Rayleigh waves is the ellipticity ε. It is a function of frequency ν. Figure A.1 shows a
realistic model of the P- and S-wave velocity profile of an underground structure and the
corresponding ε(ν)-curve. Inversion techniques exist allowing the underground P- and
S-wave velocity profiles to be derived from the ε(ν)-curve of the Rayleigh waves [Arai
and Tokimatsu, 2004].
The knowledge of the soil structure of a given site is important in order to estimate the
ground motion and the associated risk for buildings in the case of an earthquake.
A.3.2 Sensors and arrays
In seismology, the earth’s movements are recorded using vector-sensors called geophones.
Such sensors are made of three co-located sensors recording the ground motion in three
orthogonal directions. As a result, the output signal is a 3D vector-valued time-series. By
convention, the three sensors are aligned in north-south, east-west and vertical direction.
A number of vector-sensors can be arranged to form an array. Thus, this configuration
enables the measurement of the azimuth and velocity of incoming waves. In the follow-
ing, the east-west signal of the vector-sensor will be denoted by x(t), the north-south
signal by y(t) and the vertical signal by z(t).
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Figure A.1: On the left, the used P- and S-wave velocity profile model. On the right, the theoretical
frequency-ellipticity curve corresponding to this model for the fundamental and the first harmonic
Rayleigh wave mode.
A.4 Existing technique: H/V spectrum ratios
A widespread approach to estimate ellipticity ε as a function of frequency ν for Rayleigh
waves is the so-called H/V technique [Nakamura, 1989]. It is a single-sensor technique
which consists of calculating the direct ratio between the horizontal and the vertical
spectrum:
εH/V(ν) =
√|X(ν)|2 + |Y(ν)|2√
2 |Z(ν)| . (A.1)
Note that for some frequencies, |Z(ν)|may vanish, which corresponds to singular points
in the ε(ν) curve. In addition to Rayleigh waves, Love and body waves may also be
recorded. As the movement of Love waves is restricted to the horizontal plane, the H/V
approach systematically over-estimates ellipticity. Using assumptions on the proportion
of Rayleigh and Love waves present in the wave field, it is possible to correct the over-
estimation errors. However, there is no guarantee that the assumptions are in accordance
with reality. This is a major source of error in the H/V approach. This motivates the
search for other techniques for the estimation of ε(ν).
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A.5 Single-sensor approach
In this section, we present two approaches to perform ellipticity estimation using the
signal recorded on a single three-component vector-sensor. Their performances will be
illustrated in Section A.7.
A.5.1 Direct ellipse fitting (DELFI)
Consider the vector-valued signal~s(t) describing the movement of a soil particle in
3D space with time, given as ~s(t) = [x(t) y(t) z(t)]T taking values in R3. First, ~s(t)
is band-pass filtered around a frequency ν with bandwidth dν. Then, the following
processing is performed independently for each frequency.
The filtered signal is cut in blocks of time length T = 1/ν. The total length of the signal
is assumed to be much longer than T. Each time-window consists thus of N = T/dt
samples where dt is the sampling period. The three-component signal of one time-
window is noted Sw = [Xw Yw Zw]T and is of dimension 3 × N. The polarization
of Rayleigh waves is confined to a vertical plane, in opposition to the movement of
noise signals which lie in 3D space. In order to project the signal Sw onto a vertical
plane, we use the covariance matrix Cw built by the two horizontal components by
Cw = [Xw Yw]T[Xw Yw].
The Eigenvalue Decomposition (EVD) of Cw gives access to its eigenvalues λ1 and
λ2 (ranked in increasing order, i.e. λ1 < λ2) and associated eigenvectors ~u1 and ~u2.
The eigenvectors are normal vectors to two orthogonal vertical planes. The associated
eigenvalues are the sums of the squared distances between the data points and the
respective planes.
The 2D plane where the signal~sw(t) is mostly confined is the one orthogonal to ~u1 as
it is associated to the smallest eigenvalue λ1, i.e. the corresponding plane is spanned
by the eigenvector ~u2 and the vertical unit vector. The horizontal components of the
time-window signal Sw are then projected onto an axis to build a horizontal signal Hw
by Hw = [Xw Yw] ·~u2. The 2D signal is then built by S′w = [Hw Zw]T.
Finally, the ellipticity measurement is performed using a modified version of the ellipse
fitting algorithm proposed by Fitzgibbon et al. [Fitzgibbon et al., 1999]. The modifications
of the algorithm ensure that the axes of the ellipse are in horizontal and vertical directions.
The algorithm yields the horizontal axis hw, the vertical axis vw and a parameter d2w
indicating the actual sum of squared distances between the data points and the fitted
ellipse.
The ellipticity ε(ν) is calculated by averaging the found horizontal and vertical axes of
all signal blocks for the corresponding frequency using the distance parameter d2w as
weighting factor:
εDELFI(ν) =
∑ hw/d2w
∑ vw/d2w
. (A.2)
The only free parameter of the method is dν.
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A.5.2 Random decrement (RayDec)
The random decrement technique is commonly used to characterize dynamic parameters
of buildings [Dunand, 2005, Michel et al., 2008]. It is classically applied to one-component
(scalar valued) signals. We propose a three-component version of this technique in order
to estimate ε(ν).
The following processing is performed independently for each frequency. First, the three
components of~s(t) are filtered in a frequency range of bandwidth dν around a central
frequency ν. The filtered components are called xν(t), yν(t) and zν(t).
The next step is to search for the times τi where the signal sign changes from negative
to positive on the vertical component (zν(τi) ≤ 0, zν(τi + dt) > 0). For each of these τi a
signal block of length ∆ is stored on all three components. The number of buffered blocks
thus depends on the analyzed signal itself. In order to compensate the natural pi/2 phase
shift, i.e. 1/(4ν) in time, between the vertical and horizontal component signals of a
Rayleigh wave, a phase shift is applied to xν and yν. The buffered signals then are:
zν,b,i(t) = zν(τi + t),
xν,b,i(t) = xν(τi − 14ν + t),
yν,b,i(t) = yν(τi − 14ν + t).
(A.3)
for 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆. Index i specifies the change of sign position while index b stands for
buffered. The east-west and north-south components, namely xν,b,i(t) and yν,b,i(t), of
every buffered signal~sν,b,i(t) are then projected onto a single axis to build a horizontal
component in the following way:
hν,b,i(t) = sin ϑi · xν,b,i(t) + cos ϑi · yν,b,i(t). (A.4)
The azimuth angle ϑi is chosen to maximize the correlation C(ϑi) =
∫ ∆
0 zν,b,i(t) · hν,b,i(t)dt
between the vertical signal zν,b,i(t) and the horizontal signal hν,b,i(t). The azimuth angle
ϑi is thus obtained by
ϑi = tan−1
(∫ ∆
0 zν,b,i(t) · xν,b,i(t)dt∫ ∆
0 zν,b,i(t) · yν,b,i(t)dt
)
. (A.5)
From the two possible ϑi ∈ [0◦, 360◦[ satisfying equation (A.5) we choose the one leading
to a positive correlation. At this point, the method does not distinguish between prograde
and retrograde particle motion as prograde Rayleigh waves are treated as retrograde
waves arriving from the opposite azimuth.
Although the angle ϑi maximizes the correlation, zν,b,i(t) and hν,b,i(t) can still be weakly
correlated. Therefore, a correlation factor defined by
cν,b,i =
∫ ∆
0 zν,b,i(t) · hν,b,i(t)dt√∫ ∆
0 z
2
ν,b,i(t)dt ·
∫ ∆
0 h
2
ν,b,i(t)dt
(A.6)
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is used as weighting factor in the summation of the signals zν,b,i(t) and hν,b,i(t) :
zν,s(t) =∑
i
c2ν,b,i · zν,b,i(t) (A.7)
hν,s(t) =∑
i
c2ν,b,i · hν,b,i(t). (A.8)
Finally, the ellipticity is obtained by
εRayDec(ν) =
√√√√∫ ∆0 h2ν,s(t)dt∫ ∆
0 z
2
ν,s(t)dt
. (A.9)
Repeated execution of this algorithm over the whole frequency range yields the frequency-
ellipticity curve. The length of the buffered signal ∆ and the width of the frequency filter
dν can be chosen arbitrarily.
A.6 Multiple-sensor approach (MUSIQUE)
In this section, we propose a way to take advantage of array measurements. The proposed
approach is based on MUSIC algorithm and uses two of its versions: “classical” MUSIC
to perform wave identification and “quaternion” MUSIC for ellipticity estimation. The
array consists of NS three-component sensors. The NS time sample records are cut
into blocks of NT = nP/(ν dt) data points each, where nP is the number of periods
corresponding to the frequency ν in the block and dt the sampling period. The cut time
samples are stored in three NS × NT data matrices Si(t) with i = 1 for vertical, i = 2 for
east−west and i = 3 for north− south component. Fourier transform of these three data
matrices yields the three matrices Si(ν) of dimensions NS × NT.
A.6.1 First step: Azimuth estimation
The first step of our approach is to perform a “classical” MUSIC to identify the azimuth
and velocity of an incoming wave. Note that this is a narrow-band MUSIC of bandwidth
dν. Therefore, the spectral matrix is computed. Each one-component spectral matrix
Mi(ν) ∈ CNS×NS is given by Mi(ν) = Si(ν)S†i (ν). Then, the total sample covariance
matrix M(ν) ∈ CNS×NS is obtained by M(ν) = ∑3i=1 Mi(ν).
The Nbig biggest eigenvalues of the matrix M(ν) are identified to belong to the signal
subspace and the other (NS − Nbig) to the noise subspace. It should be noted that due to
the later performed projection into a plane the technique can only yield reliable results if
the wave field is dominated by one wave and therefore Nbig = 1. The noise subspace
G(ν) ∈ CNS×(NS−Nbig) is hence built using the associated eigenvectors.
An incident Rayleigh wave with azimuth ϑ and phase velocity c is assumed. The
associated wave vector is thus ~κ(ϑ) = [− sin ϑ − cos ϑ 0]T and the time-delay vector
~δ(ν, ϑ, c) ∈ RNS×1 is given by
~δ(ν, ϑ, c) =
2piν
c
R~κ(ϑ), (A.10)
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where R ∈ RNS×3 is the matrix of the positions of the array sensors and c the wave
velocity. This leads to the steering vector ~fl(ν, ϑ, c) = exp (−i~δ(ν, ϑ, c))/√NS. The
MUSIC functional F(ν, ϑ, c) is finally given by:
F(ν,ϑ,c) =
1
~γ†(ν,ϑ,c)G(ν)G†(ν)~γ(ν,ϑ,c)
. (A.11)
A grid search is performed in order to find the set of parameters (ϑ0, c0) maximizing this
functional.
Now, as the movement of Rayleigh waves is confined to a plane spanned by the wave
vector and the vertical axis, the original signals are projected into the vertical plane
spanned by the wave vector just found. This means that the original vertical signal is
left unchanged and the two horizontal signals are rotated using ϑ0. The new signal Sp(t)
consists of two matrices, Sp1(t) and Sp2(t), as it is confined to a 2D plane (instead of 3
components). It is obtained from the original signal by:
Sp1(t) = S1(t) (A.12)
Sp2(t) = − sin ϑ0 · S2(t)− cos ϑ0 · S3(t). (A.13)
Fourier transforms of Sp1(t) and Sp2(t) give the matrices Sp1(ν) and Sp2(ν). Now that
the signals are confined in the propagation plane of the Rayleigh wave, we can proceed
to the estimation of ellipticity.
A.6.2 Second step: Ellipticity estimation
The second step of our approach consists in using a quaternion MUSIC algorithm
to estimate the polarization parameters of the identified wave. Miron et al. [2006]
demonstrated its ability to perform polarization estimation. Therefore, we first build a
quaternion valued data matrix Sq(ν) ∈HNS×NT in the frequency domain [Miron et al.,
2006]:
Sq(ν) = <(Sp1(ν)) + i · <(Sp2(ν)) + j · =(Sp1(ν)) + k · =(Sp2(ν)), (A.14)
where i, j and k are the three quaternion imaginary units [Ward, 1997]. The quaternion
valued spectral matrix Mq(ν) is given by Mq(ν) = Sq(ν) S†q(ν). Here again, the noise
subspace Gq(ν) is built by the (NS − Nbig) eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest
eigenvalues, where Nbig is the same number of sources as defined in the first step. In
agreement with Miron et al. [2006], the quaternion steering vector is given by:
~γq(ν,ρ,ϕ) = [cos(ρ) + i sin(ρ)ejϕ]e−j
~δ(ν,ϑ0,c0)/
√
NS (A.15)
where ρ and ϕ are the polarization parameters of the wave and ~δ(ν, ϑ0, c0) is the array
delay vector given by equation (A.10) with ϑ = ϑ0 and c = c0. The ellipticity ε is the ratio
of the amplitudes of horizontal and vertical motion, i.e.
εMUSIQUE = sin ρ/ cos ρ = tan ρ. (A.16)
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ϕ is the phase difference between the horizontal and the vertical signal. Note that we
omitted the ν dependency of ρ and ϕ in eq. (A.15), but it should not be forgotten that their
values depend on ν. A grid search yields the set of parameters (ρ0, ϕ0) that maximizes
the quaternion MUSIC functional
Fq(ν,ρ,ϕ) = 1
~γ†q(ν,ρ,ϕ)Gq(ν)G†q(ν)~γq(ν,ρ,ϕ))
(A.17)
Instead of using the parameter ρ to describe the ellipticity e of the wave, it is possible to
use ellipticity itself. However, as ellipticity values are in principle not limited, one would
have to perform the parameter search for 0 ≤ ε ≤ ∞. Therefore, it is advantageous to
limit the search to 0 ≤ ρ ≤ pi/2 and to define ellipticity by equation (A.16). The phase
difference ϕ is searched in the intervall [0, 2pi[. For a retrograde Rayleigh wave, the phase
difference will be found around pi/2, for a prograde Rayleigh wave it will be about 3pi/2.
The preceding processing is performed for every signal block of length NT. For each
frequency ν, the ellipticities of the signal blocks are averaged using the reciprocal value
of the difference of ϕ from the the theoretical phase difference (pi/2 for retrograde, 3pi/2
for prograde) and the signal energy of the signal block as weighting factors. In this way,
the ellipticity curve ε(ν) is estimated.
The performances of the proposed multiple-sensor method are presented in the next
section.
A.7 Simulation
In order to show the performances of the three proposed algorithms, we applied them
to a set of synthetic seismic ambient vibrations. Model N102 of an international blind
test benchmark [Cornou et al., 2009] was used as underground structure. The P- and
S-wave velocity profiles of the model, as well as the associated theoretical frequency-
ellipticity curve, are shown in figure A.1. 620 seconds of synthetic ambient vibrations
were simulated as follows. Signal sources were modeled by forces with random orien-
tation and amplitude located 0.5 m below the surface [Moczo and Kristek, 2002]. The
forces were distributed randomly in time and space. The time function of each source
was a delta-like signal with a flat Fourier frequency-amplitude spectrum between 0.1
and 20 Hz. The associated wave field was computed by using the wavenumber-based
technique of Hisada [Hisada, 1994, 1995] and contains all body and surface wave types.
As the goal of this investigation is the Rayleigh wave ellipticity as a function of frequency,
Love and body waves can be considered as “noise”. However, the signal-to-noise ratio
is unknown and the robustness of the methods under different signal-to-noise ratios
cannot be investigated. As the signal generation mimics the generation of real seismic
ambient vibrations this case can though be considered realistic.
The recordings were simulated for sixty seismic sensors. Their spatial distribution is
shown in figure A.2. The noise sources distribution covered all possible azimuths and
distances up to around 1200 m from the origin. Therefore, every seismic sensor represents
a different set of data. As the underground structure is the same at every point of the
model, the theoretical ellipticity is the same for each sensor.
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Figure A.2: Layout of the sixty sensors forming ten seven-sensor arrays. Some stations belong to
several arrays.
For H/V, DELFI and RayDec, the sixty sensors were used independently. To test
MUSIQUE, ten arrays of seven sensors each were formed, some sensors belonging
to several arrays. The Rayleigh wave ellipticity estimations of the three presented new
methods and the classical H/V technique are shown in figure A.3 in comparison to the
theoretical ellipticity curve of the model.
The used free parameters are: for DELFI, dν = 0.2ν; for RayDec, dν = 0.2ν and ∆ = 10/ν;
for MUSIQUE, dν = 0.2ν and nP = 10.
The H/V technique overestimates ellipticity considerably, especially at frequencies above
and below the peak frequency. Compared to H/V, DELFI only improves the peak
frequency estimation. As it works on the raw signals, it does not eliminate Love and
body waves and therefore its results are close to H/V results. The RayDec curve is very
close to the theoretical curve over the whole analyzed frequency range. RayDec is a
statistical method which averages over a large number of time-windows to efficiently
eliminate other wave types than Rayleigh waves. That is why its results are very close
to the theoretical curve. For MUSIQUE, the results are in good agreement with theory
over the whole frequency range, but compared to RayDec, the error bars are larger.
However, MUSIQUE does not suppress Love and body waves but also shows good
results in identifying ellipticity. As the curve is the average for ten arrays, its results
could propably be better with more arrays or more signal analysed. Optimisation of the
array layouts (array aperture and geometry) could also improve the results.
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Figure A.3: Rayleigh wave ellipticity curves obtained by analyzing 620 seconds of synthetic
seismic ambient vibrations by H/V, DELFI, RayDec and MUSIQUE techniques in comparison to
the theoretical ellipticity curve of the model. For H/V, DELFI and RayDec, the average curves
of 60 sensors are shown with the corresponding error range. For MUSIQUE, the average curve
with error margin for ten arrays is shown.
In testing the methods, we have stated that RayDec requires a minimum signal length of
some minutes to give stable results. DELFI and MUSIQUE, in contrast, do not require
a minimum signal length and are thus applicable to non-stationary wave trains as
produced in earthquakes. As MUSIQUE uses array measurements, it also gives an
estimate of the azimuth and wave velocity. Therefore, it is also possible to distinguish
between prograde and retrograde Rayleigh wave movement. DELFI and RayDec do
not give the wave velocity and give two possible azimuths. Therefore, they cannot
distinguish between prograde and retrograde Rayleigh waves.
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A.8 Conclusion
The three new methods have been succesfully applied to synthetic noise data and have
proven their ability to estimate the frequency-ellipticity curves of Rayleigh waves. The
further work is to quantify the differences between the results of the method and the
theory and to test the methods on other simulation data. Completing those tasks would
validate the applicability of the proposed methods to real seismic data.
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Polarisation des ondes de surface :
Caractérisation, inversion et application à l’étude de l’aléa sismique
L’aléa sismique d’un site donné peut être largement influencé par des effets de site. Afin d’évaluer ces
effets, la structure locale du sous-sol ainsi que les propriétés du champ d’onde doivent être étudiées.
Les ondes de surface (ondes de Love et de Rayleigh) s’avèrent utiles, leurs propriétés (courbes de
dispersion, ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh) étant directement liées à la structure du sous-sol. Le
paramètre clé pour l’identification du type d’onde est la polarisation. Dans la première partie de la
thèse, de nouvelles méthodes pour l’estimation de paramètres de polarisation d’ondes de surface sont
développées. Deux méthodes, DELFI et RayDec, estiment l’ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh à partir
d’enregistrements d’un seul capteur sismique. La troisième méthode, MUSIQUE, est basée sur la
méthode MUSIC et utilise les enregistrements multi-composantes de réseaux sismiques afin de distinguer
ondes de Love et ondes de Rayleigh et d’estimer leurs propriétés. Dans la deuxième partie de la thèse,
une étude théorique de l’inversion de courbes d’ellipticité montre quelles parties de ces courbes véhiculent
les informations importantes sur la structure du sol et comment l’inversion peut être améliorée. Le
schéma d’inversion résultant est alors testé en l’appliquant à des données réelles mesurées pour 14 sites
européens. Finalement, 22 séismes enregistrés par un réseau de capteurs dans la vallée de Santa Clara
en Californie sont analysés par MUSIQUE. La répartition azimutale, les courbes de dispersion, la courbe
d’ellipticité et les énergies des différents types d’ondes sont analysées et soulignent l’importance des
ondes de surface diffractées dans le champ d’ondes enregistré.
Mots-clés :
sismologie - ondes de surface - analyse de polarisation - ellipticité des ondes de Rayleigh - effets de site
Polarization of surface waves:
Characterisation, inversion and application to seismic hazard assessment
The seismic hazard of a given site can be largely influenced by site effects. In order to estimate these
effects, the local soil structure and the wave field properties have to be investigated. This can be
done using surface waves (Love and Rayleigh waves) since their properties (dispersion curves, Rayleigh
wave ellipticity) are closely linked to the soil structure. The key parameter for the correct wave type
identification is the polarization. In a first part of this thesis, three new methods to estimate the
polarization parameters of surface waves have been developed. Two methods, DELFI and RayDec,
estimate the Rayleigh wave ellipticity using the recordings of a single seismic station. The third method,
MUSIQUE, is a further developed version of the MUSIC algorithm, and uses seismic array recordings
to discriminate between Love and Rayleigh waves and estimate their respective properties. In the
second part of the thesis, a theoretical investigation of the inversion of ellipticity curves shows which
parts of an ellipticity curve carry the important information on the soil structure and by which means
the inversion can be disambiguated. The developed inversion scheme is then tested on real data
measurements obtained at 14 different European sites. Finally, the seismological wave field in the
Californian Santa Clara valley is investigated applying MUSIQUE to seismic array recordings for 22
earthquakes. The azimuthal energy repartition between the different wave types is investigated and the
respective dispersion curves as well as the Rayleigh wave ellipticity curve are estimated. This study
outlines the importance of diffracted surface waves in the recorded wave field.
Keywords: seismology - surface waves - polarization analysis - Rayleigh wave ellipticity - site effects
